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Spark Special Edition Grade 8 is an English course designed
exclusively for lower secondary school students studying English.

Spark Special Edition Grade 8 develops all four skills (listening,
speaking, reading and writing) through a variety of
communicative tasks, and systematically recycles key language
items. Above all, it is designed to promote active (activating all
new vocabulary and structures in meaningful, everyday
situations), holistic (encouraging the creative collective use of
students’ brains as well as the linguistic analytical use of their
brains) and humanistic (acquiring and practising language
through pleasant tasks and topics, paying attention to their
needs, feelings and desires) ways of learning. 

The course consists of:
  –   The Student’s Book which contains: a starter unit as

well as eight modules and a Fun Time section at the end
of each module and a Self-Check section at the end of
the book. 

  –   The Workbook & Grammar Book which contains: a
Grammar section with theory and exercises, a Vocabulary
section with exercises to revise the vocabulary presented
in each module and a Skills section with tasks to practise
all four language skills.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book is in full colour. Each module is based on
a single theme and the topics covered are of general interest.
All modules follow the same basic structure (see Elements of
a Module). Many tasks included in the Student’s Book are
multi-sensory, enabling students to practise all four language
skills as they complete the task.

Workbook & Grammar Book
The Workbook & Grammar Book is in full colour. It contains
units corresponding to those in the Student’s Book as well as
Grammar Bank and Vocabulary Bank sections. It can be used
either in class or for homework upon completion of the relevant
unit in the Student’s Book. It aims to consolidate the language
and grammar presented in the Student’s Book through a variety
of exercises, incorporating all four skills. Translation and
dictation exercises are also included. Exercises are labelled with
asterisks to show level of difficulty – *easy **for stronger
students.

Teacher’s Book
The Teacher’s Book is interleaved and contains detailed
teacher’s notes, which provide:
  •   the objectives of each module clearly and concisely
  •   step-by-step  lesson plans and suggestions on how to

present the material
  •   extra activities for stronger & weaker classes
  •   games
  •   a full key to the exercises in the Student’s Book and

Workbook & Grammar Book
  •   audioscripts of all listening  material

Class Audio CDs
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material which
accompanies the course. 

IWB
The IWB contains all the material in the Student’s Book,
Teacher’s Book and Audio CDs and aims to facilitate lessons
in the classroom. It also contains grammar presentation of all
the grammar structures in the Student’s Book as well as
video extracts for Ss to further practise their English and
expand their knowledge.

ieBook 
The ieBook contains all the material in the Student’s Book
and is the Ss’ interactive study partner. 

Teacher’s Resource Pack & Tests CD-ROM
The Teacher’s Resource Pack & Tests CD-ROM contains
exercises to consolidate what students have been taught in
each module, as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio
activities, tests and a key to all exercises in word format, along
with all recorded material and audioscripts that accompany
the tests.

Each module starts with a module presentation page to
familiarise students with the language and patterns in the
module. The module presentation pages also whet students’
appetites by familiarising them with some of the text types,
pictures and activities found in the coming module. 

Each module contains the sections described below.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful
context, and is practised through a variety of exercises such
as picture-word association and completing set phrases in
order to help students use everyday English correctly.

Reading
Throughout each module, there is a wide variety of reading
texts, such as: emails, text messages, letters, articles, poems,
etc, which allow skills, such as reading for gist and reading for
specific information, to be systematically practised.

Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first presented
in context, then highlighted and clarified by means of clear,
concise theory boxes. Specific exercises and activities
methodically reinforce students’ understanding and mastery of
each item. The Workbook & Grammar Book contains a detailed
explanation of each grammar point.

Listening
Students develop their listening skills through a variety of
tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar practised in
the module in realistic contexts. This reinforces students’
understanding of the language taught in the module. 

Speaking
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully designed to
allow students guided practice before leading them to less
structured speaking activities. 

COURSE COMPONENTS

ELEMENTS OF A MODULE

i
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
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Everyday English
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarise students
with natural language. The dialogues also present useful
expressions so that students can practise everyday English. 

Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities help students to recognise the
various sounds of the English language, distinguish between
them and reproduce them correctly.

Fun Time
This section reviews the module in a fun way and includes a
quiz that revises information presented in the module and
acts as a sample for students to prepare a similar quiz of their
own. It also has a song that is connected to the themes of the
modules as well as a related task. Listening to lively, high
quality songs is a humanistic activity which lowers the
students’ affective filters and allows them to absorb language
more easily.
In addition, there is a game in the format of a team competition
to consolidate learning of vocabulary and grammar presented
in the module. The game enables students to use new language
in an enjoyable way.

Study Skills
Brief tips, explanations and reminders, at various points
throughout each module, help students to develop strategies
which improve holistic learning skills and enable students to
become autonomous learners of the English language.

Writing
Students develop their writing skills through the use of all
four language skills.
Guided practice of the relevant vocabulary is given, consolidated
and followed by a model text which is thoroughly analysed.
Plans are also provided to guide students.
There are writing activities throughout the modules, based on
realistic types and styles of writing, such as letters, notes,
postcards and emails.
These progress from short sentences to paragraphs and finally
to full texts, allowing students to gradually build up their
writing skills.

Videos
Videos are provided which are thematically related to the
topics of the course. The video icon indicates that there is a
video which the teacher can play to introduce the topic or to
provide extra material for classroom activities.

Across Cultures section
In these interesting and informative pages, students are provided
with cross-cultural information and read about aspects of various
countries which are thematically linked to the module. The
section also contains related tasks and creative projects, such as
making a poster, which give students the chance to process the
information they have learnt and compare it to the culture of
their own country.

Across the Curriculum section
This section enables students to link the theme of the
module to a subject on their school curriculum, thus helping
them to contextualise the language they have learnt by
relating it to their own personal frame of reference. These
sections contain lively and creative tasks which stimulate
students and allow them to consolidate the language they
have learnt throughout the module.

Language Review
This section provides students with practice exercises, using
vocabulary presented in each module.

Self-Check
These sections appear at the end of the book, and reinforce
students’ understanding of the topics, vocabulary and
structures that have been presented in each module. An
answer key is provided for students to check their answers
and a marking scheme allows students to evaluate their own
progress and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

A – Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Spark Special Edition Grade 8 is
presented through pictures and students are asked to match
the  pictures to listed words. Vocabulary is always presented in
context, and emphasis is placed on collocations and word
association, since memorising new words is easier when they
are presented in lexical sets.

Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
  •   Miming. Mime the word to be introduced. For instance,

to present sing, pretend you are singing and ask
students to guess the meaning of the word.

  •   Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing and giving
definitions. Examples:

       –    Present store by giving a synonym: A store is a shop.
       –    Present tall by giving its opposite: He isn’t short, he’s

tall.
        –    Present weekend by paraphrasing it: I don’t work at

the weekend. I don’t work on Saturday and Sunday.
       –    Present garage by giving a definition: A garage is a

place where we put our car, next to the house.
  •    Context. Place vocabulary items in context with examples

which make understanding easier and more  complete.
For instance, introduce the words city and town by
referring to a city and a town in the students’ own
country: Ho Chi Minh City is a city, but Sa Pa is a town.

  •   Visual prompts. Show photographs or drawings to make
understanding easier.

  •    Use of (bilingual/monolingual) dictionary. Encourage
students to guess the meaning of a word, then use their
dictionaries to check if their guess is correct.

  •   Sketching. Draw a simple sketch on the board to
illustrate the word(s) to be explained. For instance:

                  tall

                  short

  •   Flashcards. Make flashcards out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, ready drawings and
any other visual material which may serve as vocabulary
teaching tools.

  •    Use of L1 (Vietnamese). In a monolingual class,
vocabulary can be explained in the students’ mother
tongue, although this method should be used only in

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

ii
INTRODUCTION
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moderation. Students also need to compare their mother
tongue to the English language to find similarities and/or
differences. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word or
expression. For example, it may be easier to describe an action
verb through miming, and not through a synonym or definition.

B – Writing 
All writing tasks in Spark Special Edition Grade 8 have been
carefully designed to guide students to produce a  successful
piece of writing.
  •   Always read the model text provided and deal in detail

with the vocabulary tasks. Students will then have
acquired the language necessary to cope with the final
writing task.

  •   Make sure that students understand they are  writing for
a purpose. Go through the writing task in detail so that
students are fully aware of why they are writing and to
whom they are writing.

  •   It would be advisable to complete the task orally in class
before assigning it as written homework. Students will
then feel more confident about  producing a complete
piece of writing on their own.

C – Assigning homework
It is recommended that homework is  regularly assigned and
routinely checked according to the  specific needs of the class.

When assigning writing tasks, prepare students as much as
possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors and get
maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned homework tasks include:
  •   Vocabulary. Students memorise the meaning of words

and phrases.
  •   Spelling. Students learn the spelling of particular words

without memorising the text in which they appear.
  •   Reading aloud. Assisted by the Student’s CD, students

practise at home in preparation for  reading aloud in
class.

  •   Writing. After thorough preparation in class,  students
are asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

D – Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors; they are part of the process of
learning. The way errors are dealt with depends on the activity.
  •   Oral accuracy. In drill work correct students on the spot,

either by providing the correct answer and asking them
to repeat it, or by indicating the error but allowing
students to correct it. Alternatively, indicate the error
and ask other students to correct it.

  •    Oral fluency. In pairwork or free-speaking activities allow
students to finish the task  without interruption, but make
a note of the errors made and correct them afterwards.

  •   Written work. Do not over-correct; focus on errors that
are directly related to the point of the exercise. When
giving feedback you may write the most common
errors on the board and help the class to correct them.

Remember that praising students and rewarding good work
is of great importance. Post written work on a noticeboard in
the classroom or school, or give ‘reward’ stickers. Praise
effort as well as success.

E – Class organisation
  •   Open pairs. The class focuses its attention on two

students doing the assigned task together. Use this

technique to provide an example of how the task
should be done.

  •   Closed pairs. Pairs of students work together on a task or
activity, while the teacher moves around the  classroom
offering assistance and suggestions. Ensure the task is
clearly understood before closed pairwork begins.

  •   Stages in pairwork:
       –    Organise students into pairs
       –    Set the task and time limit
       –    Rehearse the task in open pairs
       –    Ask students to do the task in closed pairs
       –    Go around the class and help students
       –    Pairs report back to the class
  •   Groupwork. Groups of three or more students work

together on a task or activity. Class projects or  role play
are often most easily done in groups. Again, ensure
students clearly understand the task in advance.

  •   Rolling questions. A student answers a question, then
proceeds to ask a question directed at the next student
in turn. This continues around the class.

F – Using the Student’s Audio CD
All texts and dialogues are recorded on the Student’s CD.
Students have the chance to  listen to these recordings at
home as many times as they want in order to improve their
pronunciation and intonation. The suggested stages of such
self-study are:
  •   The student listens to the recording and follows the

lines in the text or dialogue.
  •   The student listens to the recording with pauses after

each sentence or exchange. The student repeats as
many times as needed, trying to imitate the speaker’s
pronunciation and intonation.

  •   The student listens to the recording again, then reads
aloud.

At the beginning of the course, students should be asked to
obtain a suitable folder, or sectioned document wallet,
which they will bring to each lesson and which will hold
their personal Language Portfolio.

This will be used to store not only the material cut out of the
printed supplement, My Language Portfolio, but also a wide
variety of other documents and material.

In practice, Language Portfolios may include projects or other
written work; memory sticks with work or drawings completed
inside or outside the class; DVDs with the students’ favourite
story, filmed performances of songs, school plays, Evaluation
Sheets and reports from teachers, various realia or pictures and
so on. In short, it is a collection of what the learners want to
keep as evidence of what they are learning through the medium
of the English language. 

This Language Portfolio is the student’s property. It is a tool
to accompany the students’ language learning throughout
the course and is suitable for documenting their learning
both inside and outside the classroom. The main emphasis is
on the process of learning, so that while compiling their
Language Portfolios, learners develop the skill of working
independently.

The aim of the Language Portfolio is to develop the learners’
autonomy. However, they should be guided at first on how to
organise their work, keep records, access their own information,
etc. Learners are usually willing to experiment and try new

STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS

iii
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things, but at the same time, can be discouraged if they are not
sure what is required of them. Once a routine has been
established and learners begin to develop their autonomy, they
can be given more responsibility and freedom. Learners will still
appreciate feedback and appraisal though, so it is important
that their efforts are monitored and facilitated.

Experienced teachers will be aware that some of their students
learn best by listening to new information, some prefer to read
about it, whereas other students need to do something with the
new information. There is no absolute ‘best’ method of learning;
these are all valid learning styles, as different people learn in
different ways. Consequently, a coursebook should offer a variety
of exercises and material which stimulate all types of learning style
in order to help the learners learn according to their personal
learning styles. 
   •    Visual Learners need to see the teacher’s body language

and facial expressions to fully understand the content of
the lesson. They think in pictures and learn best from visual
displays, including diagrams, illustrations, transparencies,
videos, flashcards and handouts. 

  •    Auditory Learners learn best through verbal explanations,
discussions, talking things through and listening to what
others have to say. Written information may have little
meaning until it is heard. They often benefit from
reading a text aloud and using a CD player. 

  •   Tactile/Kinaesthetic Learners learn best through a hands-on
approach, actively exploring the physical world around
them. They may find it hard to sit still for long periods and
may become distracted by their need for activity and
exploration. These learners express themselves through
movement. They have a good sense of balance and hand-
eye co-ordination. By interacting with the space around
them, they are able to remember and process information.
Involve them in role play, pairwork and other classroom
activities.

Evaluation is an essential part in the learning process. It helps
the learners recognise their progress in the target language,
how much they have achieved and what areas need further
practice. The learners’ attitude towards their own learning
experience is positively influenced as they participate in the
whole process. Evaluation also allows teachers to reflect on the
validity of their teaching practices and the types of material
being used.

The process is divided into three parts: Initial Evaluation at
the beginning of the course, Formative Evaluation, which is
done on a day-to-day basis, and Cumulative Evaluation,
upon finishing a module.

Initial Evaluation
This evaluation centres mainly on the students’ reports from
the previous school year. The teacher can assess the
students’ level, work already covered, work which needs to
be covered, strengths/weaknesses, etc.

Formative Evaluation
Any exercise a student does can be used for this type of
evaluation. The results are then recorded on the student’s
Formative Evaluation Chart.
Make as many photocopies as you need and complete the
charts as indicated. Write the names of the activities you are

going to evaluate (e.g. dialogues, songs, pairwork, etc) and
write the marks obtained with the help of the following
code, using colours if you wish.
  c    (competence — green): the student has a full

understanding of the task and responds appropriately
 w    (working on — yellow): the student has an understanding

of the task but the response is not fully accurate
  n    (non-competence — red): the student does not understand

the task and is unable to respond appropriately

Cumulative Evaluation
Cumulative evaluation takes into account the work the
students have done throughout the module as well as their
participation and attitude. The instruments of evaluation are:

  •   Student’s Self-Assessment Forms: After the students have
completed the Self-Assessment Form section of each
module, they fill out the photocopiable Self-Assessment
Form, giving their subjective opinion of their own
performance. This learning-to-learn technique enables
the students to develop awareness of their progress. The
Self-Assessment Forms should be kept in their Language
Portfolio for future reference. The Self-Assessment Forms
are printed at the back of the Teacher’s Book.

  •    Progress Report Cards: After students complete each
module and take the corresponding test, photocopy the
respective Progress Report Card from the Teacher’s Book
and fill out a card for each student. The students should
keep these cards in their Language Portfolio for future
reference. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Student’s Book
and Teacher’s Notes:

T                  teacher                                  sb         somebody 
S(s)              student(s)                              sth        something
Team AS1    Team A, Student 1                n          noun
Team BS1    Team B, Student 1                 v           verb
HW              homework                             adj        adjective
L1                students’ native language     adv       adverb
Ex.               exercise                                 phr       phrase
p(p).            page(s)                                  phr v    phrasal verb
e.g               for example
i.e                that is
etc               et cetera

EVALUATION

ABBREVIATIONS

Note: Check these word sections can be treated as follows:
Go through the list of words before Ss read the text and
present the new words by giving examples, synonyms/
opposites or miming their meaning.

Alternatively, go through the list of words after Ss have
read the text and ask Ss to explain the words using the
context they appear in. Ss can give examples, mime/draw
the meaning or look up the meaning in their dictionaries.

TYPES OF LEARNING STYLES

Note: All tasks that ask Ss to:
– write about their country, refer to Viet Nam.
– say something in their language, refer to Vietnamese.

iv
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v
MODULE PAGE

1 Lifestyles

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of jobs &
qualities and appearance & character.

Module page                                           9

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: Jobs (stunt man, acrobat, air traffic
controller, underwater photographer, crocodile trainer,
bomb disposal expert, interior decorator, storm chaser);
Qualities (creative, brave, daring, fit, patient, highly
trained, careful, artistic, flexible, reliable, skilful) 

1a   Reading & Vocabulary               10-11

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about jobs, to listen for specific information, to
write about jobs
Vocabulary: Jobs (security guard, make-up artist, travel
agent, social worker, airline pilot, shop assistant, graphic
designer, computer programmer, bus driver, personal
trainer, TV presenter, heart surgeon); Verbs (stand still,
swing, extend); Nouns (sideshow performer, tattoo,
pointed teeth, forked tongue, audience, dressing room,
mime, swing, double); Adjective (tolerant); Phrase (earn a
living)

1b   Grammar                                   12-13

Lesson objectives: To compare the present continuous
and the present simple, to learn singular/plural nouns,
to learn the comparative and superlative, to learn too –
enough

1c   Skills                                          14-15

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
listen for specific information, to describe family and
friends, to write a description of a missing person
Vocabulary: Physical appearance and character (plump,
easy-going, honest, wrinkles, old, short, sensitive, reserved, of
medium height, moustache, rude, shy, in her late twenties,
outgoing, patient, beard, well-built, slim, spiky, wavy, long,
curly, round, straight, oval, polite, fat, small, in his early
thirties, skinny, thin, teenager, overweight, in his mid forties,
middle-aged, freckles, tall); Character adjectives (cheerful,
selfish, generous, popular, talkative, bossy, energetic, honest,
impatient); Verbs (realise, stick out); Nouns (construction,
survey, plastic surgery, plastic surgeon, celebrity, medical
school, appointment, patient, jaw, self-esteem, bump, top
model); Adjectives (responsible, rewarding, embarrassed)

1d   Everyday English                             16

Lesson objectives: Talking about clothes
(complimenting)
Vocabulary: Sentences (You look great in that polo-neck.
It matches the colour of your eyes. They fit you perfectly.
Your dress really suits you.); Clothes (polo-neck jumper,
tight-fitting jeans, short-sleeved T-shirt, sunglasses, flared
skirt, loose-fitting top, tartan skirt, trainers, polka-dot
dress, flat shoes); Complimenting verbs (go with, fit, suit,
match)

1e   Across Cultures                               17

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write about and give a presentation on teen tribes in
your country
Vocabulary: Verbs (belong to, identify, breathe, hang out,
give up, succeed); Nouns (tribe, hooded top, wardrobe,
label, brand name, fashion style, sticker, glitter, hair
extensions, movement); Adjectives (baggy, extreme, trendy,
tanned, multi-coloured)

1f   Across the Curriculum: PSHE               18

Lesson objectives: To do a quiz, to read for specific
information to give a talk about self respect

Vocabulary: Verbs (affect, increase, admit, tease); Nouns
(self-respect, belief, opinion, winner, loser); Adjectives
(cheerful, confident); Phrases (put right)

1g   Writing                                           19

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn how to use linkers, to practise topic sentences in
context, to write an article describing a person
Vocabulary: Linkers (and, with, but, also, however,
though, as well, too, on the other hand)

FunTime 1                                             20

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module, to do a
crossword, to do a quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for
gist,  to write your opinion

Language Review 1                             LR1

Self-Check 1                                        SC1
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vi
MODULE PAGE

2Believe it or not!

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of accidents,
injuries & first aid and natural phenomena.

Module page                                         21

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: Natural phenomena (flood, earthquake,
tsunami, avalanche, tornado, volcanic eruption, lightning,
hurricane, drought)

2a   Reading & Vocabulary               22-23

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about injuries/accidents & first aid, to listen for
specific information, to write about an accident
Vocabulary: Injuries (burn hand, sprain wrist, hit head, cut
leg, pull a muscle, bruise eye, twist ankle, break leg); First aid
(rest it, put some cream on it, put an ice pack on it, put a
bandage on it, clean the wound, have an X-ray, wear a
plaster cast, put a dressing on it); Verbs (survive, lose, knock
unconscious, occur, dump, cool off, set on fire); Nouns (forest
ranger, record, lightning strike, toe, eyebrow, lightning bolt,
severe burn); Adjectives (remarkable, fortunate)

2b   Grammar                                   24-25

Lesson objectives: To compare the past continuous
and the past simple, to talk about past actions, to learn
used to – would – be used to

2c   Skills                                          26-27

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
summarise a text, to listen for specific information, to
write an email
Vocabulary: Verbs (lie, suffer from, wash away, spot,
airlift, keep alive, recover); Nouns (jungle canopy, search
party, critical condition, severe exhaustion, path, cliff,
lizard, poison, blood); Adjectives (experienced, confused)

2d   Everyday English                             28

Lesson objectives: Asking/Talking about health
Vocabulary: Aches & Pains/Illnesses ((a) stomach ache,
toothache, a headache, a sore throat, a temperature, a
cough, a cold/the flu); Verbs (can’t stand, suppose);
Nouns (painkiller, dentist); Adjective (dreadful); Phrase
(Oh dear);
Sentences (I feel terrible. Are you OK? You don’t look
well. What’s wrong? I can’t stand it any longer. Then,
you should see a dentist.)

2e   Across Cultures                               29

Lesson objectives: To read, give a presentation and
talk about idiomatic expressions and sayings related to
the body, to pronounce homophones

2f   Across the Curriculum: Literacy         30

Lesson objectives: To read for lexico-grammatical
structure, to learn about the elements of a story, to
summarise a myth
Vocabulary: Verbs (give birth to, lock up, escape, melt,
drown); Nouns (palace, inventor, thread, warning);
Adjectives (powerful, furious)

2g   Writing                                           31

Lesson objectives: To read for coherence and cohesion,
to read for sequence of events, to listen for sequence of
events and ideas, to write a story
Vocabulary: Verbs (set off, look forward to, get stuck,
wrap, run out, survive); Nouns (shortcut, note, snowmobile,
injury, patience, survival skills); Adjective (lonely)

FunTime 2                                             32

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module; to do a
quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for gist

Language Review 2                             LR2

Self-Check 2                                        SC2
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vii
MODULE PAGE

3 Experiences

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of sports,
free-time activities & travel.

Module page                                         33

Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: Sports (bungee jumping, hang-gliding,
snowboarding, white-water rafting, rock climbing,
snorkelling, skateboarding, motocross, skydiving, mountain
biking, canoeing, white-water kayaking); Adjectives
(thrilling, dangerous, exciting, tiring, expensive, challenging)

3a   Reading & Vocabulary               34-35

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about sports & equipment, to make suggestions,
to listen for specific information, to write a summary of
a text
Vocabulary: Sports (badminton, snowboarding, table
tennis, white-water kayaking, snorkelling); Sports
equipment (goggles, flippers, gloves, racquet, bat, mask,
snowboard, shuttlecock, paddle); Verbs (lose arm, rank,
strike, rush, fit, enter a competition, win, overcome
obstacles); Nouns (shark attack, terror, victim, blood,
handle); Phrases (look bright, catch a wave, sharp pain,
escape death)

3b   Grammar                                   36-37

Lesson objectives: To learn the present perfect, to
learn just/yet/already/ since/for, to learn have been/have
gone and understand their uses, to compare the
present perfect and the past simple; to talk about
experiences, to learn the present perfect continuous

3c   Skills                                          38-39

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
describe an event, to listen for specific information, to
narrate a past experience, to write about a holiday
experience
Vocabulary: Verbs (board a flight, declare, preserve, release,
charge, break the law, import); Nouns (story, missed flight,
lost luggage, customs officer, specimen, liquid, reptile, poison,
scorpion, airline, contents, endangered species)

3d   Everyday English                             40

Lesson objectives: Apologising/Accepting an apology;
to pronounce \tS\, \dZ\, \j\ 
Vocabulary: Sentences (Fancy seeing you here. My flight
has been delayed. Where are you off to? Have you been
waiting long? I’d better go and check my flight, too! I
think you’ve taken my bag. Oh, did I? You’re right. I’m
terribly sorry about that. Oh, don’t worry about it. Have a
good trip.); Nouns (delay, announcement, sticker,
handle, trip); Phrases (fancy seeing you, terribly sorry)

3e   Across Cultures                               41

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write about a strange annual event in your country
Vocabulary: Verb (pick up); Nouns (cockroach, argument,
crowd, stick, treat, sugar cane, trunk); Adjectives (tiny,
tasty)

3f   Across the Curriculum: PSHE            42

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
give a presentation on sports and diet
Vocabulary: Verbs (store, repair); Nouns (nutrient,
carbohydrates, muscle, fuel, protein, sugary drink); Adjective
(dehydrated); Phrase (in good shape)

3g   Writing                                           43

Lesson objectives: To read for coherence and
cohesion, to learn so/such, to write an email 

FunTime 3                                             44

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module; to do a
quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for specific information

Language Review 3                             LR3

Self-Check 3                                        SC3
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viii
MODULE PAGE

4Safe and sound

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of crime &
safety and charities.

Module page                                         45

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: Breaking the law (rob a bank, spray paint
on a statue, steal a car, drive over the speed limit, break
into a house, steal clothes from a shop, steal a wallet,
start a forest fire); Crimes (robbery, car theft, shoplifting,
speeding, vandalism, arson, burglary, picking pockets)

4a   Reading & Vocabulary               46-47

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about crime, to listen for specific information, to
write an email describing an accident you witnessed
Vocabulary: Crime verbs (catch, arrest, put, steal, rob,
take, attract [thieves], mug, kidnap, break [the law], find
[guilty], accuse, sentence); Crime nouns (burglar,
kidnapper, mugger, vandal, robber, thief); Verbs (get
caught, realise, freeze, violate, commit a crime, capture,
speed); Phrasal verb (break into); Nouns (mistake,
advert, competition, handcuffs, badge, privacy, fine);
Adjective (foolish)

4b   Grammar                                   48-49

Lesson objectives: To learn the past perfect, to learn
the past perfect continuous, to learn adjectives with -
ing/-ed endings, to learn adverbs

4c   Skills                                          50-51

Lesson objectives: To read for general comprehension,
to listen for specific information, to talk about a safari
trip, to complete an email about a safari trip 
Vocabulary: Verbs (survive, separate from, rescue) Nouns
(guide, stream, bush, shell, raft); Adverb (downstream)

4d   Everyday English                             52

Lesson objectives: Giving an eye-witness statement
Vocabulary: Sentences (What’s your name, please?
Let’s go straight to the accident. Can you tell me what
you saw? What happened to the rider? What about the
driver? I’m afraid not. Thank you for your time, sir. You’re
welcome.); Verbs (smash, drive off); Nouns (traffic lights,
crash, rider, windscreen, number plate)

4e   Across Cultures                               53

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about charities, to talk about emergency services
Vocabulary: Verbs (donate, shape, raise money); Nouns
(volunteer, wisdom); Adjectives (needy, disabled, homeless,
second-hand, decent)

4f   Across the Curriculum: PSHE            54

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
give advice, to give a presentation on bullying, to
pronounce \œ\, \ø\
Vocabulary: Verbs (bully, punch, stamp); Nouns (stomach,
boss, slave); Adjective (weak) 

4g   Writing                                           55

Lesson objectives: To read for coherence and
cohesion, to listen for specific information and ideas,
to write an email giving advice 
Vocabulary: Verbs (ignore, make fun of, miss); Nouns
(accent, school counsellor)

FunTime 4                                             56

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module; to do a
quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for gist, to write about
the qualities of a good friend.

Language Review 4                             LR4

Self-Check 4                                        SC4
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ix
MODULE PAGE

5 Our blue planet

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topic of environmental
issues.

Module page                                         57

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: Environmental problems (rubbish, air pollution,
endangered species, energy waste, deforestation, water
pollution)

5a   Reading & Vocabulary               58-59

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about environmental problems, to listen for
specific information, to write about a monument in
danger
Vocabulary: Environmental problems (wasting energy,
animals facing extinction, deforestation, polluted beaches,
air pollution in cities); Solutions (plant trees, clean up
beaches, protect endangered species, use public transport,
turn off power when not in use); Verbs (threaten, preserve,
worship, survive); Nouns (rising seas, melting ice, global
warming, cultural site, damage, power, vegetation,
sandstone, conservationist, authorities); Adjectives (humid,
giant, mystical); Phrase ([be] responsible for)

5b   Grammar                                   60-61

Lesson objectives: To learn will, going to, the present
continuous (future meaning) and the future continuous
learn conditionals, to learn wishes

5c   Skills                                          62-63

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about the weather, to listen for specific
information, to write a short diary entry 
Vocabulary: Weather verbs (blow, drizzle, howl, freeze,
pour, shine); Weather nouns (ice, hail, shower, drizzle, sleet,
storm, gale, snowfall, sunshine, breeze, heatwave); Verbs
(glide, scatter, break out, suck, release); Nouns
(meteorologist, thunderstorm); Phrases (freak of nature,
once in a blue moon, raining cats and dogs); Adjectives
(glowing, electrical, rare)

5d   Everyday English                             64

Lesson objectives: Making suggestions, to pronounce
\s\, \z\
Vocabulary: Sentences (Look at this! Why don’t we join
in? It sounds like fun. I’m afraid I can’t. Never mind. How
about meeting at 9:30? Great!)

5e   Across Cultures                               65

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about endangered species, to write a comment to
post on a blog
Vocabulary: Verbs (Face (extinction) threaten, reflect);
Nouns (endangered species, mammal, fishing village,
overfishing, survival, overhunting); Adjectives (unique,
native)

5f   Across the Curriculum: Science         66

Lesson objectives: To read for lexico-grammatical
structure, to talk about the ozone layer, to give a
presentation on global warming
Vocabulary: Verb (surround); Nouns (ozone layer, blanket,
gas, ray, chemical); Adjectives (harmful, extinct)

5g   Writing                                           67

Lesson objectives: To read for general comprehension,
to listen for specific information and ideas to write an
essay offering solutions to a problem 
Vocabulary: Verbs (increase, poison, reduce); Nouns
(smog, vehicle, fume) 

FunTime 5                                             68

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module; to do a
quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for gist, to write about
how we can save the planet

Language Review 5                             LR5

Self-Check 5                                        SC5
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x
MODULE PAGE

6Technology & communication

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of computers
and means of communication.

Module page                                         69

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: Means of communication (telephone, fax
machine, pager, mobile phone, Internet, letter, satellite
phone, call friends, send/receive: a fax, a message, an
MMS, an SMS, an email, news; find information)

6a   Reading & Vocabulary               70-71

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about space, to write a dialogue, to listen for
specific information, to decide what to put in a time
capsule, to describe a first-contact scene
Vocabulary: Space (space exploration, time capsule,
desert island, solar system); Verbs (launch, transmit,
represent, greet); Nouns (human race, space exploration,
spacecraft, mission, inhabitant, time capsule, whale,
desert island, solar system, messenger); Adjectives
(golden)
Note: spacecraft is always in the singular

6b   Grammar                                   72-73

Lesson objectives: To learn reported statements, said -
told, reported questions, commands and requests

6c   Skills                                          74-75

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
analyse and talk about survey results, to give advice
using should/shouldn’t, to listen for specific information,
to do a survey and make a graph, to present survey
results
Vocabulary: Computers (webcam, speakers, screen,
keyboard, CD/DVD drive, mouse, printer, scanner, print
documents, listen to music, see people through the
Internet, see files, type, move around the screen, read
CDs/DVDs, make a copy of a photo); Verbs (transform,
contact); Phrasal verb (run out of); Nouns (heating
system, doorknob, nanotechonology, bank account)

6d   Everyday English                             76

Lesson objectives: Giving instructions, to pronounce
\s\, \S\
Vocabulary: Sentences (Can you help me? First, insert
the stick into the slot in the tower. Now go to your files in
‘My Documents’. Got it! What’s next? Click on ‘Copy this
file’. Then what? Is that all?)

6e   Across Cultures                               77

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write about body language in your country 
Vocabulary: Body language: (bow, hug, kiss on the
cheek, shake hands, make the OK gesture); Verbs (slip,
chat, cross, mess up); Nouns (compartment, insult,
cheek); Adjective (fluent)

6f   Across the Curriculum: History          78

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write about the positive/negative effects of the
Industrial Revolution in the USA, give a presentation
on the Industrial Revolution
Vocabulary: Verbs (spread, twist thread, make cloth,
power, improve); Nouns (factory, coal, steam, coalmining
industry, overcrowded housing, mine, working conditions,
wages); Adjectives (industrial); Phrases (by hand, better
standard of living)

6g   Writing                                           79

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
listen for specific information and ideas, to write a for-
and-against essay
Vocabulary: Verbs (chat, damage, distract, neglect);
Nouns (tool, topic, screen); Adjective (harmful); Adverb
(sensibly)

FunTime 6                                             80

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module; to do a
quiz, to write a quiz, to read for cohesion and
coherence, to write a short paragraph about the
importance of your mobile phone

Language Review 6                             LR6

Self-Check 6                                        SC6
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xi
MODULE PAGE

7 Entertainment

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topic of entertainment.

Module page                                         81

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: TV programmes (documentary, soap
opera, drama show, the news & weather, quiz show,
cartoon, fashion show, chat show, sports programme,
comedy show, sitcom, play, film, children’s programme,
music programme, police drama, awards ceremony,
nature programme); Adjectives (good, great, OK, silly,
childish, interesting, awful, boring, educational, fantastic,
terrible, not bad, amusing, funny)

7a   Reading & Vocabulary               82-83

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
talk about films, to listen for specific information, to
recommend films, to talk and write about your favourite
film
Vocabulary: Films (sound effects, gripping plot, special
effects, excellent cast, computer-animated, blockbuster);
Verbs (direct, race back, terminate, program, experience);
Nouns (solution, universe, saviour, human emotions);
Adjectives (alone, action-packed, ordinary, touching)

7b   Grammar                                   84-85

Lesson objectives: To learn the passive, to learn the
causative, to learn reflexive/emphatic pronouns, to
revise the definite and indefinite articles a/an, the

7c   Skills                                          86-87

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
listen for specific information, to describe an
experience, to write an email to a pen-friend 
Vocabulary: Places of entertainment (art gallery,
cinema, concert hall, exhibition centre, museum, opera
house, stadium, circus, theatre); Types of music (rock,
pop, classical, jazz, reggae, punk, heavy metal,
electronic); Verbs (found, produce, create, depend on,
range from); Nouns (orchestra, high-quality sound, leek,
pumpkin, bass drum, cucumber, repertoire, audience);
Adjectives (environmentally-conscious, biodegradable)

7d   Everyday English                             88

Lesson objectives: Choosing TV programmes
Vocabulary: Sentences (Do you fancy watching it?
What else is on? Quiz shows are boring. What channel is
it on? That sounds great. I just hate social dramas. Oh
no, not that.); Verbs (fancy, be on); Nouns (channel,
social drama) 

7e   Across Cultures                               89

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to identify musical
origins, to give a presentation on a traditional musical
instrument 
Vocabulary: Verbs (made from, feature); Nouns (string,
royal courts, band, brass, tube, mouthpiece, beggar);
Adjective (oval)

7f   Across the Curriculum: Science         90

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
give a presentation on how we hear, to pronounce \e\,
\œ\
Vocabulary: Verbs (judge, separate, reflect, bend, focus);
Nouns (cornea, sclera, lens, retina, nerve); Adjectives
(outer, inner); Phrases (contain fluid, create vibration)

7g   Writing                                           91

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
read for cohesion and coherence, to write an email
about your favourite TV series 
Vocabulary: Verbs (appeal, can’t wait); Nouns (cast,
storyline); Adjective (up-to-date)

FunTime 7                                             92

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module; to do a
crossword, to do a quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for gist

Language Review 7                             LR7

Self-Check 7                                        SC7
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xii
MODULE PAGE

8Places & lifestyles

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of places and
lifestyles.

Module page                                         93

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module.
Vocabulary: City life – country life (field, woods,
cinema, museum, skyscraper, factory, car park, shops,
river, block of flats, motorway, harbour, park, mountain,
path, farm, shopping mall, square, department store)

8a   Reading & Vocabulary               94-95

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn and talk about compass points, to listen for
specific information, to write about the place you live
Vocabulary: Geography (airport, public, coast, population,
nightlife, industrial, located, famous, cosmopolitan,
destination, beach, seaside, attractions, peaceful, clean);
Compass points (north, north-east, east, south-east, south,
south-west, west, north-west); Verbs (flood, store); Nouns
(basic conditions, structure, civilisation, well, oven, engineer,
runway, spacecraft); Adjectives (intelligent, alien); Phrasal
Verb (burn down)

8b   Grammar                                   96-97

Lesson objectives: To learn relatives (who/which/where/
whose), to revise modals (must, have to/don’t have to,
should, may, might, can/could/be able to/may, can’t), to
learn past modals, to make deductions (must/can’t)

8c   Skills                                          98-99

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
listen for specific information, to talk about where you
live, to write about your house & neighbourhood
Vocabulary: Home (garden, swimming pool, fireplace,
parking space, garage, utility room, balcony); Adjectives
cosy, cramped, crowded, lovely, comfortable, ugly,
expensive, modern, traditional, quiet, old, busy, quiet);
Amenities (bus stop, school, shops, park, the metro);
Verbs (carve, chat); Nouns (tree top, thatched roof,
nightfall, fairy chimney, nature, cone, cave, courtyard,
fairytale); Adjectives (upside-down, cosy)

8d   Everyday English                           100

Lesson objectives: Talking about holidays, to
pronounce \ø\, \O…\, \´U\
Vocabulary: Sentences (How was your holiday? So tell
me everything! Where did you stay? It must be a lovely
place! That’s nice. That’s too bad.)

8e   Across Cultures                             101

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
prepare a questionnaire, to post a comment to a blog
Vocabulary: Nouns (amusement park, water park, mate,
local rink, population, fishing boat); Adjective (peaceful);
Phrasal verb (hang out)

8f   Grammar                               102-103

Lesson objectives: To read the -ing form, to-infinitive/
infinitive without to, to learn some-any-every-no &
compounds, to learn had better/would rather, to learn
clauses of concession

8g   Across the Curriculum: History        104

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
give a presentation on life in ancient Egypt
Vocabulary: Verbs (look after, let in); Nouns
(craftsman, brick, tiled floor, source); Adjectives (flat,
carved) 

8h   Writing                                         105

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to read for
cohesion, coherence and lexico-grammatical structure,
to write an article about the place where you live 
Vocabulary: City/Countryside (crowded, noisy streets,
excellent public transport system, traffic noise, polluted,
fast pace of life, everything close at hand, good chance of
getting a job, unfriendly people, cheap shops, lots of
restaurants and clubs, relaxed pace of life, safe, peaceful
life, helpful neighbours, clean air, beautiful views, never
feel bored, feel isolated, hustle and bustle) Verbs (rent
out, splash); Nouns (lighthouse, guesthouse, fireworks
display, wave); Adjectives (peaceful, isolated); Phrases
(office job, heavy traffic, for sale, electrical storm)

FunTime 8                                           106

Lesson objectives: To consolidate vocabulary and
knowledge attained throughout the module, to do a
crossword, to do a quiz, to write a quiz, to listen for
gist

Language Review 8                             LR8

Self-Check 8                                        SC8
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4(T)
STARTER

Starter

  1   a)  To practise greetings & introductions

             •    Explain the task and ask various Ss to read out
the phrases in the list.

             •    Ss complete the dialogues. 
             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their

answers.
             •    Ask various pairs to read out the dialogues.

Answer Key 

       1    I’m fine thanks. And you?
       2    Hello. I’m Brian.
       3    Pleased to meet you, too.
       4    I don’t think you’ve met Simone.

       b)  To act out a dialogue 

            •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to re-read
the dialogues.

            •    Ss then act out their dialogues in closed pairs/
groups.

            •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs/groups to act out their
dialogue in front of the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Lan!
       B:   Hi Minh! How are you?
       A:   I’m fine, thanks. And you?
       B:   Good, thanks.

Lesson Objectives: To practise greetings &
introductions; to revise pronouns & possessive
adjectives; to revise/practise can/have got; to talk
about daily routines; to present/revise and practise
the present simple & adverbs of frequency; to talk
about free-time activities; to revise/practise question
words and prepositions of time & place; to talk
about food & drinks; to revise/ practise a/an, some/
any, (how) much/many, a lot/lots of, (a) few, (a) little
Vocabulary: Daily routines (get up, go to school, start
lessons, do homework, have dinner, watch TV, help
with household chores, go to bed); Free-time activities
(hang out with friends, listen to music, watch a DVD,
play sports, surf the Internet, send text messages, read
a book, play computer games, go shopping, chat on the
phone, go skateboarding, play the guitar);
Food/Drinks (sugar, milk, bread, beef, soup, cheese,
orange juice, spaghetti, coffee, cabbage, potatoes,
lettuce, burger, carrots, apples, chocolate, chicken,
yoghurt, biscuits, rice, eggs, cake, pears, salad, ice
cream, tea, bananas, nuts, lamb, grapes, salt, pizza)

Objectives
       A:   Hello, I’m Nam.
       B:   I’m Linh. Pleased to meet you.
       A:   Pleased to meet you, too.

       A:   Hi guys. I don’t think you’ve met Phong.
       B:   Hi, I’m Phong and this is Hai.
       C:  Nice to meet you both.   

  2   To practise using greetings and
introductions

       •    Explain the task and read out the exchanges in
each question.

       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.   

Suggested Answer Key 
      1    I’m fine, thanks. And you?
       2    Hello. I’m Vinh. 
       3    How are you?
       4    Pleased to meet you, too.

  3   a)  To present pronouns/possessive
adjectives

            Go through the table with Ss.

       b)  To practise using pronouns/
possessive adjectives

            Allow Ss some time to complete the task and then
check Ss’ answers around the class. Ask Ss to justify
their answers.  

Suggested Answer Key 

        1    Our, you             3    I, she                  5    his, they
        2    your, mine          4    yours, my           6    their, them

  4   To practise using can/have got

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
       •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers.
       •    In pairs, Ss ask and answer the questions so that they

are true for them.
       •    Ask some Ss to read the questions and their answers

to the class.  

Answer Key 

       2    Can
             Yes, I can./No, I can’t.
       3    Have
             Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.
       4    Can
             Yes, he/she can./No, he/she can’t.  
       5    Has
             Yes, he/she has./No, he/she hasn’t.
       6    Has
             Yes, he has./No, he hasn’t.
       7    Has
             Yes, it has./No, it hasn’t.
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       2    Tom’s daily routine is very busy. He gets up early

and gets a lift to school with his dad. He has lessons
until 3:45 pm, then he trains for three and a half
hours every evening.

       3    He is a very good student.
       4    He trains all day long in the school holidays.
       5    Tom wants to win an Olympic gold medal.

  8   To personalise the topic and talk about
daily routines

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to talk in
closed pairs.

       •    Ss copy and complete the table in their notebooks. 
       •    Ask various Ss to talk to the class about their daily

routine and compare it to Tom’s.

Suggested Answer Key 

     

       A:   In the morning, Tom gets up early, eats a bowl of
cereal, packs his bag and gets a lift to school with
his dad. In the morning, I get up early, eat breakfast
and walk to school. So our morning routine is quite
similar.

       B:   So is mine. Tom has lessons until 3:45 pm, but I
have lessons until 5:30 pm. So that’s a bit different.

       A:   I do too. In the evening, Tom trains for three and a
half hours, but I watch TV or listen to music. So our
evening routine is very different.

       B:   So is mine. Our free-time routines are very different
also.

       A:   Tom hasn’t got any free time because he trains all
the time. In my free time, I sleep late or hang out
with my friends.

Tom’s routine My routine

In the
morning

He gets up early, eats
a bowl of cereal,
packs his bag and
gets a lift to school
with his dad. He has
lessons. 

I get up early,
eat breakfast
and walk to
school. I have
lessons. 

In the
afternoon

He has lessons until
3:45 pm. 

I have lessons
until 5:30 pm.
After school I do
my homework.

In the
evening

He trains for three
and a half hours.

I watch TV or
listen to music.

Tom’s free time My free time

He hasn’t got any. I get up late and
hang out with
my friends.

  5   To practise asking questions about daily
routines

       •    Explain the task and ask a pair of Ss to read out the
example.

       •    Choose various Ss to read out the phrases under
the pictures and explain any unknown words.

       •    Allow Ss some time to ask and answer questions in
pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various pairs to ask
and answer in front of the class or by asking one S
from each pair to report back to the class on their
partner’s daily routine. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   What time do you go to school?
       B:   At 6:45.
       A:   What time do you start lessons? 
       B:   At 7 o’clock.
       A:   When do you do your homework?
       B:   In the afternoon. 
       A:   Where do you have dinner?
       B:   At home.
       A:   What do you do in the evening?
       B:   I watch TV.
       A:   Do you help with household chores?
       B:   Yes, I do.
       A:   When do you go to bed?
       B:   At 9:30.

  6   To predict the content of the text

       •    Elicit guesses from Ss in answer to the question in
the rubric. Ask Ss to use words/phrases from Ex. 5.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check their guesses.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Tom’s daily routine must be very busy. I think he gets
up very early and practises at the swimming pool, then
he has breakfast and goes to school. After school, I
think he goes to the pool again, practises for a few
hours then he goes home. Then, I think he does his
homework, has dinner with his family, watches TV and
goes to bed.

  7   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text again and
answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Tom Carter is one of the best divers in Britain. He
is only 15 years old.
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  9   To present the present simple

       Go through the theory with Ss and elicit how the
present simple is formed. Then elicit more examples
for each use.

Answer Key 

       We form the present simple by using the base form of
the verb in all persons except for the third person. In the
third person, we usually form the present simple by
adding ‘s’ to the base form of the verb.

Suggested Answer Key 

       habits and routines
       He walks to school every day.
       We don’t eat in the dining room during the week.
       Does your dad go to work on Saturdays? No, he doesn’t.  

       permanent states
       Vinh loves going to bed late.
       Phong doesn’t have football practice on Wednesdays.
       Where does your dad work?

10   To practise the present simple in the
third person 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ss compare their answers. 
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then

ask various Ss to read their answers aloud.

Answer Key 

       1    flies                                    6    loses
       2    goes                                   7    knows
       3    wishes                                8    misses
       4    fixes                                   9    finishes
       5    eats                                 10    wakes up

11   To present and practise pronouncing the
-s ending

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to copy and
complete the table.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

Answer Key 

     

12   To practise the present simple

       •    Explain the task. 
       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and

then check Ss’ answers around the class.

\s\ eats, wakes up

\z\ flies, goes, knows

\Iz\ wishes, fixes, loses, misses, finishes 

Answer Key 

       1    gets up                               5   do Tom and Jane do
       2    doesn’t live, lives                6   tries
       3    Does she like, doesn’t         7   Does Pam play, does
       4    Does Jack go, does             8   washes

13   To present adverbs of frequency

       Direct Ss’ attention to the sentences and elicit the
answer to the question in the rubric.

Answer Key 

       Adverbs of frequency go before main verbs and after the
verb to be.

14   To practise adverbs of frequency and
personalise the topic

       •    Explain the task and read out the examples.
       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Ask various Ss to talk to the class about how they

are different from/similar to Nam and Mai.

Suggested Answer Key 

       … walks to school.
       I sometimes walk to school.

       Nam often watches TV after school.
       Mai usually watches TV after school. 
       I never watch TV after school.

       Nam sometimes goes to bed late. 
       Mai often goes to bed late. 
       I sometimes go to bed late.

       Nam usually rides his bike to school.
       Mai never rides her bike to school.
       I always ride my bike to school.

       Nam always does his homework in the afternoon.
       Mai sometimes does her homework in the afternoon.
       I usually do my homework in the afternoon.
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15   To practise talking about free-time activities

       •    Explain the task. Go through the free-time
activities in the box and explain any unknown
words. 

       •    Choose a pair of Ss to read out the example.
       •    Allow Ss some time to talk in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then

ask various pairs to tell the class about their free-
time activities.

Suggested Answer Key 

       B:   ... playing sports every day and chatting on the
phone in the evenings.

       A:   I don’t like chatting on the phone, but I like sending
text messages every day and going skateboarding
or shopping at weekends. etc

16   To practise using question words

       •    Revise question words and elicit a number of
them from the class (who, what, where, why,
when, how [many/much/often], etc).

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Who f                                 5   Why d
       2    Which/What h                    6   How b
       3    When e                              7   How c
       4    Where a                             8   How g

17   To practise using prepositions of time

       •    Revise when we use the prepositions of time in the
rubric (at – the weekend, Christmas, Easter, night
etc; on – 3rd March, Christmas Day, etc; in – May,
half an hour, in the morning, afternoon, evening etc).

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1   on            3   in            5   at               7   on
       2   at            4   in            6   in               8   in

18   To present prepositions of place

       Go through the prepositions with Ss.

19   To practise using prepositions of place

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   In                      4   in front of          7   above
       2   behind               5   in front of          8   next to
       3   between             6   on                     9   Opposite
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20   To present vocabulary related to

food/drinks

       •    Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words.

       •    Give Ss time to copy and complete the table in
their notebooks.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Then give Ss
two minutes to add as many more words as they
can. 

Answer Key/Suggested Answer Key 

     

21   To present a/an – some/any – 
(how) much/many – a lot/ lots of – (a) few / (a) little

       •    Go through the table with Ss.  
       •    Ask and elicit answers for the question in the

rubric. Explain that we also use any in questions
(e.g. Is there any …?). 

Answer Key 

       Affirmative: an, one, some, a lot/lots of, a few, a little
       Negative: many, much, any
       Questions: How many, How much, any

22   To identify countable/uncountable
nouns

       Explain the task and elicit answers from Ss around
the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

     

meat beef, chicken, lamb, (pork)

dairy milk, cheese, yoghurt, (butter, cream)

fruit &
vegetables

cabbage, potatoes, lettuce, carrots,
apples, pears, bananas, grapes,
(lemons, oranges, cherries) 

desserts cake, ice cream, (apple pie, lemon tart)

drinks
orange juice, coffee, tea, (cola, water,
lemonade)

dishes
soup, spaghetti, burger, salad, pizza, 
(omelette, sandwich)

other
sugar, bread, chocolate, biscuits, rice,
eggs, nuts, salt, (pepper, flour)

leeks C
eggs C
celery U
spring onions, C
lettuces, U/C
bread, U
olive oil U

bananas C
tomatoes C
peppers C
oranges C 
strawberries C
spaghetti U
milk U

23   To practise using some/any – 
(how) much/many – a lot/ lots of – a few / a little 

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss do the task in closed pairs. Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

        1    any                     4    little                    7    many
        2    much                  5    a little
        3    a few                  6    much

24   To practise using quantifiers, a/an and
some/any, much/many, a lot (of)

       Explain the task. Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers.  

Suggested Answer Key 

        1    some                  4    a                        7    any
        2    any                     5    much                  8    many
        3    an                      6    a lot                   9    some

25   To personalise the topic 

       •    Explain the task and any unknown words. 
       •    Choose a S to read out the example.
       •    Allow Ss some time to talk in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then

ask various pairs to present their talks to the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       ... cake but I don’t drink any coffee. I sometimes drink
a little cola. I drink a lot of milk every day. I don’t eat a
lot of fish but I eat a lot of vegetables. I eat some pasta
but not too much. I eat a few eggs but not too many. I
also eat some fruit as an afternoon snack.
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Lifestyles and ask Ss to

suggest what they think it means. Go through the
topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss’
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present jobs

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-8) and ask
various Ss to read out the job each one shows. 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. 

  2   To match job qualities to jobs

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown words

and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       ... flexible and fit.
       An air-traffic controller needs to be highly trained.
       An underwater photographer needs to be patient and

fit.
       A crocodile trainer needs to be daring and careful.
       A bomb disposal expert needs to be highly trained and

skilful.
       An interior decorator needs to be creative.
       A storm chaser needs to be brave.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check the Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a man that looks like a lizard (p. 10)
       Why do you think he looks like this? What do you

think his job is?

       a quiz (p. 18, 20)
       Where can you see quizzes like these? Do you like

quizzes? What is the point of a quiz?

       a paragraph plan (p. 19)
       Do you think it is important to have a paragraph

plan? Why? Do you always use one to help you do
writing tasks?

  3   To compare jobs and qualities

       •    Read out the example and explain the task. 
       •    Revise comparative forms of adjectives. Ss

compare the jobs in the photographs using the
adjectives in Ex. 2.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    An acrobat needs to be more flexible than an air
traffic controller.

       3    An air traffic controller needs to be more reliable
than an underwater photographer.

       4    An underwater photographer needs to be more
creative than a crocodile trainer.

       5    A crocodile trainer needs to be fitter than a bomb
disposal expert.

       6    A bomb disposal expert needs to be more careful
than an interior decorator.

       7    An interior decorator needs to be more artistic than
a storm chaser.

       8    A storm chaser needs to be braver than an interior
decorator.

       •    As an extension, Ss mime various jobs. The class
guesses the job.

Lifestyles
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  1   To brainstorm for vocabulary

       •    Write the title ‘entertainment’ on the board and
the examples ‘actor’ and ‘singer’. Explain the task
to Ss. Allow them one minute to complete the task.

       •    Ask Ss to share their answers with their partner and
then with the rest of the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       dancer, comedian, musician, clown, director, composer,
magician, ballerina, circus performer etc 

  2   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of the text

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures.
       •    Elicit a variety of answers as to the questions in

the rubric.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The pictures show people who have extreme looks in
their jobs. There is someone dressed as a cartoon
character, a woman who looks like a statue and a man
with many tattoos. I think the cartoon character works
at a theme park, the woman might be an actress and
the man with the tattoos probably works in a stage
show as a performer.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.  

       •    Ss match the pictures to the texts.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1   C                       2   A                       3   B

1a

Ex. 4

       A    Christina is an actress and she works as a living
statue. She covers her skin with body paint and
stands still. It can take about 90 minutes to become
a living statue.

       B    Eric is a sideshow performer. He has got pointed
teeth and a forked tongue.

       C   Joe is the Disney character Pluto. When he arrives at
work, he goes to the dressing room to change. He
wears a heavy mask and a furry costume. He walks
slowly and doesn’t swing his arms or legs.

Ex. 5a

       1   Christina covers her skin with body paint.
       2   Eric has got green tattoos all over his body.
       3   Joe works at Disney World in Florida.

Ex. 5b

       I would like to be the Disney character Pluto and work
at Disney World in Florida. I think it would be fun. I like
children and I like seeing them smile. I think they would
like my furry costume! I wouldn’t like to be a sideshow
performer because I wouldn’t like to change my
appearance to such an extreme.

Ex. 6b

       A make-up artist works indoors. She gets paid well. 
       A travel agent works indoors from 9-5.
       A social worker works long hours under pressure.
       An airline pilot works shifts and gets paid well.
       A shop assistant works indoors and gets paid low wages.

       A graphic designer works indoors with a computer.
       A computer programmer works indoors with a computer.
       A bus driver works shifts.
       A personal trainer works part-time. He gets paid well.
       A TV presenter works indoors. He gets high wages.
       A heart surgeon works under pressure and gets paid well.

Ex. 7b

       Petra works indoors and outdoors, in private homes, TV
studios or on location for films. She has no fixed routine.
Sometimes she works only a few hours a day and other
times she works very long hours. She has to be artistic,
friendly and flexible. Her wages were low at the
beginning, but now she earns a lot of money because of
her experience and reputation.

Ex. 8

       Make-up artists put make-up on people. They are
artistic and creative. Their job can be indoors and
outdoors. They need to be friendly and sociable. They
get paid well.

       Heart surgeons operate on sick people. They are highly
trained. They need to be careful and skilful. They get
paid high wages.

       Personal assistants are patient. Their job can be full-
time or part-time. They need to be reliable and flexible.
They get low/high wages.

        Security guards protect people and places. They need to
be brave. Their job can be full-time or part-time. They
need to be reliable and flexible. They get low/high wages.

From p. 11(T) – Suggested Answers Keys 
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Answer Key 

       1    security guard                 7   graphic designer
       2    make-up artist                 8   computer programmer
       3    travel agent                    9   bus driver
       4    social worker                 10   personal trainer
       5    airline pilot                    11   TV presenter
       6    shop assistant               12   heart surgeon

       b)  To present work-related vocabulary

             •    Explain the task and go through the vocabulary
with Ss. Explain that the vocabulary can relate
to several different jobs.

            •    Allow Ss some time to do the exercise.
            •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 10(T)

  7   a)  To listen for specific information

            •    Explain the task. Go through the table and
make sure that Ss understand the vocabulary.

            •    Encourage Ss to suggest possible answers. 
             •    Play the recording. Students listen and complete

the table. Play the recording again if necessary.
            •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

     

       b)  To talk about work-related routines

            Explain the task. Ask various Ss around the class
to present Petra’s job and work routine using the
language in Ex. 7a.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 10(T)

  8   To write job descriptions

       •    This exercise can be completed in class or at home.
       •    Explain the task and direct Ss’ attention to the

vocabulary in 1a and on the module page.
       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
        •    Ss share their job descriptions with the rest of the class.
       •    Alternatively, Ss read out their job descriptions

without stating the job. The rest of the class guess
the job.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 10(T)

Job make-up artist

Workplace
works indoors, outdoors, in private
homes, in TV studios or on location for
TV projects and films

Hours/
Routine

long hours sometimes but not always
No routine

Skills artistic, flexible, friendly

Wages
low at the beginning but you can get
high wages if you have experience and
a good reputation

1a
  3   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text again and
answer the questions.

        •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   A              3   B             5   B                7   A
       2   A, B, C     4   A, C        6   C

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Tell Ss to refer back to the text to find
the phrases.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1   still              5   performer          9   room
       2   statue          6   teeth               10   mask
       3   her skin       7   tongue            11   slowly
       4   paint           8   costume          12   his arms or legs

       •    Ask various Ss to present the three people to the
rest of the class using the phrases.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 10(T)

  5   a)  To consolidate information
in a text

            Ask various Ss around the class to say three things
they remember from the text.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 10(T)

       b)  To personalise the topic

             •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to
formulate their answers and write their
sentences. 

            •    Ss tell their partners, then ask various Ss to
read their sentences.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 10(T)

  6   a)  To present compound nouns

            •    Draw Ss’ attention to the Study Skills box and
read through the examples.

            •    Explain the task and any unknown words.
            •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their

answers. 
            •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

repeat the compound nouns chorally or
individually. Pay attention to the stressed
syllables and help Ss with their intonation.
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  1   To compare the present continuous and
the present simple

       •    Ss close their books. Say, then write on the
board: I watch TV in the evening. I am watching TV
now. Elicit the tense of each statement (I watch –
present simple; I am watching – present continuous)
and which sentence describes a habit or routine
(I watch) and which one describes an action
happening now/around the time of speaking (I
am watching).

       •    Ss open their books. Read out the table. 
       •    Elicit examples from the text on p. 10 from

various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       do, go, play, is, is not working, is standing, takes, call,
shocks, arrives, wears, works, leaves, makes, walks,
doesn’t swing, doesn’t get, extends, is smiling, (is)
enjoying

  2   To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Tell Ss to refer back to the theory
box to help them justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1    work (present simple for habits/routines)
       2    is doing (present continuous for action happening

now/around the time of speaking)
       3    Do you like (present simple usually used for verbs

that describe a state)
       4    are going (present continuous for a future

arrangement)
       5    arrives (present simple for timetables)
       6    wants (present simple for verbs that describe a

state)
       7    Are you flying (present continuous for a future

arrangement)

  3   To practise using the present simple and
the present continuous

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1    am/’m                               6   needs
       2    is/’s having                        7   doesn’t like
       3    is/’s tidying                        8   is/’s making
       4    am/’m making                   9   Do you want
       5    wants

  4   To present/practise singular/plural nouns

       •    Ss’ books closed. Explain that plural nouns (e.g.
police, trousers) are followed by plural verbs (e.g.
The police are looking for the thief.) Plural nouns
represent a group of people or an object which
has two parts. 

       •    Explain that some nouns may seem to be plural
but are not and so take a singular verb (e.g.
maths, athletics). Other nouns that refer to a
group (e.g. team, family) can take a singular or a
plural verb.

       •    Ss’ books open. Read the theory aloud and elicit
further examples as necessary.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

        1    are        3    is            5    is         7    are         9    is
        2    is           4    are         6    are       8    are       10   are

1b
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Answer Key 
       Paul is older than Tracy. Sofia is much older than Tracy.

Paul isn’t as old as Sofia. Sofia is the oldest of all.
       Tracy is taller than Sofia. Paul is much taller than Sofia.

Tracy isn’t as tall as Paul. Paul is the tallest of all.
       Sofia is more active than Paul. Tracy is much more

active than Paul. Sofia isn’t as active as Tracy. Tracy is
the most active of all.

       Paul is more sociable than Tracy. Sofia is much more
sociable than Tracy. Paul isn’t as sociable as Sofia. Sofia
is the most sociable of all.

       •    As an extension ask Ss to compare three people
they know well. (e.g. My aunt is taller than my
cousin. My uncle is the tallest of all.)

  9   To present too – enough

       •    Ss close their books. Say and write on the board:
My bag is too heavy to lift. My bag is light enough
to lift. Mime too heavy and light enough. Elicit
that too has a negative meaning and enough has
a positive meaning.

       •    Ss open their books. Read out the table. Elicit
sentences from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 
       It’s too cold to play badminton in the park.
       I’m tall enough to become a basketball player.

10   To practise too – enough

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Answer Key 

       1   clever enough     3   old enough        5   too lazy
       2   too small            4   too expensive

11   To revise the present continuous, the
present simple, the comparative and superlative,
too – enough

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
prepare their sentences. Ss tell their partners.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Suggested Answer Key 

       Water freezes at 0OC. I always watch TV in the evening.
The film starts at 8 pm.

       Mum’s cooking dinner at the moment. We’re going on
holiday next week. I’m staying with my friends at the
moment.

       My clothes are always clean. Gymnastics is difficult. Your
trousers are nice. The government is/are banning
smoking in public places.

       Nam is taller than Vinh. Vinh is more friendly/friendlier
than Nam. Hai is the cleverest/most clever of all.

       It’s too cold to play in the garden. It’s warm enough to
swim in the sea.

1b
  5   To present the comparative and the

superlative

       •    Go through the table with Ss. Explain that when
we want to compare two people/things/places etc
we use comparative forms. Explain that when we
want to say that something is different to the
highest degree we use superlative forms.

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Answer Key 

        1    longer                 2    fatter            3    the happiest

       •    Elicit how we form the comparative and the
superlative. Write Ss’ answers on the board with
examples.

Answer Key 
       With single-syllable adjectives and most two-syllable

adjectives we form the comparative by adding -er and
the superlative by adding -est. With adjectives with
three or more syllables we form the comparative with
more and the superlative with most. With some two-
syllable adjectives (e.g. clever, narrow, gentle, friendly)
we form the comparative and the superlative with
either -er/-est or with more/most.

       •    Elicit examples from the text on p. 10.
Answer Key 

       the strangest, the most important

  6   To practise comparative forms

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to complete
it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. As an
extension ask Ss to compare two members of
their family. (e.g. My dad is older than my mum.)

Answer Key 
       1   nicer                  3   hotter           5   worse
       2   more beautiful    4   cheaper        6   more popular

  7   To practise superlative forms

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to complete
it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Answer Key 

       1    the tallest, the biggest       3   the shortest
       2    the longest                         4   the healthiest

  8   To practise comparative – superlative forms

       •    Go through the adjectives and the table with Ss.
Check Ss understand the vocabulary.

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
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  1   To introduce the content of the text

       •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from
various Ss around the class.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out if their guesses were
correct.

       Suggested Answer Key 

       I think a day in the life of a plastic surgeon would be
very interesting. He/She would meet with patients and
talk about what is best for them. Then, they would be
busy doing the actual surgeries. I imagine this job
would be quite difficult and demanding. It would also
be very rewarding knowing that you helped your
patients. Plastic surgeons must get paid well for their
hard work.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text again and the
questions. Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look
up the meanings of the words in the Check these
words box.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class and elicit what

Ss think the author’s purpose is.

       Answer Key 

       1    A (Para 1 lines 2-3)            3   B (Para 2 lines 4-6)
       2    C (Para 2 lines 3-4)            4   B (Para 3)

       The author’s purpose in writing the text is to give
readers some idea about a plastic surgeon’s job and
give advice about plastic surgery for teens.

       To consolidate and expand the
topic

       •    Ask Ss the questions in the rubric and encourage/
stimulate a class discussion.

       •    Allow Ss some time to formulate their answers,
then ask various Ss to read out their sentences to
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       According to Nathan, plastic surgery isn’t an answer
because teenagers’ bodies are still changing and
teenagers don’t realise that they don’t have to be
perfect to be happy. I think people shouldn’t have
plastic surgery for cosmetic reasons because it can be
dangerous. It is better to learn to love your body as it is.

1c
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  5   To practise using vocabulary for physical
appearance & character and personalise the
topic

       •    Explain the task and read out the example
dialogue. Ask Ss to work in pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and
encourage some pairs to ask and answer in front
of the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   What does your uncle look like?
       B:   He’s short and plump with curly hair.
       A:   Has he got a beard?
       B:   No, he hasn’t, but he’s got a moustache.
       A:   What is he like?
       B:   Well, he’s generous. He likes giving people things.

  6   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task. Tell Ss to look carefully at all four
pictures and guess what vocabulary they will hear
(moustache, beard, glasses, etc). 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       B

  7   To write a physical description

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Read out Ss’ descriptions around the class.
       •    Alternatively, one S reads out a description and

the other Ss guess who it is. (S: This person is tall
with .../Ss: It’s Emma. etc)

Suggested Answer Key 

       Thu is thirteen. She’s quite tall and slim. She has got
short black hair and dark brown eyes. She’s wearing
jeans and a purple top.

       Vinh is fifteen. He’s of medium height and quite plump.
He has got short brown hair and brown eyes. He’s
wearing trainers, black jeans and a T-shirt.

Write the following on the board. Ss complete the
paragraph.

........... is ........... years old. ........... is tall/short and

........... . ........... has got ........... hair and ...........
eyes. ...........’s wearing ........... .

Activity for weaker classes

1c
  3   a)  To present vocabulary for physical

appearance & character

            •    Direct Ss’ attention to the Study Skills box.
            •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to

complete it using their dictionaries.
            •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       Face: round, oval, small, freckles
       Hair: short, spiky, wavy, long, curly, straight
       Special Features: wrinkles, moustache, beard, freckles
       Height: short, of medium height, small, tall
        Build: plump, well-built, slim, fat, skinny, thin, overweight
       Age: old, in her late twenties, in his early thirties,

teenager, in his mid forties, middle-aged
       Character: easy-going, honest, sensitive, reserved,

rude, shy, outgoing, patient, polite

       b)  To consolidate vocabulary 

             Ss close their books and try to recall the new
vocabulary.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To present vocabulary for character

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it using their dictionaries if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       B   6            D   1            F   2           H   7
       C   5             E   3           G   4            I   8

       •    Ask Ss to use their answers to write complete
sentences, as in the example.

Answer Key 

       He’s bossy. He tells people what to do.
       He’s talkative. He talks a lot.
       He’s cheerful. He smiles a lot.
       He’s generous. He likes giving people things.
       He’s selfish. He only cares about himself.
       He’s popular. Lots of people like him.
       He’s energetic. He does a lot of things.
       He’s honest. He always tells the truth.

Game
Choose a leader. He/She chooses a person in the
class. The students in teams can ask three Yes-No
questions each using words from Exs 3 & 4 in order
to find who the person is.

Leader:        It’s a boy.
Team AS1:  Is he of medium height?
Leader:        No.
Team BS1:   Has he got short brown hair?
Leader:        No. etc.
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  1   To practise pronunciation

        Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.

       To practise using
complimenting vocabulary

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check answers with the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       1   matches     2   fit         3   go with      4   suit

  2   To identify the context of a dialogue
and listen for specific information

       Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and
follow the text in their books and answer the
questions in the rubric.

Answer Key 

       The dialogue is about clothes. Mary and Sally are
complimenting each other on their clothes. Sally’s aunt
bought her the clothes. They were a birthday present.

  3   To learn synonymous sentences

       Explain the task and read out the sentences. Refer Ss
back to the dialogue and then elicit the synonymous
sentences from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

       That polo-neck looks good on you. – You look great in
that polo-neck.

       They are the right size for you. – They fit you perfectly!
       It really looks nice on you. – It really suits you.
       Your aunt knows what clothes to buy. – Your aunt has

got great taste in clothes.

  4   To consolidate situational language
through translation

       Explain the task. Elicit the L1 equivalents for the
sentences in Ex. 1 from Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To act out a dialogue

       •    Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss take roles
in pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some pairs to read out the dialogue in front of
the class.

  6   a)  To consolidate vocabulary

             •    Explain the task and write the headings on the
board. Ss copy the headings into their
notebooks.

Complimenting

            •    Allow Ss some time to think of vocabulary and
make lists in their books. Ss then compare
their lists with their partner.

            •    Read out Ss’ lists around the class. Put all the
vocabulary on the board. Ss add vocabulary
to their own lists.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Clothes: dress, skirt, shirt, trousers, suit, socks, T-shirt,
jacket, shorts, blouse, jeans

       Accessories: tie, belt, bag, scarf, gloves, hat, cap
       Shoes: boots, slippers, sandals, high-heeled shoes, flat

shoes, trainers

       b)  To practise situational language
through role-playing

            •    Explain the task. Remind Ss that they can use
the dialogue in Ex. 2, the sentences in the box
and the vocabulary on the page as well as any
ideas of their own to complete the task.

            •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss draw
the following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them
on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task. 

        

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some pairs to read out their dialogues in front of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

        A:   You look great in that flared skirt. It matches your top.
       B:   Thanks.
       A:   It really suits you. Is it new?
       B:   Yes, it is. My mum got it for me. She also got me

this new T-shirt.
        A:   It fits you perfectly. Your mum has got great taste in

clothes.
       B:   That’s nice of you. You look good, too. Those jeans

really suit you.
       A:   Really? Thanks!

Student A

You look great in that 
… . It/They match(es) ...
(Comment on friend’s
clothes.) 
It really ... . Is it …?
(Comment further and
ask about it.)
… fit(s) you perfectly!
Your mum has got …
(Comment on her 
taste in clothes.)
Really? Thanks!
(Express surprise and thank)

Student B

Thanks
(Express thanks.) 

Yes, it is. It’s ... . 
She also ... .
(Reply & give details)

That’s nice of you. You
look ...
(Comment and return
compliment)

1d
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       They wear dark make-up to look tanned as well as
stickers and glitter on their faces.

       Their hair is multi-coloured and they often wear hair
extensions.

       They love ‘Para Para’ which is a dance with lots of
hand movements.

  4   To write a short text on teen tribes

       Allow Ss some time to formulate their answers to the
questions in the rubric and write their texts. Then ask
various Ss around the class to read their paragraphs
to the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

1e
  1   To introduce the topic and

predict the content of the text

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit what
the teenagers shown might like listening to,
wearing, and doing (i.e. what sort of music,
clothes and free-time activities they might like).

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think the boy in the first picture probably likes listening
to rock music. He likes wearing T-shirts, shorts and
trainers. In his free time he might like to go
skateboarding, play computer games and hang out with
other skaters.

       I think the girl in the second picture likes listening to
pop music. She wears colourful clothes and a lot of
make-up. In her free-time she might enjoy dancing,
shopping and hanging out with her friends.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, and follow the text
in their books and find out.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text again and the
statements. Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look
up the meanings of the words in the Check these
words box, then Ss complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

        1    F          2    NM        3    T           4    T          5 NM

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and elicit answers from Ss around
the class.

       •    Tell Ss to refer to their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of any words/phrases they are unsure of.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Many teenagers belong to a ‘tribe’.
       Teenagers in these tribes identify themselves in a

number of ways.
       Skaters live and breathe skateboarding.
       They like to wear baggy clothes and hooded tops.
       They have lots of labels and brand names in their

wardrobe.
       Skaters like to hang out with other skaters.
       They believe you should never give up and keep trying

until you succeed.
       Manba Girls have an extreme fashion style.
       They like trendy clothes.
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  1   To introduce the topic

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the dictionary definition.
       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to

answer the question in the rubric.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their

answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think it’s important to have self-respect in
relationships because no one will show you respect
when you don’t respect yourself. You need self-respect
in your schoolwork because you want to do the best you
can. Your self-respect affects your mood. A lack of self-
respect will make you feel sad and it will affect other
areas of your life.

  2   To do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Ss read the quiz.
       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the

meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the quiz. Ask Ss
to compare their results with a partner.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate Ss’ understanding of
the topic

       •    Explain the task. Remind Ss that they are only
writing notes, not full sentences.

       •    Allow Ss some time to make their notes. 
       •    Encourage Ss to share their notes with the rest of

the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       what self-respect is: a feeling of confidence, pride in
your own self-worth.

       why it’s important: can lead to better friendships,
better marks at school.

       ways to respect yourself: don’t be afraid to say no,
admit your mistakes, respect others, don’t compare
yourself with others.

       •    Tell Ss they may look up further information on
the Internet using the key phrase in the search
bar.

       •    Allow time for Ss to collect the information and
prepare their talks either in class or as HW. 

       •    Remind Ss that a talk should start with a greeting
(Hello/Good morning, etc) and then state what the
talk is about (I would like to talk to you about …).
Ss should present their points as clearly as
possible and end their talk by thanking the
audience (Thank you for listening.).

ICT

1f
       •    Ask various students to give their talk to the class

Suggested Answer Key 

       Good morning. I would like to talk to you about self-
respect. Self-respect is the feeling of confidence we have
when we feel we have value. It is also a feeling of pride
in what we do. Self-respect affects every area of our life.
When we don’t respect ourselves, it is more difficult to
respect others. Also, other people will respect you more
when you respect yourself. There are many ways to
develop self-respect. Think of yourself as a winner not a
loser. Don’t give up easily and don’t do anything you
don’t agree with just to be popular. Don’t compare
yourself with others and always respect other people’s
property, opinions and beliefs. We are all special so
make the effort and respect yourself! Thank you for
listening.

Read out the text in the Suggested Answer Key
above. Ask Ss to make notes, then say three
sentences about self-respect.

Activity for weaker classes
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       3    Lan is very friendly and has time for everyone. She
is patient and helpful and will always help you if you
have a problem with your homework. She is a very
good listener and gives excellent advice.

       4    All in all, I think Lan is an amazing person. We
always have a great time together and tell each
other everything. I hope we’ll be friends forever!

  5   To write an article describing a person

       •    Explain the task and draw Ss’ attention to the
prompts in the box. Go through the prompts
orally.

       •    Direct Ss to follow the paragraph plan and use
topic sentences.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Ask various Ss to read their article to the class.
       •    Alternatively, set the task for homework.

Suggested Answer Key 

       My best friend is Thu. We first met at a party when we
were 5. 

       Thu is pretty with a great personality. She is tall with
long dark hair and dark brown eyes. She is very lively
and loves talking. She calls me almost every night and
sometimes we chat for hours! She is also very patient
and always listens to me when I talk about my
problems.

       Thu likes writing. Last year, she won first prize in a
short story competition. I was not surprised because she
is imaginative and very good at writing stories. She
plays the piano and the guitar as well.

       All in all, I think Thu is an interesting and exciting
person. I’m very happy that she is my best friend!

1g
  1   To practise topic sentences in context

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the Study Skills box. Read
the box and make sure that Ss understand what
topic sentences are. 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete
the gaps. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1    C                                       2   A

       Lindsay is the girl on the right. 

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Remind Ss to look for justifications
for the character adjectives.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       popular, kind, polite, tolerant (never says a bad word
about anyone), great sense of humour (makes me
laugh a lot), a bit sensitive

  3   To practice using linkers

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the Study Skills box and
explain how we join sentences using linkers.
Remind Ss that However and On the other hand
usually come at the beginning of a sentence and
are followed by a comma. 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    She’s tall. She’s very thin as well.
       3    He’s cheerful and outgoing, too.
       4    She’s clever. However, she can be bossy at times.
       5    They are usually generous, but they can be selfish at

times.

  4   To practise describing a person

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Ss write their answers in their
notebooks.

       •    Encourage Ss to share their descriptions around
the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       My best friend is Lan …
       1    She’s 14 years old.
       2    She’s small and slim with long black hair and brown

eyes.
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  1   To consolidate vocabulary from the
module

       •    Give Ss some time to complete the crossword.
Remind Ss that all the answers are in the module
and encourage them to look back over the
previous units for help.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

             Down                                      Across
       1    surgeon                              4   stunt man
       2    increase                              5   wages
       3    creative                              6   rewarding
       4    shifts

Game: Ss play the game as described in the S’s Book.
Each correct answer gets a point. The team with the most
points at the end of the game wins.

  2   To consolidate vocabulary from the
module

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Remind Ss that all the answers are in
the module and encourage them to look back
over the previous units. Remind Ss to correct the
false sentences.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

       1    T
       2    F (A living statue covers her skin with body paint.)
       3    F (Plastic surgeons study for six or seven years.)
       4    T
       5    F (Skaters like rock music.)
       6    T
       7    F (The Pygmies are the shortest people in the

world.)

  3   To consolidate understanding
of the module and write a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Draw Ss’ attention to Exercise 2
as a model.

       •    Allow Ss some time to look through the module
for information and then complete the task in
pairs.

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Disney characters must say “Have a nice day!” to
all the visitors at Disney World. (F)

       2    Manba Girls love dancing at the Shibuya Club. (F)
       3    The tallest man in the world is over 2 metres.(T)
       4    The Paudaung tribe in Thailand are the healthiest

people in the world. (F)

       5    Skaters listen to rock music like Blink 182. (T)
       6    ‘Para Para’ is a popular computer game in Japan. (F)

  4   Song To predict the content of a song
and listen for confirmation

       •    Explain the task. Go through the words/phrases
and explain any unknown vocabulary.

       •    Elicit what the song is about from various Ss
around the class.

       •    Play the recording to confirm Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think the song is going to be about leaders of countries
and how they help their people. Perhaps the song is also
about how we can be great leaders in our daily lives.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To write a few sentences about
the topic

       •    Explain the task. Encourage class discussion
about the topic.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Ss read out their sentences to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think great leaders need to listen to their people and
make decisions based on what is best for the people. On
the other hand, leaders sometimes have to make
decisions that people don’t like. When they do this, they
must be strong and daring.

A
  •   security
  •   graphic
  •   social
  •   to stand
  •   to earn
  •   forked
  •   medical
  •   self
  •   wavy
  •   hooded
  •   hair

B
  •   designer
  •   still
  •   tongue
  •   guard
  •   a living
  •   school
  •   hair
  •   extensions
  •   worker
  •   esteem
  •   top

Game
Write these words on the board. Ss, in teams make
phrases, then use them in sentences of their own.
Each correct sentence gets one point. The team
with the most points is the winner.

1
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Believe it or not! and ask

Ss to suggest what they think it means (something
unbelievable such as an amazing story or a strange
event). Go through the topic list and stimulate a
discussion to prompt Ss’ interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present vocabulary for natural
phenomena

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (a-i) and ask
various Ss to read out the natural phenomena
(1-9).

       •    Elicit which phenomena match which pictures.
Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. 

Answer Key

       1   c             3   f            5   d           7   a         9   g
       2   b             4   i             6   h           8   e

  2   To personalise the topic

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ask a S to read out the example. Then elicit

answers from various Ss around the class. 

       (Ss’ own answers)

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       an ancient Greek myth (p. 30)
       Do you know this myth? Are there any similar

myths in your country? Do you think myths are
interesting? Why (not)? 

       a timetable (p. 24)
       Where might you see a timetable like this? Do you

write down things you have to do in a timetable?

       a jungle story (p. 26)
       Do you like to read/write stories? What sort of

stories do you like the most?

Believe it or not!
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  1   To introduce the topic and stimulate
interest in the text

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the title and allow them a
minute to read the introduction and the words/
phrases. Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the text is about.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key 

       The text is about lightning and a man who survived
seven lightning strikes.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and do the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. 
        •    As an extension ask Ss to correct the false statements.
        •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the

meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

Answer Key 

       1    T
       2    F (He has one remarkable record.)
       3    T
       4    NM
       5    T
       6    T

Virginia, USA is an American state on the Atlantic
coast of the southern United States. The state
capital is Richmond. Virginia is the 35th biggest
state in the USA. Virginia was the 10th state in the
USA. It became a state on 25th June, 1788.

Background information

2a
       7    F (The last lightning strike left him with severe burns

to the chest and stomach.)
       8    NM

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again and then
elicit alternative titles from various Ss around the
class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       Always in the Wrong Place at the Wrong Time

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to share

their sentences with the class.

Answer Key 

       1   forest        3   knock           5   hurt   7   lightning
       2   survive      4   damaged      6   set     8   severe

Suggested Answer Key 

       He survived seven lightning strikes.
       Once lightning knocked him unconscious.
       He suffered many injuries including a damaged shoulder.
       He also hurt his ankle.
       Lightning set his hair on fire twice.
       The last lightning bolt hit him while he was fishing.
       He went to hospital with severe burns to the chest.
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       5    James pulled a muscle.
       6    Alex bruised his eye.
       7    Martha twisted her ankle.
       8    John broke his leg.

       b)  To present vocabulary related to first
aid

            Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. 

       c)  To consolidate new vocabulary 

             •    Explain the rest of the task and read out the
example.

            •    Ss complete the task. Ask various Ss to read
out their sentences to check their answers. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    Kelly sprained her wrist, so she put an ice pack on it,
put a bandage on it and rested it.

       3    Mary hit her head, so she put an ice pack on it.
       4    Steve cut his leg, so he cleaned the wound and put

a dressing on it.
       5    James pulled a muscle, so he rested it.
       6    Alex bruised his eye, so he put an ice pack on it.
       7    Martha twisted her ankle, so she put an ice pack on

it, put a bandage on it and rested it.
       8    John broke his leg, so he had an X-ray and wore a

plaster cast.

  7   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
table. Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to
tell the class about the accidents using their
notes.

Answer Key 

     

Suggested Answer Key 

       Tony burnt his hand while he was cooking dinner. He
put some cream on it.

       Sally cut her leg while she was rollerblading. She
cleaned the wound and put a dressing on it.

For Exs 8 and 9 see p. 24(T)

what 
happened

how it
happened

what they
did

Jenny twisted
ankle

was playing
basketball

put ice
pack on

Tony burnt hand was cooking
dinner put cream on

Sally cut her leg was
rollerblading

cleaned the
wound, put a
dressing on

2a
  4   To paraphrase a text

       Explain the task. Ask various Ss around the class to
present the story in the text in their own words while
using the phrases in Ex. 1. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       Roy Sullivan was a forest ranger who holds a
remarkable record. He survived seven lightning strikes.
In the first strike he was working up a tree and he lost
a nail from his big toe. In the second strike the lightning
knocked him unconscious and burned his eyebrows
off. The third strike damaged his shoulder. The fourth
strike burned off his hair. Then the fifth strike set his
hair on fire again. The sixth strike hurt his ankle. The
last strike sent him to hospital with severe burns.

       To discuss the author’s opinion
and compare it to your own

       •    Ss answer the questions in the rubric.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to share their opinions with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       The author thinks Roy is lucky because he survived
seven lightning strikes.

       I think Roy is very unlucky because lightning struck him
seven times, but I think he was lucky to survive.

  5   To brainstorm for relevant vocabulary 

       Ss complete the task and check their answers with
their partners. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key 

       arm, leg, head, nose, hand, finger, foot, toe, back, wrist,
ankle, knee, elbow, neck, stomach, chest, shoulder, etc.

  6   a)  To present and practise vocabulary
related to injuries

            •    Explain the task and read out the example.
            •    Ss complete the task. Monitor the activity

around the class and then ask some Ss to tell
the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    Kelly sprained her wrist.
       3    Mary hit her head.
       4    Steve cut his leg.

Ask Ss to work in pairs. One points to a part of the
body, the other says the word.
e.g. A:     (points to eyes)
     B:     eyes. (points to shoulder)
     A:     shoulder (points to ...)

Extra Activity
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  1   To compare the past continuous  and the
past simple tenses.

       •    Allow Ss two minutes to read through the
theory box.

       •    Refer Ss back to the text on p. 22 and give them
time to list all the past forms.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit how each form is used.

Answer Key 

       Past simple for actions that started and finished in the
past: was, survived, lost, occurred, left, took, burned,
dumped, hit, set, happened, tried, hurt, sent. Past
simple for actions which happened one after the other
in the past: knocked, burned, hit, set

       Past continuous for actions which were happening at a
specific time in the past: was working, was moving

       Past continuous/Past simple for an action which was
happening when another action interrupted it:
happened – was driving, hit – was fishing

  2   To practise the past continuous

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
       •    Allow Ss two minutes to complete the task. Ask

various Ss to read out their answers to the class.

Answer Key 

       2    wasn’t watching, was tidying her room
       3    weren’t sleeping, were having lunch
       4    wasn’t playing, was watching TV (with Sandra)
        5    weren’t having, were playing basketball (with Sandra)

2b
  3   To practise the past simple and the past

continuous 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ask Ss to
justify their answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    was tidying, was having (actions happening at the
same time in the past)

       2    did he call (action that started and finished in the
past)

       3    was waiting, rang (action in progress interrupted by
another action in the past)

       4    were having (action happening at a specific time in
the past)

       5    finished, went out (actions that happened one after
the other in the past)

       6    was playing, started (action in progress interrupted
by another action in the past)

       7    were watching, was reading (actions happening at
the same time in the past)

       8    was making, went out (action in progress
interrupted by another action in the past)

        9    were driving, broke down (action in progress
interrupted by another action in the past)

     10    put on, grabbed, left (actions that happened one
after the other in the past)

  8   To describe an accident

       •    Go through the list of actions. Ask Ss to match
them to the people in Ex. 6a. Ask: Who was
playing basketball? Mary. Who was cooking? Jane.
Continue with the rest of the pictures.

       •    Ask two Ss to read out the example. 
       •    Ss do the task in pairs. Monitor the activity around

the class and then ask some pairs to talk about the
accidents in front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key 
       A:   Kelly sprained her wrist.
       B:   Really? How did it happen?
       A:   She was playing tennis.
       B:   What did she do?
       A:   She put an ice pack on it, put a bandage on it and

rested it.

       A:   Mary hit her head.
       B:   Really? How did it happen?
       A:   She was playing basketball.
       B:   What did she do?
       A:   She put an ice pack on it. 

       A:   Steve cut his leg.
       B:   Really? How did it happen?
       A:   He was rock climbing.
       B:   What did he do?
       A:   He cleaned the wound and put a dressing on it. etc.

  9   To write an email about an accident you had

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete the task in class. Check Ss’ answers by
asking various Ss to read their emails aloud.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 
       Dear Matt,
       You won’t believe what happened to me last week. I

sprained my wrist while I was playing table tennis. I
put an ice pack on it, put a bandage on it and rested
it. It’s better now. What about you? How are things?

       Write back,
       Hai

From p. 23(T)
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2b
Suggested Answer Key

       •    I used to play with my friends in the park when I
was younger. (Also: I played with ...)

       •    My dad used to walk/would walk/walked to work
every day before he bought his own car.

       •    My parents bought a cottage by the sea last
summer. (NOT: My parents used to buy ...)

       •    Vinh isn’t used to staying up late so he’s very tired
today.

       b)  To practise used to – would – be used
to

            Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers. 

Answer Key

       1    are used                             5   flew
       2    used to                               6   waking
       3    came                                  7   use
       4    go                                      8   use

  8   To consolidate used to – would – be used
to with personal examples

       Give Ss time to complete the sentences, then ask
various Ss around the class to read their sentences
aloud. 

Suggested Answer Key

       ... love horses.
       ... play sport.
       ... waking up early for school.

  4   To practise the past simple and the past
continuous 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    became                              6    were screaming
       2    talked                                7    were watching
       3    rescued                              8    carried
       4    was climbing                      9    was holding
       5    fell                                   10    filmed

  5   To practise talking about past actions 

       •    Explain the task and read out the example
exchange.

       •    Ss work in closed pairs and complete the task.
Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to ask and answer in front of the
class.

Answer Key 

       3    “Were you doing your homework at 5 o’clock
yesterday afternoon?” “Yes, I was./No, I wasn’t.”

       4    “Did you visit your grandparents last Sunday?“ 
“Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.“

       5    “Were you talking on the phone at lunchtime
yesterday?“ “Yes, I was./No, I wasn’t.“

       6    “Did you watch TV yesterday afternoon?“ 
“Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.“

       7    “Did your friends play basketball yesterday?“
“Yes,they did./No, they didn’t.“

       8    “Were you sleeping at 3 o’clock yesterday
afternoon?“ “Yes, I was./No, I wasn’t.“

  6   To practise the past simple and the past
continuous

       •    Ss use their own ideas to complete the sentences. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    it was raining.
       2    I was having breakfast.
       3    stayed at a hotel by the beach.
       4    doing my homework … my mum was cooking

dinner.
       5    was watching TV ... Nam called.
       6    friends and I were camping in the mountains.

  7   a)  To learn used to – would – be used to

            •    Read through the theory and explain when
we use used to – would – be used to. 

             •    Elicit sentences from various Ss around the class.
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  1   a)  To introduce the topic and predict
the content of a text

            •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and allow
them a minute to read the introduction. 

            •    Play the recording. Elicit Ss’ guesses as to
what they think happened. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think he had an accident in the jungle and a helicopter
spotted him and saved him. 

       b)  To listen for confirmation

            Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses were
correct.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions. Ss should provide evidence from
the text.

       •    Ss compare their answers with their partners.
Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   B (para 2, l. 2)             3   C (para 3, l. 2)
       2   C (para 2, l. 2-3)         4   C (para 4, l. 2)

       •    Allow Ss some time to look through the text again
and find all the past simple forms.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board and elicit which
are irregular. Ask Ss to say what the base forms of
the irregular verbs are.

Laos is located in south-eastern Asia, northeast of
Thailand and west of Viet Nam. There are mostly
mountains with some plains. The capital city of
Laos is Vientiane.
Thailand lies in the heart of South-east Asia. Its
capital city is Bangkok. It has got a tropical climate.
Thai is the official language.
Bangkok is the capital city of Thailand. It is also
Thailand’s largest city. It is the world’s 22nd largest
city by population. People also call it ‘Venice of the
East’ because of its canals.

Background information

Answer Key 

     

cost – I (cost)
arrived – R
found – I (find)
lost – I (lose)
decided – R
started – R
washed – R
began – I (begin)

realised – R
saw – I (see)
appeared – R
ran – I (run)
cut – I (cut)
fell – I (fall)
decided – R
could – I (can)

scratched – R
bit – I (bite)
made – I (make)
spent – I (spend)
told – I (tell)
kept – I (keep)

2c
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that. I just hope someone will come and rescue me.

  7   To write an email

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Hi,
       How are you? I read about an Australian man, named

Hayden Adcock who stayed in the jungle for eleven
days. He was in Laos near Thailand and he decided to
take a walk to a well-known waterfall. While he was
visiting a second waterfall, it started raining. The
rain washed away the paths and he got lost. Some
lizards ran towards him and scared him. Hayden fell
into a river near the waterfall. He stayed there for
eleven days until a search party found him and took
him to a hospital in Bangkok. He is lucky to be alive.
Amazing, isn’t it?

       Have to go now,
       Vinh

2c
  3   To listen for specific information

       •    Go through the Study Skills box and explain that
this tip will help Ss complete the task successfully.

       •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen and
choose the correct answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

       1   C            2   B            3   C           4   A         5   B

  4   To consolidate vocabulary

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it, then
check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   lost                    5   confused
       2   washed              6   bit, poison
       3   lizards                7   search, recover
       4   fell                     8   alive

  5   To summarise a text using specific phrases

       Explain the task. Go through the list of words and
check their meaning. Point out that Ss should use the
verbs in the list in an appropriate form to prepare the
summary. Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
Check Ss’ answers by asking some Ss to tell the class
their summary.

Answer Key 

       Hayden Adcock was hiking through the national park
in Laos, Thailand. As he was visiting a waterfall, heavy
rainfall washed the paths away and he realised he was
lost. Suddenly some big lizards ran towards him and
he started running through the forest. Adcock fell into
a river and injured himself. He decided to wait near the
waterfall for someone to rescue him. Night after night
insects and animals scratched and bit him. Their
poison got into his blood, which meant that he was not
able to move. Finally, a search party found him in
critical condition and took him to hospital. It took him
some time to recover.

  6   To put yourself in an imaginary
situation

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to think
about their answers, then write them down.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their thoughts and
feelings to the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       I am angry with myself for getting lost in the jungle. It
was silly of me to set off in only a T-shirt and shorts
with just one bottle of water. I miss my family and
friends a lot. I must survive. I want to see them again.
I feel a lot of pain but I am trying not to think about
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  1   a)  Improving intonation/pronunciation
skills

            Play the recording through once. Then play it
again with pauses for Ss to listen and repeat
individually or chorally.

       b)  To predict the context of a dialogue 

            •    Go through the pictures and the aches and
pains and illnesses they show.

            •    Ask Ss to read the sentences again and elicit
which ache Ss think the dialogue is about.

            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
text in their books and check if their guesses
were correct. 

Answer Key 

       Jenny and John are talking about John’s toothache.

  2   To read for specific information

       Allow Ss time to read the dialogue again and answer
the questions in the rubric.

Answer Key 

       Jenny advises John to take a painkiller and see a dentist.
He is going to see a dentist.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key 

       You look awful – You don’t look well.
       I feel awful – I feel terrible.
       What’s the matter? – What’s wrong?
       I think you are right. – I suppose you’re right.

  4   To consolidate situational language
through translation 

       Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To act out a dialogue 

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take roles and read
out the dialogue.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some groups to read out the dialogue in front of
the class.

2d
  6   To practise role-playing 

       •    Explain the situation.
       •    Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 2

as a model as well as any ideas of their own to
complete the task. 

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw
the following diagram on the board. Ss can refer
to the diagram while doing the task.

          

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Are you OK, Thu? You look terrible.
       B:   I feel terrible.
       A:   Oh dear! What’s wrong?
       B:   I’ve got a dreadful headache.
       A:   You should take a painkiller.
       B:   I suppose you’re right.

Student B

I feel …
(Say how you feel)

I’ve got …
(Say what’s wrong)

I suppose …
(Agree)

Student A 

Are you …? You
(don’t) look …
(Ask about health) 
Oh dear! What’s …?
(Express concern, Ask
about problem.)
You should …
(Give advice)

Game
What’s wrong?
Play in teams. A S from Team A mimes an ache from
the ones in the S’s book in p. 28. The other team
guesses what the ache is. Each correct answer gets
one point. The team with the most points is the
winner. 
Team A S1: (mimes a sore throat)
Team B S1: You’ve got a sore throat.
Team A S1: That’s right. etc.
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2e
  1   To introduce the topic and present some

popular English sayings

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the dictionary entry and
ask a S to read it aloud to the class.

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the drawings and elicit their
guesses as to what the sayings mean.

       •    Ss match the sayings to their meanings. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1   D             2   B             3   C                4   A

  2   a)  To present some popular English
sayings and read for lexico-grammatical
structure

            Read each saying aloud and elicit the correct
word to fill each gap.

Answer Key 

       A   hand        B   heart      C   hands        D   face

       b)  To give definitions for English
sayings

            Explain the task and elicit a variety of possible
explanations for the sayings.

Answer Key 

       A   1              B   3            C   2               D   4

  3   To research using the Internet and
present local sayings

       •    Ask Ss to look on the Internet, in dictionaries or
other reference books to find a variety of local
sayings.

       •    Ask various Ss to present them along with
illustrations to the class and give explanations in
English.

       •    Put the best ones on the classroom walls.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To pronounce homophones

       •    Read out the Study Skills box.
       •    Explain the task and play the recording. Ss listen

and identify the odd words out.
       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to listen

and repeat. Pay special attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation and correct as
necessary.

Answer Key  

        • itch      • hair     • saw     • eat       • high      • soon

ICT
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  1   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of the text

       •    Read the title aloud and elicit who the people in
the pictures are and what, if anything, Ss know
about them.

       •    Allow Ss time to read through the text and find
out the answer to the question in the rubric.

Suggested Answer Key 

       They are Daedalus and Icarus, a famous inventor and
his son from Greek mythology.

  2   To read for lexico-grammatical structure
(multiple choice cloze)

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text carefully and
choose the correct word for each gap. Ask Ss to
read the completed text to see if it makes sense.
Check Ss’ answers.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Answer Key 

       1   C             3   C            5   C                7   A
       2   B              4   B             6   C                8   B

  3   To identify the heroes and villains in a story

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Elicit answers with reasons from Ss around the

class. 

Answer Key 

       Daedalus is good because he helps the king protect the
people from the Minotaur and he helps Ariadne save
Theseus.

       King Minos is bad because he makes the gods angry so
his wife gave birth to the Minotaur. Then, he locks
Daedalus and Icarus in the labyrinth for helping his
daughter run away with Theseus. 

       Theseus is good because he is a hero who comes to kill
the monster.

       Ariadne is good because she wants to help Theseus.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To understand the elements of 
a story

       •    Go through the Study Skills box & elicit the
elements of a story in Daedalus & Icarus.

       •    Explain that some stories, especially myths, tend
to have a moral (a lesson about how to behave)
and elicit the moral of this story.

2f
Answer Key 

       place – Knossos, Crete
       time – ancient Greece
       problem – Minotaur
       solution – labyrinth
       problem – how Theseus can escape from the labyrinth
       solution – ball of thread
       problem – Daedalus & Icarus locked in labyrinth
       solution – made wings and flew away
       good characters – Daedalus, Icarus, Ariadne, Theseus
       bad characters – King Minos, Minotaur

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think the most important lesson of this myth is to
listen to warnings because they are usually given for
important reasons.

  5   To present a myth and its lesson

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and do some research
on the Internet using the key phrase in the search
bar or in encyclopaedias or other reference books
for a myth. Ss then write a summary of the myth.

       •    Ask various groups of Ss to present their myths to
the class and discuss the lessons they teach us.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and Ss
present their answers in the next lesson. 

Suggested Answer Key 

                               The Hare and the Tortoise 
        A hare one day made fun of the short legs and slow pace

of a tortoise. The tortoise laughed and challenged him to a
race saying that he would win. The hare believed this was
simply impossible and he agreed to the race. On the day of
the race the two started together. The tortoise never
stopped for a moment, but went on with a slow and steady
pace straight to the end of the course. The hare thought he
had plenty of time and lay down by the side of the road and
fell fast asleep. At last when he woke up, he ran as fast as
he could, but he saw the tortoise was resting comfortably
at the finishing line.

       The lesson of the story is: Slow but steady wins the race
or never underestimate anyone.

King Minos was the king of Crete, Greece in Greek
mythology. He was the son of Zeus and Europa.
Knossos is an ancient palace in Crete. It was in the
city of Knossos and it was the centre of the Minoan
civilisation.
The Icarian Sea is an area of the south-east Aegean
Sea near the islands of Icaria and Chios.
The Minotaur is a mythical creature from Crete
with the body of a man and the head of a bull.

Background information

ICT
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  3   To listen for ideas and for the sequence
of events

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and put the pictures
in order.

       •    Tell Ss they should use the audioscript to get
ideas for the story they will write in the next task.

Answer Key 

       A   2                       B   3                       C   1

  4   To write a story

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task in class.
Remind Ss to give their story a title. Ask various Ss
to read their stories to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       It was a bright sunny day last winter and my friend Bob
and I were having a wonderful time on holiday. We
were skiing in the French Alps. 

       Suddenly we heard a terrible sound coming from
behind us. We looked around and saw a huge
avalanche of snow. It was heading down the mountain
towards us. We skied as fast as we could but it hit us
quite hard. I wasn’t hurt, but Bob broke his leg. I tried to
keep Bob warm and made sure he didn’t move his leg. 

       We had no choice now but to wait for someone to
rescue us. Then I heard a helicopter. I started waving
to attract their attention and luckily they saw us and
lifted us to safety. We were very happy and relieved.

Write the beginning and the conclusion of the
model in the Suggested Answer Key in Ex. 4 on the
board. Ask Ss to copy them into their notebooks,
then write the main body paragraph. Point out they
should present the events in the order they
happened.

Activity for weaker classes

2g
  1   To read for lexico-grammatical structure

(open cloze)

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read
the text and complete the task.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

       •    Direct Ss to the Word List to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Answer Key 

       1   to           3   with       5   in           7   for       9   in
       2   with        4   in           6   with       8   of      10   to

  2   To read for structure and order of
events, give a summary of a story and think of a
new ending

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to put the events
in order and then ask various Ss around the class
to give a summary of the story.

       •    Give Ss extra time to think of a new ending and
check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       A – He took a shortcut. 2
       B – He wrapped himself in his sleeping bag. 5
       C – The tyres got stuck in the snow. 3
       D – He started writing goodbye notes. 7
       E – He heard a snowmobile. 8
       F – He was safe. 9
       G – Daryl set off to Mount Adams 1
       H – He ran out of food and water. 6
       I – It started snowing. 4

Suggested Answer Key 

        Daryl set off to Mount Adams to spend the weekend
skiing with his friends. He took a shortcut through a
country road and the tyres got stuck in the snow. It
started snowing heavily and he wrapped himself in his
sleeping bag. After a few days he ran out of food and
water. He was lonely and scared and he started
writing goodbye notes to his family and friends. Then
one morning he heard a snowmobile and he knew he
was safe.

Suggested Answer Key 

        Then one morning he heard a helicopter. He stood on
the roof of his jeep and waved, but they didn’t see him.
He felt desperate. Then, he saw the helicopter was
turning around for one more look. He quickly grabbed
his bright red sleeping bag from the car and started
waving it over his head. Luckily, the helicopter saw him
and rescued him. His quick thinking saved him in the
end.
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  1   To complete two crossword puzzles

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the
module and find the relevant information to
complete the quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   F              3   F             5   F                7   F
       2   T              4   T             6   F                8   T

  3   To consolidate vocabulary
learnt in the module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look
through the module and think of quiz items in
pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task
as a model. Offer an example (e.g. Avalanches
involve snow. (T)

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Roy Sullivan was struck by lightning six times. (F)
       2    You should have an X-ray for a broken leg. (T)
       3    Hayden Adcock was lost in the jungle for two weeks.

(F)
       4    An earthquake is a natural phenomenon. (T)
       5    The Minotaur was in a labyrinth which was under

the palace. (T)
       6    We usually put some cream on a burn. (T)
       7    Icarus drowned in a lake. (F)
       8    King Minos was Queen Pasiphae’s husband. (T)

Game: Ss play the game as described in the S’s Book.

       natural phenomena
       1   tsunami
       2   tornado
       3   earthquake
       4   hurricane

       illnesses
       1   temperature
       2   cold
       3   sore throat
       4   headache
       5   cough

  4   Song To identity the author’s attitude

       Elicit/Explain the meanings of optimistic/pessimistic
and then play the recording. Elicit an answer to the
question in the rubric from Ss around the class. Ask Ss
to support their answer with reasons.

Answer Key

       The singer is optimistic because he/she emphasises
positive actions to negative circumstances e.g. ‘even in
the bad times you will never see me frown’.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To personalise the topic

       Explain the task and allow Ss some time to complete
the sentences about themselves and then check Ss’
answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Problems don’t scare me.
       2    In the bad times I do my best not to give up.
       3    I’m glad that I have my family and friends to love

me and help me.

2
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Experiences and ask Ss to

suggest what they think it means. Go through the
topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss’
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for

Vocabulary 

  1   To present sports

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-12) and ask
various Ss to read out the sports (a-l).

       •    Elicit which sports match which pictures. Play the
recording. Ss listen and check their answers. Play
the recording again for Ss to repeat chorally or
individually.

Answer Key

       a   2        c   10      e   6       g   11      i   7        k   3
       b   4       d   1         f   8       h   5        j   12       l   9

  2   To categorise new vocabulary

       Write the headings on the board and elicit answers
from Ss around the class for which sports go under
which headings. Ss copy the completed lists into
their notebooks.

Answer Key

       Water: white-water rafting, canoeing, white-water
kayaking, snorkelling 

       Air: bungee jumping, hang-gliding, skydiving
       Land: motocross, rock climbing, snowboarding,

mountain biking, skateboarding 

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       snakes (p. 38)
       Do you like snakes? Why (not)? What snakes come

from your country? Are any of them poisonous?  

       a shark (p. 34)
       Have you ever seen a shark in real life? When?

Where? Are you scared of sharks? Why (not)?

       food & drinks (p. 42)
       What are your favourite food and drinks? Do you

eat healthily? Why (not)?

  3   To talk about sports and use adjectives

       •    Read out the adjectives in the list and ask two Ss
to read out the example exchange and then Ss
discuss in pairs. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to ask and answer in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   I like snorkelling.
       B:   So do I. It’s exciting/I don’t. It’s tiring.
       A:   I don’t like canoeing.
       B:   Neither do I. It’s very tiring./I do. It’s challenging.

       A:   I like mountain biking.
       B:   So do I. It’s challenging./I don’t. It’s expensive.
       A:   I don’t like motocross.
       B:   Neither do I. It’s very expensive./I do. It’s thrilling.

etc.

Experiences
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  1   a)  To introduce the topic

            Read the rubric aloud and elicit a variety of
answers from Ss around the class. 

       (Ss’ own answers) 

       b)  To predict the content of the text

            •    Direct Ss’ attention to the photographs and
give Ss a minute to read the Check these
words box and look up the meanings of any
unknown words in their dictionaries. 

            •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the text is about.
            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

text in their books and check if their guesses
were correct.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think Bethany was attacked by a shark and has
continued surfing.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text again and
answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers, then read out the Did you
know? box.

Answer Key 

       1    When, Bethany was 13, she went surfing with her
friends at Tunnels Beach. A shark attacked her and
bit off her left arm.

       2    Bethany managed to surf again by finding a way to
pull herself up onto her surfboard. 

       3    Bethany’s father helped her by fitting a special
handle on her surfboards.

       To read for specific information

       Allow Ss time to look at the text again and formulate
their answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    I think that Bethany hasn’t gone back to Tunnels
Beach because there are a lot of bad memories for her
there.

       2    Bethany is a determined person because she is still
surfing even though she only has one arm. Also,
because she hasn’t let a horrifying experience put
her off doing something she loves.

       3    Bethany’s determination teaches us that we can
overcome any obstacle if we try hard enough.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

Bethany Hamilton was born on 8th February,
1990 in Hawaii. She started surfing as a young child
and started winning competitions in her teens. She
is now a national champion and chairwoman of the
Beating the Odds Foundation (a children’s charity)
as well as an author.
Tunnels Beach, Hawaii is in the northern part of
the island of Kauai. It is a popular place for
swimming, snorkelling, scuba diving and surfing. It
has clean white sand and the water is full of sea life.

Background information

3a

Ex. 4

Suggested Answer Key 

       It was a beautiful day in 2003 and I was surfing at
Tunnels Beach with my friends. I was in the water
when, suddenly, I heard my friend Bethany shouting for
help. I looked to see what the matter was and saw that
she was covered in blood. The water was red all around
her too. I couldn’t believe what I was seeing. Her arm
was missing. I was very shocked and scared but I got
over to her as quickly as I could to help her. She was the
victim of a shark attack. We carried her out of the water
and called an ambulance to take her to hospital. The
doctors said she was very lucky to be alive. (Bethany’s
friend)

Ex. 8

Suggested Answer Key 

       A girl called Bethany Hamilton lost her arm in a shark
attack in 2003. The attack happened when Bethany
was surfing at Tunnels Beach in Hawaii with her friends.
Bethany did not see the shark that bit her. Bethany’s
friends rescued her and took her to the hospital. Bethany
lost a lot of blood and doctors told her she was lucky to
be alive. Only a few weeks after the attack, Bethany
started surfing again. Her father fitted a special handle
on her board. At first, it was very difficult, but she
amazed everyone. Bethany managed to win a surfing
competition after the attack. Bethany says nothing will
stop her from doing what she loves the most.

From p. 35(T)
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Suggested Answer Key 

       My favourite sport is football. You need a football to do
it. I like football a lot because it’s fun.

  6   To practise making suggestions

       •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the
example exchange.

       •    Ss work in pairs and make suggestions, as in the
example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to make suggestions in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Why don’t we go snowboarding?
       B:   That’s a great idea!
       A:   Get your snowboard, goggles and gloves and I’ll

see you back here in an hour. 

       A:   Why don’t we play table tennis after school today?
       B:   That’s a good idea!
       A:   Get your bat and I’ll meet you at the school gates

after school. etc.

  7   To listen for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the
questions in the rubric.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       John: snowboarding – board, goggles, gloves
       He likes it because he finds it challenging.

       Sally: snorkelling – mask, flippers, (snorkel)
       She likes it because she finds it exciting to swim with fish. 

       Peter: badminton – racquet, shuttlecock
       He likes it because he’s good at it and he wants to play

for the national team one day.

  8   To summarise a text

       •    Go through the Study Skills box and then allow
Ss time to read the text in Ex. 2 again, make
notes and prepare a summary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
their summaries aloud.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 34(T)

Write the beginning of each sentence in the
summary on the board (see underlined parts). Ss
complete the rest of the sentence.

Extra Activity for weaker classes

3a
  3   To consolidate new vocabulary

        Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    attacked   3   catch       5    promised     7    won
        2    lost           4    escape     6    entered       8    overcame

  4   To describe an imaginary experience

       •    Explain the task. Tell Ss to think about where they
were during the accident/why they were there,
etc. (e.g. Bethany’s friend – surfing with her – a
teenager who was on the beach with his/her family,
etc.)

       •    Ss prepare their answers. Ask various Ss around
the class to describe their experience.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 34(T)

  5   a)  To present vocabulary for some
sports and sports equipment 

            •    Explain the task. Draw Ss’ attention to the
sports in the pictures and the equipment in
the list then Ss match them.

            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. Elicit the L1 equivalents.

Answer Key 

        1    shuttlecock         4    gloves                7    paddle
        2    racquet               5    snowboard         8    mask
        3    goggles               6    bat                     9    flippers

       (Ss’ own answers)

       b)  To complete a table 

            •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check
Ss’ answers.

            •    Draw Ss’ attention to the verbs we use with
each sport (play, go).

Answer Key 

     
       To go snowboarding you need a snowboard, goggles

and gloves.
       To play table tennis you need a bat.
       To go white-water kayaking you need a paddle.
       To go snorkelling you need a mask and flippers.

       To talk about your favourite sport

       Allow Ss time to complete the sentences, then elicit
answers from Ss around the class.

Sport Equipment
snowboarding snowboard, goggles, gloves
table tennis bat
white-water kayaking paddle
snorkelling mask, flippers
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  1   To present the present perfect  

       •    Ss close their books. Present the present perfect.
Say: I have worked hard today. Write it on the
board. Underline I have worked and explain that
this verb is in the present perfect. Explain that we
use the present simple of the verb have and the
past participle of the main verb to form the
affirmative. Explain that we use this tense to talk
about actions which started in the past and
continue to the present, experiences in the past
and actions which happened at an unstated time
in the past.

       •    Say then write on the board: I haven’t worked
hard today. Explain that this is the negative form
of the present perfect. Give examples for all
persons. 

       •    Say then write on the board: Have I worked hard
today? Explain that this is the interrogative form
of the present perfect. Tell Ss that we answer in
short form with Yes/No, I/you/we/they have/haven’t,
Yes/No, he/she/it has/hasn’t.

       •    Ss open their books. Refer Ss to the text in 3a and
elicit examples of the present perfect tense from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Surfer Bethany Hamilton’s lifestyle hasn’t changed ...
       Bethany has been ...
       Bethany has promised ...
       Bethany hasn’t returned ...

  2   To practise the present perfect

       Explain the task and allow Ss some time to complete
it, then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    have visited                5   has won
       2    has flown                   6   have tried
       3    has learnt/learned      7   have gone
       4    have taken

  3   a)  To practise the present perfect 

            •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

            •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

        2    hasn’t gone        4    haven’t tried       6    have slept
        3    have run             5    hasn’t run 

       b)  To practise the present perfect using
personal examples 

            Elicit sentences from various Ss around the class
about the actions in the table.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I’ve gone bungee jumping./I’ve never gone bungee
jumping.

       I’ve run a marathon./I’ve never run a marathon.
       I’ve tried Indian food./I’ve never tried Indian food.

  4   To present time expressions used with
the present perfect

       Ask various Ss to read out the examples. Then elicit a
variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

       •    We normally use just in affirmative sentences to
show that an action finished only a few minutes
earlier.

       •    We use yet in questions and negative sentences.
       •     We use already in affirmative sentences and

questions.
       •    We use since to state a starting point in the past.
       •    We use for to express duration (a period of time).

  5   To practise the present perfect with
already and yet

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers around

the class.

Answer Key 

       2    Minh hasn’t collected his train ticket yet. 
       3    Minh has already found his boots. 
       4    Minh hasn’t bought a new jacket yet. 
       5    Minh has already checked the weather forecast.
       6    Minh hasn’t booked a hotel room yet.

  6   To practise the present perfect with just

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers around

the class.

Answer Key 

       2    He has just received bad news. 
       3    He has just won the competition.
       4    They have just run a marathon.
       5    We have just lost our passports. 

3b
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       •    Explain/Elicit how the present perfect continuous
is formed in the affirmative (have/has + been +
verb - ing), negative (haven’t/hasn’t + been + verb
-ing) and interrogative (Have/Has + pronoun +
been + verb -ing).

       •    Explain/Elicit that we use the present perfect
continuous tense for an action that started in the
past and continues to the present to emphasise
the duration of the action.

       •    Ss’ books open. Read out the theory.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences, then

check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    They have been watching TV all morning.
       3    He has been fishing since 9 o’clock.
       4    How long has Bob been exercising at a gym?
       5    I have been learning English since I was ten.
       6    We haven’t been waiting for long.

11   To practise the present perfect
continuous using personal examples

       Read through the prompts and elicit sentences from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I have been riding a bicycle since I was five. 
       I have been living here since I was born.
       I have been studying English since I was twelve.
       I have been playing basketball for five years.
       I have been playing football since I was five years old.

12   To practise talking about the past with
time expressions using personal examples

       Explain the task and read out the example. Then
elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I have just started doing a grammar exercise.
       I didn’t go abroad in 2008.
       I have already tidied my bedroom.
       I went swimming in the sea last summer.
       I woke up late yesterday.
       I haven’t seen my Aunt Thu since last May.
       I was ill two weeks ago.
       I haven’t been learning French for long.
       I have been reading magazines all morning.

3b
  7   To present have been/have gone

       •    Read out the examples and the explanations.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   has gone            3   has gone            5   has gone
       2   have been         4   have been

  8   To compare the present perfect and the
past simple 

       Read the theory aloud and elicit further example
sentences from the text on p. 34 from Ss around the
class. 

Suggested Answer Key

       Bethany has been a surfer since the age of five.
       Bethany lost 60% of her blood but she managed to

escape death.

  9   To talk about past experiences 

       •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to act out the
example exchange.

       •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer, as in the
example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to ask and answer in front of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    A:   Have you ever won a competition? 
             B:   Yes, I have.
             A:   When did you win it?
             B:   I won it two years ago.
       3    A:   Have you ever met a famous actor?
             B:   Yes, I have.
             A:   When did you meet him?
             B:   I met ... (name of actor) last year.
       4    A:   Have you ever ridden a horse?
             B:   Yes, I have.
             A:   When did you ride one?
             B:   I rode one when I was 12 years old. 
       5    A:   Have you ever broken your arm?
             B:   Yes, I have.
             A:   When did you break it?
             B:   I broke it last summer.

10   To present & practise the present perfect
continuous 

       •    Ss’ books closed. Say then write on the board:
How long has Lyn been waiting? She has been
waiting for an hour.
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  1   a)  To introduce the topic

            Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Last year, my uncle was swimming in the sea when
suddenly he saw a large fin on the surface of the water.
He thought it was a shark! He swam quickly out of the
water and shouted to the lifeguard. Imagine his
embarrassment when he realised it was just a piece of
a broken surfboard!

       b)  To predict the content of a text 

            •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. Elicit Ss’
guesses as to what the story might be about
and what they think happened to the traveller.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I see snakes and a suitcase in the pictures.

       I think the story might be about snakes. Perhaps a
traveller hid snakes in their luggage on a flight.

            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and find out.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   C            2   B            3   C           4   B       5   A

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

3c
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  7   To narrate a past experience

       •    Explain the task. Ss take roles and ask and answer
in pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to act out their exchanges in front
of the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Jenny, what’s the matter?
       B:   Someone has just stolen my wallet!
       A:   Oh dear! I’m so sorry. How did it happen?
       B:   I put it down for a moment to look in my bag and

the next thing I knew it was gone.
       A:   Let’s call security. etc

  8   To write a short article about a holiday
experience 

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Last May, my family and I visited Paris. We spent two
weeks in a hotel in the city centre and we had a
wonderful time. We visited all the sights and museums
including the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, the
Musée d’Orsay and Notre Dame. I enjoyed visiting the
Louvre the most. I felt very happy and excited.

3c
  3   To consolidate new vocabulary

(prepositional phrases)

       Explain the task. Ss complete the task and check their
answers in the text.

Answer Key 

       1   about       2   of            3   in               4   with

  4   To consolidate new vocabulary

       Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1   missed               3   board                 5   import
       2   lost                    4   break                 6   take

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    A:   Have you ever lost (your) luggage?
             B:   No, I haven’t.
       3    A:   Have you ever boarded a flight?
             B:   Yes, I have.
       4    A:   Have you ever broken the law?
             B:   No, I haven’t.
       5    A:   Have you ever imported an endangered species?
             B:   No, I haven’t.
       6    A:   Have you ever taken risks?
             B:   No, I haven’t.

  5   To describe a past experience using role
play

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to think
about their answers.

       •    Ask various Ss to describe the event to the class
from the point of view of the customs officer. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       It was a busy day at the airport. I was checking the
luggage of passengers who had just landed from South
Korea. A passenger looked suspicious, so I asked him to
open his luggage. There were dead snakes, scorpions
and birds in jars in his luggage. He was charged with
two counts of breaking the law.

  6   To listen for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the
correct answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

       1   a        2   g        3   f         4   c         5   b
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  1   To present situational language

       •    Ask some Ss to read the sentences aloud.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally

or individually. 

  2   To listen for specific information 

       Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in their
books. Then, elicit answers to the questions in the
rubric.

Answer Key 

       They are at the airport. Ryan’s flight is delayed. Todd
takes Ryan’s bag by mistake.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases and
consolidate through translation

       •    Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the
dialogue and elicit the synonymous ones from
various Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

       I’m surprised you’re here. – Fancy seeing you here!
       Are you sure? – Really?
       Where are you going? – Where are you off to?
       Never mind. – Don’t worry about it.
       I apologise. – I’m terribly sorry.

       •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To act out a dialogue  

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take roles and read
out the dialogue.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some pairs to read out the dialogue in front of the
class.

  5   To pronounce \tS\, \dZ\, \j\

       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and tick the
correct boxes.

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
listen and repeat chorally or individually.

       •    Pay special attention to Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation and correct as necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers then elicit other words with
the same sounds from Ss around the class. 

Answer Key 

     

Suggested Answer Key 

check, job, yellow

\tS\ \dZ\ \j\\tS\ \dZ\ \j\
jar ✓

change ✓

yes ✓

champion ✓

chance ✓

jet ✓

juice ✓

yet ✓

3d
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       To consolidate information in
a text

       Ask various Ss to say which festival they would attend
and why. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       I would attend the Elephant Polo Championships
because it looks like lots of fun and I don’t like
cockroaches at all./I would attend the cockroach racing
because it looks like fun and I think elephant polo would
be boring.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To write about a strange annual event in
your country 

       •    Ss work in groups and collect information from
the Internet, encyclopaedias or other reference
books and write a paragraph about a strange
annual event from their country. Tell Ss they can
use the texts in Ex. 1 as a model.

       •    Ask various groups to read their paragraphs to
the class.

        (Ss’ own answer)

3e
  1   To predict the topic of the text

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit Ss’
guesses as to what they show (a cockroach race,
elephant polo). Ask Ss what, if anything, they
know about these activities.

       •    Elicit a variety of questions for what Ss would like
to know about them from Ss around the class and
write three of them on the board.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if they can answer their
questions.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Where do people race cockroaches? (Brisbane)
       Where do people play elephant polo? (Nepal)
       Why? (for fun)

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and mark the
sentences.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and then elicit corrections for
the false statements from Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

        1    T         2    NM    3   F        4    T       5    F       6    T

Suggested Answer Key

       3    Elephant polo is simple.
       5    Elephant goals count.

Brisbane is the capital city of the state of
Queensland in Australia. It lies on the Brisbane River
and was established in 1824. It has a population of
around 2.3 million people and is located on the
north-east coast.
Nepal is a country in South Asia. It has a population
of about 29 million people. The capital city is
Kathmandu.

Background information
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  1   To introduce the topic 

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the diagram and the key.
Allow Ss two minutes to name as many food/
drinks as they can for each section.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit which ones Ss eat/
drink most often.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    bananas, tomatoes, oranges, celery, kiwi fruit,
carrots, pineapple, melon, grapefruit, tomato juice,
strawberries

       2    bread, potatoes, pasta 
       3    milk, cheese
       4    chocolate cake, milkshake
       5    meat, fish, eggs, seafood

       I often eat bananas, grapefruit, pasta and fish. I drink
milk every day.

  2   To read for specific information 

       •    Read out the question in the rubric. 
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books to find out the answer.

Answer Key 

       Bread, rice, pasta, potatoes, meat, fish, milk and
water are good for people who do sport.

  3   To read for specific information

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read
the text again and complete the task.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and then check Ss’ answers. Draw Ss’
attention to the Did you know? box also.

       •    Elicit the corrections for the false statements. 

Answer Key  

       1   T                       3   F                        5   F          
       2   NM                    4   T                       6   NM

       3    Meat, fish and milk strengthen an athlete’s muscles.
        5    An athlete should have water available during exercise.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To give a presentation on sports
and diet

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information
on the Internet using the key phrase in the search
bar or in encyclopaedias or other reference books.

       •    Allow time for Ss to collect the information and
prepare their presentations. Alternatively, assign
the task as HW.

ICT

3f
       •    Ask various groups of Ss to present their

information to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       When you play a sport regularly it’s important to drink
plenty of water and eat enough carbohydrates to keep
you going. Your diet should have lots of wholegrain
cereals, fruit and vegetables and smaller amounts of
milk, yoghurt and cheese, meat, fish, chicken, eggs and
nuts. You should make sure you don’t eat too little. If
you don’t eat enough food for your level of activity,
then you won't be able to perform well. Also, if you
want to keep your energy levels up, it's important to eat
carbohydrates as soon as possible after exercising.

Game
Play in teams ‘Fruit and Vegetable’. One team says
fruit or vegetable. The other team says a word
related to the theme. Each correct answer gets one
point. Ss aren’t allowed to repeat words said
before. The team with the most points is the
winner.

Team AS1:  fruit
Team BS1:   apple – vegetable
Team AS1:  lettuce  – fruit etc
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  3   To revise subject/object pronouns and
possessive adjectives 

       •    Go through the Study Skills box and explain the
task. 

       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   They              2   him             3   her          4   her

  4   To write an email from abroad  

       •    Explain the task and the situation. Allow Ss time to
complete the task in class. Remind Ss to use
informal language. Ask various Ss to read out their
emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

    Hi Jake,
    Greetings from Monaco! I’m here with my parents on

holiday. I’ve never been here before and I love it. 
    We’ve been to the beach every day. We’ve sunbathed

and tried some water sports. The weather is wonderful.
Unfortunately, I’ve got a bit sunburnt. We haven’t
visited the museums yet, but there’s plenty of time for
that. 

    We’re here for one more week and then we’ll be home.
See you in a few days.

    Love,
    Nam

3g
  1   To skim a text for key information

       Ask Ss to skim the text briefly and identify the author
and recipient of the email as well as the author’s
location.

Answer Key 

       Laura is sending the email to Jane. Laura is in London.

Checkpoint

       To present the use of so/such (a/an)

       •    Ss close their books. Say, then write on the
board: He’s so tired that he can’t come with us. He
drives so carelessly that he’ll have an accident. It’s
such a nice town that lots of tourists visit. Underline
the words ‘tired’, ‘carelessly’ and ‘nice town’ and
explain that we use so with an adjective or an
adverb and we use such with a noun preceded by
an adjective.

       •    Ss open their books. Explain the task and allow Ss
some time to complete it

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1   so                  2   such            3   such        4   so

  2   To read for cohesion and coherence 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read
the text and complete the task.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Elicit examples of so/such in the email.

Answer Key 

       1   d        2   f       3   c        4   e      5      b       6   a
       such a big city, so wet

The Tower of London is an 11th century Royal
Palace and fortress. It is located on the north bank
of the River Thames in London, England. It is a
popular tourist attraction.
The British Museum is a large museum of human
history and culture in London, England which
opened in 1759. It contains over 7 million items.
The London Aquarium is located on the south
bank of the River Thames. It contains over 400
species of fish on three floors. It opened in 1994.

Background information
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  1   To consolidate vocabulary from the
module

       Give Ss five minutes to complete the task. Then,
check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key 

       •    sailing, surfing, white-water rafting, snorkelling
       •    surfing, snowboarding
       •    motocross, mountain biking
       •    bungee jumping, hang-gliding, skydiving, rock

climbing
       •    tennis, table tennis

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the
module and find the relevant information to
complete the quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   T        2   T      3   T       4   F      5      F        6   T

Game: Ss play the game as described in the S’s Book.

  3   To consolidate vocabulary
learnt in the module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look
through the module and think of quiz items in
pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task
as a model. Offer an example (e.g. Snorkelling is a
water sport. (T)

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Hang-gliding is done in the air. (T)
       2    Bethany Hamilton lost a leg in a shark attack. (F)
       3    You need flippers and a mask to go snorkelling. (T)
       4    Carbohydrates are an excellent source of energy. (T)
       5    There are four teams of two elephants in elephant

polo. (F)
       6    You need goggles for snowboarding. (T)

  4   Song To listen and read for specific
information

       •    Read out the question in the rubric and then play
the recording.

       •    Ss listen and follow the song in their books and
find out the answer.

Answer Key 

       According to the singer, the world is a wonderful place
because there are so many wonderful places to see.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To express a personal opinion

       Allow Ss some time to formulate an answer and then
elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Our world is wonderful because it is full of beauty.

3
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Safe and sound and ask

Ss to suggest what they think it means (to be safe,
not hurt). Go through the topic list and stimulate a
discussion to prompt Ss’ interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for

Vocabulary 

  1   To present vocabulary related to
breaking the law

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-8) and play
the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally or
individually. 

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to describe the
pictures using the phrases underneath them. 

Suggested Answer Key

       In picture 2 a teenager is spray-painting on a statue.
       In picture 3 a man is trying to steal a car.
       In picture 4 a man is driving over the speed limit and

has failed to stop at a stop sign.
       In picture 5 a burglar/man is breaking into a house. He

is climbing through the window.
       In picture 6 a woman is stealing clothes from a shop.
       In picture 7 a young man is stealing a man’s wallet

from his pocket.
       In picture 8 a man is starting a forest fire.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a quiz (p. 50)
       Do you like doing quizzes? Why (not)? How can a

quiz help you learn English? 

       newspaper headlines (p. 47)
       Do you read newspapers often? Why (not)? What

can someone read in a newspaper? Which is your
favourite section?

       a poem (p. 54)
        Do you like poetry? Why (not)? What sort of poems

do you like/dislike the most? Name some poets from
your country. Do you know any of their poems?
What are they about? Do you write poems? 

       logos (p. 53)
       Which logos do you see every day? Do you think

logos are a good idea? Why (not?)

  2   To present crimes

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the crimes (a-h) and ask
various Ss to read them out. Elicit which crimes
match which pictures. Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

       a   1              c   6             e   2                g   5
       b   3              d   4             f   8                h   7

Safe and sound
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  1   To introduce the topic

       Ask for volunteers to tell the class any funny crime
stories they know.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A man walked into a shop and told the shop clerk to
give him the money. The clerk said that only the
manager could open the safe. So the robber left his
name and telephone number with the clerk so that the
manager could call him once he opened the safe. The
police arrested the robber soon after.

  2   To listen for specific information

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the three story headings.
       •    Explain the task and play the recording.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   C                       2   A                       3   B

  3   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the texts and answer
the questions.

       •    Go through the Check these words box and elicit
the meaning of known words. Elicit/Explain any
unknown words. Alternatively, ask Ss to use their
dictionaries to look up the meanings. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1    Cleopatra was famous for keeping her good looks by
bathing in milk.

       2    Because she wanted to have good looks by bathing
in milk, just like Cleopatra.

       3    She felt disappointed when she discovered that the
camel was male and so she couldn’t get any milk from
it.

       4    The couple went to the shop to rob it.
       5    The man who visited them was a police detective. 
       6    He found them because the woman put her address

on a competition entry form she filled in while her
husband was robbing the shop.

       7    Some people feel that street cameras invade their
privacy, but other people think that these cameras
stop criminals and help the police.

       8    The man in the car was speeding.
       9    The police sent the man a photograph of a pair of

handcuffs.
     10    The first text is about a theft, the second text is

about a robbery and the third text is about speeding.

Cleopatra (69 BC – 30 BC) was an Egyptian queen.
Originally she shared power with her father
Ptolemy XII and later with her brothers Ptolemy XIII
and Ptolemy XIV. Eventually she became the sole
ruler of Egypt. She married Julius Caesar and had a
son, Caesarion. After Caesar was assassinated she
married Mark Antony and had three more children.
After their defeat at Actium she committed suicide.
She was renowned for her beauty and people say
that her beautiful skin came from bathing in milk.

Background information

4a
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Answer Key 

       1   Burglar               3   Mugger              5   robber
       2   vandal               4   kidnapper          6   thief

  6   To listen for specific information 

       •    Explain the situation. Ask Ss to try to put the
pictures in the order the events happened.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check if their
guesses were correct. Check Ss’ answers. Ss then
use the pictures to tell their partner what
happened.

Answer Key 

       1   C             2   A            3   B                4   D

Suggested Answer Key 

       John was waiting for the bus to come. When the bus
arrived, he and a few passengers got on it. Suddenly, a
jeep hit the back of the bus. John bumped his head on
the seat in front of him. Then, John got off the bus and
helped the driver out of his jeep.

  7   To describe an accident 

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Allow Ss time to complete the email. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers by asking some Ss to read out

their completed emails to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Dear Peter,
       You won’t believe what happened to me. I was

standing at the bus stop when the bus arrived. A few
passengers got on the bus. Suddenly, a jeep hit the
back of the bus. Some passengers fell out of their seats
and I bumped my head on the seat in front of me.
Then, I got off the bus. I wanted to help the driver of
the jeep get out of his vehicle. Luckily, he wasn’t hurt.
Someone called an ambulance and the police.
Everyone was alright. What a morning!

       John

Write these phrases on the board. Ask Ss to use
them to tell John’s story.
• waiting for the bus  • bus arrived  • got on it  
• jeep hit back of bus  • John bumped head  
• he got off the bus  • helped driver out of jeep

Extra Activity for weaker classes

4a
       To express an opinion on the texts

       •    Ss work in closed pairs and discuss the question
in the rubric giving reasons.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to share their opinions with the
class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think that the story about the camel is the funniest
because the woman really believed that she could look
like Cleopatra if she bathed in milk. Also, it must be very
difficult to steal a camel from a zoo and take it to your
home.

        I think that the story about the robbers is the funniest
because if the woman hadn’t filled out the competition
entry form, the police wouldn’t have found them that fast.

       I think that the story about the speeding driver is the
funniest because the man’s joke was very good. Then
the police made an even better joke when they sent him
a photograph of a pair of handcuffs.

       •    Elicit a variety of appropriate titles for each text
from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A – Camel Confusion
       B – A Prize Fool
       C – Speeding is No Joke

  4   To present and practise vocabulary
related to crime

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to
check the meaning of any unknown words in their
dictionaries. Tell Ss that they have to use the
present simple, past simple, -ing form or infinitive.

       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    took (past simple)
       2    accused (past simple)
       3    caught (past simple)
       4    arrested (past simple), stealing (-ing form)
       5    attracts (present simple)
       6    broke (past simple), put (infinitive)
       7    mugged (past simple)
       8    kidnapped (past simple)
       9    robbed (past simple)
     10    found  (past simple), sentenced (past simple)

  5   To present vocabulary related to criminals

       •    Explain the task and explain/elicit the meanings
of the nouns in the list.

       •    Ss complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
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  1   To present the past perfect 

       •    Ss close their books. Say then write on the board:
What had Trang done by 6 am this morning? She had
made her bed, but she hadn’t eaten breakfast. Draw
Ss’ attention to the affirmative, negative and
interrogative forms and explain how we form the
past perfect (had + past participle). Explain that we
use the past perfect for completed actions in the
past that happened before (an)other past action(s).

       •    Ss open their books. Read out the theory.
       •    Refer Ss to the texts on p. 46 and elicit examples.

Answer Key 

       she had stolen

  2   To practise the past perfect

       Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1    had tidied                          4   had left
       2    had disappeared                 5   hadn’t taken
       3    had gone

  3   To present the past perfect continuous

       Read out the theory box and explain the form and
use of the past perfect continuous. Elicit further
examples if necessary.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To practise the past perfect continuous

       Explain the task and point out that Ss must add ‘for’
to each sentence to complete them correctly. Give Ss
time to complete the task. Then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    had been working on his computer for five hours
       2    had been sleeping for an hour
       3    had you been walking for
       4    had been talking on the phone for an hour
       5    had been waiting for 30 minutes

  5   To practise past tenses

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    had already cooked/was already cooking
       2    had been studying
       3    had disappeared
       4    had been calling
       5    was driving/had been driving
       6    had switched

4b
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Answer Key

       often, quickly, later, nowadays, unfortunately,
immediately

Suggested Answer Key

       manner – fast, slowly, messily
       degree – extremely, rather
       place – here
       time – yesterday, today
       frequency – usually, sometimes

10   To practise forming sentences with
adverbs and identifying types of adverbs 

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss some time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    My mum seldom uses the computer. (frequency)
       2    He is coming back from Paris on Sunday. (place)
       3    This cake is very tasty. (degree)
       4    James talks very slowly. (manner)
       5    Liam and Fiona are staying at their friend’s house

tonight. (time)

4b
  6   To practise past tenses

       Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete the task,
then elicit answers from various Ss around the class
and correct as necessary.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    ... he had been working hard all day
       2    ... the bus arrived
       3    ... had dinner ... he asked her to eat out
       4    ... it was dark
       5    ... she had won a competition

  7   To present adjectives, the order of
adjectives and -ing/-ed endings; to practise the
order of adjectives

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss and elicit
examples from various Ss around the class to
demonstrate each point (e.g. hot weather, the
weather is hot, an impressive, large, new, square,
black, Japanese, LCD TV. The show was amazing. We
were amazed when we saw the show.)

       •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       2    wooden3 old2 big1 – 
big: size, old: age, wooden: material

       3    green2 soft1 woollen3 – 
soft: opinion, green: colour, woollen: material

       4    red2 Italian3 small1 – 
small: size, red: colour, Italian: origin

       5    round2 gigantic1 silver3 – 
gigantic: size, round: shape, silver: colour

       6    short1 old3 fat2 – short: size, fat: size, old: age

  8   To practise -ing/-ed endings in adjectives

       Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1    exciting                              4   amazing
       2    interesting                          5   entertaining
       3    thrilled                               6   surprising

  9   To present adverbs

       •    Read out the table and explain the form and use of
adverbs. (We use adverbs to describe an action, event
or situation. We usually add -ly to the adjective to form
an adverb.) Go through the types of adverbs and
elicit/explain how we use them in a sentence (they
usually go after the main verb before the adjective).

       •    Elicit examples in the texts on p. 46 and then
elicit further examples from Ss around the class.
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  1   To introduce the topic and stimulate the
senses

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and play the
recording.

       •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from
various Ss around the class and then go through
the words in the list. 

       •    Explain/Elicit the meanings of any unknown
words/ phrases and then Ss continue to talk in
pairs and describe the imaginary scene to their
partners.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I’m in the jungle. I can see tall trees all around and
beautiful plants and flowers. It’s quite noisy because
there are a lot of animals around and I can hear a river
rushing. I can hear birds singing and the leaves
rustling on the trees. It’s very hot and I’m sure I heard
snakes hissing quite close to me. 

  2   To predict the content of the text and
read for general comprehension

       •    Read the title of the quiz aloud and elicit what it
is about (safety in the jungle).

       •    Allow Ss some time to do the quiz and check their
scores. Ask Ss to give reasons for their choices.

       •    Go through the Check these words box with Ss
and elicit the meaning of any unknown words.
Refer Ss to their dictionaries to check.

       •    Elicit how many Ss agree with their scores. 

Answer Key 

        The quiz is about how to survive if you were lost in the
jungle.

       1    a    (Following a river downstream may lead you to
people.)

       2    b    (Snakes don’t like to cross open ground.)
       3    c    (Brightly-coloured insects tend to be the most

poisonous.)
       4    b    (Glass can be used as a lens to start a fire.)
       5    b    (Balsa is light and strong, and also easy to cut.)
       6    a    (Trees will give you shelter from the weather.)

Suggested Answer Key 

       YES. I am confident of surviving in the jungle because
I’m not scared of animals and insects. I have been
camping a few times with my friends and I really
enjoyed it.

       NO. I think that some of the questions are very difficult,
especially the one about which insects are safe to eat.
I’m sure that I can survive in the jungle until I get
rescued or manage to find my way out.

4c
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Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   So, where did you go on safari?
       B:   We went to India.
       A:   How long did you go for?
       B:   We were there for a week.
       A:   And who did you go with?
       B:   I went with my parents and my sister.
       A:   How did you travel into the jungle?
       B:   We went by jeep.
       A:   Wow! So, what happened on the safari?
       B:   We saw some elephants and some crocodiles, too.

We also stayed overnight in a safari lodge.
       A:   That must have been amazing. How did you feel?
       B:   I was so excited; it was really magical.
       A:   So, would you recommend your holiday to other

people?
       B:   Oh, definitely. It was the experience of a lifetime. I’ll

never forget it!

  6   To write an email to a friend

       •    Go through the email and explain/elicit the
meaning of any unknown words.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Dear Tom,
       I’ve just returned from a jungle safari in India. We were

there for two weeks. I went with my parents and my
sister. We travelled into the jungle by jeep. There was a
lot to see in the jungle. I really enjoyed looking at the
elephants and the crocodiles. The most exciting thing
was when we stayed overnight in a safari lodge. I felt
really excited.

       Take care,
       Quang

4c
  3   a)  To consolidate new vocabulary

            Give Ss time to complete the task. Then, check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   lost                    3   climb                 5   build
       2   follow                4   hide                   6   spend

       b)  To consolidate information in a text
through role play

       •    Explain the task and the situation. Elicit phrases
used to give advice. Write them on the board for
Ss to use.

            
       •    Give Ss five minutes to complete the task in pairs

and write their sentences.
       •    Ask some pairs to read their sentences to the

class. 
       •    Read out the Did you know? box.

Suggested Answer Key 

       If you hear a river or a stream, you should find it and
follow it in the direction that it is flowing. If the river is
wide enough to sail a raft, try to find some balsa wood
to make one. 

       If you have to stay in the jungle overnight, you should
find an area that is covered with thick trees. 

       You can either sleep in a tree or clear the ground where
you are going to sleep to protect yourself from snakes.
You should try to light a campfire too, to keep any other
wild animals away. If you haven’t got any matches, try
to start a fire by using a piece of glass. 

       If you have to eat insects to survive, make sure that you
don’t eat any brightly-coloured ones as these may be
poisonous.

  4   To listen for specific information 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the
correct answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

       1   A            2   B            3   C           4   A         5   B 

  5   To act out an interview

       •    Explain the task. Ss take roles and prepare their
questions.

       •    Ss act out the interview twice – once as Student
A and once as Student B.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to act out their dialogue in front
of the class. 

Give advice
(If you ...,) you should
make sure ... .
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  1   To present situational language

       Play the recording for Ss to listen and repeat chorally
or individually.

  2   To predict the context of a dialogue 

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the sentences in Ex. 1.
       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what type of accident it

may be about.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

dialogue in their books and check if their guesses
were correct. 

Answer Key 

       It is about a road accident.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases 

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key 

       Can I have your name, please? – What’s your name,
please?

       What exactly did you see? Can you tell me what you
saw?

       I’m sorry but I didn’t. – I’m afraid not.
       I appreciate your help, sir. – Thank you for your time,

sir. 

  4   To consolidate situational language
through translation and to act out a dialogue 

       •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

       •    Play the recording again. 
       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs, take roles and read out

the dialogue.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask

some groups to read out the dialogue in front of
the class.

  5   To practise role-playing

       •    Explain the situation.
       •    Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 2

as a model as well as any ideas of their own to
complete the task. 

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw
the following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

4d

            

Suggested Answer Key 

       B:   What’s your name, please?
       A:   My name is Nguyen Nam.
       B:   Can you tell me what you saw?
       A:   I saw some men in motorbike helmets come into the

bank and they told everyone to get on the floor.
Then they told the cashiers to give them all the
money they had.

       B:   How many men were there?
       A:   There were three men.
       B:   What did they do next?
       A:   They put the money into their bags and they left.
       B:   Where did they go?
       A:   They went out of the bank, but I didn’t see any

more.
       B:   Thank you for your time, sir.

Student B

My name is … .
(Respond)

I saw ... .
(Say what you saw)

There were ... .
(Respond)

They ... .
(Give details)

They went ... .
(Give details)

Student A 

What’s your 
name please?
(Ask for witness’s 
name)
Can you tell me ... ?
(Ask what witness saw)

How many ...?
(Ask about number of
robbers)
What did they
do next? 
(Ask for more details.)
Where did they go?
(Ask for more
information)
Thank you for your
time ... 
(Thank witness)
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  4   To present local emergency services

       •    Read the Did you know? box aloud and then Ss
talk in pairs about the emergency services in their
country and address the questions in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class about the local
emergency services and say how they are similar/
different to the UK ones. 

       (Ss’ own answers)

4e
  1   To introduce the topic and predict the

content of the text

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the dictionary entry and
ask a S to read it aloud to the class.

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the charity logos and elicit
guesses as to what sort of work they do.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       ‘Barnardo’s’ helps needy, disabled, poor or homeless
children and their families in the UK.

       ‘Help the Aged’ helps older people live a decent life.
       ‘Cancer Research UK’ is a charity that raises money for

research into cancer.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and complete
the task.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    A UK charity which helps needy, disabled, poor or
homeless children.

       2    He volunteers every second Saturday to work in the
shop or collect second-hand items or donations.

       3    He feels very good about giving his time to help
other people, especially children.

       4    He delivers leaflets and letters asking for donations
in his free time.

       5    She ran in the ‘Race for Life’ last year and raised
£200.

       6    (Suggested Answer) We should all help
charities like these because it’s important to think
about people who are disabled, ill or poor. Some
people, especially children and the elderly, cannot
look after themselves, so we should help them. 

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To collect information about local
charities and write a comment to post on a blog

       •    Explain the task. Ss work in pairs and collect
information from the Internet or other sources of
reference and write their comment.

       •    Ask various Ss to read their comments to the
class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

ICT
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  1   To introduce the topic

       •    Read the dictionary entry and the rubric aloud.
       •    Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown

vocabulary and elicit what constitutes bullying.

Answer Key 

       They are all kinds of bullying.

  2   To read for general understanding 

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the poem and answer
the question in the rubric.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and then check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       Chloe thinks that bullies act as though they are better
than other people. In her opinion, they’re not and so
you shouldn’t listen to them. Chloe isn’t scared of
bullies, she stands up to them. 

  3   a)  To read for specific information 

            •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read through
the advice listed and then read the poem
again and find which ones are mentioned.

            •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

       Ignore what the bullies say
       Believe in yourself
       Don’t let the bullies win

       b)  To practise giving advice with should/
shouldn’t

            •    Explain the task and read out the example.
            •    Then elicit a variety of sentences from Ss

around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       You should stand up for yourself.
       You shouldn’t do what they say.
       You should tell a parent or a teacher.
       You shouldn’t give them any of your money or

possessions.
       You should ignore what they say.
       You shouldn’t let the bullies win.
       You should believe in yourself.

            •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their
comments at the end.

             (Ss’ own answers)

4f
  4   To give a presentation on bullying

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information
on the Internet, using the key word in the search
bar, or in encyclopaedias/other reference books.
Remind Ss to answer the questions in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to present their information on
bullying to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and Ss give
their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Bullying is when a person or group with more power
picks on someone. Bullies pick on people they think don't
fit in, because of how they look, their race or religion, or
because the bullies think their target is simply weak.
Some bullies punch or hit people. Others call them
names. 

       Both boys and girls can be bullies. Bullies like to have
power over others, they have poor social skills and they
don’t care about other people. 

       They bully because they are insecure. Some bullies were
hurt by other bullies in the past themselves. 

       Bullying can happen anywhere. Mostly, though it
happens at school. The best thing to do is to tell an
adult. It can be a school counsellor, teacher, parent or a
friend. They will give you the support you need. You can
also ignore the bully and walk away. Just show
confidence and not anger and the bully will lose interest.

  5   To pronounce \œ\, \ø\

       •    Explain the task and play the recording. Ss listen
and tick the correct boxes.

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
listen and repeat chorally or individually. Pay
special attention to Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation and correct as necessary. Then elicit
other words with the same sounds from various
Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

     

      
Suggested Answer Key 

     \œ\ – apple, add, angry
     \ø\ – up, under, upper

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

\œ\

\ø\

us as mud mad cat cut

ICT
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Suggested Answer Key 

       Dear Alex, 
       I’m really sorry that your parents won’t let you go to

the concert this weekend. I want to help you.
       The best thing you can do is to talk to your parents

and try and show them you can be responsible. This
way, they will feel more relaxed. You can also ask your
parents to call my parents. That way, they can ask
any questions that they want to.

       I really hope this works. Write and let me know what
happens.

       Yours,
       Minh

4g
  1   To read for specific information 

       Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read the
text and answer the question in the rubric.

Answer Key 

        Tara has moved to a new school and she is not happy.
Her classmates make fun of her accent and she misses her
old friends. She doesn’t want to go to school anymore.

  2   a)  To read for cohesion and coherence 

             •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete
it. 

            •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these
words box. Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1   C            2   A           3   E            4   D         5   B

       b)  To identify the topic of each
paragraph 

            Elicit the topic of each paragraph from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key 

       In the first paragraph, Susie tells Tara that she is sorry
that she is unhappy and wants to give her some advice.

       In the second paragraph, Susie advises Tara to ignore
the people who make fun of her and also to talk to the
school counsellor.

       In the third paragraph, Susie tells Tara that she hopes
she will make some friends soon and that all her old
friends miss her.

  3   To listen for specific information and
ideas 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the
question in the rubric.

       •    Point out that Ss can use the listening task to get
ideas for the following writing task.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Tom advises Alex to talk to his parents. He advises him
to show them that he can be responsible, then they will
be more relaxed. 

  4   To write an email giving advice 

       •    Explain the task and go through the paragraph
plan. Read out the Study Skills box and tell Ss to
proofread their work once it is completed.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task in class. Ask
various Ss to read out their emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.
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  1   To consolidate vocabulary from the
module

       Play the game in teams, as in the example. Each
correct sentence gets a point. The team with the
most points wins.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Team B S1:   Someone burgled the house when the
owners were on holiday.

       Team A S2:  A man escaped from prison yesterday. etc.

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the
module and find the relevant information to
complete the quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   F              3   F             5   T                7   F
       2   F              4   T             6   F                8   F

  3   To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look
through the module and think of quiz items in
pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task
as a model. Offer an example (e.g. Charities rely
on volunteers. (T)

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    A shoplifter is someone who steals wallets. (F)
       2    An arsonist breaks into people’s homes. (F)
       3    Spraying paint on walls is vandalism. (T)
       4    You get a fine in the UK for speeding. (T)
       5    Balsa is the best wood to make a raft with. (T)
       6    Brightly-coloured insects are likely to be poisonous.

(T)
       7    Help the Aged helps people with heart disease. (F)
       8    Cancer Research is a children’s charity. (F)

Game: Ss play the game as described in the S’s Book.

  4   Song To predict the content of the
song/ to listen for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read the title of the song and then elicit
Ss’ guesses as to what the song is about.

       •    Play the recording and Ss listen and follow the
song in their books to find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The song is about helping others. It says that
sometimes we all need other people. If we all cared for
people with problems and looked after each other, the
world would be a better place.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To expand the topic

       •    Read the rubric aloud and allow Ss some time to
formulate their answers and write their sentences.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read their
sentences.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A good friend should protect you.
       A good friend should help you when you are in trouble. 
       A good friend should be understanding.

Game
Chain story
In teams continue the story.

Last week two men entered the bank on Apple Street

Team AS1:  They were wearing masks on their faces.
etc

4
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Our blue planet and ask

Ss to suggest what they think it means. Go through
the topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss’
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for

Vocabulary 

  1   To present environmental problems

       Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (a-f) and play the
recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally or individually. 

  2   To match solutions to problems

       Ask six Ss to each read aloud one of the sentences 1-6
and then elicit which sentence matches which picture.

Answer Key

        1    a         2    f          3    b         4    d         5    c        6    e

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a poster (p. 64)
       Where might you see a poster like this? Do you do

anything to help the environment? Why (not)? 

       endangered animals (p. 65)
       What do you know about these animals? Why are

they endangered? Are there any endangered
animals in your country? What can people do to
help them?

       weird phenomena (p. 62)
       What do you know about these phenomena? Have

you experienced any of them?

Our blue planet
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  1   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of the text

       •    Elicit any monuments Ss know of from their own
country that are threatened by pollution. 

       (Ss’ own answers)

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit
questions about the places from around the class.
Write three on the board.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if they can answer the
questions.

Suggested Answer Key 

       How old are these places? (the Temples: early 12th
century, Stonehenge: 5,000 years old)

       How many people visit them each year? (the Temples:
600,000, Stonehenge: 800,000)

       Why are they in danger? (Stonehenge: visitors & traffic
pollution, the Temples: the weather, vegetation and
tourists)

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Read out the Study Skills box and tell Ss that this
tip will help them complete the task successfully.

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the texts and answer
the questions.

       •    Go through the Check these words box with Ss.
Ask Ss to the use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of any words they don’t know. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    Yes, they are, because 600,000 tourists come to see
them every year.

       2    Wet, humid weather, vegetation and tourists are
damaging the temples.

       3    Conservationists
       4    5,000 years old
       5    Some people say it was a place for sun worship.

Nobody really knows.
       6    Visitors have damaged it and traffic pollution

threatens the stones.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate and expand on
information in a text

       Allow Ss time to read the text again and prepare
their answers. Elicit answers to the questions from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    I didn’t know how old the two places are and what
is causing the damage to these places.

       2    I would like to visit the temples of Angkor Wat. They
look very interesting and there is a lot to see./I
would like to visit Stonehenge. It looks very beautiful
and mysterious.

       To compare a local monument
to those in the text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to write
down their answers. 

       •    Ss then share their answers with their partners. 
       •    Ask various Ss to share their answers with the

class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

Wiltshire is a county in the south west of England.
It is famous as the location of the Stonehenge stone
circle as well as a number of important country
houses. The county town is Trowbridge.
Cambodia is a country in south east Asia. Its capital
city is Phnom Penh. It borders Laos, Thailand and
Viet Nam.

Background information

5a
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Suggested Answer Key 

       Stonehenge is a 5,000-year-old monument full of
mystery and beauty. Unfortunately, visitors have
damaged it over the years. Today it faces problems
because of traffic pollution. Please help in our campaign
to move busy roads away from the site to help it survive
for another 5,000 years.

  8   To write a paragraph about
a monument in danger 

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information
on the Internet, using the key phrase in the
search bar, or in encyclopaedias or other
reference books.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task in class.
Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
their paragraphs aloud.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

        The Colosseum is in Rome. Thousands of people visit it
every year. Unfortunately, it is at risk because of damage
from pollution, tourism and climate change. The
Colosseum has survived earthquakes, and fire in the past
but now salt crystals and erosion threaten it. Authorities
are going to try to save the Colosseum.

ICT

5a
  4   To present vocabulary for environmental

problems and solutions

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   E             2   C           3   A           4   B         5   D

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Turning off the power on electrical items when they
are not in use will help solve the problem of wasting
energy.

       2    Protecting endangered species will help solve the
problem of animals facing extinction.

       3    Planting trees will help solve the problem of
deforestation.

       4    Cleaning up beaches will help solve the problem of
polluted beaches.

       5    Using public transport will help solve the problem of
air pollution in cities.

  5   To present and practise verbs related to
environmental issues

       •    Allow Ss two minutes to complete the task. Ss can
look up the meanings of any verbs they are
unsure of in their dictionaries.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    become              4    melt               7    survive
       2    rise                    5    be                  8    preserve
       3    dry                    6    damage

  6   To listen for specific information (gap-
fill)

       •    Explain the task. Go through the announcement
with Ss and predict content of recording. Elicit
what word is missing in each gap (noun, number,
etc).

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
gaps.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    (a) talk              3    Monday          5    3/Three
       2    Albert                4    pollution         

  7   To give a speech about
Stonehenge and the problems it faces 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
formulate their answers.

       •    Ask some Ss to tell the class about Stonehenge
and its problems.
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  1   To present will – going to – the present
continuous and the future continuous

       •    Ss close their books. Present the future simple.
Say: I’m thirsty. I will drink some water. Next
summer he will go on holiday. Write them on the
board. Underline I will drink and he will go and
explain that these verbs are in the future simple.
Explain that we use will + the base form of the
main verb to form the affirmative. Explain that
we use this tense to talk about on-the-spot
decisions and predictions.

       •    Say, then write on the board: Will you go out
tonight? No, it’s raining. I will not/won’t go out
tonight. Underline Will you go and I will not/won’t
go. Explain that these are the interrogative and
negative forms of the future simple. Give examples
in all persons and explain that we form the
negative form with will + not + the base form of
the main verb and the interrogative with will +
personal pronoun + the base form of the main
verb.

       •    Say and write on the board: I am going to watch TV
tonight. Explain the form (be going to + infinitive)
and explain that we use be going to to talk about
future plans and intentions and in situations where
there is evidence that something will happen (e.g.
Look at those dark clouds. It’s going to rain later.) Say
then write on the board: Are you going to study
tonight? No. I’m not going to study tonight. Give
examples in all persons.

       •    Say, then write on the board: I am flying to Ha Noi
next week. Explain that we can use the present
continuous for an arranged future action.

       •    Say, then write on the board: This time next week,
I’ll be flying to Ha Noi. Explain that we form the
future continuous with will be + verb -ing and that
we use it for actions in progress at a stated future
time. Give examples in all persons and in the
negative and interrogative forms.

       •    Ss open their books. Ask them to read the table.
       •    Refer Ss to the text on p. 58 and elicit examples.

Answer Key 

       What are we going to do?
       are going to try moving
       Will mystical Stonehenge survive ... ?

  2   To practise will and be going to

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   will                    4   will                    7   will
       2   are going to       5   will                    8   is going to
       3   will                    6   are going to

  3   To practise the future continuous

       Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss
answers. 

Suggested Answer Key

       1    will be studying                  4   will be travelling
       2    will be sunbathing              5   will be seeing
       3    will be waiting

  4   To present conditionals

       •    Ss close their books. Say: If you mix red and yellow,
you get orange. Write it on the board. Underline If
you mix red and yellow and explain that this is the
if-clause (hypothesis) and that it begins with the
word if. Then underline you get orange. Explain
that this is the main clause.

       •    Explain/Elicit that this example is a zero
conditional and we use the zero conditional to
talk about something which is a law of nature or
always true. Explain that zero conditionals are
always in the present simple tense.

            Elicit the rule: if + present simple ➝ present simple.
       •    Say, then write on the board: 
            If the phone rings, I’ll answer it.
            {If-clause}         {main clause}
            Elicit the tenses of the clauses and explain that we

use the first conditional to talk about possible
situations in the present or the future or to give
advice.

            Elicit the rule: if + present simple ➝ future simple:
(will) + infinitive

       •    Say, then write on the board: 
             If we all had alarms, there would be fewer burglaries.
             {If-clause}                         {main clause}
            Elicit the tenses of the clauses and explain/elicit

that we use the second conditional to talk about
imaginary or unlikely situations in the present or
the future or to give advice.

            Elicit the rule: if + past simple ➝ would + infinitive.
Point out that we can use were instead of was in all
persons.

       •    Say, then write on the board: If you had called me,
I would have come with you. Elicit the tenses of the
clauses (past perfect and would have + past
participle) and explain that we use the third
conditional to talk about unreal situations in the
past (you didn’t call me so I didn’t come with you).

       •    Point out that when the if-clause comes before
the main clause we use a comma, but we don’t
use a comma if the main clause comes before the
if-clause.

       •    Ss open their books. Ask them to read the table.

5b
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       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1    give                                    4   completes
       2    finishes                               5   is
       3    see                                     6   will we go

10   To present/practise wishes

       •    Read out the theory box and elicit further
examples if necessary.

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key 

       2    I wish/If only it wasn’t raining again.
       3    I wish/If only it wasn’t so cold.
       4    I wish/If only I hadn’t lost my purse.
       5    I wish/If only I had followed your advice.
       6    I wish/If only I hadn’t eaten so much.

5b
  5   To practise conditionals (types 0 & 1)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers then elicit the types of the

conditionals in the sentences.

Answer Key 

       1    starts (type 0)                    4   heat (type 0)
       2    will be (type 1)                   5   gets (type 0)
       3    will lose (type 1)

  6   To practise type 2 conditionals

       Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1    were, would ask
       2    would go, had
       3    would call, weren’t/wasn’t
       4    exercised, would feel
       5    had, would adopt

  7   To practise type 3 conditionals

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check

Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       2    If we had played well/better, we wouldn’t have lost
the match.

       3    If someone had told me, I wouldn’t have missed the
appointment.

       4    If it had stopped snowing, we wouldn’t have stayed
in.

       5    If she had studied, she wouldn’t have failed the
exam.

  8   To practise conditionals using
personal examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask various Ss to read out their answers and elicit

the types of conditionals used.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    would fly around the world (type 2)
       2    we’ll go to the beach (type 1)
       3    I would take it to the police (type 2)
       4    I would have got a prize (type 3)
       5    I will bake a cake (type 1)

  9   To distinguish between will/present simple
with time words

       •    Read the theory aloud and give further examples if
necessary.
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  1   To introduce the topic 

       Brainstorm with Ss for natural phenomena (e.g. thunder
and lightning, rainbows, hailstones, etc) and elicit which
are common in Ss’ country. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       Thunderstorms and lightning are common in my country.

  2   To listen for specific information

       Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in their
books to find out the answer to the question in the
rubric.

Suggested Answer Key 

       ball lightning, moon turning blue, frogs falling from the
sky

  3   a)  To read for specific information

            •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and mark
the sentences.

             •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

            •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1   F              3   T             5   NM            7   NM
       2   T              4   F             6   NM              

       b)  To think of alternative titles

            Elicit a variety of new titles from various Ss around
the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       An Electrical Freak of Nature 
       Blue Moonlight
       A Strange Storm

       To consolidate information 
in a text

       •    Read the rubric aloud. Allow Ss some time to
formulate their answers, then elicit sentences from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       It impressed me that people can’t explain ball lightning.
       The information about the blue moon impressed me.
        I found it impressive that it rained frogs in England in 1939.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

5c
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  8   To write a short diary entry

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I was walking to the shops when suddenly it started to
rain. I felt something hit me on the head and then on
my back. I heard a few people scream. Everyone around
me started to run. I looked down and saw frogs on the
ground. I couldn’t believe it! It was raining frogs. I was
amazed!

Write the text from the Suggested Answer in Ex. 8
on the board. Omit ten words. Ss complete task.

Extra Activity for weaker classes

5c
  4   To categorise new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and write the headings on the
board. Elicit which words go under which
headings from various Ss around the class. Ss can
look up any unknown words in their dictionaries.
Ss copy the completed lists into their notebooks.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. 

Suggested Answer Key 

RAIN                  SNOW         SUN                WIND
shower                ice                sunshine          storm
drizzle                hail              heatwave         gale 
sleet                    snowfall                              breeze

  5   To practise new vocabulary

       •    Go through the Study Skills box with Ss.
       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task using

their dictionaries. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

       1   drizzling            3   pouring              5   shining
       2   blew                  4   howling             6   freeze

Suggested Answer Key 

        The wind was blowing so hard, it took away my umbrella.
       It’s freezing outside. Put on your gloves and your scarf.
       The sun is shining today; let’s go swimming.

  6   To talk about the weather 

       Ask various Ss around the class to talk about their
favourite type of weather and give reasons.

Suggested Answer Key 

       My favourite type of weather is when it’s hot and
sunny. I like sunshine because I can play all kinds of
outside sports or go to the beach and swim.

  7   To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

       •    Explain the task. Go through the questions and
possible answers. Elicit words related to each
picture.

            e.g.   1   A   rain, rainy, wet
                     1   B   blowing, windy
                     1   C   hail, snowing, ice
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the

task. Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1   B        2   A        3   C        4   B        5   C
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  1   To present situational language

       Play the recording for Ss to listen and repeat chorally
or individually.

  2   To listen for specific information

       •    Read the rubric aloud. 
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

dialogue in their books. Elicit what the speakers
decide to do.

Answer Key 

       They decide to help the school build a greenhouse.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases 

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key 

       Take a look at this. – Look at this!
       Why don’t we take part? – Why don’t we join in?
       That’s OK with me. – Sure.
       I’ve got something to do. – I’m afraid I can’t.
       Is 9:30 OK with you? – How about meeting at 9:30?

  4   To consolidate situational language
through translation 

       Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To practise role-playing 

       •    Explain the situation.
       •    Remind Ss that they can use the sentences in Ex.

1 and the dialogue in Ex. 2 as a model, as well as
the information in the poster to complete the
task. 

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while doing
the task.

       

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Look at this! The school is having a clean-up day
at the River Lea. Why don’t we join in? 

       B:   Sure. It sounds like fun. When is it?
       A:   It’s on Saturday 7th June from 11 am to 4 pm.
       B:   I’m afraid I can’t. I’m visiting my uncle.
       A:   Never mind. I’ll go by myself.
       B:   No. I’ll go to see my uncle on the 8th. How about

meeting at 10:30?
       A:   Great!

  6   To pronounce \s\, \z\

       •    Explain the task and play the recording. Ss listen
and identify the sounds and tick the correct
boxes.

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
listen and repeat chorally or individually. Pay
special attention to Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation and correct as necessary.

       •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from
various Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

       

Suggested Answer Key 

peace, days, plays, pace

Student B

Sure. When ...
(Accept, ask when
it is.)

I’m afraid ... I’m ...
(Refuse and give
reason.)
No, I’ll ... How about

meeting at ...?
(Change your plans,
suggest a time to
meet)

Student A 

Look at this! The
school is ... Why
don’t we ...?
(Mention event and
invite friend.)
It’s ... from ...
(Give day and time.)

Never mind. I’ll go ... 
(Resign to go alone)

Great! 
(Agree.) 

\s\ \z\
face ✓

phase ✓

\s\ \z\
police ✓

please ✓

\s\ \z\
nice ✓

nose ✓

5d
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Suggested Answer Key 

       name: polar bear
       where it lives: around the Arctic Ocean
       what it looks like: large bear, white fur, sharp claws
       why it is endangered: global warming, melting ice,

pollution and hunting

       The polar bear is a large bear with white fur and sharp
claws that lives in and around the Arctic Ocean. It is
endangered because of global warming, pollution and
hunting. Sea ice is melting and breaking up and this
means the polar bears can’t hunt enough and they
starve. Many bears also drown because they get too
tired from swimming long distances looking for food. 

5e
  1   To introduce the topic and predict the

content of the text 

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit a
variety of guesses for reasons why these animals
may be endangered from Ss around the class.
Write two on the board. 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses were
correct. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       deforestation, overfishing and overhunting

  2   To read for specific information 

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions.

       •    Go through the Check these words box with Ss. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Read aloud the Famous quotation and explain/

elicit what it means.

Answer Key 

       1   F             2   NM        3   NM        4   T       5   NM

       To consolidate information in
a text

       •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think it is interesting that the Baiji dolphin is one of the
world’s rarest mammals.

       I think it is interesting that the people of Madagascar
think the aye aye lemur is a symbol of death.

       I think it is interesting that the bridled nail-tailed
wallaby lives only in Taunton National Park,
Queensland.

  3   To collect information about an
endangered animal and present it in the form of
a comment posted to a blog 

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look for information
on the Internet, or in encyclopaedias/other
reference books and write it under the headings
in their notebooks. Tell Ss they may add a picture
if they want to.

       •    Ss then use this information to write a short
paragraph about the animal to post as a
comment on Mary’s blog.

       •    Ask various groups to present their animals to the
rest of the class. 

ICT
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  1   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of the text

       •    Read the title aloud and elicit what if anything Ss
know about the hole in the ozone layer. Elicit a
variety of questions on the topic from various Ss
around the class and write three of them on the
board.

       •    Ss read through the text then elicit which of the
questions on the board they can now answer.

Suggested Answer Key 

       What is ozone? Ozone is a gas.
       Why is the ozone layer important? It filters out the

harmful rays of the sun.
       When did we find out about the hole in the ozone

layer? In the 1980s.

  2   To read for lexico-grammatical structure
(open cloze)

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text carefully and
choose the correct word for each gap.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   It             3   in            5   will             7   lot
       2   In             4   to           6   and            8   but

  3   To paraphrase information in a text 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to talk about the
hole in the ozone layer in front of the rest of the
class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       The ozone layer is a layer of gas that protects us from
the harmful rays of the sun. In the 1980s scientists
found a hole in it. They found out that chemicals
caused the hole. The hole means that more of the sun’s
harmful rays get through the atmosphere. People are in
danger as the sun’s rays will damage our skin and eyes
and animals and plants will die. Scientists are trying to
find ways to help the ozone layer fix itself. 

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

5f
  4   To give a presentation on global

warming

       •    Read out the Study Skills box.
       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information

on the Internet, using the key phrase in the
search bar, or in encyclopaedias/other reference
books.

       •    Allow time for Ss to collect the information and
prepare their presentations.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW. Ask various
groups of Ss to give their presentations.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The atmosphere has different gases in different
amounts that keep the heat from the Earth from
escaping into space. These gases are called greenhouse
gases. When there are too many greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere this affects the whole planet. More
heat gets trapped and the Earth gets warmer. This is
called global warming. The weather all over Earth will
change and summers will get hotter and winters will get
colder. This is bad for every living thing on Earth.  

ICT
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       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss answers
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Towns and cities have a problem with rubbish. There
are not enough places to put it. What can we do
about it?

       The problem with rubbish is that there is so much of it
and we don’t try to make less of it. Also, there is so
much rubbish that there aren’t enough places to put it.
This, can easily make our streets, parks and rivers dirty.

        We can start recycling programmes in our neighbourhoods
and organise clean-up days. In these ways we can reduce
the amount of rubbish.

       To conclude, we can all help reduce the amount of
rubbish if we try. Then we can enjoy cleaner towns and
cities.

5g
  1   To introduce the topic, predict the

content of the text and read for confirmation 

       •    Elicit what the text is about (smog in the city).
       •    Allow Ss some time to read through the text and

check their answers.

Answer Key 

       The text is about the problem of smog in the city and
what we can do to solve it.

  2   To read and complete a table 

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks. Allow Ss some time to read the
text again and complete the table.

       •    Go through the Check these words box with Ss.
Refer Ss to their dictionaries to look up the
meanings.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       

       •    Read out the Did you Know! box.

  3   To listen for specific information and
ideas

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the
questions and collect ideas for the writing task to
follow.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    We are running out of places to put our rubbish.
       2    It makes our lives unpleasant when there is rubbish

on the streets, in the parks and in the rivers.
       3    We can start recycling programmes and organise

clean-up days.

  4   To write an essay offering solutions to a
problem

       •    Explain the task and go through the Study Skills
box with Ss.

       •    Ask Ss to refer to the paragraph plan and allow Ss
time to complete the task in class. Ask various Ss
to read out their essays to the class.

Problem Effects

number of vehicles/factories
increasing, air in cities
becoming more polluted 

poisoned air makes
people ill, smog
levels increase

Solutions Results

use buses and trains, stop
cars from driving in the
centre, move factories, put
filters in chimneys

reduce air
pollution, enjoy a
healthier life
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  1   To consolidate collocations from the
module

       Divide the class into teams and give Ss time to match
the words, make collocations and write their
sentences. Each correct collocation/sentence gets a
point. The team with the most points or the team
that finishes first wins.

Suggested Answer Key 

       We should all try to protect endangered species.
       I once saw a volcanic eruption on TV. It was amazing.
       The Baiji dolphin may face extinction very soon.
       Global warming is a danger to all of us.
       Humid weather can damage monuments.
       Turning off lights when we don’t need them reduces

energy waste.
       Traffic fumes cause air pollution. 
       We should all help preserve our cultural sites.

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the
module and find the relevant information to
complete the quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   F              3   T             5   T                7   T
       2   T              4   F             6   F                8   T

  3   To consolidate vocabulary
learnt in the module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look
through the module and think of quiz items in
pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task
as a model. Offer an example (e.g. Deforestation
is when people cut down trees. (T)

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Angkor Wat is a temple. (T)
       2    Stonehenge dates from the 12th century. (F)
       3    Ball lightning is electrical. (T)
       4    It rained frogs in 1939 in England. (T)
       5    Dust causes a blue moon. (T)
       6    Smog is water pollution. (F)
       7    Aye-aye lemurs come from Australia. (F)
       8    Ozone is the only gas in the atmosphere. (F)

Game: Ss play the game as directed in the S’s Book. Each
correct conditional sentence gets a point. The team with
the most points at the end of the game wins.

  4   Song To predict the content of the
song/ to listen for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read out the list of words/phrases and
then elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the song is
about.

       •    Play the recording and Ss listen and follow the
song in their books to find out.

Answer Key 

       The song is about what we can do to protect the
environment.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To expand and consolidate the
topic of the song

       Explain the task and allow Ss some time to write their
sentences and then ask various Ss around the class to
read out their answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       We can clean up rivers, lakes and seas. We can pick up
litter. We can plant trees. We can recycle our rubbish.
We can stop polluting the water, land and air.

Game
Compound nouns & collocations: Work in two
teams. Teams in turn say a word. The other team
adds a word that goes with it, then make a
sentence using the compound noun/collocation.
Each correct sentence gets one point. The team
with the most points wins. Ss can spend two
minutes revising the vocabulary in this unit before
they start the game.

Team AS1:  plant
Team BS1:   trees – We need to plant trees to help

reduce air pollution.

5
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Technology &

Communication and ask Ss to suggest what they think it
means. Go through the topic list and stimulate a
discussion to prompt Ss’ interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for

Vocabulary 

  1   To present and practise vocabulary for
means of communication

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Play the
recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally or
individually.

       •    Go through the phrases in the list and read out
the example sentence. Then elicit sentences using
the phrases from various Ss around the class. 

Suggested Answer Key

        I’ve never used a fax machine to send a fax (to someone).
       I’ve never used a pager to receive a message (from

someone).
       I often use a mobile phone to call friends, send/receive

an MMS and send/receive an SMS.
       I often use the Internet to send/receive an email and

find information.
       I sometimes use a letter to send/receive news.
       I’ve never used a satellite phone to call my friends.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       an extraterrestrial (p. 70)
       What do you think an extraterrestrial might look

like? In what ways might one be similar/different
to a human?

       a bar graph (p. 75)
       What is a bar graph? Do you use them in school?

What are they used for? 

       a blog (p. 77)
       Do you write a blog? Do you often read people’s

blogs? Do you like them? Why (not)? What can a
blog be about?

Technology & communication
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  1   a)  To introduce the topic and stimulate
interest in the text 

            Draw Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit if Ss
recognise the creature and what, if anything,
they know about it. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       The creature is E.T. from the science-fiction film ‘E.T.’ The
Extra-Terrestrial by Steven Spielberg. It is a creature from
another planet who comes to Earth and gets left behind
by accident. He makes friends with a young boy who
helps him get back home. 

       Yes, I think there is life on other planets.

       b)  To predict the content of the text 

            •    Give Ss time to read the title and the first
sentence in each paragraph and elicit their
guesses as to what the text is about.

            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
text in their books and find out.

Answer Key 

       The text is about space exploration and the Voyager
missions.

  2   a)  To read for specific information 

            •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and
answer the questions.

            •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these
words box. Also, draw Ss’ attention to the Did
you know? box.

            •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1   B             2   B                3   A                 4   B 

NASA is the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. It was formed on 29th July, 1958 and
it is a government agency in the USA.
NASA developed the technology that allowed man to fly
to the moon. On 20th July, 1969, Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin were the first of only twelve men in the world
to walk on the moon. NASA has been part of many great
scientific and technological accomplishments and
inventions, including the space shuttle, weather and
communication satellites and the International Space
Station.

Background information

6a
       b)  To act out a dialogue based on an

imaginary situation 

            •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to work in pairs and
think of what an alien and a human might say
to one another.

            •    Give Ss time to formulate their answers and
write down their dialogues.

            •    Ask various Ss to read out their dialogue to
the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Are you an alien?
       B:   Yes, I am. I am from a planet across the galaxy.
       A:   Are you going to hurt me?
       B:   No, I come in peace.
       A:   What do you want?
       B:   I want to learn about life on Earth.
       A:   OK. I’ll tell you about life on Earth if you tell me

about life on your planet.
       B:   Yes. That’s a good idea. etc.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)
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        •    Then one group discusses with another which items
they agree/disagree on in each other’s time capsules.

       •    Monitor this part of the task around the class and
then ask groups to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 
       1    a recording of our languages
       2    a sample of some national music
       3    some photographs of native people and animals
       4    a doll in national costume
       5    a cookbook with recipes for national dishes

       A:   I think that we should put in a recording of our
language. In my opinion this is important so they
can hear how we speak.

       B:   Yes, I agree the language that we speak is
important to our nationality. I think that we should
put in a recording of our national music also
because it shows what we like to listen to.

       A:   I agree with you because our music is good. I think
that we should put photographs of all our native
people and animals to show what they look like.

       B:   I disagree with you because there will be too many.
I think that we should choose only the important
ones. In my opinion, we should put in a doll in
national costume to show what we wear.

       A:   I agree with you because it will be interesting. In my
opinion we should put in a book of recipes to show
what we eat.

       B:   I agree with that because our food is different to
that of other countries.

  7   To describe an imaginary scene

       •    Explain the task. Write the headings on the board
and elicit possible answers from Ss. Write them
on the board: where you were (at home, at school,
in the fields, etc.), what you were doing (walking,
sleeping, etc.), what happened (lights went out),
how you felt (scared, terrified, puzzled).

       •    Allow Ss some time to write a short description of
the scene.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read their
paragraphs aloud to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key 
        My dad and I were camping in the mountains when we

heard a very strange noise. We looked up and saw a giant
spaceship hovering above. We couldn’t believe our eyes.
We were surprised and scared. Suddenly, it landed and the
doors opened. Three very strange looking creatures came
out. They looked a bit like humans but they were not. They
had long arms and legs and small heads with big black
eyes. They looked at us for a long time and then they got
back in their spaceship and left. We were amazed.

Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key in Ex. 7
on the board. Put the sentences in a muddled order.
Ss do the task.

Extra Activity for weaker classes

6a
       To consolidate and personalise

the topic

       Read the rubric aloud and elicit a variety of answers
from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 
       I was impressed that we had the technology to launch

two spacecraft into space to look for inhabitants of
other planets in 1977.

       I was impressed that there are greetings in 55
languages on the golden record.

       I was impressed that there are 115 photographs on the
record.

       I was impressed that Voyager 2 is leaving our solar
system. 

  3   To present vocabulary related to the theme

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 
       1   b              2   d             3   a                4   c

       1    desert island                      3   solar system
       2    space exploration               4   time capsule

  4   To present verbs related to the theme

       •    Go through the list of verbs and the questions.
Explain/Elicit any unknown words. Tell Ss that
they have to use the past simple, past participle
and infinitive.

       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 
       1   launched (past simple)      6   land (infinitive)
       2   explore (infinitive)             7   represent
       3   transmit (infinitive)                (infinitive)
       4   designed (past participle)
       5   communicate (infinitive)

  5   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the

correct answers for the questions. Check Ss’
answers around the class.

Answer Key 
       1   A            2   B            3   B            4   C       5   B

  6   To decide what to put in a time capsule
and discuss your choices

       •    Explain the task. Ss work in small groups and
decide which five things would best represent
their country. Monitor the activity around the
class and then ask each group to present their
choices to the class giving reasons.
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  1   To present reported speech

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the theory box and read
out the examples. Explain that with direct speech
we use the exact words someone said and with
reported speech we use different words but keep
the meaning of what the person said.

       •    Explain that we use quotation marks with direct
speech and not with reported speech.

       •    Explain that we use the introductory verbs say
and tell with reported speech with or without
that.

  2   To present all the tenses of reported
speech

       •    Go through the theory and explain that when we
report a statement the verb tenses change as well
as the subject pronouns and possessive adjectives.

       •    Explain that certain words and time expressions
change also. Point out though, that when the
introductory verb is in the present, future or present
perfect tense and when the sentence in direct
speech expresses something which is always true
(i.e. a fact of nature or a general truth) there are no
changes in the verb tenses in reported speech.

       •    Elicit how the tenses change and ask Ss to give an
example from the text on p. 70.

Answer Key 

       present simple changes to past simple, present
continuous changes to past continuous, past simple
changes to past perfect, present perfect changes to past
perfect, a present modal changes to a past modal and
will changes to would.

       Carl Sagan ... said that it was like a message in a bottle
... .

  3   To practise personal pronouns,
possessive adjectives and time expressions in
reported speech

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1   he, that
       2   she, the next day
       3   is
       4   they, after
       5   she, then

6b
  4   To practise verb tenses in reported

speech

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key

       2    they could do it the next day
       3    she speaks very slowly
       4    he wasn’t coming that day
       5    he would tell me the following week
       6    he had just left
       7    his party was the next day
       8    they hadn’t played well
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       •    Read out the examples for direct reported
commands/requests. Elicit the introductory verbs
used (told/asked) and explain that we use told in
reported commands and asked in reported
requests. Explain/Elicit the form for reported
commands (tell + sb + (not) + to-infinitive) and for
requests (ask + sb + to-infinitive).

10   To practise reported questions/
commands/requests

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key 

       2    He asked if/whether the kids had called.
       3    He asked if/whether I could send that fax.
       4    He told me not to answer the email.
       5    He asked me to pick up the phone.
       6    He asked where Peter was.

11   To practise changing reported speech to
direct speech

       Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it, then
check Ss’ answers. Point out Ss should write the
conversation as a dialogue as in Ex. 8.

Answer Key 

       ... to the park. Would you like to come with me?
       George: (I can’t.) I’m studying for my Maths exam.
       Ann: I can help you if you want.
       George: That’s very nice of you.

12   To practise reported speech

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to work in pairs and for
each pair to work with another pair. Ss complete
the task.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to say sentences in direct and
reported speech.

Suggested Answer Key 

       “I’m going out tonight.”
       Linh said (that) she was going out that night. etc.

6b
  5   To practise using quotation marks

       •    Explain the task and direct Ss’ attention to the
example or write it on the board.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers on the board.

Answer Key 

       2    Tony said, “I don’t have any money.”
       3    Bob said, “It’s raining now.”
       4    They said, “We are leaving tomorrow.”
       5    They said, “We don’t play tennis.”

  6   To present said and told

       •    Explain that we use the verb say in reported
speech with to only when it is followed by the
person being spoken to. Also explain that we
never use to after the verb tell in reported speech. 

       •    Read out the table.

  7   To practise said and told

       Give Ss time to complete the task then check Ss’
answers. 

Answer Key 

        1    said       2    told       3    said       4    said       5    said

  8   To practise changing direct speech to
reported speech

       Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it, then
check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       ... of buying a new computer that week. He said (that)
his old one had broken down the week before and he
couldn’t repair it. Sue told him (that) he needed to
install an antivirus program on his new one. Doug said
(that) his brother would do it for him.

  9   To present reported questions,
commands and requests

       •    Read out the examples for direct/reported
questions. Elicit the introductory verb for
questions (ask). Elicit whether the verb tenses
change (yes). Explain that when the direct
question begins with an auxillary verb the
reported question begins with if/whether and
when the direct question begins with a question
word the reported question begins with the same
question word.
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  1   To introduce new vocabulary

       •    Read out the list of actions and draw Ss’ attention
to the labelled pictures.

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       We use speakers to listen to music.
       We use a screen to see files.
       We use a keyboard to type. 
       We use a CD/DVD drive to read CDs/DVDs.
       We use a mouse to move around the screen.
       We use a printer to print documents.
       We use a scanner to make a copy of a photo.  

  2   To predict the content of a text

       •    Ask Ss to read the title and the first paragraph in
the text and elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the text
is about.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The text is about a smart house that will use technology
to make our lives easier in the future.

  3   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    nanotechnology
       2    The Internet will be used by fridges to make sure

your food stays fresh and to order food direct from
the supermarket. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       3    Yes, I’d like to live in a home like this because
technology would do a lot of things for me and I
would have more time to have fun./No, I wouldn’t
like to live in such a home because I think too many
things can go wrong and I like things kept simple.

       4    Perhaps people will become very lazy if they have this
technology in their homes. Another disadvantage is
that if there is a problem with the electricity, the
whole system will fail. 

       To consolidate and expand on
information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to formulate their answers to the
question in the rubric and write them down. 

       •    Ss share their answers with their partner, then ask
some Ss to share their answers with the rest of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I would like a smart house in the future to record my
favourite programmes on TV. It could cook my dinner
for me when I come home. Also, it would be good if it
could clean the house and do the laundry. 

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

6c
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  6   To listen for specific information 

       •    Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and
match the people to their computer activities.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1   b             2   f            3   a           4   d       5   c

  7   To conduct a survey and make a graph
of the results 

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss to make a survey using
the options in Ex. 4 question 3 as well as any
other ideas of their own. Ask the rest of the Ss in
the class to say which of these uses they use the
Internet for.

       •    Tell Ss to add up the numbers for each use and
make a graph similar to the one in Ex. 4.

       •    Ask various Ss to present the graph to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The majority of teens in my class use a computer for
chatting with friends, playing games and general surfing.

       Quite a few use it to send emails and do their homework.
       Some use it to download music.
       A few use it to save files. 
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6c
  4   a)  To discuss survey results in a graph

            Draw Ss’ attention to the graph and explain that
it shows the number of minutes that teenagers
spend each week on the computer and what they
use it for.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The majority of teens in the USA use a computer for
communicating with friends and surfing the Net.

       A lot of teens use the Net for playing games and
downloading music.

       A lot of teens use computers to send emails, make
videos, save files, prepare PowerPoint presentations,
burn CDs/DVDs and make music compilations.

       Some teens use it for their homework.
       A few use it for reading or learning information and to

find out the news.
       Very few use it for other reasons, like designing a web

page.

       b)  To talk about computer usage

       •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer the questions
1-4.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask Ss
to report their answers back to the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    I use my computer every day.
       2    I use my computer for surfing the Net, downloading

music, sending emails, playing computer games,
burning CDs/DVDs and chatting online.

       3    My favourite websites are: Facebook.com, yahoo.com
and iTunes.com. These are the sites I use to chat with
my friends, surf the Net, email my friends and
download music.

       4    I visit them every day.

  5   To practise giving advice using should/
shouldn’t

       •    Set the scene and explain the task. Read the
example aloud and explain/elicit the meanings of
any unknown words in the prompts.

       •    Ss then use the prompts to give advice. Elicit a
variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       You should use an antivirus program on your computer.
       You should have a password on your computer.
       You should make and keep a backup of all your files on

your computer.
       You should use a nickname online.
       You shouldn’t give out personal information online.
       You shouldn’t meet strangers you chat to online.
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  1   To present situational language

       Play the recording for Ss to listen and repeat chorally
or individually. 

  2   To listen and read for specific
information

       Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the dialogue
in their books and order the pictures. 

Answer Key 

        A    3         B    5        C   1        D   6         E    4        F    2

  3   To learn synonymous phrases 

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key 

       Are you OK? – Hey, what’s wrong?
       Of course. – Sure.
       Done it! – Got it!
       What do I do next? – What’s next?
       You’re welcome. – No problem.

  4   To consolidate situational language
through translation 

       Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To act out a dialogue  

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take roles and read
out the dialogue.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask some
groups to read out the dialogue in front of the class.

  6   To pronounce \s\, \S\

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and tick the correct
boxes. Check Ss’ answers.

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
listen and repeat. Pay special attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation and correct as
necessary.

Answer Key 

      

      

\s\ \S\
Sally ✓
shine ✓

\s\ \S\
saw ✓

show ✓

\s\ \S\
share ✓
say ✓

\s\ \S\
shake ✓
sale ✓

6d
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6e
  1   To present vocabulary related to the

topic

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. Play the
recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally or
individually.

  2   To predict the content of the text

       •    Read the question in the rubric aloud and elicit
Ss’ guesses.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out.

Answer Key 

       Body language and gestures are not the same all over
the world. 

  3   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box. 

Answer Key 

        1    NM         2    T            3    T            4    F        5    NM

       To consolidate information in a
text

       Explain the task and allow Ss some time to formulate
their answers. Elicit a variety of answers from Ss
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Showing the soles of your feet is an insult in many
Asian countries.

       2    It’s rude to point in Russia.
       3    Polish people kiss a person three times on the cheeks

when they meet.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To personalise the topic

       •    Ss talk in groups about gestures in their country.
       •    Elicit advice from Ss around the class and then

allow them some time to write their sentences.
       •    Ask various Ss to read out their sentences to the

class.

       (Ss’ own answers)
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  1   To introduce the topic 

       •    Elicit what, if anything, Ss know about the
Industrial Revolution. 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out about it.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text carefully and
answer the questions. 

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    T
       2    T
       3    F    The spinning jenny was a machine that made

cloth.
       4    F    James Watt invented the first steam engine.
       5    F    Men, women and children worked in factories.
       6    F    Wages were low.

       To consolidate information in a
text and express an opinion

       •    Write the words positive/negative on the board.
Elicit Ss’ answers and write them under the
correct heading. Ss copy the completed table in
their notebooks. 

       •    Allow Ss some time to write their paragraphs. Ask
Ss to read their paragraphs to their partner.
Alternatively, ask various Ss around the class to
read their paragraphs to the class. 

James Hargreaves – Born in Lancashire, England in
1720, died on 22nd April, 1778, aged 58. He was a
weaver, carpenter and inventor. He invented the
spinning jenny in 1764 and on 12th June, 1770, he
was granted a patent. Hargreaves was the first man
to come up with the idea of a factory and he set up
the first one in Cromford, Nottinghamshire.
James Watt – Born in Greenock, Scotland on 19th
January, 1736, died on 25th August, 1819, aged
83, in Birmingham, England. His father was a
shipwright and ship owner and his mother was well
educated from a distinguished family. As well as the
steam engine, Watt invented many things,
including a new method of measuring distances by
telescope and a device for copying letters.

Background information

6f

      

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think one positive effect of the Industrial Revolution on
society was better transportation because there were
steamboats and trains. Another positive effect was the
fact that there were more jobs because people could
work in factories and coal mines. Also, conditions slowly
improved and led to a better standard of living.

       I think the negative effects were the poor wages, hard
and unhealthy working conditions and the poor living
conditions in the crowded cities.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To give a presentation on the
Industrial Revolution

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information
on the Internet using the key phrase in the search
bar or in encyclopaedias/other reference books.
Allow time for Ss to collect the information and
prepare their presentations. 

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW. Ask various
groups of Ss to make their presentations in the
next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The Industrial Revolution in the USA greatly
transformed the economy and society.

        Robert Fulton invented the first steam powered engine in
America, in the 1780s and they used it for the paddle
steamboats on the rivers. We still use many inventions
from this period, such as the sewing machine invented by
Elias Howe and vulcanised rubber invented by Charles
Goodyear. 

Positive Negative

  •   better
transportation

  •   more jobs
  •   conditions slowly

improved and led
to a better
standard of living

  •   poor wages &
living conditions

  •   hard & unhealthy
working conditions

  •   crowded cities

ICT
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Suggested Answer Key              

Should teenagers have mobile phones?
    Most teens have got mobiles and a lot of them are

hooked on them. Is this good or bad?
    Mobiles phones are certainly very useful. You can keep

in touch with friends and family very easily and
quickly. Moreover, you can use it in an emergency.
Mobile phones have often saved lives.

    However, mobile phones can be dangerous. The
radiation from them can damage our health if we use
them too much. They can also distract teenagers from
their homework. Spending time sending messages
instead of studying can make teens fall behind in their
schoolwork.

    All in all, mobile phones are very useful gadgets to
have. However, teens should use them sensibly.

6g
  1   To read for specific information

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read
the text and answer the questions, then check Ss’
answers.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Answer Key 

       1    Advantages:
             useful tool – find information on any topic, 
             helps communication – you can chat or send emails.
       2    Disadvantages: 

it can be harmful – damage eyes
             distracts you from real life – may avoid friends or

neglect homework
       3    Teens must use the Internet sensibly.

  2   To identify topic sentences 

       •    Read the Study Skills box aloud and explain
which sentences are topic sentences and which
are supporting.

       •    Elicit the topic sentences in the article and ask
various Ss around the class to suggest
alternatives.

Answer Key 

    Para 2: The Internet is a useful tool.
    Para 3: On the other hand, the Internet can be harmful.

Suggested Answer Key 

    Para 2: The Internet has many benefits.
    Para 3: However, there are some disadvantages to using

it.

  3   To listen for specific information and
ideas 

       •    Explain the task. Ss match the items.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their answers.
       •    Point out that Ss may use ideas from the listening

task for the following writing task.

Answer Key 

       1   c                   2   d                 3   a             4   b

  4   To write a for-and-against article  

       •    Explain the task and remind Ss to use their answers
from Ex. 3 and the paragraph plan to help them.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and
then ask various Ss around the class to read out
their essays.
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  1   To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
module

       Give Ss time to complete the puzzle, then check Ss’
answers and elicit the highlighted words.

Answer Key 

       1   fax machine       5   letters                9   mouse
       2   keyboard            6   speakers           10   screen
       3   webcam             7   pager               11   Internet
       4   printer               8   telephone

       Highlighted words: mobile phone

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the
module and find the relevant information to
complete the quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1   F    (Russia sent a dog into space.)
       2   T    
       3   F    (Technology will transform houses to run

themselves.)
       4   F    (You can see people on the Internet with a

webcam.)
       5   T
       6   F    (Body language is different all over the world.)
       7   T
       8   F    (James Hargreaves invented the spinning jenny.)

  3   To consolidate vocabulary
learnt in the module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look through
the module and think of quiz items in pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task
as a model. Offer an example (e.g. Fire fighters
wear similar clothes to astronauts. (T)

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    The first spacecraft on the moon was Apollo 11. (T)
       2    A satellite can receive at least 5,000 phone calls. (T)
       3    You can use a pager to send an MMS. (F) 
        4    Smart fridges will order food from the supermarket. (T)
       5    Nanotechnology will clean your windows in the

future. (T)
       6    Too much time on a mobile phone can damage your

eyes. (F)
       7    The steam engine was invented by an American. (F)
       8    You should always cross your legs when you sit in

Thailand. (F) 

Game: Ss play the game as described in the S’s Book.
Each correct reported sentence gets a point. The team
with the most points at the end of the game wins.

  4   To read for lexico-grammatical structure,
and rhyme

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the words/phrases in the
list and allow Ss some time to read the song and
guess which gaps they fill. Remind Ss to check
which words rhyme with the word at the end of
another line.

       •    Play the recording and Ss listen and follow the
song in their books to check their answers.

Answer Key 

       1   phone        3   online       5   know           7   diary
       2   text            4   away         6   too              8   play

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the song again and elicit an answer
to the question in the rubric.

       •    Then ask how many Ss feel the same as the
singer.

Answer Key 

       The singer’s mobile phone makes her not feel alone.
She can use it for the Internet, to call friends, play
music, take a photo or check her diary.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Yes, I feel the same. I like to use my mobile phone for
lots of different things and knowing I can call someone
whenever I want makes me feel secure when I am out.

Game
Play in teams. Say a word related to technology.
Make sure the word is from Module 6. The other
team makes a sentence using it. Each correct
sentence gets one point. The team with the most
points wins.

Team AS1:  keyboard
Team BS1:   We use the keyboard to type documents –

printer
Team AS2:  We use a printer to print a document. etc

6
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Entertainment and ask Ss

to suggest what they think the module will be about
(the module is about cinema, film and music). Go
through the topic list and stimulate a discussion to
prompt Ss’ interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for

Vocabulary 

  1   To present types of TV programmes

       Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally or
individually. Elicit which types of programmes Ss
enjoy by asking various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I enjoy watching documentaries.

  2   To consolidate new vocabulary

       Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-6) and elicit what
they show.

Answer Key

       Picture 2 shows an awards ceremony.
       Picture 3 shows a documentary or a nature programme.

Picture 4 shows a sports programme.
       Picture 5 shows the news & weather.
       Picture 6 shows a music programme.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a TV guide (p. 88)
       What information does it contain? Where can we

see it?

       traditional musical instruments (p. 89)
       Have you heard of these instruments? What is a

traditional musical instrument from your country? 

       robots (p. 82)
       What do you know about the robots in the

pictures? Do you like science-fiction films? Do you
think robots will ever be part of our lives? Why
(not)? What sort of things do you think they will be
able to do?

  3   To discuss TV programmes

       •    Go through the adjectives in the list and explain/
elicit the meanings of any unknown ones.

       •    Read out the example exchange with a S and then
Ss discuss the TV programmes in pairs using the
adjectives.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to ask and answer in front of the class. 

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   What do you think of soap operas?
       B:   I find them silly. I prefer dramas.
       A:   What do you like to watch?
       B:   I like quiz shows. I find them interesting.

       A:   What do you think of dramas?
       B:   I find them boring. I prefer the news.
       A:   What do you like to watch?
       B:   I like cartoons. I find them amusing.

       A:   What do you think of quiz shows?
       B:   I think they’re terrible. I prefer sports programmes.
       A:   What do you like to watch?
       B:   I like sitcoms. I find them funny. etc.

Entertainment
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  1   a)  To introduce the topic 

             Elicit some films about robots that Ss have seen
from Ss around the class and ask them to briefly
describe them.

Suggested Answer Key 
        Rodney Copperbottom is a robot in a world of robots in the

film ‘Robots‘. He is an inventor and he goes to Robot City to
meet the famous inventor and his hero Bigweld. He makes
lots of friends and helps to make the robot world a better
place.

       b)  To predict the content of the text 

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit the
films they are from and what they are famous for.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and find out. 

Answer Key 
       1    Wall-E is from the film ‘Wall-E’. He doesn’t realise that

he has the solution to the planet’s problems.
       2    The T-800 robot is from the film ‘Terminator 2:

Judgment Day’. He protects a 10-year-old boy who will
save the human race in the future.

7a
       3    Andrew is the robot from the film ‘Bicentennial Man’.

He begins to experience human emotions. 

Andrew Stanton is a film director, screenwriter and
producer. He wrote and directed Finding Nemo and
WALL-E.
James Cameron is a director, producer and screenwriter.
He has written and directed many films, such as
Terminator 1 & 2, Aliens and Titanic.
Arnold Schwarzenegger is a former bodybuilder, an
actor, a businessman and a Republican politician. He
starred in many films including Terminator, True Lies
and Twins. 
Los Angeles is the largest city in California in the
USA. It is often called LA and is nicknamed the City of
Angels. It is known as the Entertainment Capital of
the World and is home to Hollywood. 
Chris Columbus is a filmmaker. He has written,
produced or directed over 25 films, including Night at
the Museum, Home Alone and Harry Potter. 

Background information

From p. 83(T)

Ex. 6
Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Have you seen ‘Slumdog Millionaire’?
       B:   Yes, I saw it last Saturday.
       A:   Did you like it?
       B:   Yes, it was great. It’s a must-see!

       A:   Have you seen ‘Australia’?
       B:   Yes, I saw it last week.
       A:   Did you like it?
       B:   Not really. It was too long. etc.

Ex. 7b
Suggested Answer Key 
My favourite film is ‘The Dark Knight’. It is a brilliant
action adventure film. It was directed by Christopher
Nolan. It stars Christian Bale as Batman, Heath Ledger as
the Joker and Aaron Eckhart as Harvey Dent. Batman has
to fight a very dangerous criminal called the Joker. It is a
very exciting film with great action scenes, brilliant
special effects and great acting.

Ex. 8
Suggested Answer Key 
Dear John, 

       My favourite film is ‘The Dark Knight‘. It is a brilliant action
adventure film. It was directed by Christopher Nolan. It
stars Christian Bale as Batman, Heath Ledger as the Joker
and Aaron Eckhart as Harvey Dent. The film is about
Batman who has to fight a very dangerous criminal called
the Joker. This film is a very exciting film and it has got
great action scenes, brilliant special effects and fantastic
acting. Don’t miss it!

       Cuong

Ex. 4

Shrek is a computer-animated comedy film. It  features
the voices of Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy and Cameron
Diaz. It was the first film to win an Academy Award for
Best Animated Feature when the category was
introduced in 2001.

Background information

Ex. 5

Batman Begins is a superhero film based on the character
from the Batman comics. It is directed by Christopher
Nolan and stars Christian Bale as Batman. 
Christopher Nolan is a filmmaker, writer and producer.
He is best known for the films Memento, Batman Begins
and The Dark Knight. 
Christian Bale is an actor and his films include American
Psycho, Batman Begins, The Dark Knight and The Prestige. 
Heath Ledger was an actor. He starred in 19 films, including:
The Patriot, Monster’s Ball A Knight's Tale, Brokeback Mountain,
and The Dark Knight. He died on 22nd January, 2008.
Hans Zimmer is a composer and producer. He is best
known for his film scores for The Lion King,  Crimson Tide
and The Dark Knight.
James Newton Howard is a film score composer,
orchestrator and music producer. He has written the
music for many films including, The Dark Knight,
Duplicity, I am Legend and Batman Begins.
Warner Bros. was founded in 1918 by four brothers who
emigrated from Poland. It is one of the world’s largest film
and television production companies. They produced the
Harry Potter films and The Dark Knight.
Oscar is the popular name given to the Academy Award.
The awards are presented annually by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to recognise excellence
in the film industry.

Background information
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  4   To present vocabulary related to the theme

       •    Go through the list of words with Ss and explain/
elicit any unknown words/phrases.

       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.
Answer Key 

       1    Special effects                      4    blockbuster
       2    gripping plot                        5    sound effects
       3    computer-animated             6    excellent cast
       For Background information see p. 82(T)

  5   To present verbs related to the theme

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 
        1    directed              3    plays/played       5    released
        2    star/starred         4    composed           6    won 

       For Background information see p. 82(T)

  6   To practise recommending films 

       •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read the example
exchange aloud.

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to act out their exchanges in front of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 82(T)

  7   a)  To listen for specific information

             •    Explain the task and play the recording. Ss
listen and answer the questions in the rubric.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Answer Key 

        Jane likes comedies. They make her relax and laugh. She
doesn’t like fantasies because she thinks they aren’t realistic.

        Steve likes science-fiction films because he likes the special
effects. He doesn’t like dramas because he thinks they’re
too slow.

       Susan likes computer-animated films because she thinks
they are funny and clever. She doesn’t like science-fiction
films or westerns because she thinks they’re boring.

       b)  To talk about your favourite film 

             •    Ss talk in pairs about their favourite films
answering the questions in the rubric.

             •    Ask some pairs to report back to the class on
their partner’s favourite film.

Suggested Answer Key  – See p. 82(T)

  8   To write an email about your favourite film 

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the email. Tell Ss
they can use their answers to Ex. 7 to help them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and ask some Ss to read out
their emails to the class.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 82(T)

7a
  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the texts and mark the
sentences.

        •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss can then correct the false
statements.

Answer Key 

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate comprehension of a text

       •    Explain the task. Ss complete the table and then
talk about each film in pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to report back on how the stories of the
robots are similar.

Suggested Answer Key 

       
        ... He meets a search robot called Eve and they go on a

fantastic journey together.
        ‘Terminator 2: Judgment Day’ is a science-fiction film. It is

directed by James Cameron. T-800 is one of two robots sent
from the future to LA. He is programmed to protect a boy who
is going to be the future saviour of the human race. The other
robot, the T-1000, is sent to terminate the T-800 and the boy.

        ‘Bicentennial Man’ is a science-fiction drama. It is directed
by Chris Columbus. The Martin family buy a robot, Andrew,
to do the housework. He is no ordinary robot though and
soon he begins to experience human emotions.

        The stories are similar because they each show the robots to
have human characteristics either in looks or personality.

       To expand and personalise the topic

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ss
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
Suggested Answer Key 

       If I were Wall-E, I’d plant trees. I’d also recycle all the
rubbish that I’d collected. I’d build solar energy panels,
too. Then, I’d clean all the lakes and rivers.

       1    T
       2    NM
       3    T    
       4    F (It appears in

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day.)

 5   F (Its mission is to
protect a boy.)

 6   NM
 7   F (It is a science-fiction

drama.)
 8   NM

Name/Type/Director Plot
Wall-E
computer-animated
adventure, Andrew
Stanton

Wall-E is a robot that collects
rubbish. He meets search
robot (Eve), they go on
fantastic journey

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day,
science-fiction,
James Cameron

2 robots from future sent to LA.
T-800 to protect boy (saviour
of human race), T-1000 to
terminate T-800 and boy

Bicentennial Man
science-fiction drama,
Chris Columbus

Martin family robot, Andrew,
begins to feel human
emotions
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  1   To present the passive voice

       •    Ss’ books closed. Write on the board: Lots of tourists
visit Ha Long Bay. (Active)

             Elicit which is the subject (lots of tourists), verb (visit)
and object (Ha Long Bay). Show Ss how the sentence
structure changes if we start the sentence with the
object of the active sentence as the subject.

             Ha Long Bay is visited by lots of tourists.
        •    Explain that to form the passive verb form we need the

verb to be and the past participle of the verb. Elicit that
the subject of the active sentence becomes the agent
(the person doing the action) and is introduced with by.
Explain that the passive sentence gives emphasis to
the action rather than the person who did it. 

        •    Explain that when we change an active sentence to a
passive one, the object of the active sentence
becomes the subject of the passive sentence and the
subject of the active sentence becomes the agent of
the passive sentence. We introduce the agent with by
+ person or with + object/instrument.

       For Background information see p. 107(T)

       •    Ss open their books. Ask them to read the theory.
       •    Elicit further examples from the text in 7a.

Answer Key 

       was designed and built by, is polluted, was directed by, is
sent back, will be terminated, was directed by, is
programmed, is highly recommended

  2   To practise the passive

        •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

        1    are        2    is       3    was      4    are      5    was/were

  3   To practise the passive

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ss
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

Jim Carrey is an actor and stand-up comedian best
known for films such as The Mask, Liar Liar, Bruce
Almighty and Yes Man. 
The Cannes Film Festival is one of the world’s oldest
and most prestigious film festivals. It is held in May, at the
Palais des Festivals et des Congrès, in Cannes, France. 
Pixar Animation Studios is an animation production
company in Emeryville, California. It is famous for Toy
Story, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo, Cars, and WALL-E. 
California, USA is a state on the West Coast of the
USA. Its four largest cities are Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Jose, and San Francisco. 

Background information

Answer Key 

       ‘Hamlet’ was written by William Shakespeare. 
       ‘Aida’ was composed by Giuseppe Verdi.
       ‘The Pietà’ was sculptured by Michaelangelo. 
       ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ was sung by Elvis Presley. 
       ‘The Mona Lisa’ was painted by Leonardo da Vinci
       The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell.

  4   To practise the passive voice 

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers around

the class.

Answer Key 

       2    ‘The Lord of the Rings’ was filmed in New Zealand.
       3    The film may be released next month.
       4    ‘Twilight’ was directed by Catherine Hardwicke.
        5    The film has been nominated for ten Academy Awards.
       6    The sequel will be filmed in Chicago.

       For Background information see p. 107(T)

  5   To practise the passive

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
       •    Ss complete the task and then check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       2    Who wrote the novel that it is based on? (passive)
       3    Who are the leading actors?
       4    When was the film released? (passive)
       5    Which award was the film nominated for? (passive)
       6    Who was the film’s music composed by? (passive)
       7    Which company was the film released by? (passive)
       8    How many people has the film been watched by?

(passive)

       For Background information see p. 107(T)

Giuseppe Verdi was one of the most influential
composers of the 19th century. His works include
Othello, Ave Maria, Aida and Falstaff.
Alexander Graham Bell was a Scottish scientist and
inventor who invented the first practical telephone.
Michelangelo (Buonarroti) was a Renaissance painter,
sculptor, architect and poet. His most famous sculpture,
David was completed in 1504.
Elvis Presley was a world famous singer. People called
him ‘The King’. He released 137 singles and 76 albums.
Christopher Columbus was a navigator, coloniser and
explorer. His voyages across the Atlantic Ocean, financed
by Queen Isabella of Spain, led to the discovery of the
Americas.
Leonardo da Vinci was an Italian painter, inventor,
sculptor and architect. He painted the Mona Lisa.

Background information

7b
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  8   To present/practise reflexive/emphatic
pronouns

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the table and explain that
we use reflexive pronouns to refer to ourselves
and/or to emphasise that we did an action without
help from anyone else.

       •    Read out the example and the NOTE.
       •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key   

        1    myself                 3    ourselves             5    yourselves
        2    themselves          4    yourself

  9   To revise the definite/indefinite articles,
a/an, the

       •    Explain/Elicit that a goes before nouns beginning
with a consonant sound (e.g. a book) and an goes
before countable nouns beginning with a vowel
sound (e.g. an apple).

       •    Explain/Elicit that we use the to talk about sth
specific, for unique nouns (e.g. the moon), for the
names of rivers, seas/oceans, mountain ranges,
etc. Elicit/Explain that we do not use the to talk
about sth in general, for proper nouns (e.g. Minh),
sports (e.g. tennis), meals (e.g. dinner), with the
words school, church, bed, prison, home, etc.

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the examples in the box and
for each one elicit the reason for the use of a/an or
the from the list given.

Answer Key 

       We use a/an to say what someone is.
       We don’t use an article with proper names.
       We use the to refer to sth mentioned before.
       We use the before nouns that are unique.
       We don’t use an article before the names of countries

except for the UK, the USA and the Netherlands.
       We use the with mountain ranges.
       We don’t use an article with cities or continents.
       We use the with nationalities, rivers and musical

instruments.
       We don’t use an article with meals or sports.
       We use the with the names of families.

10   To practise a/an or the

       Give Ss time to complete the sentences with the
correct article, then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    The, –, –             4    –, the, –              7    –, the
        2    The, –                 5    The, –
        3    The, –, –             6    a, a

7b
  6   To practise asking and answering using

the passive

        •    Explain the task and read out the example exchange
with a S.

       •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to ask and answer in front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key   

       A:   Who were blue jeans invented by?
       B:   They were invented by Levi Strauss.
       A:   Who was ‘Wuthering Heights’ written by?
       B:   It was written by Emily Brontë.
       A:   Who was ‘The Magic Flute’ composed by?
       B:   It was composed by Mozart.
       A:   Who was ‘Guernica’ painted by?
       B:   It was painted by Pablo Picasso. 

       •    Ss then write complete sentences.

Answer Key   

       1    Penicillin was discovered by Alexander Fleming.
       2    Blue jeans were invented by Levi Strauss.
       3    ‘Wuthering Heights’ was written by Emily Brontë.
       4    ‘The Magic Flute’ was composed by Mozart.
       5    ‘Guernica’ was painted by Pablo Picasso.

       For Background information see p. 107(T)

  7   To present/practise the causative

       •    Explain that the causative is when someone has
something done for them by another person instead
of doing it themselves. We use have as a causative
verb.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the examples and elicit how
we form the causative (subject + have + object +
past participle). Ask which sentence shows someone
is doing something for themselves (Ann is painting
the fence.) and which shows someone has got
someone else to do something for them (Helen is
having the fence painted.)

       •    Explain that in some tenses we can use the base
form of the verb (e.g. He had Nam pick him up.)

       •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences, then check
Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to pay attention to the tenses.

Answer Key   

       1    is having her flat decorated.
       2    has his car serviced once a year
       3    will have Lucy buy him tickets for the play
       4    is going to have her hair cut
       5    had his watch repaired
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  1   To revise vocabulary

       Read out the list of places and elicit what people can
do in each one from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       We can watch a film at the cinema.
       We can watch/listen to a concert/music performance in a

concert hall.
        We can see an exhibition like a science fair in an exhibition

centre.
       We can see artefacts/works of art from the past in a

museum.
       We can see a play/a concert/a performance in an opera

house.
       We can watch a sporting event like a football match in a

stadium.
       We can see performers/animals doing tricks at a circus.
       We can watch a play or other theatrical performance at

a theatre.

  2   To identify a music genre

       •    Read out the music genres in the list and explain/
elicit what each one is.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify the type
of music. 

Answer Key 

       classical

Classical – classical music is usually performed with
string instruments by an orchestra.
Jazz comes from the early 20th century in the
Southern United States from a mixture of African and
European music traditions.
Reggae first developed in Jamaica in the late 1960s.
Reggae songs deal with social and political issues.
Punk – Punk rock developed in the mid 1970s in the
UK, USA, and Australia. It is hard-edged music with
short songs that have political lyrics.
Heavy Metal is a genre of rock music that developed
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, mostly in England
and the USA. It has long guitar solos and is always
played loudly. 
Electronic – Electronic music uses electronic musical
instruments and technology in its production.

Background information

  3   To predict the content of a text

       •    Read the Study Skills box aloud. Then direct Ss’
attention to the title and the picture. Ask Ss to read
the first and last sentences from each of the
paragraphs in the text and then elicit Ss’ guesses
as to what the text is about.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out.

Answer Key 

       The text is about a group of musicians whose musical
instruments are made from vegetables.

Vienna is the capital and largest city of Austria. It is
a cultural centre and is famous for its architecture
and music.

Background information

7c
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  6   To make notes about an experience and
describe it

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks and allow them some time to
make notes to complete it. Point out that the
experience could be an evening at the cinema,
theatre, opera or ballet or a trip to a museum of art
gallery or a concert etc.

       •    Ask various Ss to describe their evenings to the
class. 

Suggested Answer Key

  7   To write an email

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and then
check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       Hi Ben,
       Last Saturday night, I went to a pop music concert. I

went with my two best friends Nam and Vinh. We
danced and sang along to all our favourite songs. I felt
really excited and happy! It was fantastic. I had a really
great time. 

       Have to go now. Talk to you later.
       Minh

Topic: An evening out

When/Where you
went

Last Saturday night, a concert,
stadium

Who you went with two best friends Nam and
Vinh

What exactly
happened (what you
did, what it was like,
how you felt, etc)

danced and sang along to our
favourite songs, felt really
excited and happy, fantastic

7c
  4   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1    Vienna
       2    They use vegetables to make music. 
       3    from local markets
       4    by using a cucumber for the body, a carrot for the

mouthpiece and a pepper for the trumpet’s bell
       5    the quality of the vegetables and the temperature on

stage
       6    Their music ranges from classical to electronic. 
       7    The vegetables are made into a delicious soup for the

audience. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       8    All the musical instruments are made out of
vegetables. The instruments are made only an hour
before each show. The sound of the instruments
depends on the quality of the vegetables and the
temperature on stage. The orchestra is constantly
developing their instruments. The instruments are
biodegradable. The audience eat the instruments at
the end of each performance.

       To consolidate and personalise
information in a text

       Allow Ss some time to formulate answers to the
questions in the rubric and then elicit answers from
various Ss around the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       I would like to attend a Vienna Vegetable Orchestra
concert because I think it would be fun. I would like to
hear what the music sounded like from the vegetable
instruments./I would not like to attend a Vienna
Vegetable Orchestra concert because I think it would
sound strange.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To listen for specific information 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the people
to what each did.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

        1    H             2    E            3    F            4    A       5    C
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  1   To present situational language

       Play the recording for Ss to listen and repeat chorally
or individually.

  2   To listen and read for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
dialogue in their books and answer the question in
the rubric.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Answer Key 

        They choose to watch a wildlife programme about sharks.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases 

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key 

       Do you feel like watching it? – Do you fancy watching it?
       I’m not really in the mood. – Not really.
       That’s OK with me. – That sounds great.
       When does it start? – What time is it on?
       I can’t stand social dramas. – I just hate social dramas.

  4   To act out a dialogue and to consolidate
situational language through translation 

       •    Explain the task and read out the Study Skills box
and give an example (e.g. say ‘Not really. Quiz
shows are boring.’ in a dull monotone voice and
point out that in this way you can convey boredom
and disinterest.) Ask Ss to work in pairs, take roles
and read out the dialogue. Monitor the activity
around the class and ask some groups to read out
the dialogue in front of the class. Pay special
attention to Ss’ intonation.

       •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To practise role-playing 

       •    Explain the situation.
       •    Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 2

as a model as well the sentences in Ex. 1 to help
them complete the task. 

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while doing
the task.

        

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   There’s a quiz show on TV. Do you fancy watching it?
       B:   Not really. Quiz shows are boring. What else is on?
       A:   Well, there’s a wildlife programme on about

elephants.
       B:   That sounds great. What channel is it on?
       A:   Channel 1.
       B:   What time is it on?
       A:   6:30.
       B:   Let’s watch that. There’s a soap opera on after that.
       A:   Oh no, not that. I just hate soap operas. 

Student B

Not really. ... are
boring. What else...?
(Refuse and ask about
alternative)
That sounds ... What
channel...?
(Agree and ask about
channel)
What time...?
(Ask about time)
Let’s watch ... There’s
a ... after that.
(Suggest watching it &
say what’s on after)

Student A 

There’s a ... Do you
fancy...?
(Name a programme
and suggest watching)
Well, there’s a ...
(Give alternative)

Channel ...
(Say channel)
...o’clock/pm
(Say time)

Oh no, not that. 
I just hate ...
(Refuse and express
dislike)

7d
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       ... it is made (passive), ... people make it (active)
       It is also called ... (passive), They also call it ... (active)
       ... it is played by many musicians (passive), many

musicians play it ... (active)

  4   a)  To consolidate information in
a text

             •    Explain the task. Ss work in pairs. 
             •    Elicit a variety of answers from various pairs

around the class and then choose two Ss to
describe the two instruments. 

Suggested Answer Key 
       1    The tin whistle is a wind instrument from Ireland.
       2    The sitar is a string instrument from India.
       3    The theme tune from the film ‘Titanic’ had a tin

whistle in it.
       4    George Harrison from the Beatles played a sitar.

       A tin whistle is a wind instrument that looks like a small
flute. It is made from brass with a plastic mouthpiece./A
sitar is a string instrument that has got an oval body and
a long neck with metal strings.

       b)  To personalise the topic

             Ss talk in pairs about which musical instrument
they would like to play and why. 

Suggested Answer Key 
       A:   I would like to play the piano because I like how it

sounds and I think it would be a good skill to have.
       B:   I’d like to play the guitar and then one day I can be

in a rock band.

  5   To give a presentation about a
musical instrument from your country

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and look up information on
the Internet or in encyclopaedias or other
reference books about a musical instrument from
your country.

       •    Choose various Ss to present their instrument(s) to
the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and Ss present
their instruments in the next lesson. If possible, Ss
can play a music extract with the instrument they
present.

       (Ss’ own answers)

ICT

7e
  1   To introduce the topic and present ethnic

music 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and number the ethnic
music extracts in the order they hear them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

        a    6             c    2            e    7            g    3         i    9
        b    8             d    4             f    1            h    5         

  2   a)  To brainstorm for vocabulary related
to the topic

             •    Explain the task and write the headings on the
board. Explain/Elicit what the headings mean.

             •    Brainstorm with the class for as many musical
instruments as you can think of and write them
on the board under the headings. Ss copy the
lists into their notebooks. 

Suggested Answer Key 

        wind: trumpet, trombone, recorder, oboe, clarinet, bassoon
       string: violin, cello, viola, double bass, guitar
       percussion: piano, drums, cymbals, tambourine, bells,

triangle

       b)  To predict the content of the text

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit Ss’
guesses in answer to the questions in the rubric.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
texts in their books and find out. 

Answer Key 

       The tin whistle is a wind instrument and the sitar is a
string instrument. The tin whistle is from Ireland and the
sitar is from South Asia. They are still played nowadays.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

       For Background information see p. 107(T)

  3   To practise changing sentences from
passive to active

       Explain the task and read the example aloud and elicit
answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

        It is believed that ... (passive). People believe that ... (active)
       the Indian sitar was invented ... (passive), they invented

the Indian sitar ... (active)
       it was often played ... (passive), they often played it ...

(active)
       ...the sitar was used by western jazz bands. (passive)

western jazz bands used the sitar ... (active)
       ... the electric sitar is played by many different musicians

... (passive), many different musicians play the electric
sitar ... (active)
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  1   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of the text

       •    Elicit what if anything Ss know about how we see.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       We see with our eyes. We see the light reflected from
objects. Light comes into our eyes though the cornea.
The fluid bends the light and sends it to the lens. The lens
focuses the light onto the retina. The nerves in the retina
create vibrations that send messages to the brain. Our
brain then tells us what we see.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text carefully and
answer the questions.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and check Ss’ answers. Then ask Ss to read the
Did you know? box, too.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and ask how difficult Ss thought
the text was. Read out the Study Skills box and tell
Ss that this type of self-assessment can help them
to identify their weak areas so they can improve
their language skills.

Answer Key 

       1    three
       2    the outer part of the eye
       3    in the inner part of the eye 
       4    When light hits the eye, the fluid in the cornea bends

the light and sends it to the lens. Then the lens
focuses the light onto the retina. 

       5    To see objects near us, the lens becomes smaller. To
see objects further away, the lens becomes longer. 

       6    The retina contains nerves which help us see dark
and light. They create vibrations that send messages
to the brain. The brain then tells us what we see.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate information in a text 

       Ask various Ss around the class to say how our eyes
work while referring to the diagram. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       Light comes into our eyes through the cornea. The fluid
bends the light and sends it to the lens. The lens focuses
the light onto the retina. The nerves in the retina then
create vibrations that send messages to the brain. Our
brain then tells us what we see. 

7f
  4   To pronounce \e\, \œ\

       •    Ask Ss to copy the tables into their notebooks. Play
the recording. Ss listen and tick the correct boxes.
Check Ss’ answers.

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat. Pay special attention to Ss’ pronunciation
and intonation and correct as necessary.

       •    Elicit more words with the same sounds. 

Answer Key 

     

Suggested Answer Key 

hat, mat, pat, set, vet, debt

  5   To give a presentation on how we hear

        •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information
using the key phrase in the search bar on the Internet
or in encyclopaedias or other reference books.

        •    Ask various groups of Ss to present their information
on how we hear. Alternatively, assign the task as HW
and Ss make their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Our ears collect sounds, process them and send sound
signals to the brain. 

       The ear is made of three different sections: the outer ear,
the middle ear and the inner ear. The outer ear is called
the auricle and it’s the part of the ear that people see. Its
main job is to collect sounds. Then the sound waves
travel through the ear canal until they hit the eardrum
which separates the outer ear from the middle ear. When
the sound waves reach the eardrum, the eardrum
vibrates and moves some tiny bones called the ossicles
which are attached to the eardrum. These bones help the
sound move down into the inner ear. When the sound
vibrations reach the cochlea, a small curled tube filled
with liquid in the inner ear, nerve signals are created that
the brain can understand as sound. 

ICT

\e\ \œ\
bad ✓
bed ✓

\e\ \œ\
met ✓
mad ✓

\e\ \œ\
cat ✓
pet ✓

outer
ear

middle
ear

ossicles

eardrum

inner
ear

cochlea
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7g
  1   a)  To read for gist

             Read the phrases aloud and elicit how the writer
feels. 

Answer Key 

       The writer likes the series very much.

       b)  To read for cohesion and coherence

             •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read
the email and complete the gaps.

             •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    A    a really great series
       2    E    never miss an episode
       3    D   are always up-to-date
       4    C    appeals to everyone
       5    B    can’t wait

  2   To analyse a rubric 

       •    Read the Study Skills box aloud.
       •    Explain the task and elicit answers to the questions

from Ss around the class.

Answer Key 

  3   To prepare for a writing task 

       •    Allow Ss some time to answer the questions and
write the answers in their notebooks.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To write an email about your favourite TV
series 

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task in class. Ask
various Ss to read out their emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

       (Ss’ own answers)

       1    my English pen-
friend, an email in
reply to hers/his 

  2    about my favourite TV
series

  3    50-60 words
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  1   To complete a crossword

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the crossword.
       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the hidden word.

Answer Key 

        1    orchestra            3    percussion           5    sound
        2    stadium              4    audience             6    stage

       hidden word: string

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the
module and find the relevant information to
complete the quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    T
        2    T
        3    T
        4    F (It is in the inner part)
        5    T
        6    F (It is a string instrument)
        7    F (It consists of three parts)
        8    T

  3   To consolidate vocabulary learnt
in the module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look through
the module and think of quiz items in pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task as
a model. Offer an example (e.g. James Cameron
stars in ‘Terminator 2’. (F)

       •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

        1    Arnold Schwarzenegger stars in ‘Terminator 2’. (T)
       2    ‘The Dark Knight’ is a film about Batman. (T)
        3    ‘The Magic Flute’ was composed by Giuseppe Verdi. (F) 
       4    Pablo Picasso painted ‘The Mona Lisa’. (F)
       5    The Vegetable Orchestra is from Venice. (F)
       6    The Vegetable Orchestra plays electronic music. (T)
       7    The tin whistle is made of tin. (F)
       8    The sitar has metal strings. (T)

Game: Ss play the game as described in the Ss’ Book.

  4   Song To predict the content of the
song and listen for specific information 

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the words/phrases and read
the question in the rubric aloud and elicit Ss’
guesses.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and follow the
song in their books to find out.

Answer Key 

       They describe objects or actions that can all be used to
make music. 

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

7

Game
Ss in teams form phrases using words from columns
A & B, then make sentences using them. Each correct
sentence gets 1 point. The team with the most points
is the winner.

Team AS1:  He plays the saxophone in a jazz band.
                  ‘The Bold and the Beautiful’ is an American

soap opera.
                  Let’s watch the awards ceremony and see

who the winner will be.

B
band

effects

animated

drama
ceremony

recommended

plot opera

fiction film
A

computer-

special

gripping

social

highly
jazz

soap

science

awards
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▶▶   What’s in this module?
       Read the title of the module Places & Lifestyles and ask

Ss to suggest what they think it means (where and how
people live). Go through the topic list and stimulate a
discussion to prompt Ss’ interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for

Vocabulary 

  1   To present vocabulary related to city life/
country life

      •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat
chorally or individually.

  2   To practise new vocabulary 

      Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures (A-F) and
elicit what they show.
Answer Key

        A    factory                C   harbour        E    path
        B    skyscraper          D   field               F    shopping mall

  3   To personalise the topic

      Ask various Ss around the class to use the
words given to describe the places where
they live. 
Suggested Answer Key

       I live in a city. There are skyscrapers, car parks and shops,
but there aren’t any fields, woods or farms.

        I live in a town. There are shops, squares, parks and blocks
of flats, but there aren’t any factories or skyscrapers.

       I live in the country. There are fields, woods and a river,
but there aren’t any shopping malls or skyscrapers.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a mind map (p. 99)
       Do you use mind maps to help you remember new

vocabulary? Do you think they are useful? Why
(not)? 

       a blog entry (p. 101)
       Where might you see this? Do you read/write blogs?

       a questionnaire (p. 101)
       Have you ever filled in a questionnaire? When?

What was it for?

Places & lifestyles
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  1   To introduce the topic and stimulate
interest in the text

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures, the title of the
text and the words/phrases in the list. Give Ss one
minute to read the first paragraph in the text. 

       •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown
vocabulary and then elicit a variety of answers to
what they tell us about the place. 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       The text is about Arkaim, an ancient town in Russia.
There was an ancient civilisation there that was very
advanced and intelligent. 

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text again and
mark the statements.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the corrections for the
false statements.

Answer Key 

       1    F    The people of Arkaim were very advanced.
       2    F    Arkaim was built inside two circles.
       3    T
       4    F    No one knows why the circles were there.
       5    F    They used a material that didn’t burn easily to

build their homes. The people themselves burnt
the town down when they left.

       6    F    Archaeologists have solved some of the mysteries
of Arkaim, but there are many questions people
would like to know the answers to.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

Chelyabinsk is a city in Russia. It is located to the
east of the Ural Mountains, on the Miass River. It
grew rapidly during the 1930s and it is one of the
major industrial centres of Russia today.

Background information

8a
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  6   To present and practise compass points

       •    Explain the task and elicit the L1 equivalents. If
there is a map in the classroom, use it to explain
the compass points.

       •    Ss make sentences. Ask various Ss around the class
to read out their sentences.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  7   To talk about the place you live 

       Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check Ss’
answers around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  8   To complete a paragraph about the place
you live 

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss they can use their
answers from Ex. 7 to help them complete the
task.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the paragraph
and then check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to
read their paragraphs to the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To consolidate comprehension of a text

       Explain the task. Give Ss time to make sentences.
Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Scientists discovered it as they were planning to flood
the area.

        As they were flying over the area, they could see a
structure.

       They noticed huge circles with a structure in the middle.
       Archaeologists believe that the people (of this ancient

civilisation) were very intelligent.
       They had canals to bring water to the fields.
       The people of Arkaim studied the stars.
       Some people believe the huge circles were used as

runways for alien spacecraft.
       No one knows why they burnt the town down.
       The people left after living there for 200 years.

       To expand on a given topic

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to prepare
their answers.

       •    Ss share their answer with their partners. Ask some
pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I think it would be quite nice to live there and have access
to very modern technologies. It would be a privileged
lifestyle for those times.

  4   To present new vocabulary related to
geography 

       •    Go through the list of words with Ss and elicit/
explain their meanings. Ss complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read the
completed texts aloud.

Answer Key 

       A    1    coast             3    public
             2    population    4    airport

       B    1    Located        3    famous          5    cosmopolitan
             2    industrial       4    nightlife

       C    1    seaside          3    attractions     5    peaceful
             2    beach            4    destination     6    clean

  5   To listen for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the
questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key 

       1    In a peaceful village.
       2    On the coast in the south of England.
       3    It’s beautiful but a bit boring. There’s no nightlife.

8a
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  1   To present relatives

       •    Ss close their books. Say then write on the board:
I like students who do their homework. Viet Nam is
the country where I live. The car which/that I drive is
red. Underline: who, where, which/that. Explain
that these are relative pronouns and we use them
to identify the noun in the main clause. Explain/
Elicit that we use who to refer to people, where to
refer to places and which/that to refer to objects or
animals.

       •    Ss open their books and read the theory.
       •    Elicit examples from the text on p. 94.

Answer Key 

       scientists who 

  2   To practise relatives

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’

answers. Elicit which clauses are defining/non-
defining.

Answer Key 

       1    which/that (defining)
       2    Our neighbour, whose car is a Mini Cooper, is very

helpful. (non-defining)
       3    where (defining)
       4    where (defining)
       5    My dad, who is a teacher, can’t speak French. 

(non-defining)
       6    which/that (defining)

  3   To practise relatives 

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and then

check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        2    Vinh, whose parents are Vietnamese, is my best friend.
       3    Swansea is a beautiful city which is by the sea./

Swansea, which is a beautiful city, is by the sea.
       4    Jane, whose mother is our Maths teacher, is from

Italy.
       5    He is the man who bought our car.
       6    These are the CDs which David lent to me.
       7    Hampton Park is a lovely park where people like to

have picnics.
       8    Madrid is a city where you can enjoy the nightlife.

       Sentences 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 contain a defining relative
clause.

8b
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Game
Choose a leader. He/She says various nouns. Ss, in teams
make sentences using the noun and an appropriate
relative pronoun. Each correct sentence gets one point.
The team with the most points is the winner.

Suggested list: museum, stuntman, harbour, my mum,
park, woods, actor, archaeologists, pilot, a memo

Team AS1:   A museum is a place where we can see
ancient statues.

  4   To revise modals

       •    Go through the theory table and read out the
examples. Explain the uses and elicit further
examples from Ss around the class.

       •    Explain the task and draw Ss’ attention to the
signs.

       •    Ss complete the sentences. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    may                    3    mustn’t         5    don’t have to
        2    have to               4    can              6    should

  5   To learn past modals

       •    Explain that the past tense of have to is had to and
that must/might do not change and should uses
the present perfect to express the past.

       •    Read out the task and the examples.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task then check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key                               

       1    should have stayed              4    might
       2    had to                                 5    didn’t have to
       3    might come                         6    must

  6   To make deductions

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    must         3    must        5    must           7    must
        2    must         4    can’t       6    can’t

  7   To practise modals

       •    Explain the ask and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’

answers.

Answer Key

        2    We have to/must wear a uniform at work.
        3    It might/may rain later.
        4    Can/Could/May I use your phone?
        5    Dan must be on holiday.
        6    You mustn’t enter this area.
        7    You don’t have to stay.
        8    My watch must be slow.

8b
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  1   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of a text 

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures, elicit a variety
of answers to the question in the rubric from Ss
around the class and write them on the board.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       In the first picture, I can see a house built into a rock. I
think it would be nice living there. It would be cool in the
summer and warm in the winter. In the second picture, I
can see a house in a tree. I think it would be interesting
living up there. You would be able to see everything
around you.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key 

       1    They are made of wood and have a thatched roof.
       2    They climb up a very long piece of wood.
       3    To protect the Korowai from floods and wild animals.
       4    They chat and tell stories.
       5    They are in Göreme, Turkey.
       6    They look like upside-down ice cream cones.
       7    It is a strange landscape. Some people say it’s like the

surface of the moon.
       8    Because they are cool in the hot summers and warm

in the cold winters.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

8c
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Answer Key 

       A    Karen – a fireplace               C   Peter – a balcony
        B    Simon – a deck

  6   To talk about where you live 

       •    Go through the questions with Ss, one at a time
and explain the meaning of any unknown words.
Ss discuss the questions in pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to report back to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    I live in a house.
       2    I like the location. It is in a very nice area. I also like

my bedroom. It is big and comfortable.
        3    I have got a garden, a fireplace, a garage and a utility

room.
       4    My house is cosy, lovely, comfortable, traditional and

quiet.
       5    My house is near my school, the shops and a park. It

is on a quiet street.

  7   To write a paragraph about you house

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task and then
check Ss’ answers.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       I live in a house on a quiet street. There is a garden, a
fireplace, a garage and a utility room in my house. There
isn’t a swimming pool. My house is near a school, shops
and a park. What I like about it is that it is cosy and
comfortable.

  3   To consolidate and personalise
information in a text

       Allow Ss some time to prepare their answers to the
questions in the rubric and then elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I would like to stay in the fairy chimneys because I would
like to see what it is like living inside houses made
millions of years ago by nature./I would like to stay in the
tree houses because I would like to see what it is like to
live in a house 50 metres above the ground.

       These houses are very different to mine because my
house is not made of rock or high in the air. I live in a flat
on the first floor in a street with other blocks of flats. I
don’t have to worry about wild animals or the weather.

  4   To brainstorm for vocabulary

       •    Go through the Study Skills box and explain that
this tip will help Ss complete the task successfully.

       •    Explain the task and write the headings on the
board.

       •    Allow Ss some time to think of words to go under
the headings and write the mind map in their
notebooks.

       •    Ask various Ss to describe their homes to the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       material: brick, wood, concrete, mud
       type: house, cottage, villa, palace
       special features: balcony, garden, swimming pool,

garage
        adjectives: comfortable, peaceful, spacious 
       appliances: cooker, washing machine, dishwasher,

microwave
       furniture: chair, table, armchair, bed, wardrobe
       rooms: bathroom, kitchen, dining room, living room

        I live in a flat on the third floor. There are six rooms. There
is a kitchen, a living room, a dining room, two bedrooms
and a bathroom. There is a fireplace in the living room
that makes it very cosy. There is also a big balcony.

  5   a)  To listen for specific information

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the
people to their homes.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key 

        A    a cottage            B    a houseboat       C   a flat

       b)  To listen for specific information

             •    Play the recording again.
             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

8c
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  1   To present situational language

       Play the recording for Ss to listen and repeat chorally
or individually.

  2   To predict the context of a dialogue and
listen and read for specific information 

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the sentences in Ex. 1 again.
       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the dialogue may be

about.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

dialogue in their books and check if their guesses
were correct and answer the questions in the
rubric.

Answer Key 

       The dialogue is about two friends talking about a holiday
one of them had. 

  3   To learn synonymous phrases and
consolidate situational language through
translation 

       •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

       •    Refer Ss back to the dialogue and elicit the
synonymous phrases from various Ss around the
class.

Answer Key 

       I’d like to hear all about it. – So tell me everything. 
       I bet it is really nice there. – It must be a lovely place. 
       We enjoyed ourselves so much that we would like to go

on holiday there again. – We had such a wonderful time
that we want to go again next year. 

       That’s unfortunate for you. – That’s too bad. 

  4   To act out a dialogue

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take roles and read out
the dialogue.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some pairs to read out the dialogue in front of the
class.

  5   To practise role-playing 

       •    Explain the situation.
       •    Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 2

as a model to help them complete the task. Elicit a
number of holiday destinations, places to stay and
activities. Write them on the board as prompts
(e.g. Greece, Spain, Italy, England, sunbathe, enjoy
nature, etc).

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit appropriate
phrases Ss should use. Write them on the board. Ss
can refer to the diagram while doing the task.

         

Suggested Answer Key 

       A:   Hi, Thu. How was your holiday? You went to Hoi An,
didn’t you?

       B:   No, we didn’t. We went to Ha Lang Bay and it was
great, thanks.

       A:   So tell me everything! Where did you stay? 
       B:   We stayed on a great island called Cat Ba.
       A:   That’s the largest island in Ha Lang Bay, isn’t it? 
       B:   Yes, it is. 
       A:   It must be a lovely place!
        B:   It is. The weather was fantastic and it was a very scenic

place where we could really enjoy the beauty of nature.
       A:   That’s nice. 

  6   To pronounce \ø\, \O…\, \´U\

       Explain the task and play the recording. Ss listen and
identify the odd words out.

Answer Key

        1    though               2    thorough            3    laugh

       To present/practise question tags

       •    Read out the theory. Explain that when the verb is
in the present/past simple (except the verb to be)
we use do/did in the question tag. Ask Ss to find
examples in the dialogue. (... didn’t you?, ... isn’t it?)

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key  

        1    isn’t it                 4    didn’t they          7    are they
        2    does she             5    will he                 8    aren’t you
        3    has she               6    did you

Student B

It was great, thanks.
(Reply)

We stayed in a great
...
(Give details)

Yes, it is.
(Confirm)

It is. The weather was
... and it was a ...
where we could ...
(Confirm and give
details of the weather
and your activities)

Student A 

Hi, ... How was your
holiday?
(Greet Student B, ask
about their holiday)
So tell me everything.
Where did you stay?
(Ask for more
information/details)
That’s ... isn’t it?
(Check the location of
the place)
It must be a(n) ...
place.
(Make a deduction
about the place)
That’s nice. 
(Close conversation)

8d
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  1   To introduce the topic 

       •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit a variety of
answers to the question from Ss around the class.
Ask various Ss how they spend their free time. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       Teenagers in my country play a lot of sports, they go to
the beach and they go dancing. I think different people
in different parts of the world spend their free time doing
a variety of activities.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and answer
the questions then check Ss’ answers.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Answer Key 

       1    Winters in Edmonton are long and cold with lots of
snow.

       2    George goes to the amusement park and the indoor
water park at West Edmonton Mall and hangs out
with his friends. He also goes shopping or to the
cinema and plays ice hockey.

       3    Ponza is an island near the south-east coast of Italy.
       4    Laura rides her scooter with her friends and visits

beautiful beaches. She hangs out on the beach and
goes snorkelling and bodysurfing. She also works on
her friend’s fishing boat.

       To personalise the topic

       •    Give Ss time to formulate their answers and then
share them with their partners.

Canada is a country in northern North America. It is
the world’s second largest country. It has a
population of about 35 million. The capital is Ottawa.
West Edmonton Mall is located in Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada and is the largest shopping mall in
North America. It has cinemas, a fun park, shops, a
water park, a zoo and a nightclub.
Ponza is the largest of the Italian Pontine Islands. It is
located 33 km south of Cape Circeo in the Tyrrhenian
Sea.

Background information

Suggested Answer Key 

       I would like to live in Canada where George lives because
I prefer life in the city. I think I would be bored in Ponza
where it is quiet and peaceful./I would like to live in
Ponza because it is quiet and peaceful and I like the
countryside. I think I would be bored during the long
winters in Canada.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   To prepare a questionnaire on free-time
activities

       •    Explain the task. Ss work in pairs or small groups
and prepare a questionnaire. Ss may use the one
given and/or expand on it. Ss collect information
from the other Ss to complete the questionnaire
and make notes on their findings.

       •    Ask various Ss to report their findings to the class
using the phrases given. 

Suggested Answer Key 

        Most of my classmates go to the cinema or to a café with
friends every week. Some of my classmates watch TV,
watch DVDs, read books and listen to music in their free
time. A few of my classmates play or watch a sport every
week. Very few of my classmates go camping in their free
time.

  4   To talk about your free-time activities and
post a comment to a blog

       •    Ask various Ss to answer the questions in the rubric
and then allow Ss some time to write their answers
down in the form of a comment post to a blog.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Life in Ho Chi Minh City is busy and active. I spend my
free time at the cinema or in cafés with my friends. I also
watch TV, watch DVDs and listen to music. I often play
badminton in the park with my friends. I’m never bored
because there is so much to do when you live in the city.

8e
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  1   To present the -ing and infinitive forms

       •    Ss close their books. Present the -ing form. Explain
that the -ing form is the verb form that ends in -
ing. Say then write on the board: Swimming is fun.
Explain that we can use the -ing form as a noun.
Say then write on the board: I like running. Explain
that we use the -ing form with the verbs like, love,
hate, dislike, enjoy, prefer.

       •    Present the infinitive forms. Explain that the
infinitive is the base form of all verbs. Explain that
we can use it with or without the preposition to.
Say then write on the board: I want to play football.
I can play football. Explain that we use to-infinitive
after the verbs would like, would love, want and
that we use the infinitive without to with modal
verbs (i.e. can, must, should etc).

       •    Ss open their books and read the theory. 

Answer Key

       I’d rather go, like going, go shopping, don’t mind being,
love riding, to visit, enjoy hanging out, going snorkelling
and bodysurfing, don’t mind helping, can’t think

  2   To practise the -ing and infinitive forms

       Explain the task. Ss complete the task. Check Ss’
answers. Ask Ss to justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    going (after ‘like’)          4    to go (after ‘would love’)
        2    help (modal)                  5    living (after ‘don’t mind’)
        3    be (modal)                     6    try (modal)

  3   To practise the -ing form, to-infinitive and
infinitive without to

       Explain the task. Give Ss some time to complete it.
Then, check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    to tell                  5    Sailing                9    stop
        2    going                  6    try                    10   to help
        3    swimming           7    going                11   getting
        4    sailing                 8    go

  4   To practise the -ing and infinitive forms
using personal examples

       •    Ss complete the task in writing and then tell their
partners.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    shopping
        2    doing the washing-up
       3    helping around the house
       4    to visit Mexico
       5    playing chess

       6    to study harder
       7    go out tonight
       8    to go to the cinema than the theatre
       9    eating an ice-cream
     10    to be rich

Ask Ss to spend three minutes revising the grammar
structures in 8f, then in pairs make sentences using
them.

Extra Activity for weaker classes

8f
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  5   To present/revise some-any-every-no &
their compounds 

       •    Read the theory aloud and explain the uses of
some/any/every/no & their compounds.

       •    As an extension, elicit further examples from Ss
around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  6   To practise some-any-every-no & their
compounds

       Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

       1    somewhere                            5    no one
        2    nothing                                 6    something
        3    everywhere                            7    anything
        4    anyone                                  8    Everyone

  7   To present/practise had better/would
rather

       •    Read the theory aloud and explain that we use had
better + bare infinitive to give advice or to warn
someone. It is stronger than should but not as
strong as must.

       •    Explain that we use would rather + bare infinitive to
express preference.

      •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key 

        1    better                 4    better                 7    better
        2    rather                 5    rather                 8    rather
        3    better                 6    rather

  8   To present/practise clauses of concession

       •    Read the theory aloud and explain that we use
clauses of concession to express a contrast.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task, then check Ss’
answers.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    Despite
       2    despite the fact that
       3    in spite of
       4    despite the fact that
       5    In spite of the fact that
       6    Although

8f
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  1   To introduce the topic and predict the
content of the text

       •    Elicit what Ss know about ancient Egypt. Ask the
questions in the rubric and elicit Ss’ guesses.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key 

       In ancient Egypt, I think life was very hard if you were
poor and very easy if you were rich. I think rich Egyptians
lived in large houses or villas and poor Egyptians lived in
small mud houses. Rich people sailed on the Nile in their
free time and poor people stayed at home if they had free
time.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text carefully and
mark the sentences correctly. Then elicit
corrections for the false statements from Ss around
the class.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    F          3    NM         5    F         7    NM         9    T
        2    F          4    F              6    T         8    F           10   F

       1    Most people didn’t live very long.
       2    Only boys whose fathers were rich went to school.
       4    People lived in houses made of bricks.
       5    The houses had two rooms.
       8    Egyptians always made time to relax.
     10    Everyone went boating on the Nile.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3   a)  To consolidate information in a text 

             •    Read the rubric aloud.
             •    Elicit a variety of answers from various Ss around

the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       People didn’t live very long. They often cooked on their
roofs and they liked to play board games.  

       b)  To personalise the topic 

             Elicit answers to the question in the rubric from Ss
around the class. 

Suggested Answer Key 

       I wouldn’t like to have lived in ancient Egypt because
people didn’t live very long. 

  4   To give a presentation on life in
ancient Egypt

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and look up information
on the Internet using the key phrase in the search
bar or in encyclopaedias or other reference books.

       •    Ss present their information on the aspects of life
in ancient Egypt in the rubric to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and Ss give
their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Schools in ancient Egypt
       The local temple was also the school. Only boys went to

school and only those from wealthy families. They started
school at the age of four and they only learnt subjects
that would be useful in their future jobs. So fathers
decided what their sons’ jobs would be when they were
four years old.

       Jobs in ancient Egypt
       There were many jobs in ancient Egypt such as soldiers,

farmers, artists, bakers and scribes. Scribes were very
important so many parents wanted their children to go
to scribe school to learn to become a scribe. Scribes could
become rich and they could work for the government and
become powerful, too. 

       Furniture in ancient Egypt
       A worker’s home had little furniture except for beds and

small chests for keeping clothes in. A rich Egyptian’s
home on the other hand, had tables and chairs or stools
and cupboards. They even had toilets.

       Clothing in ancient Egypt
       Ancient Egyptians wore light tunics and shirts. They were

usually made of linen but sometimes they were cotton.
Priests and pharaohs sometimes wore leopard skins.

       Food
       The main food was bread but people also ate onions and

other vegetables as well as dried fish. They didn’t eat
meat but they drank milk.

ICT

Game
Memory Game
Read the text silently. One team closes their books, the
other says 5 sentences about the ancient Egyptians. Ss
need to say if the sentence is T (true) or F (false). Each
correct guess wins 1 point. Swap roles and continue the
game. The team with the most points is the winner.
Team AS1:    Ancient Egyptians lived very long.
Team BS1:    False.
Team AS1:    All children went to school etc.

8g
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Suggested Answer Key 

       Life in my city
       I live in Ha Noi. It is a beautiful big city with an excellent

public transport system. It’s easy to get around but it can
be a bit crowded during rush hour.

       There is a lot to see and do with a variety of shops,
cinemas, restaurants and lots more and I like living here.

       I like the fast pace of life and having everything close at
hand.

Write the following on the board. Ask Ss to fill in the
gaps with phrases from Ex. 2.
I live in .................. . It’s a .................. city/village with
....................... . There are .................. but there aren’t
any ......................... . I like ......................... but I don’t
like ......................... .

Extra Activity for weaker classes

  1   To read for gist 

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to read
the text and say what each paragraph is about.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words
box.

Answer Key 

       The first paragraph is about where they live and why.
The second paragraph is about what it is like there. The
third paragraph is about how they feel about living there.

  2   To present and classify new vocabulary 

       •    Explain the task. Write the headings Positive/
Negative on the board and then elicit which
words/phrases go under which headings from Ss
around the class.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to use some of
them to describe their town/village.

Answer Key 

       Positive: excellent public transport system, fast pace of
life, everything close at hand, good chance of getting a
job, cheap shops, lots of restaurants and clubs, relaxed
pace of life, safe, peaceful life, helpful neighbours, clean
air, beautiful views, never feel bored

       Negative: crowded, noisy streets, traffic noise, polluted,
fast pace of life, unfriendly people, feel isolated, hustle
and bustle

Suggested Answer Key 

       My town has got an excellent public transport system
and everything is close at hand. There are lots of
restaurants and clubs and I never feel bored. 

  3   To complete an article 

       Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    excellent public transport system
       2    good chance of getting a job
       3    everything close at hand
       4    hustle and bustle/fast pace of life
       5    polluted
       6    traffic noise

  4   To write an article about the place where
you live 

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task in class. Remind
Ss to give their article a title. Ask various Ss to read
out their articles to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign as HW and check Ss’ answers
in the next lesson.

8h
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  1   To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
module

       Give Ss time to copy and complete the crossword.
Then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

             Across                                       Down
       1    cave                                    1    cosmopolitan
       3    chimney                               2    rink
       4    courtyard                             3    craftsman
       6    attractions                           5    coast

  2   To test knowledge learnt in this module/
to do a quiz

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss some time to read the
sentences and decide whether each one is true or
false.

       •    Alternatively, you may allow Ss to review the module
and find the relevant information to complete the
quiz correctly. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    F (It is in Russia.)      5    T
        2    T                              6    F (It is an island.)  
        3    F (It is in Turkey.)     7    F (They were made of bricks.)
        4    T

  3   To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
module/to write a quiz

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to look through
the module and think of quiz items in pairs.

       •    Tell Ss they can use the quiz in the previous task as
a model. Offer an example (e.g. Arkaim is as old as
ancient Babylon. (T)

       •    Ss swap their quiz with another pair, do it and
then report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       1    There are houses called ‘fairy chimneys’ in Turkey. (T)
       2    The Korowai people built their houses to be safe from

floods. (T)
       3    West Edmonton Mall is in Russia. (F) 
       4    Ice hockey is the national sport of Canada. (T)
       5    Girls went to school in ancient Egypt. (F)
       6    Many Egyptians couldn’t swim. (F)
       7    Arkaim is in Russia. (T)

Game: Ss play the game as described in the S’s Book.

  4   Song To predict the content of the
song and listen for specific information 

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title and the first two
lines of the song. Read the question in the rubric
aloud and elicit Ss’ guesses.

       •    Play the recording and Ss listen and follow the
song in their books to find out.

Suggested Answer Key 

       They like spending time with their friends but they don’t
like feeling unsafe when they are out at night, the
polluted air and the urban crime rate. They would like to
spend more time in the countryside.

       •    Play the video for the Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  5   To personalise the topic

       Read out the sentence stub and elicit various answers
from Ss around the class to complete it.

Suggested Answer Key 

       ... it is busy, active and fun but it can be difficult at times. 

Game
Go through the module and write down ten words/
phrases from the module. Say the words/phrases to
your partner. Each correct sentence your partner
makes gets 1 point. Swap roles and repeat. 
harbour        Ho Chi Minh City has got a big harbour

with lots of ships.
skyscrapers   Skyscrapers are very tall buildings with

lots of floors.

8
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From Module 7b, p. 84(T), Ex. 1

From Module 7b, p. 84(T), Ex. 4

From Module 7b, p. 84(T), Ex. 5

George Lucas is a film director, producer and
screenwriter. He is famous for the Star Wars films and
the Indiana Jones films. 
Star Wars is a science-fiction franchise conceived by
George Lucas. The first film was released in 1977 and
became a worldwide phenomenon.

Background information

William Shakespeare was an English poet and
playwright from the 16th century and is considered
the greatest writer in the English language.
Macbeth is a tragic play set in Scotland by Shakespeare. 
New Zealand is a country to the south-east of Australia.
It has two main islands called the North Island and the
South Island with beautiful landscapes. The Lord of the
Rings and The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe were
filmed there.
Catherine Hardwicke is a production designer and
film director. Her works include Thirteen, The Nativity
Story and the vampire film Twilight.
Twilight is a romantic-fantasy film about vampires
based on the novel by Stephenie Meyer. The film stars
Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson.
Chicago is the largest city in the state of Illinois in the
USA. It is located on the south-west shore of Lake
Michigan and is nicknamed ‘The Windy City’.

Background information

Eric Brevig is a director and a photographer. He
directed Journey to the Centre of the Earth, Men in Black
and Pearl Harbour.
Jules Verne was a 19th century writer. His novels
included Journey to the Centre of the Earth, Around the
World in Eighty Days and Mysterious Island. 
Brendan Fraser is an actor. His films include The
Mummy series, Crash, George of the Jungle and Journey
to the Centre of the Earth.
Josh Hutcherson is an actor. He starred in Zathura,
RV, Firehouse Dog and Journey to the Centre of the
Earth.
Andrew Lockington is a composer and has composed
the scores for over 12 films including City of Ember and
Journey to the Centre of the Earth.
Regal Entertainment Group operates the largest
theatre franchise in the United States. It consists of
over 551 theatres in 39 states. Its three main theatre
brands are Regal Cinemas, Edwards Theatres, and
United Artists Theatres.

Background information

From Module 7b, p. 85(T), Ex. 6

From Module 7e, p. 89(T), Ex. 2b

Wuthering Heights is the only novel written by Emily
Brontë. It is considered an English literature classic. 
The Magic Flute is an opera in two acts composed by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart in 1791.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was a composer of
classical music and composed over six hundred
symphonies, concertos, sonatas and operas. His most
famous are The Magic Flute and The Marriage of Figaro.
Pablo Picasso was a painter and sculptor. He co-
founded the Cubist movement. His paintings include
Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907) and Guernica (1937).
Levi Strauss was a German immigrant who founded
Levi Strauss & Company in 1853 in the USA to
manufacture blue jeans. 
Emily Brontë was an English novelist and poet. Her
only novel was Wuthering Heights.
Sir Alexander Fleming was a biologist and
pharmacologist who discovered penicillin in 1928 and
won the Nobel Prize. 

Background information

India is a country in South Asia. It has the world’s
second highest population. It is bordered by Pakistan
to the west, Nepal, and Bhutan to the north, and
Bangladesh and Myanmar to the east. The capital is
New Delhi.
Pakistan is a South Asian country next to India. It is
the sixth most populous country in the world. The
capital is Islamabad.
Bangladesh is a country in South Asia and is
bordered  by India and Burma. Bangladesh is the
seventh most populated country in the world with a
high poverty rate. The capital is Dhaka.
The Beatles included: John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
George Harrison and Ringo Starr. The Beatles were one
of the most successful bands in the history of pop
music, selling over one billion records around the
world.
George Harrison was a guitarist, singer-songwriter
and film producer. He was member of The Beatles. He
died in 2001.
Titanic is a film directed, written and co-produced by
James Cameron. It is about the sinking of the
passenger liner RMS Titanic during her maiden
voyage, in 1912. Over 1,500 people died.

Background information
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Language Review 1

LR1

1a

1    Label the pictures.

2     Match the words. Then use five

phrases to complete the sentences.

  earns
  forked
  dressing

  stand
  living
  welcome
  make

1 b

2 c

3 a

4 e

5 d

6 g

7 f

  a    room
  b    a living
  c    tongue
  d    statue
  e    still
   f    his way 
  g    visitors

  1    He earns a living as an acrobat in the circus.
  2    The actor is in his dressing room. He’s

getting ready for the performance.
  3    A snake has got a forked tongue.
  4    His job is to welcome visitors to the cafeteria.
  5    Mark tried to make his way through the

crowd to the exit.

1c

3    Fill in the gaps with selfish, generous,
wrinkles, skinny, late, spiky.

  1    Old people have wrinkles on their faces. 
  2    He’s so selfish. He only cares about himself.
  3    That man doesn’t look old. I think he’s in

his late forties. 
  4    If you want to make your hair spiky, this gel

is perfect.
  5    You’ve lost too much weight. You look very

skinny.
  6    She’s generous and likes giving people

things.

1f

4    Choose the correct word.

  1    I promise to make/do my best at school.
  2    Dressing smartly is a good way to increase/

advance your self-respect.
  3    Use a pencil in case you do/make a mistake.
  4    Going to the gym is a great way to improve

your natural/physical appearance.
  5    You shouldn’t compare your looks/sights

with other people’s.
  6    If you want to be a cheerful and confident

person, you have to make/do more effort.
  7    He plans to do/make changes to the project.

airline pilot
sales assistant heart surgeon

make-up artist personal trainer

5    Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    Teachers have to be patient at/with children.
  2    He’s got great taste at/in clothes.
  3    Insects, in/for example ants, have got six legs.
  4    Twilight is popular at/with teenagers.
  5    Jim works at/from 9 for/to 5.

6    Collocations: Make or do? Fill in the

gaps. Use five of the phrases in

sentences of your own.

7     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in the

correct forms to complete the sentences.

• give off = emit (gas, heat, smell)
• give up = stop • give back = return

  1    I can’t make him understand. I give up.
  2    Can you give me back the book I gave you

last week?
  3    The soup is giving off a terrible smell.

  1    do my best
  2    do sports
  3    make room
  4    make a mess
  5    make a promise
  6    do well
  7    make an effort
  8    make a mistake

  9    do my
homework

10    make an excuse
11    do a favour
12    make money
13    do housework
14    make noise
15    do the job
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Language Review 2

LR2

2a

1    Match the words to form phrases. Use

three of them to complete the sentences.

 set
 knock
 hurt
 severe
 dumped a bucket
 lightning

1 f
2 d
3 a

4 e

5 b
6 c

  a    his ankle
  b    of water
  c    strike
  d    (sb) unconscious
  e    burns
   f    on fire

  1    A lightning strike hit Roy Sullivan in 1973.
  2    Roy hurt his ankle when he tried to run

away from dark clouds.
  3    He dumped a bucket of water over his head

to cool down after his hair caught fire.

4    Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    The tennis ball hit Brian on/at the head. 
  2    Lynne wasn’t aware of/for the danger.
  3    Matt is in hospital in/at critical condition. 
  4    How did he escape of/from the labyrinth? 
  5    Sally wore a warm coat and hat to protect

her of/from the cold wind. 

5    Collocations: Have or do? Fill in the gaps.

Use five of the phrases in sentences of

your own.

6     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in theirpast forms to complete the sentences.

• run across = meet by chance
• run away = escape
• run out of = no longer have

  1    When the cat saw the dog, it ran away.
  2    After the earthquake, people quickly ran

out of food.
  3    My mum ran across a very old friend in

town yesterday.

  1    have a bath
  2    do chores
  3    have a drink
  4    have a good

time
  5    do the shopping
  6    have lunch

  7    have a holiday
  8    do your hair
  9    have fun
10    do the cooking
11    do the housework
12    have a rest

2f

2    Fill in the gaps with powerful, inventor,
birth, furious, escaped, melted, drowned.

  1    Daedalus was a famous Greek architect and
inventor. He was the one who built the
labyrinth.

  2    When Theseus escaped with Ariadne, Minos
was furious.

  3    Icarus fell into the sea and drowned.
  4    Queen Pasiphae gave birth to the Minotaur.
  5    The beeswax melted because Icarus flew

too close to the sun.
  6    King Minos was a powerful king and

everyone respected him.

2g

3    Fill in the gaps with set off, survive,
wrapped, got stuck, looking forward to,
scared, lonely, ran out of.

  1    He wrapped a blanket around himself to
keep warm.

  2    We were looking forward to our trip to the
mountains.

  3    The car got stuck in the snow.

  4    Daryl set off early to beat the traffic.
  5    There was no one to talk to so he felt

lonely.
  6    He ran out of food after a few days so he

had to go out and buy some.
  7    He managed to survive for days with very

little food and water.
  8    He felt very scared when he heard the

strange sounds getting closer.
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Language Review 3

LR3

2    Fill in the gaps with manage, lose, rush,
win, catch, escape in the correct forms.

  1    Bethany managed to surf again.
  2    She was very lucky to escape death.
  3    Surfers love catching waves.
  4    Bethany won the NSSA Nationals in 2005.

She was very happy.
  5    Her friends rushed her to the hospital.
  6    She lost 60% of her blood in the attack.

3a

1     Match the words to form phrases. Use

three of them to complete the sentences.

  sharp
  overcome
  entered
  turned
  ranked
  shark

1 c

2 e

3 a

4 f
5 d
6 b

  a    a competition
  b    attack
  c    pain
  d    fifth
  e    obstacles
   f    red

  1    Bethany Hamilton lost her arm in a terrible
shark attack.

  2    She surprised everyone after she entered a
competition and took fifth place.

  3    She felt a sharp pain in her arm.

6    Collocations: Go, play or do? Fill in the

gaps. Use five of the phrases in

sentences of your own.

7     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in the

correct forms to complete the sentences.

• get on with = be on friendly terms with sb
• get off = disembark (a plane/bus, etc.)
• get over = recover from

  1    Ben’s granddad had a serious illness but he
got over it.

  2    The plane landed and all the passengers
got off.

  3    I get on very well with my classmates. We’re
all good friends.

  1    play tennis
  2    do athletics
  3    go skiing
  4    play basketball
  5    do motocross
  6    go hang-gliding

  7    play the cello
  8    go snorkelling
  9    do gymnastics
10    play cricket
11    go canoeing
12    do extreme sports

5    Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    They rushed her to/in hospital.
  2    At/To the customs officer’s surprise, there

was a snake in the suitcase!
  3    They charged her of/with shoplifting. 
  4    Regular exercise keeps you in/at good shape. 

3f

4    Fill in the gaps with nutrients, stores,
muscles, fuel, dairy, dehydrated.

  1    The body stores carbohydrates and uses
them for energy.

  2    Our body uses carbohydrates as fuel.
  3    We use our muscles in physical activity.
  4    Drink a lot of water, or else you will get

dehydrated.
  5    Milk, butter and cheese are dairy products.
  6    A balanced diet should contain all the

nutrients we need.

3e

3    Fill in the gaps with cockroaches, tiny, tasty,
weird, argument, crowd, scored, treat, trunks,
simple.

  1    The elephants get a tasty snack when they
play well.

  2    The elephant scored a goal as soon as the
match started.

  3    Elephants have got trunks.
  4    Cockroaches are insects.
  5    The rules are very simple.
  6    The crowd enjoy the races very much.
  7    The ball in elephant polo isn’t big. It’s

tiny.
  8    Sugar cane and rice balls are a great treat

for elephants.
  9    Cockroach racing is a(n) weird sport.
10    The men didn’t agree so they had a(n)

argument.
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Language Review 4

LR4

2    Fill in the gaps with foolish, realised,
freeze, captured, speeding, notice.

  1    The police captured the thief.
  2    The policeman fined the driver for speeding.
  3    Have you ever made a foolish mistake?
  4    Freeze and put your hands on your head.
  5    She was upset when she realised her mistake.
  6    She didn’t notice the sign and opened the

door.

4f

4    Complete the sentences with punch,
force, stamp, act, join, ignore.

  1    Bullies act like they can tell you what to do. 
  2    Don’t punch anyone in the stomach or

stamp on their feet. 
  3    If you join an after-school club, you will

make new friends. 
  4    Don’t listen to bullies; just ignore everything

they say. 
  5    Bullies sometimes force people to do things

they don’t want to.

4a

1    Match the words to form phrases. Use

three of the phrases to complete the

sentences.

  rob
  commit
  make
  got
  broke
  filled in
  pay
  start

1 h

2 c

3 f
4 e

5 a

6 b
7 d

8 g

  a    into a house
  b    an entry form
  c    a crime
  d    a fine
  e    caught
   f    a mistake
  g    a fire
  h    a bank

  1    The man was caught speeding and he had
to pay a fine. 

  2    The woman filled in an entry form for a
competition to win £10,000. 

  3    The burglars broke into a house and stole
everything.

5    Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    Jean got lost in/at the forest after she got
separated of/from her guide. 

  2    It’s not nice to make fun of/for her accent. 
  3    What was Cleopatra famous at/for?

6    Collocations: Pay or break? Fill in the

gaps. Use five of the phrases in

sentences of your own.

7     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in the

correct forms to complete the sentences.

• break into = enter by force
• break up = stop for holidays (of schools)
• break down = stop working (machines)

  1    When is school going to break up for
Easter?

  2    Johnny had to walk to school because his
dad’s car broke down.

  3    The burglar broke into the house and stole
money.

  1    pay a fine
  2    break a promise
  3    pay attention
  4    break the rules
  5    break the law
  6    break a habit

  7    pay sb a
compliment

  8    pay the bill
  9    break a leg
10    pay cash
11    break sb’s heart4e

3    Complete the crossword. What is the

hidden word?

  1    A person who helps. (n)
  2    People who haven’t got a home to live in. (n)
  3    Give money to help people. (v)
  4    People who have an illness or injury that

makes their lives difficult. (n)
  5    An organisation that helps people. (n)

V
H
D

C

1

2

3

4
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Language Review 5

LR5

2    Fill in the gaps with air, melting,
endangered, national, car, global, energy,
humid, busy.

5a

1    Complete the sentences with the

following verbs.

• threaten  • face  • damage  • survive
• preserve  • worship  

  1    Visitors and traffic pollution threaten
ancient sites such as Stonehenge.

  2    In the past, people used to worship the sun
at Stonehenge.

  3    A lot of animals face extinction nowadays.
  4    The effects of global warming damage our

national monuments.
  5    Conservationists are working hard to

preserve ancient sites.
  6    We need to act now if our historical sites

are to survive.

  1    energy waste
  2    endangered

species
  3    air pollution
  4    melting ice

  5    humid weather
  6    national symbol
  7    busy roads
  8    car parks
  9    global warming

5    Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    The Baiji dolphin is in/at danger of extinction.
  2    Man is responsible of/formost environmental

problems.
  3    The glowing balls disappear when they come

into contact to/with electricity. 
  4    The island of Madagascar is home to/of the

aye-aye lemur. 
  5    Water pollution is harmful of/to sea life. 
  6    They hope to find a solution in/to the

problem of traffic pollution. 

6    Collocations: Keep or save? Fill in the

gaps.

7     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in the

correct forms to complete the sentences.

• come across = find/meet by chance
• come along = hurry up
• come into = inherit

  1    Come along now children, or we’ll miss
the bus.

  2    Guess who I come across today. Our old
friend Mike!

  3    James came into a lot of money when his
uncle passed away.

  1    save electricity
  2    keep a promise
  3    save sb a seat
  4    keep a secret
  5    save energy

  6    save money
  7    keep control
  8    save sb’s life
  9    keep in touch
10    keep quiet

5e

3    Fill in the gaps with mammals, unique,
reflect, native, overfishing.

  1    The aye-aye lemur is native to Madagascar.
  2    Dolphins and whales are mammals. They

give birth to babies.
  3    Dolphins’ sources of food are threatened by

overfishing. 
  4    Baiji dolphins are unique because they are

freshwater dolphins.
  5    The eyes of the aye-aye lemur reflect light.

5f

4    Choose the correct word.

  1    The ozone layer grows/surrounds the Earth.
  2    It stops the harmful rays from reaching/

discovering the Earth.
  3    The ozone layer gives/allows the good

rays to reach the Earth.
  4    Scientists destroyed/discovered the hole

in the ozone layer in the 1980s.
  5    If we don’t do something about it, plants and

animals may become extinct/in danger.
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Language Review 6

LR6

6e

2    Choose the correct word.

  1    Thu is fluent/comfortable/good in English.
  2    Danny shook/bowed/hugged hands with Ian.
  3    He sat down in the nearest armchair and

crossed/raised/changed his legs.
  4    There are compartments/rooms/halls on

trains.
  5    This gesture is a(n) experience/insult/slip.

6a

1    Match the words to form phrases. Use

four of them to complete the sentences.

 space
 desert
 time
 solar
 human
 carry

2 d
1 c

3 f

4 e

5 a

6 b

  a    race
  b    a message
  c    exploration
  d    island
  e    system
   f    capsule

  1    In 1977, scientists wanted to carry a message
to inhabitants of other planets, so they made
a time capsule including information about
Earth in writing, pictures and sounds.

  2    Voyager 2 is looking for inhabitants on other
planets outside our solar system.

  3    The human race has always wondered if
there are inhabitants on other planets.

4    Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    Voyager 1 and 2 went on/in missions to
find out more about space. 

  2    Technology will change our lives in ways
we can only dream about/for.

  3    In many cultures, it’s rude to point in/at
somebody with your finger. 

  4    Tim whispered to/in Jane so that nobody
could hear what he said. 

  5    In some places, people greet each other
with a kiss on/in the cheek. 

  6    You can find out information on/in any
topic on the Internet. 

  7    He tried to get in/to touch with his friend
in Madrid.

5    Collocations: Take or catch? Fill in the

gaps. Use five of the phrases in

sentences of your own.

6     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in the

correct forms to complete the sentences.

• make out = see sb/sth clearly
• make up =   1) invent a story, an excuse, etc.
                     2) reconcile

  1    We had a fight, but then we made up.
  2    My granddad was great at making up

stories. He used to tell me one every night.
  3    The sailor could just make out the North

Star between the clouds.

  1    take a break
  2    catch a bus
  3    take a look
  4    catch a cold
  5    take a seat
  6    catch fire
  7    take sb’s

temperature

  8    take an exam
  9    take notes
10    catch sb’s

attention
11    catch a ball
12    catch your breath

6f

3    Complete the sentences with spread,
powered, invented, twist, conditions,
housing, wages.

  1    The news spread very fast.
  2    Working conditions were very hard. 
  3    James Hargreaves invented the spinning

jenny to twist thread for making cloth in
1764. 

  4    People lived in terrible overcrowded housing.
  5    Workers received very low wages.
  6    Steam engines powered machines in

factories. 
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Language Review 7

LR7

7e

3    Fill in the gaps with traditional,
bands, wind, times, theme.

  1    Jazz bands play lively music.
  2    Star Wars has a very

recognisable theme song. 
  3    The sitar is a traditional

instrument from South Asia.
  4    People have played music

since ancient times.  
  5    The flute is a type of wind

instrument.

        Across
  6    The actor gave a brilliant ...
  7    Sight is one of these
  8    How good or bad sth is
  9    A pipe with holes in it to

play music with
10    A place to watch sport

        Down
  1    People watching a play
  2    Where clowns perform
  3    How hot or cold sth is
  4    A group of classical musicians
  5    Sth we use to make music
  9    The opposite of lost

7a

1    Match the words. Use some of them to complete

sentences.

7c

2    Complete the crossword.

  1    Every June in Edinburgh, there is a(n) annual festival to
show the work of international filmmakers.

  2    Dan is a science-fiction lover. He really enjoys films set in
the future or in distant galaxies.

  3    Macaulay Culkin starred in a film about a boy that was
left alone at home at Christmas.

  4    The film 2012 has got amazing special effects.
  5    Shrek is a popular computer-animated film that is highly

recommended for all the family. Don’t miss it.

  computer-
  left
  human
  special
  action 
  science-fiction
  highly
  annual8 b

1 h

2 e

3 d

4 c

5 g

6 f

7 a

  a    recommended
  b    festival
  c    effects
  d    emotions
  e    alone
   f    lover
  g    packed
  h    animated

4    Prepositions: Choose the

correct item.

  1    Solar energy is one solution
for/to the energy crisis.

  2    Showing times depend on/in
the age of the audience.

  3    This film will appeal for/to
people of all ages.

  4    She has a successful acting
career on/in stage and screen.

5    Collocations: Be or go? Fill in
the gaps.

  1    be on time
  2    go abroad
  3    go mad
  4    go fishing

  5    be close
  6    go on

foot

6     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal

verbs in the correct forms

to complete the sentences.

• be on = be shown (on TV,
at the cinema, etc.)

• be over = come to an end
• be off = be absent (from
school, work, etc.)

  1    What is on TV tonight, Mark?
  2    Our teacher was off today

because she was sick.
  3    When the show was over,

we all left.

8
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LR8

Language Review 8

8c

2    Fill the gaps with make, cramped, admire,
utility, cosy, busy, wild, carve, thatched.

  1    A sculptor can carve stone to make statues.
  2    We stopped at the top of the hill to admire

the view.
  3    Some English cottages have a thatched

roof.
  4    Inside, the house was warm and cosy.
  5    Wild animals can be very dangerous.
  6    Prehistoric people used to make their

homes in caves.
  7    The washing machine is in the utility room.
  8    His flat is on a busy street.
  9    Their house is small and cramped.

        Across
   4    an open space in 

a village or town with 
houses or shops around it

   5    a wide road for driving long distances fast
   6    a place where things are made in large quantities
   7    a place where boats shelter
   8    an open space in the countryside for animals or

crops

        Down
   1    a place for growing crops or raising animals
   2    a narrow strip of land for walking along
   3    an extremely tall building in a city

8a

1    Do the crossword. Use the

letters in the coloured

boxes to label the picture.

4     Prepositions: Choose the correct item.

  1    Protect yourselves from/to the enemy.
  2    He could think of/about lots of reasons to go.
  3    He knew the answers to/for the questions.
  4    How do you feel of/about moving house?
  5    We want to stay in/at home this weekend.
  6    The town centre is busy at/in weekends.

5    Collocations: Say or tell? Fill in the gaps.

Use five of the phrases in sentences of

your own.

6     Phrasal verbs: Use the phrasal verbs in the

correct forms to complete the sentences.

• look after = take care of
• look for = search  
• look up = look for sth (e.g. an address)

  1    If you want information, you can look it up
on the Internet.

  2    Mary has to look after her sick grandmother.
  3    The rescue team is looking for a lost hiker.

  1    tell the time
  2    say goodbye
  3    tell a lie
  4    say something
  5    say your prayers
  6    tell the truth

  7    tell a joke 
  8    tell him to stop
  9    say so
10    tell a story
11    tell the difference
12    say sorry to her

woods

8g

3    Match the words. Use four phrases in

sentences of your own.

  a    hard
  b    roofs
  c    games
  d    people
  e    long
   f    floor
  g    ceiling

 wealthy
 live
 flat
 high
 tiled
 work
 board

1 d
2 e

3 b
4 g

5 f
6 a

7 c
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WL1

beef \bi…f\ (n) = the meat of a cow 
cabbage \"kœbIdZ\ (n) = a large round vegetable

with thick leaves
cereal \"sI´ri´l\ (n) = food made from grain
get a lift (phr) = get a ride
gold \g´Uld\ (n) = a yellow-coloured metal

used for making jewellery
grapes \greIps\ (n) = green or purple fruit
hang out \ÆhœN "aUt\ (phr v) = spend time
Hello (phr) = a greeting
I don’t think you’ve met (phr)
I’m fine, thanks. And you? (phr)
lamb \lœm\ (n) = the meat of a sheep
lettuce \"let´s\ (n) = a leafy green plant
medal \"medl\ (n) = an award or prize
Not bad, thanks. (phr)
nuts \nøts\ (n) = fruit with a shell
ordinary \"O…d´n´ri\ (adj) = normal
pack \pœk\ (v) = put things in a bag
pear \pe´\ (n) = a sweet juicy fruit
Pleased to meet you, too. (phr)
rice \raIs\ (n) = white or brown grain
salt \sO…lt\ (n) = food seasoning
same \seIm\ (adj) = identical
train \treIn\ (v) = to teach sb certain skills
weight training \weIt "treInIN\ (n) = lifting

weights to strengthen muscles
win \wIn\ (v) = to come first

adventurous \´d"ventS´r´s\ (adj) = willing to take
risks and try new things

air traffic controller \Æe´ "trœfIk k´nÆtr´Ul´\ (n) =
the person in charge of managing air traffic

artistic \A…"tIstIk\ (adj) = relating to art
bomb disposal expert \ÆbÅm dI"sp´Uz´l Æeksp‰…t\

(n) = sb who defuses bombs
brave \breIv\ (adj) = courageous
daring \"de´rIN\ (adj) = involving risk and danger
fit \fIt\ (adj) = in good physical condition
flexible \"fleks´b´l\ (adj) = able to bend easily
highly trained \ÆhaIli "treInd\ (adj) = very

experienced, skilled
interior decorator \InÆtI´ri´ "dek´reIt´\ (n) = sb

who decorates the inside of a house
patient \"peIS´nt\ (adj) = calm
reliable \rI"laI´b´l\ (adj) = trustworthy
storm chaser \"stO…m ÆtSeIs´\ (n) = sb who

photographs tornadoes, hurricanes, etc
stunt man \"stønt mœn\ (n) = sb who performs

dangerous actions in a film
trainer \"treIn´\ (n) = sb who teaches skills

at least (phr) = the smallest amount possible
audience \"O…di´ns\ (n) = a group of people

who watch a performance or show
double \"døb´l\ (v) = two times in size or amount
dressing room \"dresIng ru…m, rUm\ (n) =

a room where actors change 
earn a living \Æ‰…n ´ "lIvIN\ (phr) = to make

enough money to support oneself

extend \Ik"stend\ (v) = to stretch out (your arm)
forked \fO…kt\ (adj) = split to form a ‘Y’
full-time \ÆfUl "taIm\ (adj) = working all of

a working week
furry \"f‰…ri\ (adj) = covered in a soft fur
lizard \"lIz´d\ (n) = a reptile
make his way (phr) = to go towards
mime \maIm\ (v) = use gestures instead of

speech
part-time \ÆpA…t "taIm\ (adj) = working only part

of a day or week
perform \p´"fO…m\ (v) = to act, play or sing for

an audience
pointed \"pOIntId\ (adj) = sharp (teeth)
pressure \"preS´\ (n) = stress
shift \SIft\ (n) = period of work
shock \SÅk\ (v) = to make sb feel surprised
sideshow performer \"saIdS´U p´ÆfO…m´\ (n) = sb

who performs as secondary entertainment
(circus)

split \splIt\ (v) = to divide
still \stIl\ (adj) = not moving
swing \swIN\ (v) = to move from side to side
tattoo \t´"tu…, tœ"tu…\ (n) = a drawing on the skin
tolerant \"tÅl´r´nt\ (adj) = understanding, patient
visitor \"vIzIt´\ (n) = a guest to a place
wages \"weIdZIz\ (n) = money sb earns for the

work they do

arrangement \´"reIndZm´nt\ (n) = plan
baking \"beIkIN\ (n) = food made in the oven
billiards \"bIlj´dz\ (n) = a game played on

a table with balls and a stick
binoculars \bI"nÅkjUl´z\ (n) = an instrument used

to see far away
darts \da…ts\ (n) = game with a target and darts
government \"gøv´nm´nt\ (n) = a group of

people in charge of controlling a country
hairdressing course (phr) = lessons to become

a hairdresser
measles \"mi…z´lz\ (n) = an illness (with red spots)
pierce my ears (phr) = make holes in my ears
scissors \"sIz´z\ (n) = a tool for cutting
temporary \"temp´r´ri\ (adj) = not permanent
tribe \traIb\ (n) = a group who look or behave

the same

appointment \´"pOIntm´nt\ (n) = an arranged
meeting

bump \bømp\ (n) = a raised lump
celebrity \s´"lebr´ti\ (n) = a famous person
construction \k´n"strøkS´n\ (n) = the building

of sth
freckles \"frek´lz\ (n) = small spots on the skin
In this case (phr) = in this instance
jaw \dZO…\ (n) = part of the face under the mouth
medical school \"medIk´l sku…l\ (n) = a school

somebody attends to become a doctor
patient \"peIS´nt\ (n) = calm
plastic surgery \ÆplœstIk "s‰…dZ´ri\ (n) =

operation to improve appearance
realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to understand

responsible \rI"spÅns´b´l\ (adj) = sensible
rewarding \rI"wO…dIN\ (adj) = worthwhile
self-esteem \Æself I"sti…m\ (n) = how you feel

about yourself
stick out \ÆstIk "aUt\ (v) = protrude, standout
survey \"s‰…veI\ (n) = a questionnaire
wrinkles \"rINk´lz\ (n) = skin lines on the face

fit \fIt\ (v) = to be the right shape and size
flared \fle´d\ (adj) = (of clothes) being wider

at the bottom than at the top
flat \flœt\ (adj) = not very high
loose-fitting \Ælu…s "fItIN\ (adj) = not tight
match \mœtS\ (v) = (of two colours or designs)

to look good together
polka-dot \"p´Ulk´ dÅt\ (adj) = (of cloth) with dots
polo-neck \"p´Ul´U nek\ (adj) = (of a sweater)

with a high neck which folds over
short-sleeved \ÆSO…t "sli…vd\ (adj) = (of a shirt)

with short sleeves
tartan \"tA…tn\ (adj) = a design for cloth (Scottish)
tight-fitting \ÆtaIt "fItIN\ (adj) = fitting close to

the body

accessories \´k"ses´riz\ (n) = decorative items
to wear or carry

appearance \´"pI´r´ns\ (n) = the way sb or sth
looks

baggy \"bœgi\ (adj) = loose fitting
believe \bI"li…v\ (v) = to think sth is right
belong to \bI"lÅN t´, tU\ (v) = be a member of
besides \bI"saIdz\ (adv) = in addition to
brand name \Æbrœnd neIm\ (n) = the name

a product is sold under
breathe \bri…D\ (v) = to inhale and exhale
brightly coloured \ÆbraItli "køl´d\ (adj) = having

shining or vivid colour
extreme \Ik"stri…m\ (adj) = excessive or radical
fashion \"fœS´n\ (n) = style
fashion style \"fœS´n ÆstaIl\ (n) = manner of dress
give up \ÆgIv "øp\ (phr v) = to stop trying
glitter \"glIt´\ (n) = small pieces of shiny material
hair extensions \"he´r IkÆstenS´nz\ (n) = fake

hair additions
hooded top \"hUdId tÅp\ (n) = a top with a

type of hat attached
identify \aI"dentIfaI\ (v) = to distinguish
keep \ki…p\ (v) = to maintain
label \"leIb´l\ (n) = a clothing tag
lipstick \"lIpstIk\ (n) = colouring for the lips
look like (phr) = seem
makeup \"meIkøp\ (n) = product to make the

face more attractive
movement \"mu…vm´nt\ (n) = motion, gesture
multi-coloured \Æmølti "køl´d\ (adj) = having

many colours
rarely \"re´li\ (adv) = not often
rather \"rA…D´\ (adv/adj) = to some extent
sticker \"stIk´\ (n) = small paper that sticks
succeed \s´k"si…d\ (v) = be successful
tanned \tœnd\ (adj) = having darker skin from

being in the sun
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  b bed, rub
  d done, red
  f fit, if
  g good, dog
  h hat, horse
  j yellow, you
  k king, pick
  l lip, bill
  ´l handle, panel
  m mat, ram

  n not, tin
  ´n hidden,

written
  p pay, lip
  r run, read
  s soon, bus
  t talk, bet
  v van, love
  w win, wool
  w why, wheat

  x loch
  z zoo, buzz
  S ship, wish
  Z measure,

leisure
  N sing, working
  tS cheap, witch
  T thin, myth
  D then, bathe
  dZ joy, bridge

A… calm, ah
A… heart, far
œ act, mass
aI drive, cry
aI´ fire, tyre
aU out, down
aU´ flour, sour
e met, lend,

pen
eI say, weight
e´ fair, care

I fit, win
i… feed, me
I´ near, beard
Å lot, spot
´U note, coat
O… claw, faun
OI boy, joint
U could, stood
u… you, use
U´ lure, pure
‰… turn, third

ø fund, must
´ the first vowel

in about
´ the first vowel

in forgotten
i the second

vowel in very
u the second

vowel in
actual

Vowels and diphthongs Consonants
adj       adjective  
adv      adverb 
conj     conjunction
det      determiner
n         noun
num    number
phr      phrase
phr v   phrasal verb
pl n     plural noun
prep    preposition
pro      pronoun
v          verb  

Abbreviations
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trendy \"trendi\ (adj) = modern and fashionable
tribe \traIb\ (n) = group who look or behave

the same
wardrobe \"wO…dr´Ub\ (n) = clothes

admit \´d"mIt\ (v) = declare
affect \´"fekt\ (v) = to change 
agree with \´"gri… wID, wIT\ (v) = have the

same opinion with sb
belief \bI"li…f\ (n) = sth you believe in
cheerful \"tSI´f´l\ (adj) = happy
compare (with) =\kÅm"peÅ\ (v) = to consider

similarities and differences
confident \"kÅnfId´nt\ (adj) = sure
disappoint \ÆdIs´"pOInt\ (v) = to let down
do my best (phr) = do sth as well as you can
do wrong (phr) = do sth unacceptable
effort \"ef´t\ (n) = try very hard to do sth
increase \In"kri…s\ (v) = to make bigger, to grow
looks \lUks\ (n) = appearance
loser \"lu…z´\ (n) = sb who is a failure
mood \mu…d\ (n) = an emotional state
opinion \´"pInj´n\ (n) = point of view
property \"prÅp´ti\ (n) = the things that belong

to sb
put right (phr) = correct sth
self-respect \Æself rI"spekt\ (n) = respect for

yourself
tease \ti…z\ (v) = to make fun of sb
winner \"wIn´\ (n) = sb who is successful

bossy \"bÅsi\ (adj) = telling people what to do
casual \"kœZu´l\ (adj) = in a relaxed way
cheerful \"tSI´f´l\ (adj) = happy
delighted \dI"laItId\ (adj) = pleased
generous \"dZen´r´s\ (adj) = willing to give
outgoing \aUt"g´UIN\ (adj) = very friendly
selfish \"selfIS\ (adj) = caring only about oneself
sense of humour (phr) = ability to be amusing
sensitive \"sens´tIv\ (adj) = easily upset
taste \teIst\ (n) = sense of style
tolerant \"tÅl´r´nt\ (adj) = understanding 

fight \faIt\ (v) = to oppose
inside one’s heart (phr) = one’s conscience
leader \"li…d´\ (n) = the person in charge
leave behind (phr) = pass on, hand down
make a difference (phr) = to change sth usually

for the better
own special way (phr) = one’s unique way
power \"paU´\ (n) = strength
solve \sÅlv\ (v) = find a solution
strength \"streNT\ (n) = physical strength
use one’s mind (phr) = use reason and logic
use one’s power (phr) = to use your control

over people and things

accident \"œksId´nt\ (n) = a chance mishap
ancient \"eInS´nt\ (adj) = of a time long ago in

history
avalanche \"œv´lA…nS\ (n) = a large amount of

snow falling down the side of a mountain
drought \draUt\ (n) = a long period without

rainfall
earthquake \"‰…TkweIk\ (n) = shaking of the

ground
flood \flød\ (n) = an overflow of water 
health \helT\ (n) = condition of your body
hurricane \"hørIk´n\ (n) = a very violent storm
injury \"IndZ´ri\ (n) = damage to sb’s body
lightning \"laItnIN\ (n) = a flash of electricity

from clouds in a storm
myth \mIT\ (n) = an ancient story, folktale
natural \"nœtS´r´l\ (adj) = produced by nature
phenomena \f´"nÅm´n´\ (n) = occurrences
timetable \"taImÆteIb´l\ (n) = a list of times for

events

tornado \tO…"neId´U\ (n) = a violent wind storm
tsunami \tsU"nA…mi\ (n) = a very large wave,

often caused by an earthquake 
volcanic eruption (phr) = a sudden explosion

from a mountain

ankle \"œNk´l\ (n) = the joint connecting the
foot with the leg

bandage \"bœndIdZ\ (n) = a soft material for
protecting wounds

big toe (n) = the largest toe
break \breIk\ (v) = to separate into pieces,

suddenly or violently
bruise \bru…z\ (v) = to cause a bruise to appear
bucket \"bøkIt\ (n) = a container with handles
burn \b‰…n\ (v) = be on fire
campsite \"kœmpsaIt\ (n) = place to stay in a

tent on holiday
chance \tSA…ns\ (n) = luck
chest \tSest\ (n) = the top front part of the body
consciousness \"kÅnS´sn´s\ (n) = state of being

aware
cool off \Æku…l "Åf\ (phr v) = to make sth colder
cut \køt\ (v) = to make into smaller pieces
damaged \"dœmIdZd\ (adj) = harmed, injured
direction \dI"rekS´n, daI-\ (n) = general line sb

or sth is moving in
dressing \"dresIN\ (n) = a covering for a wound
dump \dømp\ (v) = drop sth quickly
eyebrow \"aIbraU\ (n) = lines of hair above your

eyes
first aid \Æf‰…st "eId\ (n) = treatment given

quickly to sb injured or ill
forest ranger \"fÅr´st ÆreIndZ´\ (n) = a person

whose job it is to look after a forest
fortunate \"fO…tS´n´t\ (adj) = lucky
hit \hIt\ (v) = to strike sb/sth
hospital \"hÅspItl\ (n) = place for sick people
human \"hju…m´n\ (n) = man, woman or child
ice pack \"aIs pœk\ (n) = a bag of ice used for

injuries
knock sb unconscious (phr) = to hit sb and

make them lose their senses
lightning bolt \"laItnIN Æb´Ult\ (n) = a flash of

light in the sky during a storm
lightning rod \"laItnIN ÆrÅd\ (n) = a piece of

metal that attracts lightning
lightning strike \"laItnIN ÆstraIk\ (n) = a bolt of

electricity that strikes the earth
lose \lu…z\ (v) = to not be able to find sth
luck \løk\ (n) = fortune
mountain \"maUnt´n\ (n) = a very high area of

land
nail \neIl\ (n) = a metal pin with a pointed end
occur \´"k‰…\ (v) = to happen
plaster cast \ÆplA…st´ "kA…st\ (n) = cover used to

protect a broken bone
pull \pUl\ (v) = to strain (a muscle)
ranger station \"reIndZ´ ÆsteIS´n\ (n) = the place

where a ranger works
record \"rekO…d\ (n) = the best result achieved

in sport or in any activity
remarkable \rI"mA…k´b´l\ (adj) = special, unusual
road \r´Ud\ (n) = a path for vehicles and people
run away \røn ´"weI\ (phr v) = to escape
set on fire (phr) = to start sth burning
severe burn (phr) = a serious injury caused by

fire
shoulder \"S´Uld´\ (n) = where your arm

connects to your body
sprain \spreIn\ (v) = twist or bend suddenly
stomach \"støm´k\ (n) = the part of the body

below the chest and above the waist
survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to not die, to be alive

after a dangerous situation
twist \twIst\ (v) = to turn sharply
wound \wu…nd\ (n) = an injury
X-ray \"eks reI\ (n) = a picture used to examine

inside your body

break down \breIk "daUn\ (phr v) = (of
machines) to stop working

go out \g´U "aUt\ (phr v) = to leave home to do
sth enjoyable

have a bath (phr) = to wash your body
in progress (phr) = happening now
interrupt \ÆInt´"røpt\ (v) = to stop sth
lesson \"les´n\ (n) = time period when you learn

sth
magazine \Æmœg´"zi…n\ (n) = a periodic

publication with pictures and stories
picnic \"pIknIk\ (n) = a meal eaten outdoors
sandwich \"sœnwIdZ\ (n) = two pieces of bread

with sth in between (cheese, meat, etc)
specific \sp´"sIfIk\ (adj) = particular
tidy \"taIdi\ (v) = to make neat

against \´"genst, ´"geInst\ (prep) = opposed to
airlift \"e´lIft\ (v) = to move sb by air
alive \´"laIv\ (adj) = living, not dead
aware \´"we´\ (adj) = conscious of
blood \blød\ (n) = red liquid inside your body
cliff \klIf\ (n) = high area of land with a steep side
confused \k´n"fju…zd\ (adj) = not knowing what

to do
decide \dI"saId\ (v) = to make up one’s mind
depend (on) \dI"pend\ (v) = to be affected by 
experienced \Ik"spI´ri´nst\ (adj) =

knowledgeable about sth
fall into \fO…l ÆInt´\ (phr v) = to drop into
hospital \"hÅspItl\ (n) = place for sick people
in critical condition (phr) = seriously ill
insect bite (phr) = nip or sting from an insect

(ant, mosquito, etc)
jungle canopy (phr) = the highest layer of

tree branches (in the jungle)
keep (sb) alive (phr) = to not let die
lie \laI\ (v) = to be in a horizontal position
lizard \"lIz´d\ (n) = a reptile
manage \"mœnIdZ\ (v) = to accomplish
national \"nœS´n´l\ (adj) = relating to a

particular country
odds \Åds\ (n) = how likely sth is to happen
overnight \"´Uv´naIt\ (adj) = lasting all night
path \pA…T\ (n) = a trail to walk along
poison \"pOIz´n\ (n) = a substance that harms

or kills you
rainfall \"reInfO…l\ (n) = amount of rain in an area
realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to understand
recover \rI"køv´\ (v) = to get well after an

illness or to get over sth unpleasant
reporter \rI"pO…t´\ (n) = a person who reports

news stories
rescue \"reskju…\ (v) = save from harm
run through \røn Tru…\ (phr v) = move quickly

in an area
scratch \skrœtS\ (v) = to cut a surface
search party \"s‰…tS ÆpA…ti\ (n) = people looking

for sb missing
severe \sI"vI´\ (adj) = harsh, extreme
severe exhaustion (phr) = extreme tiredness
shocked \SÅkt\ (adj) = surprised or upset by sth

unexpected 
sight \saIt\ (n) = a tourist attraction
spend \spend\ (v) = to pass one’s time
spot \spÅt\ (v) = to see or notice sb or sth
suddenly \"sødnli\ (adv) = quickly and

unexpectedly
suffer (from) \"søf´\ (v) = to be badly affected

by sth
survival \s´"vaIv´l\ (n) = existence
thought \TO…t\ (n) = sth you think about
towards \t´"wO…dz\ (prep) = in the direction of
traveller \"trœv´l´\ (n) = a person who goes to

many different places
unable \øn"eIb´l\ (adj) = not able (to do sth)
wash away \wÅS ´"weI\ (phr v) = (of water) to

carry sth away and make it disappear
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waterfall \"wO…t´fO…l\ (n) = water dropping from
a higher to a lower point

well-known \Æwel "n´Un\ (adj) = famous
whistle \"wIs´l\ (n) = a small gadget you blow

in to make a loud sound

awful \"O…f´l\ (adj) = terrible
can’t stand (phr) = to be unable to bear sth
cold \k´Uld\ (n) = an illness that makes you

sneeze and cough
cough \kÅf\ (n) = to clear one’s throat
dentist \"dentIst\ (n) = a doctor who looks after

people’s teeth
dreadful \"dredf´l\ (adj) = terrible
feel better (phr) = to have improved health
headache \"hedeIk\ (n) = a pain in the head
hurt \h‰…t\ (v) = to feel pain in your body
Oh dear (phr) = used to express concern
painkiller \"peInÆkIl´\ (n) = a medicine that

stops pain
sore throat (phr) = a pain in the throat
stomach ache \"støm´k-eIk\ (n) = a pain in the

stomach
suppose \s´"p´Uz\ (v) = to assume, to think
temperature \"tempr´tS´\ (n) = a fever
the flu \D´ "flu…\ (n) = a cold-like illness but

more serious
toothache \"tu…T-eIk\ (n) = a pain in a tooth

advice \´d"vaIs\ (n) = a suggestion to help sb
be careful (phr) = pay attention
feed \fi…d\ (v) = to give food to
information \ÆInf´"meIS´n\ (n) = facts
itch \ItS\ (n) = a prickling or tingling feeling
meaning \"mi…nIN\ (n) = what sth refers to 
risk \rIsk\ (v) = to put in danger
saying \"seI-IN\ (n) = sth people often say that

applies to everyday life
scratch \skrœtS\ (v) = to rub your fingernails

against your skin
sentence \"sent´ns\ (n) = a group of words

which communicate sth
tell sb the truth (phr) = give the real facts

about sth
ungrateful \øn"greItf´l\ (adj) = not showing

thanks for sth

angry \"œNgri\ (adj) = feel mad or cross 
architect \"A…kItekt\ (n) = sb who designs 

buildings
beeswax \"bi…zwœks\ (n) = wax made by bees
bull \bUl\ (n) = a male cow
clever \"klev´\ (adj) = ingenious
drown \draUn\ (v) = to die under water
escape \I"skeIp\ (v) = to get away from
excited \Ik"saItId\ (adj) = thrilled
fall in love (phr) = to start to be in love
furious \"fjU´ri´s\ (adj) = very angry
give birth to (phr) = to have a baby
inventor \In"vent´\ (n) = sb who creates things
labyrinth \"lœb´rInT\ (n) = a maze
lock up \ÆlÅk "øp\ (phr v) = to imprison
melt \melt\ (v) = to become liquid
monster \"mÅnst´\ (n) = a frightening creature
palace \"pœl´s\ (n) = a house where royalty lives
powerful \"paU´f´l\ (adj) = strong
protect \pr´"tekt\ (v) = to defend sb/sth
strange \streIndZ\ (adj) = weird
thread \Tred\ (n) = a long thin piece of material
warning \"wO…nIN\ (n) = advice to be careful
wing \wIN\ (n) = what helps a bird fly

get stuck (phr) = to be unable to move
injury \"IndZ´ri\ (n) = harm, trauma
lonely \"l´Unli\ (adj) = feeling alone
look forward to (phr) = to anticipate
note \n´Ut\ (n) = a short letter
pack \pœk\ (v) = put things in a bag

patience \"peIS´ns\ (n) = calmness & persistence
run out \røn "aUt\ (phr v) = not have any left
set off \Æset "Åf\ (phr v) = to start a journey
shortcut \"SO…tkøt\ (n) = a faster way than usual
snowmobile \"sn´Um´bi…l\ (n) = a vehicle for

travel on snow
survival skills (phr) = abilities needed to

continue to live despite difficulty
survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to not die in a dangerous

situation
wrap \rœp\ (v) = to put paper or a piece of

cloth around sth

bright side (phr) = cheery point of view
come one’s way (phr) = to happen to sb
courage \"kørIdZ\ (n) = the quality of being brave
dark times (phr) = bad times
face \feIs\ (v) = to deal with sth
frown \fraUn\ (v) = to lower one’s eyebrows

and look worried or upset
get by \Æget baI\ (phr v) = to manage
get sb down \get sømb´di "daUn\ (phr v) = to

make sb feel unhappy
get through \Æget Tru…\ (phr v) = to deal with a

difficult situation
hold one’s head up high (phr) = to be strong

and proud
optimistic \ÆÅptI"mIstIk\ (adj) = thinking positively

about the future
pessimistic \ÆpesI"mIstIk\ (adj) = thinking that

only bad things will happen in the future
trouble \"trøb´l\ (n) = difficulty

air \e´\ (n) = the gases that we breathe
bungee jumping \"bøndZi ÆdZømpIN\ (n) = the

sport of jumping from a high place with
an elastic cord tied to your ankles

canoeing \k´"nu…IN\ (n) = the sport of travelling
in a canoe

challenging \"tSœl´ndZIN\ (adj) = demanding
dangerous \"deIndZ´r´s\ (adj) = able to harm
equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = gear needed for

sports or hobbies
exciting \Ik"saItIN\ (adj) = thrilling
expensive \Ik"spensIv\ (adj) = costing a lot of

money
experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (n) = to face
extreme \Ik"stri…m\ (adj) = with high risk
hang-gliding \"hœN ÆglaIdIN\ (n) = the sport of

flying a light, unmotorised aircraft
land \lœnd\ (n) = to touch the ground
motocross \"m´Ut´UkrÅs\ (n) = the sport of

racing a motorcycle over rough ground
mountain biking (phr) = riding a bike over

rough ground
rock climbing \"rÅk ÆklaImIN\ (n) = the sport of

climbing up cliffs or rocks
shark \SA…k\ (n) = a large dangerous fish
skateboarding \"skeItbO…dIN\ (n) = the sport of

riding a flat board on wheels
skydiving \"skaIÆdaIvIN\ (n) = the sport of jumping

out of a plane and opening a parachute
snorkelling \"snO…k´lIN\ (n) = to swim

underwater using a tube to breathe
snowboarding \"sn´UbO…dIN\ (n) = the sport of

surfing over snow on a board
sport \spO…t\ (n) = a physical activity which

helps you stay healthy
thrilling \"TrIlIN\ (adj) = extremely exciting
tiring \"taI´rIN\ (adj) = making you feel tired
water \"wO…t´\ (n) = liquid that falls from clouds
white-water kayaking \ÆwaIt wO…t´ "kaIœkIN\ (n)

= riding in a kayak over rough water
white-water rafting \ÆwaIt wO…t´ "rA…ftIN\ (n) =

riding in a raft over rough water

accident \"œksId´nt\ (n) = misfortune

badminton \"bœdmInt´n\ (n) = a sport during
which two teams of two or four players hit
a shuttlecock over a net

bat \bœt\ (n) = a round piece of wood used for
hitting the ball in table tennis

blood \blød\ (n) = red liquid inside the body
carry sb back \Ækœri sømb´di "bœk\ (phr v) = to

take sb back
catch a wave (phr) = to ride on a wave with a

surfboard
competition \ÆkÅmp´"tIS´n\ (n) = contest
death \deT\ (n) = end of life
despite \dI"spaIt\ (prep) = in spite of 
determination \dIÆt‰…mI"neIS´n\ (n) = willpower
determined \dI"t‰…mInd\ (adj) = firm, persistent
enter \"ent´\ (v) = to enrol (competition)
equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = gear needed for

sports or hobbies
escape \I"skeIp\ (v) = to get away
fit \fIt\ (v) = to attach, equip
flipper \"flIp´\ (n) = flat rubber shoes used for

swimming
glove \gløv\ (n) = covering to protect the hand
goggles \"gÅg´lz\ (n) = large glasses which

protect your eyes from water, wind, etc
handle \"hœndl\ (n) = a bar to help lift yourself
lifestyle \"laIfstaIl\ (n) = the way a person or a

group of people live
look bright (phr) = to seem promising
lose \lu…z\ (v) = to not be able to find sth
mask \mA…sk\ (n) = sth you wear over your face
obstacle \"Åbst´k´l\ (n) = hindrance
overcome \Æ´Uv´"køm\ (v) = to conquer, defeat
paddle \"pœdl\ (n) = an oar
promise \"prÅmIs\ (v) = to give your word
racquet \"rœkIt\ (n) = a type of sports bat
rank \rœNk\ (v) = to have a certain position 
rush \røS\ (v) = to move quickly
shark attack \"SA…k ´Ætœk\ (n) = to be harmed

by a shark
sharp pain (phr) = a strong ache
shuttlecock \"SøtlkÅk\ (n) = a small light object

with feathers used in badminton
snorkelling \"snO…k´lIN\ (n) = swim underwater

using a tube to breath
snowboard \"sn´UbO…d\ (n) = a board used to

surf over snow
snowboarding \"sn´UbO…dIN\ (n) = the sport of

surfing over snow on a board
special \"speS´l\ (adj) = made for a particular

reason
statement \"steItm´nt\ (n) = a declaration
strike \straIk\ (v) = to hit
surfer \"s‰…f´\ (n) = sb who rides the waves on

a board
surprised \s´"praIzd\ (adj) = amazed
table tennis \"teIb´l ÆtenIs\ (n) = a sport (played

on a wooden table) during which two or
four players hit a ball (using bats) over a
low net

terror \"ter´\ (n) = great fear
victim \"vIktIm\ (n) = sb injured/killed
white-water kayaking \ÆwaIt wO…t´ "kaIœkIN\ (n)

= riding in a kayak over rough water
win \wIn\ (v) = to come in first
witness \"wItn´s\ (n) = to see

abroad \´"brO…d\ (adv) = away from your country
bad news (phr) = unpleasant information
book \bUk\ (v) = to make a reservation
collect \k´"lekt\ (v) = to pick up
competition \ÆkÅmp´"tIS´n\ (n) = a contest
exhausted \Ig"zO…stId\ (adj) = very tired
important \Im"pO…t´nt\ (adj) = necessary
learn \l‰…n\ (v) = to gain knowledge
marathon \"mœr´T´n\ (n) = a long race of

about 42 km
receive \rI"si…v\ (v) = to get
result \rI"zølt\ (n) = outcome
snail \sneIl\ (n) = a small animal with a shell
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suitcase \"su…tkeIs, "sju…t-\ (n) = a bag for clothes
when you travel

sushi \"su…Si\ (n) = Japanese dish of rice and
sweet vinegar (sometimes raw fish)

tent \tent\ (n) = a shelter used for camping
ticket \"tIkIt\ (n) = a paper showing you have

paid for your trip
tired \taI´d\ (adj) = worn out, exhausted
unstated \øn"steItId\ (adj) = not mentioned
upset \øp"set\ (adj) = unhappy, frustrated
visible \"vIz´b´l\ (adj) = that can be seen easily
weather forecast \"weD´ ÆfO…kA…st\ (n) = a

prediction about the weather
worried \"wørid\ (adj) = anxious, upset

airline \"e´laIn\ (n) = a company that owns and
flies aeroplanes 

alive \´"laIv\ (adj) = not dead
board a flight (phr) = to get on an aeroplane
bottle \"bÅtl\ (n) = a glass or plastic container
break down \breIk "daUn\ (phr v) = (of machines)

to stop working
break the law (phr) = to do sth illegal
case \keIs\ (n) = instance
charge \tSA…dZ\ (v) = price
check \tSek\ (v) = inspect
content \"kÅntent\ (n) = the things inside a

container (box, bag, etc)
customs officer \"køst´mz ÆÅfIs´\ (n) = border

official
declare \dI"kle´\ (v) = to claim
empty \"empti\ (adj) = having nothing inside
endangered species \In"deIndZ´d "spi…Si…z\ (n) =

animals at risk of extinction
flat tyre (phr) = a punctured tyre
horror story (phr) = a frightening story
import \Im"pO…t\ (v) = to buy foreign products

and bring them into your country
liquid \"lIkwId\ (n) = a fluid
lost luggage (phr) = lost suitcases
missed flight (phr) = be late for a flight
passenger \"pœs´ndZ´\ (n) = a traveller
passport \"pA…spO…t\ (n) = official document you

need to travel
poison \"pOIz´n\ (n) = a dangerous substance

that can kill
preserve \prI"z‰…v\ (v) = to prevent sth from

damage or decay
problem \"prÅbl´m\ (n) = a complicated situation
release \rI"li…s\ (v) = to set free
reptile \"reptaIl\ (n) = cold-blooded animal
safety \"seIfti\ (n) = security
scorpion \"skO…pi´n\ (n) = an insect-like animal
specimen \"spesIm´n\ (n) = an example of sth
state \steIt\ (v) = to declare formally
steal \sti…l\ (v) = to take without permission
sunburnt \"sønb‰…nt\ (adj) = red skin from too

much sunlight
surprise \s´"praIz\ (n) = a shock
take risks (phr) = do sth uncertain
travel \"trœv´l\ (v) = to go from one place to

another
wallet \"wÅlIt\ (n) = a small case to keep money
wildlife \"waIldlaIf\ (n) = all the animals and

plants living in the wild

announcement \´"naUnsm´nt\ (n) = broadcast
be off \bi "Åf\ (v) = to go somewhere
delay \dI"leI\ (v) = to cause to be late
fancy \"fœnsi\ (v) = unusual; to want
handle \"hœndl\ (n) = the grip of a suitcase
realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to become aware of
sticker \"stIk´\ (n) = small paper that sticks

allowed \´"laUd\ (adj) = have permission 
argument \"A…gjUm´nt\ (n) = disagreement
blog \blÅg\ (n) = an online personal diary
cockroach \"kÅkr´UtS\ (n) = a large flat insect
contact \"kÅntœkt\ (v) = get in touch

crowd \kraUd\ (n) = group of people
disagree (about) \ÆdIs´"gri…\ (v) = to not agree
enjoy \In"dZOI\ (v) = take pleasure in
event \I"vent\ (n) = occasion
goal \g´Ul\ (n) = aim, purpose
kick \kIk\ (v) = hit with your foot 
pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = lift sth up
race \reIs\ (n) = competition to see who is fastest
receive \rI"si…v\ (v) = to get sth
rider \"raId´\ (n) = sb who rides an animal or

vehicle
rule \ru…l\ (n) = to control
simple \"sImp´l\ (adj) = easy
sport \spO…t\ (n) = games & leisure activities
stick \stIk\ (n) = a thin branch
straight line (phr) = not changing direction
strange \streIndZ\ (adj) = weird
sugar cane \"SUg´ keIn\ (n) = plant we get

sugar from
take place (phr) = to happen
tasty \"teIsti\ (adj) = delicious
tiny \"taIni\ (adj) = extremely small
tip \tIp\ (n) = a small piece of advice
treat \tri…t\ (n) = sth special to eat
trek \trek\ (v) = to hike over rough land
trunk \trøNk\ (n) = the long nose of an elephant
weird \wI´d\ (adj) = strange

athlete \"œTli…t\ (n) = sb who does sports
available \´"veIl´b´l\ (adj) = free
avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to stay away from
balanced diet (phr) = a healthy eating plan
carbohydrate \ÆkA…b´U"haIdreIt, -dr´t\ (n) =

substance in food that provides energy
contain \k´n"teIn\ (v) = to have sth
dairy \"de´ri\ (adj) = referring to milk products 
dehydrated \Ædi…haI"dreItId\ (adj) = losing too

much water
destroy \dI"strOI\ (v) = to ruin
exercise \"eks´saIz\ (n) = physical activity to

keep fit
fat \fœt\ (n) = substance which is used for

energy in the body
fuel \"fju…´l\ (n) = sth that provides heat or

power when burnt
healthy diet (phr) = a wholesome eating plan
in good shape (phr) = fit & healthy
muscle \"møs´l\ (n) = tissue that controls

movement
need \ni…d\ (v) = to require
nutrient \"nju…tri´nt\ (n) = food substance you

need to grow
physical activity (phr) = bodily movement
plenty of (phr) = a great deal
protein \"pr´Uti…n\ (n) = a substance in food

you need to be healthy
provide \pr´"vaId\ (v) = to give sth
remember \rI"memb´\ (v) = to bring to mind
repair \rI"pe´\ (v) = to fix
require \rI"kwaI´\ (v) = to need
source of energy (phr) = where you get energy
starchy food (phr) = food that gives energy
stay fit (phr) = remain in good shape
store \stO…\ (v) = to keep for use later
strengthen \"streNT´n, "strenT´n\ (v) = to make

stronger 
strong \strÅN\ (adj) = powerful
sugary drink (phr) = liquid with a lot of sugar
vegetable \"vedZt´b´l\ (n) = plant which you

can eat

abroad \´"brO…d\ (adv) = away from your country
awful \"O…f´l\ (adj) = very bad
exciting \Ik"saItIN\ (adj) = thrilling
get off \Æget "Åf\ (phr v) = leave a plane, bus, etc
greetings \"gri…tINz\ (n) = a way of saying hello
meet \mi…t\ (v) = to become acquainted
plenty of (phr) = a great deal
tiring \"taI´rIN\ (adj) = making you feel tired
trip \"trIp\ (n) = a journey to a place

visit \"vIzIt\ (v) = to go somewhere for a short
time

brilliant \"brIlj´nt\ (adj) = wonderful
deep \Ædi…p\ (adj) = not shallow
desert sands (phr) = sand in a very hot dry area
marvel \"mA…v´l\ (v) = to admire
sights \saIts\ (pl n) = places to see in a place
trek \trek\ (v) = to hike

arson \"A…s´n\ (n) = the crime of deliberately
lighting a fire to destroy sth

bank \bœNk\ (n) = a building where people
keep their money

break into \breIk ÆInt´\ (phr v) = to enter a
building by force (especially to steal sth)

burglary \"b‰…gl´ri\ (n) = entering a place
illegally in order to steal

car theft \"kA… ÆTeft\ (n) = stealing of a car
clothes \kl´UDz, kl´Uz\ (n) = things people wear
crime \kraIm\ (n) = an illegal activity
drive \draIv\ (v) = operate a vehicle
forest fire \"fÅr´st faI´\ (n) = a fire in a wooded

area
give advice (phr) = tell sb what to do in a

situation
headline \"hedlaIn\ (n) = the title of a

newspaper article
logo \"l´Ug´U\ (n) = the special design that

represents a company’s name
newspaper \"nju…sÆpeIp´\ (n) = printed paper

with news and stories
picking pockets (phr) = stealing things from

people’s pockets
poem \"p´U´m\ (n) = a piece of writing often in

rhyming lines
quiz \kwIz\ (n) = a set of short questions

designed to test knowledge
rob \rÅb\ (v) = to steal sth from sb or a place 
robbery \"rÅb´ri\ (n) = the act of stealing from

a place
safety \"seIfti\ (n) = security
shoplifting \"SÅpÆlIftIN\ (n) = stealing goods

from a shop
speed limit \"spi…d ÆlImIt\ (n) = the fastest speed

at which you are allowed to drive by law
speeding \"spi…dIN\ (n) = driving too fast
spray paint (phr) = coloured liquid in a can 
statue \"stœtSu…\ (n) = a large sculpture
steal \sti…l\ (v) = to take sth without permission
suggestion \s´"dZestS´n\ (n) = a proposal
vandalism \"vœnd´lIz´m\ (n) = deliberate

damage to sth
wallet \"wÅlIt\ (n) = a small case to keep money

accuse \´"kju…z\ (v) = to blame sb for sth
address \´"dres\ (n) = the location of a building
advert \"œdv´t\ (n) = an announcement about

sth (poster, notice etc)
against sb’s will (phr) = without sb’s

permission or agreement
answer \"A…ns´\ (n) = reply
appeal \´"pi…l\ (v) = to ask for sth in a formal way
arrest \´"rest\ (v) = to catch sb and take them

to a police station
attract \´"trœkt\ (v) = to get sb’s attention or

interest
badge \bœdZ\ (n) = metal police identification
be worth (phr) = to deserve
break into \breIk ÆInt´\ (phr v) = to enter by force
burglar \"b‰…gl´\ (n) = a thief who enters a

building by force
camel \"kœm´l\ (n) = a large desert animal
camera \"kœm´r´\ (n) = equipment used to

take pictures
capture \"kœptS´\ (v) = to catch sb or sth
catch \kœtS\ (v) = capture, observe
commit a crime (phr) = to do sth illegal
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community service \k´Æmju…n´ti "s‰…vIs\ (n) =
unpaid work done by criminals instead of
going to prison

competition \ÆkÅmp´"tIS´n\ (n) = a contest
court \kO…t\ (n) = place where legal matters are

decided
crime \kraIm\ (n) = an illegal activity 
criminal \"krIm´n´l\ (n) = sb who commits a

crime
decide \dI"saId\ (v) = to make up one’s mind

about sth
disappointment \ÆdIs´"pOIntm´nt\ (n) = feeling

let down
entry form \"entri fO…m\ (n) = a paper to enter

a competition
fight \faIt\ (n) = a physical conflict
find \faInd\ (v) = discover, decide (in court)
fine \faIn\ (n) = a monetary punishment
foolish \"fu…lIS\ (adj) = silly
freeze \fri…z\ (v) = to stand still
funny \"føni\ (adj) = causing laughter
get caught (phr) = captured
graffiti \gr´"fi…ti\ (n) = words or pictures drawn

on walls in public places
guilty \"gIlti\ (adj) = at fault
handcuffs \"hœndkøfs\ (n) = two metal rings

used during an arrest
have a bath (phr) = to wash your body
hidden \"hIdn\ (adj) = out of sight
hold up \Æh´Uld "øp\ (phr v) = to rob
imagine \I"mœdZIn\ (v) = to think of, visualise
immediately \I"mi…di´tli\ (adv) = at once
jail term (phr) = the length of time a criminal

must spend in prison 
joke \dZ´Uk\ (n) = sth intended for fun
judge \dZødZ\ (n) = person who makes the

decisions in court
kidnap \"kIdnœp\ (v) = to take sb away against

their will
kidnapper \"kIdnœp´\ (n) = person who takes

sb against their will
male \meIl\ (n) = man or boy
mistake \mI"steIk\ (n) = sth you do wrong
modern-day \"mÅdn deI\ (adj) = existing now,

in the present time
mug \møg\ (v) = to attack and steal sb’s money
mugger \"møg´\ (n) = person who attacks and

steals sb’s money
note \n´Ut\ (n) = a piece of paper worth a

specific amount of money
notice \"n´UtIs\ (v) = to become aware of sth
of course (phr) = certainly
outside \ÆaUt"saId\ (adv) = not inside
pair of (phr) = a couple of
pay \peI\ (v) = to give money for sth
pensioner \"penS´n´\ (n) = sb retired who gets

a pension
police chief \p´"li…s tSi…f\ (n) = person in charge

of the police
prison \"prIz´n\ (n) = jail
privacy \"prIv´si, "praI-\ (n) = not being in the

public eye
prize \praIz\ (n) = reward
realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to become aware of sth
rob \rÅb\ (v) = to steal from
robber \"rÅb´\ (n) = sb who steals sth
sentence \"sent´ns\ (v) = punishment for a crime
shopkeeper \"SÅpÆki…p´\ (n) = sb who owns a shop
silly \"sIli\ (adj) = foolish
speed \spi…d\ (v) = quickness
steal \sti…l\ (v) = to take without permission
stupid \"stju…pId\ (adj) = foolish, unintelligent
take away \ÆteIk ´"weI\ (phr v) = to remove sth
take out \ÆteIk "aUt\ (phr v) = pull out, remove
thief \Ti…f\ (n) = sb who steals
ticket \"tIkIt\ (n) = official paper to pay a fine
traffic \"trœfIk\ (n) = all vehicles on the road
vandal \"vœndl\ (n) = sb who damages public

property
vandalism \"vœnd´lIz´m\ (n) = the damaging of

public property
violate \"vaI´leIt\ (v) = disturb, abuse

want \wÅnt\ (v) = to desire, wish for
wife \waIf\ (n) = (female) spouse
winner \"wIn´\ (n) = victor
witness statement (phr) = an official account

of events sb witnessed

aspirin \"œsprIn\ (n) = a drug for pain
degree \dI"gri…\ (n) = extent
diary \"daI´ri\ (n) = journal
direction \dI"rekS´n, daI-\ (n) = general line sb

or sth is moving in
disappear \ÆdIs´"pI´\ (v) = to vanish
draw \drO…\ (v) = to sketch
exhausted \Ig"zO…stId\ (adj) = very tired
frequency \"fri…kw´nsi\ (n) = how often sth

happens
gigantic \dZaI"gœntIk\ (adj) = huge
headache \"hedeIk\ (n) = pain in the head
homework \"h´Umw‰…k\ (n) = schoolwork to do

at home
law of nature (phr) = natural process of

plants and animals
lose weight (phr) = become less heavy
manner \"mœn´\ (n) = the way sth is done
personal \"p‰…s´n´l\ (adj) = private, individual
possible \"pÅs´b´l\ (adj) = likely
Prime Minister \ÆpraIm "mInIst´\ (n) = head of

government in some countries
purse \p‰…s\ (n) = small bag to keep money in
reach \ri…tS\ (v) = to arrive at
silver \"sIlv´\ (adj) = made of silver
sweet \swi…t\ (n) = candy
switch off \ÆswItS "Åf\ (phr v) = to turn off 
thrilled \TrIld\ (adj) = extremely pleased
truth \tru…T\ (n) = fact
weather \"weD´\ (n) = climate
wish \wIS\ (n) = desire, hope
wooden \"wUdn\ (adj) = made of wood
woollen \"wUl´n\ (adj) = made of wool

area \"e´ri´\ (n) = a part of a place
balsa \"bO…ls´\ (n) = a type of wood
battery \"bœt´ri\ (n) = the power provider for

electrical devices to work
branch \brA…ntS\ (n) = one of the parts that

grow out from the trunk of a tree
bright \braIt\ (adj) = intense, vivid
bush \bøS\ (n) = a low shrub with many branches
campfire \"kœmpfaI´\ (n) = a fire you light

when camping
campsite \"kœmpsaIt\ (n) = an area where

people can camp
chance \tSA…ns\ (n) = likelihood, possibility
chewing gum \"tSu…IN gøm\ (n) = a sticky kind

of sweet that you chew
climb \klaIm\ (v) = to go up
confident \"kÅnfId´nt\ (adj) = sure that you can

do sth well
downstream \ÆdaUn"stri…m\ (adv) = in the

direction of a river’s current
excited \Ik"saItId\ (adj) = enthusiastic
find out \faInd "aUt\ (phr v) = to discover
follow \"fÅl´U\ (v) = to walk behind sb or sth
get lost (phr) = to lose one’s way
ground \graUnd\ (n) = soil and rock
guide \gaId\ (n) = sb who shows people the

way (as on a tour)
helicopter \"helIkÅpt´\ (n) = aircraft with long

blades on top
hiss \hIs\ (v) = to make a noise like a long ‘s’
insect \"Insekt\ (n) = small animal with six legs
jungle \"dZøng´l\ (n) = a tropical forest
keep sth away (phr) = to stop sth from

coming near you
leaf \li…f\ (n) = flat thin part of a tree or plant
match \mœtS\ (n) = a small stick used to light a

fire
mountain \"maUnt´n\ (n) = a high area of land
oak \´Uk\ (n) = type of tree
pine \paIn\ (n) = type of tree

probably \"prÅb´bli\ (adv) = likely
raft \rA…ft\ (n) = wood tied together to make a

floating platform
recommend \Ærek´"mend\ (v) = to advise as the

best choice/course of action
rescue \"reskju…\ (v) = to save from harm
river \"rIv´\ (n) = a large stream of fresh water

flowing continuously in a long line
rush \røS\ (v) = (of liquid) to flow very quickly
rustle \"røs´l\ (v) = to make soft crackling sounds
safe \seIf\ (adj) = free from danger
scared \ske´d\ (adj) = frightened
separate from \"sep´r´t fr´m, frÅm\ (v) = to

move apart from sb
shell \Sel\ (n) = hard covering around sth
sing \sIN\ (v) = to make musical sounds
spend time (phr) = to use time doing sth
stream \stri…m\ (n) = a small river
survival \s´"vaIv´l\ (n) = the act of staying alive
survival skill (phr) = the ability to stay alive
survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to continue to exist
take care of (phr) = look after
tour guide \tU´ gaId\ (n) = sb who shows

tourists around a place
transparent \trœnspœr´nt\ (adj) = that can be

seen through
view \vju…\ (n) = what you can see from a place
without a scratch (phr) = completely unharmed
wood \wUd\ (n) = the hard substance trees are

made of
worried \"wørid\ (adj) = anxious, upset

crash \krœS\ (n) = a sudden loud noise
drive off \ÆdraIv "Åf\ (v) = (of a vehicle) to leave
number plate \"nømb´ pleIt\ (n) = an official

number sign on a car
rider \"raId´\ (n) = sb driving a motorbike
smash \smœS\ (v) = to hit against sth with a lot

of force, and suddenly
traffic lights \"trœfIk laIts\ (n) = a set of lights

that control traffic
windscreen \"wIndskri…n\ (n) = window at the

front of a car

anti-social \Æœnti "s´US´l\ (adj) = not friendly
charity \"tSœr´ti\ (n) = giving help
club \kløb\ (n) = type of organisation
customer \"køst´m´\ (n) = sb who buys goods

or a service
deal with \"di…l wID, wIT\ (phr v) = take care of
decent \"di…s´nt\ (adj) = acceptable
deliver \dI"lIv´\ (v) = to distribute
disabled \dIs"eIb´ld\ (adj) = sb with limited ability
donate \d´U"neIt\ (v) = to give away
experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (n) = to face
foundation \faUn"deIS´n\ (n) = organisation
free time (phr) = when you’re not working
homeless \"h´Uml´s\ (adj) = having nowhere to

live
leaflet \"li…flIt\ (n) = a printed flier you hand out
needy \"ni…di\ (adj) = poor
organisation \O…rg´naIzeIS´n\ (n) = group or club
policing \p´lI…sIN\ (n) = keeping order (police)
positive \"pÅz´tIv\ (adj) = pleasant
raise money (phr) = collect money for charity
research \rI"s‰…tS\ (n) = study, investigation
second-hand \Æsek´nd "hœnd\ (adj) = not new,

owned before
shape \SeIp\ (v) = form
society \s´"saI´ti\ (n) = the community
support \s´"pO…t\ (v) = help
volunteer \ÆvÅl´n"tI´\ (n) = a person who gives

their time freely to help
wisdom \"wIzd´m\ (n) = intelligence

appearance \´"pI´r´ns\ (n) = the way sb or sth
looks

be alone (phr) = by oneself
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believe in (sb) =\bI"li…v In\ (phr v) = have
confidence in

borrow \"bÅr´U\ (v) = to use temporarily
boss \bÅs\ (n) = sb in charge
bully \"bUli\ (n) = sb who tries to hurt or

frighten sb weaker than them
call sb names (phr) = to say unpleasant things

about sb
fear \fI´\ (n) = a strong feeling of worry
force \fO…s\ (v) = to make sb do sth
make friends (phr) = to begin a friendship
nasty \"nA…sti\ (adj) = unpleasant
petal \"petl\ (n) = part of a flower
playground \"pleIgraUnd\ (n) = area where

children play
punch \pøntS\ (v) = to hit with your fist
slave \sleIv\ (n) = servant
speak up \spi…k "øp\ (phr v) = tp protest sth 
stamp \stœmp\ (v) = put your foot down forcefully
stand up \stœnd "øp\ (phr v) = face, confront
stem \stem\ (n) = the upright part of a plant
stomach \"støm´k\ (n) = front part of your

body near your waist
tell lies (phr) = say untruths
weak \wi…k\ (adj) = lacking strength

accent \"œks´nt\ (n) = a regional pronunciation
classmate \"klA…smeIt\ (n) = a student in your class
embarrassed \Im"bœr´st\ (adj) = awkward
get tired of (phr) = lose interest
ignore \Ig"nO…\ (v) = to not pay attention to
make fun of (phr) = tease or laugh at sb
miss \mIs\ (v) = to not take part in sth
reaction \ri"œkS´n\ (n) = response
school counsellor \Æsku…l "kaUns´l´\ (n) = sb

whose job is to advise you at school

a helping hand (phr) = help from sb
build a better future (phr) = improve the future
do one’s best (phr) = to the best of your ability
get through \Æget Tru…\ (phr v) = to deal with a

difficult situation
have around \Æhœv ´"raUnd\ (phr v) = to be

surrounded by
indeed \In"di…d\ (adv) = without a doubt
look out (for) \lUk "aUt\ (phr v) = to take care of
protect \pr´"tekt\ (v) = to secure
safe and sound (phr) = completely safe
stay alive (phr) = keep living
times of trouble (phr) = difficult times
troubles \"trøb´lz\ (pl n) = problems or difficulties

air pollution \e´ p´"lU…S´n\ (n) = process of
making the air dirty

cut down \køt "daUn\ (phr v) = to cause to fall
using an axe or saw (tree)

deforestation \di…ÆfÅr´"steIS´n\ (n) = cut down
all the trees in an area

endangered \In"deIndZ´d\ (adj) = (of animals)
in danger of extinction

energy waste (phr) = the use of too much
energy

environmental \InÆvaIr´n"mentl\ (adj) =
concerned with the natural world

exhaust fumes (phr) = pollution from a car
natural habitat (phr) = the natural environment

of a plant or animal
poison \"pOIz´n\ (v) = to pollute, contaminate
recycle \Æri…"saIk´l\ (v) = reuse
rubbish \"røbIS\ (n) = useless or used material

that needs to be disposed of 
turn off \Æt‰…n "Åf\ (phr v) = to switch off
water pollution (phr) = process of making

water dirty
weather conditions (phr) = climate

announcement \´"naUnsm´nt\ (n) = broadcast
appear \´"pI´\ (v) = to be present

authorities \O…"TÅr´tiz\ (n) = officials
be extinct (phr) = to stop existing
busy \"bIzi\ (adj) = active
car park \"kA… pA…k\ (n) = an area where people

park their cars
clean up \Ækli…n "øp\ (phr v) = make free of dirt,

tidy
conservationist \ÆkÅns´"veIS´nIst\ (n) = sb who

protects the environment
conserve \k´n"s‰…v\ (v) = to protect sth from

harm, loss or change
cultural site (phr) = place important to a

specific society
damage \"dœmIdZ\ (n) = harm, destruction
destination \ÆdestI"neIS´n\ (n) = the place to

which sb is going
dry \draI\ (adj) = having no water
effect \I"fekt\ (n) = result
extinction \Ik"stINkS´n\ (n) = dying out of a

species
face \feIs\ (v) = to deal with sth
giant \"dZaI´nt\ (adj) = very large
global warming \Ægl´Ub´l "wO…mIN\ (n) = the

increase in the Earth’s temperature
humid \"hju…mId\ (adj) = warm and wet
melting ice (phr) = ice that becomes water
monument \"mÅnjUm´nt\ (n) = a structure of

historic importance
mystical \"mIstIk´l\ (adj) = magical
polluted \p´"lu…tId\ (adj) = contaminated, dirty
power \"paU´\ (n) = ability
preserve \prI"z‰…v\ (v) = to keep in good

condition
problem \"prÅbl´m\ (n) = a complicated situation
protect \pr´"tekt\ (v) = to defend sb/sth
public transport (phr) = transport that

everyone can use such as trains and buses
rainforest \"reInÆfÅr´st\ (n) = a tropical forest
responsible (for) \rI"spÅns´b´l\ (adj) = being

the cause of sth
rising sea (phr) = increasing sea level
sandstone \"sœndst´Un\ (adj) = type of rock
solution \s´"lu…S´n\ (n) = an answer to a

question or problem
survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to continue living
symbol \"sImb´l\ (n) = representation
temperature \"tempr´tS´\ (n) = how hot or cold

sth is
temple \"temp´l\ (n) = place of worship
threaten \"Tretn\ (v) = endanger
unfortunately \øn"fO…tS´n´tli\ (adv) = sadly,

regrettably
vegetation \ÆvedZ´"teIS´n\ (n) = plants
worship \"w‰…SIp\ (v) = to show profound

religious devotion and respect to

abroad \´"brO…d\ (adv) = away from your country
decision \dI"sIZ´n\ (n) = the act of deciding
fall \ÆfO…l\ (v) = drop to the ground
intention \In"tenS´n\ (n) = purpose
ladder \"lœd´\ (n) = sth you use to climb up

and down
polar bear \Æp´Ul´ "be´\ (n) = white bear found

near the North Pole
prediction \prI"dIkS´n\ (n) = saying what will

happen
traffic jam \"trœfIk ÆdZœm\ (n) = road blocked

by too many vehicles

astonished \´"stÅnISt\ (adj) = very surprised
atmosphere \"œtm´sfI´\ (n) = feeling
awake \´"weIk\ (adj) = not sleeping
blow \bl´U\ (v) = to send out air from your

mouth
break out \breIk "aUt\ (phr v) = to start suddenly
breeze \bri…z\ (n) = a gentle wind
burst \b‰…st\ (v) = explode, blow up
cause \kO…z\ (n) = an aim you fight for
cloud \klaUd\ (n) = mass of water vapour in

the sky

come into contact with (phr) = to touch
common \"kÅm´n\ (adj) = happening often
different \"dIf´r´nt\ (adj) = not the same
drizzle \"drIz´l\ (v) = rain lightly
dust \døst\ (n) = fine powdery substance
electrical \I"lektrIk´l\ (adj) = using electricity
freak of nature (phr) = sth strange and unusual
explain \Ik"spleIn\ (v) = give reason for
explanation \Æekspl´"neIS´n\ (n) = reason
fiercely \"fI´sli\ (adv) = strongly
float \fl´Ut\ (v) = hover, drift
freeze \fri…z\ (v) = to ice over
gale \geIl\ (n) = a very strong wind
glide \glaId\ (v) = move smoothly
glowing \"gl´UIN\ (adj) = emitting a steady

bright light, without flames
hail \heIl\ (n) = frozen rain
hardly \"hA…dli\ (adv) = scarcely, barely
heatwave \"hi…tweIv\ (n) = hotter weather than

usual
howl \haUl\ (v) = to make a loud crying sound
ice \aIs\ (n) = frozen water
meteorologist \Æmi…ti´"rÅl´dZIst\ (n) = a person

who studies and forecasts the weather
moonlight \"mu…nlaIt\ (n) = the light from the

moon
mysterious \mI"stI´ri´s\ (adj) = difficult to

understand
phenomena \f´"nÅm´n´\ (n) = occurrences
pour \pO…\ (v) = to rain heavily
power line \"paU´ laIn\ (n) = a cable which

carries electricity
rain \reIn\ (n) = water from clouds
rare \re´\ (adj) = not common, unusual
release \rI"li…s\ (v) = to set free
report \rI"pO…t\ (n) = a statement made widely

known; rumour
scatter \"skœt´\ (v) = spread out
shine \SaIn\ (v) = to gleam
shower \"SaU´\ (n) = a short rainfall
sleet \sli…t\ (n) = partly frozen rain
snow \sn´U\ (n) = soft bits of frozen water
snowfall \"sn´UfO…l\ (n) = amount of snow in an

area
storm \stO…m\ (n) = bad weather
suck \søk\ (v) = to pull up with force
sun \søn\ (n) = the star the Earth moves around
sunshine \"sønSaIn\ (n) = light from the Sun
thunderstorm \"Tønd´stO…m\ (n) = a storm with

lots of rain and thunder
volcanic eruption (phr) = a sudden explosion

from a mountain
weird \wI´d\ (adj) = strange
wind \wInd\ (n) = current of air

cousin \"køz´n\ (n) = child of your aunt or uncle
greenhouse \"gri…nhaUs\ (n) = a glass building

used to grow plants
information \ÆInf´"meIS´n\ (n) = facts
never mind (phr) = it doesn’t matter
volunteer \ÆvÅl´n"tI´\ (n) = to do charitable or

helpful work without pay

(be) afraid (of) =\´"freId\ (adj) = frightened
coast \k´Ust\ (n) = land next to the sea
endangered species \In"deIndZ´d "spi…Si…z\ (n) =

animals at risk of extinction
face extinction (phr) = at risk of dying out
fishing village (phr) = a small town where the

people fish for a living
freshwater \"freSwO…t´\ (adj) = not salty water
mammal \"mœm´l\ (n) = warm-blooded

animals that feed their young milk
native \"neItIv\ (adj) = local
overfishing \Æ´Uv´"fISIN\ (n) = catching too

many fish
part \pA…t\ (n) = involvement
reason \"ri…z´n\ (n) = explanation
reflect \rI"flekt\ (v) = to send back light
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river \"rIv´\ (n) = a large stream of fresh water
flowing continuously in a long line

survival \s´"vaIv´l\ (n) = continuing to exist
threaten \"Tretn\ (v) = endanger
unique \ju…"ni…k\ (adj) = one of a kind

allow \´"laU\ (v) = to permit
blanket \"blœNkIt\ (n) = a piece of cloth you

use in bed to keep you warm
chemical \"kemIk´l\ (n) = a substance made

from a chemical process
continue \k´n"tInju…\ (v) = to keep on
discover \dIs"køv´\ (v) = to find out
extinct \Ik"stINkt\ (adj) = no longer existing
filter \"fIlt´\ (v) = to remove certain particles 
fix \fIks\ (v) = to attach firmly
gas \gœs\ (n) = a substance that is neither

liquid or solid (e.g. oxygen)
harmful \"hA…mf´l\ (adj) = damaging
hole \h´Ul\ (n) = opening
ozone layer \"´Uz´Un ÆleI´\ (n) = a gaseous layer

around the Earth
ray \reI\ (n) = narrow beam of light
scientist \"saI´ntIst\ (n) = sb who studies science
surround \s´"raUnd\ (v) = to be all around

cause \kO…z\ (v) = make sth happen
chimney \"tSImni\ (n) = pipe on the roof that

smoke comes out of
filter \"fIlt´\ (n) = sth which blocks certain

particles
fume \fju…m\ (n) = a vapour (often unpleasant)
increase \In"kri…s\ (v) = to make or become

larger or greater
poison \"pOIz´n\ (v) = to pollute, contaminate
reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to bring down, as in

amount, extent, degree etc
smog \smÅg\ (n) = a mix of fog and smoke
solution \s´"lu…S´n\ (n) = answer
vehicle \"vi…Ik´l\ (n) = a means of transport

do one’s part (phr) = be involved
litter \"lIt´\ (n) = rubbish
make a difference (phr) = to have an

important effect on sth/sb
pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = collect, gather
plant \plA…nt\ (v) = to put in the ground to grow
pollute \p´"lu…t\ (v) = to dirty (air, soil, water)
recycle \Æri…"saIk´l\ (v) = to reuse
save our planet (phr) = help protect the Earth

advice \´d"vaIs\ (n) = a suggestion
antique \œnti…k\ (n) = an old object
bar graph \"bA… grA…f\ (n) = a mathematical chart
blog \blÅg\ (n) = an online personal diary
body language \"bÅdi ÆlœNgwIdZ\ (n) = use of

your body to show feelings
communication \k´Æmju…nI"keIS´n\ (n) = contact
email \"i…meIl\ (n) = electronic message
fax \fœks\ (n) = transmitted document
fax machine \"fœks m´ÆSi…n\ (n) = machine that

sends and receives documents along a
phone line

gesture \"dZestS´\ (n) = movement of your body
information \ÆInf´"meIS´n\ (n) = fact(s), data
instruction \In"strøkS´n\ (n) = details on how to

do sth
Internet \"Int´net\ (n) = worldwide computer

network
letter \"let´\ (n) = message by post
machine \m´"Si…n\ (n) = equipment
message \"mesIdZ\ (n) = note
MMS (phr) = MMS (Multimedia Messaging

Service)
mobile phone \Æm´UbaIl "f´Un\ (n) = a portable

type of phone

pager \"peIdZ´\ (n) = a device which receives
short messages

receive \rI"si…v\ (v) = to get sth
satellite \"sœt´laIt\ (n) = a communications

device which orbits the Earth
send \send\ (v) = to transmit
SMS (phr) = SMS (Short Messaging Service)
technology \tek"nÅl´dZi\ (n) = scientific

knowledge for practical purposes
telephone \"tel´f´Un\ (n) = communications

equipment

answer \"A…ns´\ (n) = reply, solution
astronaut \"œstr´nO…t\ (n) = sb trained to travel

and work in space
chemist \"kemIst\ (n) = sb who studies chemistry
communicate \k´"mju…nIkeIt\ (v) = to be in

contact with
consist (of) \k´n"sIst\ (v) = to be made of
desert island \Ædez´t "aIl´nd\ (n) = an island

where nobody lives
design \dI"zaIn\ (v) = to think of/plan sth
difficult \"dIfIk´lt\ (adj) = not easy
explore \Ik"splO…\ (v) = to look around
extraterrestrial \Æekstr´t´"restri´l\ (n) = creature

not from Earth
function \"føNkS´n\ (n) = role, use
golden \"g´Uld´n\ (adj) = made of gold
greet \gri…t\ (v) = to say hello
greeting \"gri…tIN\ (n) = a way of saying hello
hopeful \"h´Upf´l\ (adj) = optimistic
human race \Æhju…m´n "reIs\ (n) = mankind
in the form of (phr) = in the shape of
include \In"klu…d\ (v) = to add as part of sth else
individual \ÆIndI"vIdZu´l\ (adj) = separate
inhabitant \In"hœbIt´nt\ (n) = a resident
land \lœnd\ (v) = to touch down (aircraft)
language \"lœNgwIdZ\ (n) = system of

communication 
launch \lO…ntS\ (v) = to send a spacecraft into

space
look to \lUk t´, tU\ (phr v) = to turn one’s

attention to
message \"mesIdZ\ (n) = communication
messenger \"mes´ndZ´\ (n) = sb who delivers

messages
mission \"mIS´n\ (n) = a special assignment
on the team (phr) = part of a group
part \pA…t\ (n) = region, area
planet \"plœnIt\ (n) = a round object that

moves around a star
planetarium \Æplœn´"te´ri´m\ (n) = a theatre for

projecting images of the universe
question \"kwestS´n\ (n) = query, consideration
receive \rI"si…v\ (v) = to get sth
record \"rekO…d\ (n) = a round flat disc to store

information on
represent \ÆreprI"zent\ (v) = to symbolise
rocket \"rÅkIt\ (n) = tube-shaped space vehicle
satellite \"sœt´laIt\ (n) = a communications

device which orbits a planet
scientist \"saI´ntIst\ (n) = sb who studies science
solar system \"s´ Ul´ ÆsIst´m\ (n) = a sun and the

planets around it
spacecraft \"speIskrA…ft\ (n) = a vehicle that

travels in space
space exploration \ÆspeIs ekspl´"reIS´n\ (n) =

investigation of the universe
space station \"speIs ÆsteIS´n\ (n) = an occupied

spacecraft orbiting a planet
species \"spi…Si…z\ (n) = a group of related animals
surface \"s‰…f´s\ (n) = the outside area of sth
time capsule \"taIm Ækœpsju…l\ (n) = an object

containing items from a certain time period
transmit \trœnz"mIt\ (v) = to send out
whale \weIl\ (n) = a sea mammal

according to (phr) = as shown by
antivirus program (phr) = software to protect

against computer viruses

exact \Ig"zœkt\ (adj) = precise
exam \Ig"zœm\ (n) = test
habit \"hœbIt\ (n) = sth you do often
hungry \"høNgri\ (adj) = feeling the need to eat
install \In"stO…l\ (v) = to set sth up
meaning \"mi…nIN\ (n) = what sth refers to
pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = answer the phone
program \"pr´Ugrœm\ (n) = software
record \"rekO…d\ (n) = the best result ever
remote control \rIÆm´Ut k´n"tr´Ul\ (n) = sth that

lets you control a machine from a distance
speech \spi…tS\ (n) = spoken language
video game \"vIdi´U geIm\ (n) = computer game
vinyl \"vaIn´l\ (adj) = type of plastic

backup \"bœkøp\ (n) = a spare copy of a file
bank account \"bœNk ´ÆkaUnt\ (n) = agreement

with a bank to put in and take out money
burglary \"b‰…gl´ri\ (n) = entering a place

illegally in order to steal
burn \b‰…n\ (v) = to copy a CD or DVD
CD drive \Æsi… "di… draIv\ (n) = device that plays

CDs
chat \tSœt\ (v) = to talk in an informal way
compilation \ÆkÅmpI"leIS´n\ (n) = collection
contact \"kÅntœkt\ (v) = to communicate
copy \"kÅpi\ (v) = to make a duplicate
daily routine \ÆdeIli ru…"ti…n\ (n) = everyday habit
design \dI"zaIn\ (v) = to think of/plan sth
disadvantage \ÆdIs´d"vA…ntIdZ\ (n) = sth less useful
document \"dÅkjUm´nt\ (n) = a piece of paper

with some information on it
doorknob \"dO…nÅb\ (n) = round door handle
download \ÆdaUn"l´Ud\ (v) = to transfer onto a

computer
DVD drive \Ædi… vi… "di… draIv\ (n) = device that

plays DVDs
feel like (phr) = want
file \faIl\ (n) = information stored on a PC
fresh \freS\ (adj) = unspoiled, not stale
fridge \frIdZ\ (n) = cold container for food
generation \ÆdZen´"reIS´n\ (n) = age group
get back \Æget "bœk\ (phr v) = to return
get in touch with (phr) = to contact
graph \grA…f\ (n) = mathematical diagram
heating system (phr) = equipment used to

warm your house
information \ÆInf´"meIS´n\ (n) = fact(s)
intelligent \In"telIdZ´nt\ (adj) = clever
keyboard \"ki…bO…d\ (n) = the set of keys you

press to write on a computer
majority \m´"dZÅr´ti\ (n) = most people
mouse \maUs\ (n) = a device you use to move

the cursor on the screen of your computer
nanotechnology \Ænœn´Utek"nÅl´dZi\ (n) =

science of working with molecules
nickname \"nIkneIm\ (n) = informal name
online \Ån"laIn\ (adv) = on/over the Internet
password \"pA…sw‰…d\ (n) = a secret word or code
personal \"p‰…s´n´l\ (adj) = belonging to a person
prepare \prI"pe´\ (v) = to make sth ready
presentation \Æprez´n"teIS´n\ (n) = formal talk
print \prInt\ (v) = to make a paper copy of sth
printer \"prInt´\ (n) = machine that prints

copies of documents
researcher \rI"s‰…tS´\ (n) = sb who studies sth
role \r´Ul\ (n) = an actor’s part in a film or play
run out of \røn "aUt ´v\ (phr v) = to be used up
save \seIv\ (v) = to store computer data
scanner \"skœn´\ (n) = machine that copies

documents onto a computer
screen \skri…n\ (n) = a flat surface where

information or pictures are shown
sense \sens\ (v) = feel, find out
smart \smA…t\ (adj) = advanced
speaker \"spi…k´\ (n) = device used to listen to

sound
stranger \"streIndZ´\ (n) = an unknown person
surf the Net (phr) = to spend time on the

Internet
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technology \tek"nÅl´dZi\ (n) = scientific
knowledge for practical purposes

teenager \"ti…neIdZ´\ (n) = sb between 13-19
years old

text message \"tekst ÆmesIdZ\ (n) = note sent on
a mobile phone

transform \trœns"fO…m\ (v) = to change
video \"vIdi´U\ (n) = recorded film, show, etc
web page \"web peIdZ\ (n) = an online page

(on a website)
webcam \"webkœm\ (n) = a small computer

camera
youth \ju…T\ (n) = young people

click (on) \klIk\ (v) = press a button on a
computer mouse

copy \"kÅpi\ (v) = to reproduce
disk \dIsk\ (n) = part of a computer where you

store data
document \"dÅkjUm´nt\ (n) = computer file
file \faIl\ (n) = a collection of related data
insert \In"s‰…t\ (v) = to put inside
memory stick \"mem´ri stIk\ (n) = a gadget to

store information on
removable \rI"mu…v´b´l\ (adj) = that can be

taken away
remove \rI"mu…v\ (v) = to take sth away
slot \slÅt\ (n) = narrow opening in a machine
tower \"taU´\ (n) = computer case
window \"wInd´U\ (n) = a work area on a

computer screen

abroad \´"brO…d\ (adv) = away from your
country

afterwards \"A…ft´w´dz\ (adv) = later
body language \"bÅdi ÆlœNgwIdZ\ (n) = use of

your body to show feelings
bow \baU\ (v) = bend upper part of body
chat \tSœt\ (v) = talk informally
cheek \tSi…k\ (n) = side of face
comfortable \"kømft´b´l, "kømf´t-\ (adj) = at ease
comment \"kÅment\ (n) = a remark
compartment \k´m"pA…tm´nt\ (n) = a separate

room on a train carriage
conversation \ÆkÅnv´"seIS´n\ (n) = a discussion
cross \krÅs\ (v) = go to the other side
cultural \"køltS´r´l\ (adj) = relating to a specific

society
embarrassing \Im"bœr´sIN\ (adj) = causing shame
experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (n) = knowledge or

skill in sth
expression \Ik"spreS´n\ (n) = a feeling shown

on sb’s face
find out \faInd "aUt\ (phr v) = to discover
fluent \"flu…´nt\ (adj) = speak a language easily

and correctly
gesture \"dZestS´\ (n) = movement of your body
greet \gri…t\ (v) = to say hello
hug \høg\ (v) = to put your arms around sb
impolite \ÆImp´"laIt\ (adj) = rude
insult \In"sølt\ (v) = to be rude
introduce \ÆIntr´"dju…s\ (v) = to present
mess up \mes "øp\ (phr v) = to do sth wrong
mistake \mI"steIk\ (n) = a wrong action
shake \SeIk\ (v) = vibrate
shortly \"SO…tli\ (adv) = soon, before long
sit back \sIt "bœk\ (phr v) = relax
slip \slIp\ (n) = a mistake
stupid \"stju…pId\ (adj) = foolish, silly
uncomfortable \øn"kømft´b´l\ (adj) = awkward,

uneasy

appear \´"pI´\ (v) = to be present
better standard of living (phr) = better

quality of life
by hand (phr) = sth made using your hands
century \"sentS´ri\ (n) = 100 years
coal \k´Ul\ (n) = a hard black substance used

as fuel

coalmine \"k´UlmaIn\ (n) = place where coal is
dug up

coalmining industry (phr) = the business of
mining coal

engineer \ÆendZI"nI´\ (n) = sb who designs and
builds machines

factory \"fœkt´ri\ (n) = a building where goods
are produced

improve \Im"pru…v\ (v) = to make better
industrial \In"døstri´l\ (adj) = related to

manufacturing
invent \In"vent\ (v) = design, create
invention \In"venS´n\ (n) = discovery, creation
low \l´U\ (adj) = small in amount
machine \m´"Si…n\ (n) = engine
make cloth (phr) = produce fabric
mine \maIn\ (n) = place where minerals are

dug up 
overcrowded housing (phr) = houses with

too many people in them
population \ÆpÅpjU"leIS´n\ (n) = number of

people in a place
power \"paU´\ (v) = to provide energy
revolution \Ærev´"lu…S´n\ (n) = an important

change
spread \spred\ (v) = to extend, expand
steam \sti…m\ (n) = hot mist
steamboat \"sti…mb´Ut\ (n) = boat powered by

steam
steam engine \"sti…m ÆendZIn\ (n) = a machine

that runs on steam
twist thread (phr) = to spin thread
unhealthy \øn"helTi\ (adj) = likely to cause

poor health
wage \weIdZ\ (n) = money for work done
working conditions (phr) = environment you

work in

avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to stay away from
chat \tSœt\ (v) = talk informally
communication \k´Æmju…nI"keIS´n\ (n) = contact
damage \"dœmIdZ\ (v) = to harm, hurt
distract \dI"strœkt\ (v) = take sb’s attention

away from sth
fall behind \fO…l bI"haInd\ (phr v) = not make

progress
hang out \ÆhœN "aUt\ (phr v) = spend time
harmful \"hA…mf´l\ (adj) = having a bad effect on
neglect \nI"glekt\ (v) = fail to do
project \"prÅdZekt\ (n) = a school assignment
radiation \ÆreIdi"eIS´n\ (n) = radioactive energy
screen \skri…n\ (n) = a flat surface where

information or pictures are shown
tool \tu…l\ (n) = means
topic \"tÅpIk\ (n) = subject

bored \bO…d\ (adj) = uninterested
company \"kømp´ni\ (n) = sb with you 
diary \"daI´ri\ (n) = journal
feel alone (phr) = to experience loneliness
freedom \"fri…d´m\ (n) = the state of being free
incredible \In"kred´b´l\ (adj) = fantastic
out of touch with (phr) = not having the

latest information about sth

amusing \´"mju…zIN\ (adj) = entertaining
awards ceremony (phr) = an event to give

prizes
awful \"O…f´l\ (adj) = terrible
boring \"bO…rIN\ (adj) = not interesting, dull
cartoon \kA…"tu…n\ (n) = animated programme
chat show \"tSœt S´U\ (n) =) = an informal talk

show about different topics
childish \"tSaIldIS\ (adj) = typical of a child
children's programme (phr) = a TV show for

children
comedy show \kÅm´di SÅU\ (n) = a TV show

intended to make people laugh

documentary \ÆdÅkjU"ment´ri\ (n) = show about
real events

drama show (n) = a serious TV show
educational \ÆedjU"keIS´n´l\ (adj) = informative
entertainment \Æent´"teInm´nt\ (n) = various

forms of amusement
express \Ik"spres\ (v) = to make known
fantastic \fœn"tœstIk\ (adj) = amazing, wonderful
fashion show (n) = an exhibition or show about

styles of clothing
film \fIlm\ (n) = motion picture 
interesting \"Intr´stIN\ (adj) = appealing
music \"mju…zIk\ (n) = sound made by singing

or instruments
musical instrument \Æmju…zIk´l "Instr´m´nt\

(n) = an object used to play music with
nature programme \"neItS´ pr´Ugrœm\ (n) = a

documentary about nature
news \nju…z\ (n) = a programme about current

events or recent happenings
opinion \´"pInj´n\ (n) = view, belief
play \pleI\ (n) = a story performed by actors in

a theatre
police drama (n) = a show about police and

criminals 
quiz show \kwIz S´U\ (n) = a game show

testing your knowledge
recommend \Ærek´"mend\ (v) = to suggest
robot \"r´UbÅt\ (n) = a machine programmed

to move automatically
silly \"sIli\ (adj) = foolish
sitcom \"sItkÅm\ (n) = an amusing TV series
soap opera \"s´Up ÆÅp´r´\ (n) = a daily TV show

dealing with the lives of ordinary people
sport \spO…t\ (n) = games needing physical effort
terrible \"ter´b´l\ (adj) = horrible, awful
traditional \tr´"dIS´n´l\ (adj) = customary
TV guide \Æti… "vi… gaId\ (n) = book with show

listings (time and date)
TV programme \Æti… "vi… pr´Ugrœm\ (n) =

television show
TV series \Æti… "vi… sI´ri…z\ (n) = set of shows

having the same characters

action-packed \ÆœkS´n "pœkt\ (adj) = full of
activity and excitement

adventure \´d"ventS´\ (n) = an exciting or
interesting experience

alone \´"l´Un\ (adj) = by oneself
annual \"œnju´l\ (adj) = happening every year
attention \´"tenS´n\ (n) = notice
attract \´"trœkt\ (v) = to get sb’s interest
blockbuster \"blÅkÆbøst´\ (n) = a book or film

that is very successful
brilliant \"brIlj´nt\ (adj) = wonderful
cast \kA…st\ (n) = all the actors in a film or play
clever \"klev´\ (adj) = intelligent
compose \k´m"p´Uz\ (v) = to write a piece of

music
computer-animated \k´mÆpju…t´r "œnImeItId\

(adj) = dealing with computer drawings
which show movement

cost \kÅst\ (v) = to have a price
direct \dI"rekt, daI-\ (v) = to tell actors what to

do in a film or play
edge \edZ\ (n) = the part along the side or end

of sth
excellent \"eks´l´nt\ (adj) = superb
experience \Ik"spI´ri´ns\ (v) = to face
fascinating \"fœs´neItIN\ (adj) = very interesting
festival \"festIv´l\ (n) = an organised series of

events (concerts, plays, etc)
gripping \"grIpIN\ (adj) = very exciting
hope \h´Up\ (n) = expectation
housework \"haUsw‰…k\ (n) = chores around the

house
human emotion (phr) = having feelings like a

human being
imaginative \I"mœdZ´n´tIv\ (adj) = inventive
journey \"dZ‰…ni\ (n) = a trip
meet \mi…t\ (v) = come across, encounter
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mission \"mIS´n\ (n) = a special assignment
given to a person/group

ordinary \"O…d´n´ri\ (adj) = normal, common
planet \"plœnIt\ (n) = a round object that

moves around a star
play \pleI\ (v) = do sth fun
plot \plÅt\ (n) = the story that is told in a

film/book/play
program \"pr´Ugrœm\ (v) = give instructions

(computer)
race back (phr) = to return somewhere quickly
realise \"rI´laIz\ (v) = to become aware of
recommended \Ærek´"mendId\ (adj) = suggested

(as good)
release \rI"li…s\ (v) = letting sth/sb go free
rubbish \"røbIS\ (n) = unwanted or useless

material that needs to be disposed of
saviour \"seIvj´\ (n) = sb who saves sb or sth
science-fiction \ÆsaI´ns "fIkS´n\ (adj) = imaginary

stories using scientific information
seat \si…t\ (n) = a place where sb can sit
send back \Æsend "bœk\ (phr v) = to arrange for

sb or sth to go back to a place
solution \s´"lu…S´n\ (n) = answer
sound effect \"saUnd IÆfekt\ (n) = sounds

specially created for films, plays, etc
special effect \ÆspeS´l I"fekt\ (n) = visual stunts

in films
star \stA…\ (v) = to play the leading role in a

film or play
success \s´k"ses\ (n) = achievement
terminate \"t‰…mIneIt\ (v) = to destroy, to kill
theme \Ti…m\ (n) = the main idea of a book,

film, etc
touching \"tøtSIN\ (adj) = making you feel

sympathy
universe \"ju…nIv‰…s\ (n) = all the stars and planets

action \"œkS´n\ (n) = sth sb does, activity
actor \"œkt´\ (n) = sb who performs
award \´"wO…d\ (n) = prize that sb is given
base (on) \beIs\ (v) = to depend
box office \"bÅks ÆÅfIs\ (n) =  referring to the

amount of money a film makes
compose \k´m"p´Uz\ (v) = to make up
corporation \ÆkO…p´"reIS´n\ (n) = large company
direct \dI"rekt, daI-\ (v) = to tell the actors and

crew what to do
discover \dIs"køv´\ (v) = to find sth
famous \"feIm´s\ (adj) = very well known
film \fIlm\ (v) = to make a film
invent \In"vent\ (v) = to create
journey \"dZ‰…ni\ (n) = a trip
leading \"li…dIN\ (adj) = main
lost \lÅst\ (adj) = no longer known, forgotten
nephew \"nefju…\ (n) = your brother’s or sister’s

son
nominate \"nÅmIneIt\ (v) = to recommend
novel \"nÅv´l\ (n) = a long story with imaginary

characters and events
object \"ÅbdZIkt\ (n) = item
paint \peInt\ (v) = to make a picture using paint
produce \pr´"dju…s\ (v) = to make
professor \pr´"fes´\ (n) = a university teacher
release \rI"li…s\ (v) = letting sth/sb go free
sculpt \skølpt\ (v) = to carve stone, etc
story \"stO…ri\ (n) = an account, tale
studio \"stju…di´U\ (n) = where films are made
subject \"søbdZIkt\ (n) = topic, theme
thriller \"TrIl´\ (n) = an exciting fictional story
world \w‰…ld\ (n) = the earth
write \raIt\ (v) = to create a book, poem, etc.

art gallery (n) = a building used to exhibit
works of art

audience \"O…di´ns\ (n) = people watching a
play, film, etc

ballet \"bœleI\ (n) = type of dance

bass drum (n) = drum which produces a deep
sound

bio-degradable \ÆbaI´U dI"greId´b´l\ (adj) =
naturally decaying

body \"bÅdi\ (n) = main part
choose \tSu…z\ (v) = select
circus \"s‰…k´s\ (n) = a travelling show
classical \"klœsIk´l\ (adj) = having lasting value
combination \ÆkÅmbI"neIS´n\ (n) = mixture
concert \"kÅns´t\ (n) = performance of music
concert hall (n) = building where concerts are

held
constantly \"kÅnst´ntli\ (adv) = all the time
conventional \k´n"venS´n´l\ (adj) = customary
create \kri"eIt\ (v) = to make
cucumber \"kju…kømb´\ (n) = a long green

vegetable
delicious \dI"lIS´s\ (adj) = tasty
depend (on) \dI"pend\ (v) = be determined by 
different \"dIf´r´nt\ (adj) = various
electronic \ÆelIk"trÅnIk\ (adj) = relating to

computers or something done by
computers 

environmentally-conscious \InÆvaIr´nmentl-i
"kÅnS´s\ (adj) = believing the natural world
is important

exhibition \ÆeksI"bIS´n\ (n) = display
found \faUnd\ (v) = to start (a company)
fresh \freS\ (adj) = unspoiled, not stale
heavy metal \Æhevi "metl\ (n) = type of music
high-quality sound (phr) = excellence in sound
instrument \"Instr´m´nt\ (n) = object used to

make music
jazz \dZœz\ (n) = type of music
leek \li…k\ (n) = an onion-like vegetable
local market (phr) = a market in your area
mouthpiece \"maUTpi…s\ (n) = part of an

instrument you place between your lips
museum \mju…"zi´m\ (n) = building to display

artwork and/or historical items
musician \mju…"zIS´n\ (n) = sb who plays music
one-of-a-kind \Æwøn ´v ´ "kaInd\ (adj) = unique
opera house \"Åp´r´ haUs\ (n) = theatre

designed for opera performances
orchestra \"O…kIstr´\ (n) = group of musicians

playing different instruments
pepper \"pep´\ (n) = type of vegetable
performance \p´"fO…m´ns\ (n) = presentation

(musical/theatrical etc)
pumpkin \"pømpkIn\ (n) = round orange

vegetable
punk \pøNk\ (n) = type of music
quality \"kwÅl´ti\ (n) = how good sth is
range (from) \reIndZ\ (v) = to span, vary
reggae \"regeI\ (n) = type of music
repertoire \"rep´twA…\ (n) = all the pieces of music

sb can perform
sense \sens\ (n) = a physical ability (sight,

smell, hearing, touch, taste)
sound \saUnd\ (n) = sth you hear
special \"speS´l\ (adj) = distinctive, unique
stadium \"steIdi´m\ (n) = large open building

used for sports, concerts, etc
stage \steIdZ\ (n) = area where actors or

singers perform
temperature \"tempr´tS´\ (n) = how hot or cold

sth is
vegetable \"vedZt´b´l\ (n) = plants you can eat
whole \h´Ul\ (adj) = complete

be in the mood (phr) = want to do or have sth
be on (phr) = showing (on TV)
can't stand (phr) = to not like, hate
channel \"tSœnl\ (n) = a television station
cookery \"kUk´ri\ (adj) = having to do with

cooking
fancy \"fœnsi\ (v) = to feel like doing sth
hate \heIt\ (v) = to dislike sth very much
intonation \ÆInt´"neIS´n\ (n) = the way your

voice rises and falls

mystery \"mIst´ri\ (adj) = unknown, puzzling
shark \SA…k\ (n) = a large dangerous fish
social drama (n) = serious show about human

relationships
suitable \"su…t´b´l, "sju…-\ (adj) = right for a purpose
weather \"weD´\ (n) = climate
wildlife \"waIldlaIf\ (adj) = all the animals and

plants living in the wild

band \bœnd\ (n) = small group of musicians
beggar \"beg´\ (n) = a person who asks people

for food or money
brass \brA…s\ (n) = metal of copper and zinc
description \dI"skrIpS´n\ (n) = an account of

what sb or sth is like
electric \I"lektrIk\ (adj) = needing electricity to

work
feature \"fi…tS´\ (v) = to include, to present
flute \flu…t\ (n) = type of wind instrument
heart \hA…t\ (n) = referring to feelings of love
hole \h´Ul\ (n) = a round opening
made from \"meId fr´m, frÅm\ (v) = to be

produced using certain materials
Middle Ages \ÆmIdl "eIdZIz\ (n) = from about

the 6th to the 15th century
mouthpiece \"maUTpi…s\ (n) = part of an

instrument you place between your lips
narrow \"nœr´U\ (adj) = not wide
neck \nek\ (n) = the part that joins the head to

the body
oval \"´Uv´l\ (adj) = egg-shaped
percussion \p´"køS´n\ (n) = instruments you

play by hitting them with your hands or
with a stick (e.g. drums)

plastic \"plœstIk\ (adj) = made of plastic
royal court (n) = the home of a king and queen
string \strIN\ (n) = thin rope of twisted threads
style \staIl\ (n) = a kind
tin \tIn\ (adj) = made of a soft, silvery metal
traditional \tr´"dIS´n´l\ (adj) = old, customary
tube \tju…b\ (n) = long hollow object 
whistle \"wIs´l\ (n) = a small tube you blow into
wind instrument \"wInd ÆInstr´m´nt\ (n) = a

musical instrument whose sound is
produced by blowing

bend \bend\ (v) = to curve
brain \breIn\ (n) = the organ inside your head

that controls your body
contain \k´n"teIn\ (v) = to consist of
cornea \"kO…ni´\ (n) = the clear skin covering

the eye
create \kri"eIt\ (v) = to make 
dark \dA…k\ (n) = lack of light
distance \"dIst´ns\ (n) = space between things
fluid \"flu…Id\ (n) = liquid
focus \"f´Uk´s\ (v) = to concentrate on
inner \"In´\ (adj) = inside
judge \dZødZ\ (v) = estimate
lens \lenz\ (n) = part of the eye behind the pupil
light \laIt\ (n) = brightness that helps you see
(to be) made up of \ÆmeId "øp ´v, Åv\ (phr) =

consist (of) 
middle \"mIdl\ (adj) = centre
nerve \n‰…v\ (n) = long thin fibre that transmits

messages between the brain and body
outer \"aUt´\ (adj) = located on the outside of sth
reflect \rI"flekt\ (v) = to send back light
retina \"retIn´\ (n) = area at the back of the eye
sclera \"skle´r´\ (n) = the white part of the eye
separate \"sep´reIt\ (v) = to distinguish; to

divide into parts
understand \Æønd´"stœnd\ (v) = to comprehend
vibration \vaI"breIS´n\ (n) = small, quick

movements

appeal \´"pi…l\ (v) = to find attractive, pleasing
can’t wait (phr) = to be very excited about sth
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cast \kA…st\ (n) = people in a play or film
episode \"epIs´Ud\ (n) = part of a TV series
favourite \"feIv´rIt\ (adj) = sth you like the most
moment \"m´Um´nt\ (n) = occurrence 
reply \rI"plaI\ (n) = an answer
storyline \"stO…rilaIn\ (n) = the way a story

develops
student \"stju…d´nt\ (n) = sb studying at university
teenager \"ti…neIdZ´\ (n) = sb between 13-19

years old
type \taIp\ (n) = a kind or style of sth
university \Æju…nI"v‰…s´ti\ (n) = an institution for

higher education 
up-to-date \Æøp t´ "deIt\ (adj) = modern, recent

beat \bi…t\ (n) = rhythm
click \klIk\ (v) = make a short, sharp sound 
lie around \ÆlaI ´"raUnd\ (phr v) = be left

casually in an area
object \"ÅbdZIkt\ (n) = item
pick up \ÆpIk "øp\ (phr v) = to lift sth, take up
rhythm \"rID´m\ (n) = the beat, the tempo
saucepan \"sO…sp´n\ (n) = a deep cooking pot
shake \SeIk\ (v) = vibrate
stamp \stœmp\ (v) = put your foot down forcefully
tap \tœp\ (v) = to hit sth gently
tin \tIn\ (n) = a soft silver-white metal

block of flats (phr) = building with many flats
car park \"kA… pA…k\ (n) = area you can leave

your car
cinema \"sIn´m´\ (n) = place to watch films
countryside \"køntrisaId\ (n) = the land that is

outside a city or town
department store \dI"pA…tm´nt stO…\ (n) = a

large shop divided into different parts
dwelling \"dwelIN\ (n) = a place to live
entry \"entri\ (n) = a short note in a diary, file, etc
factory \"fœkt´ri\ (n) = a building where goods

are produced
farm \fA…m\ (n) = area for growing crops or

raising animals
field \fi…ld\ (n) = an area where crops grow
harbour \"hA…b´\ (n) = an area for boats to be

left safely
lifestyle \"laIfstaIl\ (n) = a way of living
mind map (n) = a diagram organising

information
motorway \"m´Ut´weI\ (n) = a highway
mountain \"maUnt´n\ (n) = a very high area of

land
museum \mju…"zi´m\ (n) = building to display

artwork and/or historical items
park \pA…k\ (n) = an area with grass and trees

used for recreation
path \pA…T\ (n) = a trail
place \pleIs\ (n) = location, area
questionnaire \ÆkwestS´"ne´\ (n) = a list of

questions used to get information from sb
river \"rIv´\ (n) = a large stream of fresh water

flowing continuously in a long line
shop \SÅp\ (n) = a place where things are sold
shopping mall \"SÅpIN mO…l\ (n) = a large building

with many different shops, restaurants, etc
skyscraper \"skaIÆskreIp´\ (n) = a very tall

modern building
square \skwe´\ (n) = an open square in a city
woods \wUdz\ (n) = a small forest

advanced \´d"vA…nst\ (adj) = complex, ahead of
the times

airport \"e´pO…t\ (n) = the place where
aeroplanes land and take off

alien \"eIli´n\ (adj) = from outer space
ancient \"eInS´nt\ (adj) = belonging to a time

long ago in history
archaeologist \ÆA…ki"Ål´dZIst\ (n) = sb who

studies past civilisations

area \"e´ri´\ (n) = a part, a region
basic conditions (phr) = simple surroundings
beach \bi…tS\ (n) = the area of sand or stone

near the water
bored \bO…d\ (adj) = uninterested
believe \bI"li…v\ (v) = think, assume
building \"bIldIN\ (n) = structure
burn sth down \Æb‰…n sømTIN "daUn\ (phr v) =

to destroy sth by setting fire to it
canal \k´"nœl\ (n) = narrow channel
case \keIs\ (n) = a situation
centre \"sent´\ (n) = middle
circle \"s‰…k´l\ (n) = round shape
civilisation \ÆsIv´laI"zeIS´n\ (n) = a developed

society
coast \k´Ust\ (n) = land next to the sea
cosmopolitan \ÆkÅzm´"pÅlIt´n\ (adj) = 

multi-cultural
crowded \"kraUdId\ (adj) = full of people
destination \ÆdestI"neIS´n\ (n) = the place to

which sb is going
dirty \"d‰…ti\ (adj) = not clean
discover \dIs"køv´\ (v) = to find
easily \"i…z´li\ (adv) = without difficulty
engineer \ÆendZI"nI´\ (n) = sb who designs and

builds machines
exist \Ig"zIst\ (v) = to live
farmer \"fA…m´\ (n) = owner of a farm
flood \flød\ (v) = to cover sth with water
flooding \"flødIN\ (n) = the covering of dry land

with water
fly (over) \flaI\ (v) = to move in the air over

an area
for the moment (phr) = for now
huge \hju…dZ\ (adj) = extremely large
intelligent \In"telIdZ´nt\ (adj) = clever
landmark \"lœndmA…k\ (n) = a building or place

easily recognised 
lively \"laIvli\ (adj) = cheerful and exciting
located \l´U"keItId\ (adj) = found in a particular

place
material \m´"tI´ri´l\ (n) = substance
middle \"mIdl\ (n) = centre
mysterious \mI"stI´ri´s\ (adj) = strange, puzzling
mystery \"mIst´ri\ (n) = puzzle
nightlife \"naItlaIf\ (n) = entertainment that

happens in the evening
noisy \"nOIzi\ (adj) = loud
notice \"n´UtIs\ (v) = to perceive
oven \"øv´n\ (n) = a device for baking or cooking
peaceful \"pi…sf´l\ (adj) = calm and quiet
population \ÆpÅpjU"leIS´n\ (n) = all the people

living in an area
protection \pr´"tekS´n\ (n) = safety
public transport (phr) = a local system for

moving people (buses, trains etc)
quiet \"kwaI´t\ (adj) = peaceful
runway \"rønweI\ (n) = landing and take off area

for aircraft
safe \seIf\ (adj) = not in danger
sandy \"sœndi\ (adj) = covered with sand
seaside \"si…saId\ (adj) = by the sea
solve \sÅlv\ (v) = to find an answer to sth
spacecraft \"speIskrA…ft\ (n) = a vehicle that

travels in space
star \stA…\ (n) = small point of light in the sky

at night (ball of burning gas in space)
store \stO…\ (v) = to keep
structure \"strøktS´\ (n) = a building
study \"stødi\ (v) = spend time learning
suit \su…t, sju…t\ (v) = to match, look good
system \"sIst´m\ (n) = way of doing sth
taste \teIst\ (n) = preference, liking
tourist attraction \"tU´rIst ´ÆtrœkS´n\ (n) = a

place visited by tourists
town \taUn\ (n) = a very small city
village \"vIlIdZ\ (n) = a very small town in the

country
well \wel\ (n) = a hole in the ground with a

supply of water

baker \"beIk´\ (n) = sb who makes bread, pies, etc
carriage \"kœrIdZ\ (n) = (in the past) a vehicle

pulled by a horse
confirm \k´n"f‰…m\ (v) = to say sth is true
delay \dI"leI\ (v) = to hold up
exercise \"eks´saIz\ (n) = a physical activity to

stay healthy
expensive \Ik"spensIv\ (adj) = costing a lot of

money
fizzy drink (n) = bubbly drink
gate \geIt\ (n) = door, entrance
hospital \"hÅspItl\ (n) = place for sick people to

get better
idea \aI"dI´\ (n) = thought
instead of (phr) = rather than
late \leIt\ (adj) = not be on time
lend \lend\ (v) = to give sth to sb for a period

of time
lovely \"løvli\ (adj) = very pleasant
meat \mi…t\ (n) = flesh from animals for food
nurse \n‰…s\ (n) = sb who cares for sick people
offer \"Åf´\ (n) = a special price or deal in a shop
(be) on holiday (phr) = on a break from

school or work
parking \"pA…kIN\ (n) = place to leave a car
picnic \"pIknIk\ (n) = outdoor meal
pilot \"paIl´t\ (n) = sb who flies a plane
rent \rent\ (v) = to pay to use sth
sentence \"sent´ns\ (n) = group of words with

a subject and verb
snail \sneIl\ (n) = small animal with a shell
statement \"steItm´nt\ (n) = announcement
tired \taI´d\ (adj) = exhausted
twin \twIn\ (n) = one of an identical pair

among \´"møN\ (prep) = within a group
animal \"œnIm´l\ (n) = a living creature
appliance \´"plaI´ns\ (n) = device in your home
balcony \"bœlk´ni\ (n) = a high platform on the

outside of a house
bedroom \"bedrUm, -ru…m\ (n) = a room for

sleeping
bus stop \"bøs stÅp\ (n) = place to get on or off

a bus
busy \"bIzi\ (adj) = active, hectic
carve \kA…v\ (v) = to cut into stone or wood
cave \keIv\ (n) = a hole in the side of a cliff or

a mountain
chat \tSœt\ (v) = to talk to sb in a friendly way
climb up \klaIm "øp\ (phr v) = to move upward
comfortable \"kømft´b´l, "kømf´t-\ (adj) = relaxing
cone \k´Un\ (n) = shape with curved sides

ending in a point
cool \ku…l\ (adj) = at a lower temperature
cosy \"k´Uzi\ (adj) = comfortable
courtyard \"kO…tjA…d\ (n) = an open area next to

a building surrounded by a wall
cramped \krœmpt\ (adj) = with little space
create \kri"eIt\ (v) = to cause sth to exist
crowded \"kraUdId\ (adj) = full, packed
exactly \Ig"zœktli\ (adv) = precisely
expensive \Ik"spensIv\ (adj) = costing a lot of

money
fairy chimney (phr) = a cone-shaped rock

formation
fairytale \"fe´riteIl\ (adj) = having such a

beautiful quality as to seem unreal
fireplace \"faI´pleIs\ (n) = place in a room to

light a fire
flat \flœt\ (n) = a set of rooms for living in
flood \flød\ (n) = to cover with water
furniture \"f‰…nItS´\ (n) = moveable objects in a

house (tables, chairs, etc)
garage \"gœrIdZ, -A…Z\ (n) = place to store a car
garden \"gA…dn\ (n) = area next to a house with

plants, grass, etc
go to sleep (phr) = to fall asleep
landscape \"lœndskeIp\ (n) = scenery
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WL11

local \"l´Uk´l\ (n) = a person who lives in a
specific area

look like (phr) = to appear, to seem
lovely \"løvli\ (adj) = very pleasant
material \m´"tI´ri´l\ (n) = substance
metro \"metr´U\ (n) = underground transport

system
modern \"mÅdn\ (adj) = contemporary, recent
nature \"neItS´\ (n) = natural events and processes
nightfall \"naItfO…l\ (n) = the time of day when

it gets dark
old \´Uld\ (adj) = existing for many years
parking space \"pA…kIN ÆspeIs\ (n) = a place to

leave a car
prehistoric \Æpri…hI"stÅrIk\ (adj) = before

information was written down
quiet \"kwaI´t\ (adj) = not noisy
rock \rÅk\ (n) = stone
room \ru…m, rUm\ (n) = a section of a house
sofa \"s´Uf´\ (n) = a long seat for more than

one person
special feature (phr) = a particular part of sth
stone \st´Un\ (n) = rock
story \"stO…ri\ (n) = tale
strange \streIndZ\ (adj) = not normal, unusual
surface \"s‰…f´s\ (n) = the outer part of sth
swimming pool \"swImIN pu…l\ (n) = a large

hole with water to swim in
thatched roof \ÆTœtSt "ru…f\ (n) = the top of a

building made of straw
traditional \tr´"dIS´n´l\ (adj) = existing without

change for a long time
tree house \"tri… haUs\ (n) = a house built in a tree
tree top \"tri… tÅp\ (n) = the upper branches of

a tree
type \taIp\ (n) = a kind, a variety
ugly \"øgli\ (adj) = unattractive
upside down \ÆøpsaId "daUn\ (adj) = overturned
utility room \ju…"tIl´ti ru…m, rUm\ (n) = a room

with a sink, washing machine, etc
warm \wO…m\ (adj) = heated
wild \waIld\ (adj) = living in a natural habitat

abroad \´"brO…d\ (adv) = away from your country
bet \bet\ (v) = to be sure
everything \"evriTIN\ (pron) = all (about sth)
lovely \"løvli\ (adj) = beautiful
relax \rI"lœks\ (v) = to unwind
That’s too bad. (phr) = That’s a pity.
unfortunate \øn"fO…tS´n´t\ (adj) = unlucky

amusement park \´"mju…zm´nt pA…k\ (n) = a
theme park

bodysurfing \"bÅdiÆs‰…fIN\ (n) = sport of surfing
without a board

don’t mind (phr) = not bothered by 
dough \d´U\ (n) = mixture to make bread,

biscuits, etc
fishing boat \"fISIN b´Ut\ (n) = a boat used to

go fishing
fresh \freS\ (adj) = (of food) made recently
go shopping (phr) = to go and buy things
hang out \ÆhœN "aUt\ (phr v) = to spend a lot of

time in a place
huge \hju…dZ\ (adj) = enormous, gigantic

ice hockey \"aIs ÆhÅki\ (n) = sport played on the
ice

indoor \"IndO…\ (adj) = inside a building
local rink (n) = a large area with ice used for

skating
mall \mO…l\ (n) = a building with many shops
mate \meIt\ (n) = a friend 
national sport (phr) = a sport which is part of

the culture of a country
peaceful \"pi…sf´l\ (adj) = calm
population \ÆpÅpjU"leIS´n\ (n) = all the people

living in a particular country or area
scooter \"sku…t´\ (n) = a small motorbike
snorkelling \"snO…k´lIN\ (n) = swimming

underwater with a snorkel
tough \tøf\ (adj) = hard
water park (n) = a large area with many pools

and slides
winter \"wInt´\ (n) = season which is usually cold

avoid \´"vOId\ (v) = to stay away from
appreciate \´"pri…SieIt\ (v) = to be grateful
book \bUk\ (v) = to make a reservation
consider \k´n"sId´\ (v) = to think about
hang out \ÆhœN "aUt\ (v) = to spend time
prevent \prI"vent\ (v) = to stop, to not allow
suggest \s´"dZest\ (v) = to propose sth
takeaway \"teIk´weI\ (n) = food from a

restaurant you eat at home

board game \"bO…d geIm\ (n) = a game played
on a board

boating \"b´UtIN\ (n) = travel on a boat for fun
brick \brIk\ (n) = block of baked clay
carved \kA…vd\ (adj) = cut into wood or stone
ceiling \"si…lIN\ (n) = the top surface of a room
craftsman \"krA…ftsm´n\ (n) = a man who makes

things with his hands
entertainment \Æent´"teInm´nt\ (n) = (form of)

amusement
fishing \"fISIN\ (n) = catching fish
flat \flœt\ (adj) = a set of rooms for living in
important \Im"pO…t´nt\ (adj) = significant
job \dZÅb\ (n) = type of work
let in \Ælet in\ (phr v) = to allow sb/sth to enter
look after \lUk "A…ft´\ (phr v) = to take care of 
make time to (phr) = to be sure there is some

time to do sth
mud \mød\ (adj) = mixture of soil and water
popular \"pÅpjUl´\ (adj) = liked by a lot of people
relax \rI"lœks\ (v) = to unwind
rich \rItS\ (adj) = having a lot of money
roof \ru…f\ (n) = covering of a building
source \sO…s\ (n) = where you get sth from
tiled floor (n) = floor made of tiles
toy \tOI\ (n) = object children play with 
usually \"ju…Zu´li, "ju…Z´li\ (adv) = normally
wealthy \"welTi\ (adj) = very rich
window \"wInd´U\ (n) = an opening in a wall to

see out of and to let in light
wooden \"wUdn\ (adj) = made of wood

business \"bIzn´s\ (n) = enterprise
can't stand (phr) = to hate, dislike
cheap \tSi…p\ (adj) = costing little money

close at hand (phr) = very near
electrical storm (n) = a storm with a lot of

thunder and lightning
fantastic \fœn"tœstIk\ (adj) = wonderful
fireworks display \"faI´w‰…ks dIÆspleI\ (n) = a

show of lights exploding in the sky
for sale (phr) = offered for people to buy
friendly \"frendli\ (adj) = kind and pleasant
get around \Æget ´"raUnd\ (phr v) = to travel

around
green space (phr) = an area with trees and

grass (usually in a city)
guesthouse \"gesthaUs\ (n) = a small hotel
heavy traffic (phr) = a lot of cars on the road
helpful \"helpf´l\ (adj) = giving help
hustle and bustle (phr) = busy and noisy 
in a hurry (phr) = in a rush
isolated \"aIs´leItId\ (adj) = away from cities

and towns
lamp-room \"lœmp ru…m, rUm\ (n) = room in a

lighthouse that houses the lamp
lighthouse \"laIthaUs\ (n) = a tower with a

lamp to warn boats of danger
neighbour \"neIb´\ (n) = sb who lives next to

you
nice \naIs\ (adj) = good, pleasant
noise \nOIz\ (n) = sound
noisy street (phr) = a street with a lot of noise
office job (n) = working in an office
pace \peIs\ (n) = speed
peaceful \"pi…sf´l\ (adj) = calm
rent out \rent "aUt\ (phr v) = to let sb use sth

for a sum of money
sea \si…\ (n) = large body of salt water
ship \SIp\ (n) = large boat
sound \saUnd\ (n) = sth you hear
splash \splœS\ (v) = scatter, spatter (water)
unfriendly \øn"frendli\ (adj) = not nice, not

pleasant
variety \v´"raI´ti\ (n) = a large number of

different things
view \vju…\ (n) = sight, scenery
wake up \ÆweIk "øp\ (phr v) = to get up after

sleeping
wave \weIv\ (n) = to shake your hand
whale \weIl\ (n) = a sea mammal

breathe \bri…D\ (v) = to let air into and out of the
lungs

chat \tSœt\ (v) = talk informally
cool \ku…l\ (adj) = calm
countryside \"køntrisaId\ (n) = the land that is

outside a city or town
crowded \"kraUdId\ (adj) = full, packed
get away \Æget ´"weI\ (phr v) = to escape
hang out \ÆhœN "aUt\ (phr v) = to spend time
hard \hA…d\ (adj) = difficult
traffic lights \"trœfIk laIts\ (n) = a set of lights

that control traffic
unsafe \øn"seIf\ (adj) = in danger, not secure
urban crime \Æ‰…b´n "kraIm\ (n) = all the illegal

activities in a city
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Self-Check Key

SCK1

Self-Check 1
   1     1    daring              4    overweight    7    bossy           9    trendy
          2    polite               5    confident       8    matches     10    still
          3    fits                   6    reserved

   2     1    flat                   4    heart             7    pointed        9    travel
          2    shop                5    middle           8    fashion      10    tight
          3    spiky                6    paid

   3     1    the shortest              3    the most energetic          5    better
          2    thinner than             4    friendlier than

   4     1    like                           5    am painting             9    hates
          2    is training                6    meets                     10    arrives
          3    are you leaving        7    has got
          4    is performing            8    are working

   5     1    e                 2    c               3    b               4    a            5    d

Self-Check 2
   1     1    sprained           4    X-ray             7    recover         9    avalanche
          2    wound             5    muscle           8    suffered      10    dressing
          3    plaster cast       6    condition

   2     1    first                  4    stay               7    lightning      9    knock
          2    volcanic           5    bruise            8    set             10    ranger
          3    search              6    cost

   3     1    is used to    2    walked      3    use            4   would      5    to go

   4     1    went                        3    were driving             5    broke
          2    were sleeping           4    was frying

   5    1     Are you OK?                            4    You should see a doctor.
         2     I feel terrible.                           5    I suppose you’re right.
         3     What’s wrong?

Self-Check 3
   1     1    skydiving          4    kayaking       7    gloves          9    canoeing
          2    scuba diving     5    paddle           8    flippers       10    goggles
          3    mask                6    badminton

   2     1    sharp               4    overcome      7    white-water 9    tales
          2    look                 5    rock               8    board         10    lose
          3    catch               6    major

   3     1    since           2    ago           3    yet           4    already    5    ever

   4    1     Have you ever been                      6    moved
         2     left                                               7    went
         3     has just finished                           8    has been painting
         4     hasn’t come                                 9    has already booked
         5     have been working                     10    broke

   5     1    b                2    e               3    d               4    c             5    a

Self-Check 4
   1     1    rob                  4    stealing         7    broke into    9    speeding
          2    Arson               5    sentenced      8    Vandals     10    took
          3    commit            6    kidnappers

   2     1    hissing             4    rustling          7    street           9    theft
          2    speed               5    criminals       8    guide         10    fine
          3    badge              6    singing

   3     1    c                 2    e               3    b               4    a            5    d

   4    1     nice black cotton                 4    beautiful white French
         2     big round wooden               5    small round silver
         3     tall young thin

   5     1    tired      2    terrible     3    exhausted     4    interested  5    slowly

   6    1     had left                               4    had you been living
         2     had been playing                5    had finished
         3     had won

Self-Check 5
   1     1    Exhaust          4    transport        7    extinct            9    pouring
          2    habitats          5    endangered    8    damaging     10    howling
          3    poisons           6    symbol

   2     1    melting                    5    cultural                    9    weird
          2    environmental          6    busy                       10    volcanic
          3    historic                     7    waste
          4    global                      8    face

   3    1     ’ll close                                   6    is going to buy
         2     will be sunbathing                  7    is going to fall down
         3     is going to crash                     8    ’ll come
         4     ’ll help                                    9    will be revising
         5     is leaving                              10    ’ll pass

   4     1    saw                4    were           7    don’t leave   10    would have
          2    get                 5    could          8    would join             met
          3    had stopped   6    will have     9    had called

   5     1    b                2    a               3    d               4    e             5    c

Self-Check 6
   1     1    missions                   5    touch                       9    nickname
          2    communicate           6    send                      10    design
          3    move                       7    access
          4    launched                  8    download

   2     1    space               4    radio          7    account             9    program
          2    human             5    web            8    compilations    10    memory
          3    heating            6    text

   3    1     He asked if/whether John was coming.
         2     She said (that) she didn’t know his name.
         3     She asked Ann if/whether she could help her.
         4     He said (that) she had left an hour before.
         5     He asked where the kids were.
         6     He told me not to touch that.
         7     He told us to go with them.
         8     She asked if/whether he had called.
         9     He asked me to leave him alone.
      10     She said (that) they hadn’t left yet.

   4     1    b                2    e               3    a               4    d            5    c

Self-Check 7
   1     1    educational       4    composed          7    gripping           9    stars
          2    action-packed    5    released             8    blockbuster    10    cast
          3    emotions           6    recommended

   2     1    soap                4    computer       7    concert         9    drama
          2    chat                 5    effects           8    gallery       10    opera
          3    musical            6    fiction

   3     1    was            2    are            3    has           4    were       5    will

   4     1    ‘Hamlet’ was written by William Shakespeare.
          2    America was discovered by Christopher Columbus.
          3    The theme song will be sung by Christina Aguilera.
          4    ‘Spiderman’ wasn’t directed by George Lucas.
          5    The robot is programmed to protect a young boy.

   5    1     They award Oscars every year.
         2     Peter Jackson will direct the film.
         3     They have hired film extras for battle scenes.
         4     An opera singer sings the theme tune.
         5     Munch painted ‘The Scream’ in 1893.

   6     1    d                2    c               3    e               4    a            5    b

Self-Check 8
   1     1    nightlife           4    landmarks     7    block            9    industrial
          2    located             5    skyscrapers    8    basic          10    thatched
          3    destination       6    cramped

   2     1    department      4    sandy            7    civilisation    9    spacecraft
          2    park                 5    attractions     8    shopping    10    tree
          3    cosmopolitan   6    transport

   3     1    who            2    which        3    where        4    whose     5    which

   4     1    isn’t it              4    must             7    won’t it        9    can’t
          2    go                    5    should           8    working     10    has he
          3    to come           6    left

   5     1    c                 2    e               3    d               4    b            5    a
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Module 1
➢ Exercise 7a (p. 11)

 A:   Welcome to ‘Career Choices’. Today in the studio
we have make-up artist Petra Daly with us and she’s
going to tell us all about her job. Welcome Petra.

 B:   Thank you. It’s great to be here.
 A:   So, Petra, would you like to tell all our listeners about

what your job involves?
 B:   Certainly. Well, I do people’s make-up for different

occasions and projects such as professional
photographs, fashion shows, TV, films, weddings or
advertising campaigns. 

 A:   What kind of skills does a make-up artist need to
have?

 B:   You need to be artistic and have a sense of what
colours go well with each other and also which
colours will cancel out one another so you can help
hide dark circles under the eyes, spots and so on. You
also have to be flexible and able to adapt to changing
schedules. You need to be friendly and sociable and
able to work with all types of people, too. It’s not a
good job for a shy person.

 A:   What kind of daily routine is there for a makeup artist?
 B:   Well, most make-up artists are self-employed and

work on a freelance basis and there isn’t really a daily
routine because some days are 4 hour jobs and other
days I can work 16 hours straight. Photo shoots can
be at least 8-9 hours with four makeup and hairstyle
changes. A wedding can take from 2 to 6 hours
depending on how many people there are to do. It
can be very tiring but it is very rewarding.

 A:   Where is make-up usually done? What is your work
environment like?

 B:   Well, I can work indoors and out for photo shoots. I
visit private homes for weddings and I work in TV
studios or on location for TV projects and films. I never
sit down when I’m working. 

 A:   Do you earn a lot of money?
 B:   If you have experience and a good reputation in the

industry, you can earn a lot of money. When you are
starting out you won’t earn a lot of money, but the
more experience you have the more money you can
earn. 

 A:   Well, that was very interesting. We’ll be right back
after these messages when Petra will answer caller’s
questions. 

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 15)

And in other news ... police are looking for a missing
person. Ben Wilson went missing last Tuesday in the centre
of Manchester. Ben is in his mid twenties. He's of medium
height with short brown hair and brown eyes. Ben often
wears glasses and has a beard and moustache. Please call
the police immediately if you see Ben. Moving on to sports
news ...

Module 2
➢ Exercise 7 (p. 23)

Sally: Hi Tony. Hi Jenny. How are you?
Jenny: Hi, Sally. Actually, my ankle hurts because I twisted it
yesterday while I was playing basketball.
Sally: Oh dear. I’m sorry. Have you done anything to make
it better?
Jenny: Well, I put some ice on it and that helped a lot. Tony
hurt himself yesterday too, didn’t you Tony?
Tony: Yes, I did.
Sally: Really? What happened to you?
Tony: Oh, nothing serious. I just burnt my hand while I was
cooking dinner. I put some cream on it and it’s a lot better
now.
Sally: Well, it seems we’ve all had accidents lately.
Jenny: Oh no. Don’t tell me you hurt yourself yesterday
too?
Sally: Yes. I was rollerblading in the park when I fell and cut
my leg. I cleaned the wound and put a dressing on it.
Jenny: Oh well, at least none of us was badly hurt.

➢ Exercise 3 (p. 27)

Derek: Hi, Jessica. What’s new?
Jessica: I was just listening to the news about a man they
found in the jungle. He was lost for 11 days without food.
It’s amazing how he survived.
Derek: Well they say that people can survive 3 hours in the
cold, 3 days without water and 3 weeks without food.
Jessica: Doesn’t that depend on how healthy you are to
start with?
Derek: Yes. The more fit someone is, the better their chances
to survive.
Jessica: I guess that’s why he survived. This man was very
fit, but it took so long to find him. No one knew he was
gone until days later.
Derek: That’s why you should always inform someone
about where you are going and the route you will take.
This way, help will get to you sooner.
Jessica: You know although he was an experienced hiker,
he didn’t seem well prepared. He left wearing light clothes
and carrying only a bottle of water.
Derek: They say hikers should always carry food, water,
protective clothing and something to light a fire with. They
should also have a whistle to attract attention.
Jessica: Well this guy only had the water but he chose to
wait near a waterfall until they found him.
Derek: That’s probably what saved him. One of the rules
about getting lost is to stay in one spot until people come
for you. Most people move around.
Jessica: Well when they found him he was weak and unable
to move.
Derek: At least he’s alive.

SBA1
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➢ Exercise 3 (p. 31)

Emma: Dan! How are you? I hear you had an accident on
your skiing holiday in the French Alps last month!
Dan: Can you believe it! I’m OK, but poor Bob’s not so
good.
Emma: What happened?
Dan: Well, it was a bright sunny day and we were having a
great time whizzing down the slopes. We were both in a
great mood, as you can imagine.
Emma: Yeah, go on. Then what?
Dan: All of a sudden, there was a terrible rumbling sound
coming from behind us! It was really scary, I can tell you!
Emma: What was it?
Dan: An avalanche, of all things! There was a huge
mountain of snow rolling down the mountain. It was
heading right for us!
Emma: What did you do? 
Dan: We skied as fast as we could to get out of the way,
but the force of the snow hit us quite hard! It knocked us
both right off our feet!
Emma: But you were OK?
Dan: Yes, I was fine, but Bob broke his leg.
Emma: Did you get help?
Dan: Well, I tried to keep Bob calm. I made sure he was
warm and that he didn’t move his leg. Then, we waited for
someone to come and rescue us. 
Emma: I bet you were really worried. 
Dan: I was! I didn’t want to spend the night on the
mountain!
Emma: Of course not! Did someone arrive to help?
Dan: After a couple of hours, I heard a helicopter so I
started waving to get their attention. Luckily, they saw us
and lifted us off the mountain safely.
Emma: Thank goodness for that!
Dan: You bet! We were so relieved. What an experience!

Module 3
➢ Exercise 7 (p. 35)

John: I live near the mountains and there’s lots of snow in
the winter. Every weekend I take my board, my goggles
and a pair of warm gloves and head for the nearest slope.
Some people think it’s a dangerous sport but I find it
challenging to get to the bottom without losing your
balance! It’s more difficult than skiing but it’s perfectly safe
if you’ve had lessons with a trained instructor.

Sally: I remember the first time I tried it. I was really scared
I wouldn’t be able to breathe under the water. My friend
Bill showed me how to put on the mask so that my eyes
and nose were covered properly. Then I had to learn how
to breathe through the snorkel. Once I got the idea it was
fantastic! I saw some amazing fish down there. It’s so
exciting to swim around with them. When you wear your
flippers you can swim really fast too.

Peter: I have always loved this sport. My dad started to take
me to matches from the time I was young. My mates and I
play at the weekend in our local park. All we need is a big

open area a racquet and a shuttlecock. I am pretty good at
it and I want to play for the national team someday.

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 39)

Girl: Hi Alex. How was your holiday?
Alex: I had a really good time but my friends had a few
problems.
Girl: Really? What happened?
Alex: Well first Jenny missed her flight and had to fly out
the next day.
Girl: Oh dear! That sounds more like something Peter
would do. He always has bad luck.
Alex: He did have some bad luck! His wallet was stolen as
soon as we landed in Hawaii and we had to go to the
police station.
Girl: How awful! What about Fred and Nina?
Alex: They were both unfortunate as well. Fred lost his
luggage and had to buy new clothes and Nina got
sunburnt on our first day at the beach.
Girl: Well at least you and Dennis didn’t have any
problems.
Alex: Actually, Dennis lost his passport two days before we
were due to return and had to go to the embassy.
Girl: Oh dear! I see you were the only lucky one!
Alex: Yes, thank goodness!

Module 4
➢ Exercise 6 (p. 47)

Policeman: OK, sir. Can you tell me what happened? Were
you on the bus?
John: Yes. I had just gotten on the bus at the previous stop.
I got on with a group of people and we had all sat down.
Policeman: Is that when it happened?
John: Well, not exactly. We were almost at the next stop
and the bus began to slow down in order to pull over.
Suddenly, I heard a terrible noise and I realised something
had hit us.
Policeman: Tell me how you got that bump on your head.
John: When the jeep hit us, the bus driver hit the breaks to
stop the bus and I crashed into the seat in front of me. I hit
my head on the top of the seat.  
Policeman: Did anyone help you?
John: No, in fact I got off the bus and went to see if the
driver of the jeep was OK. I have taken a first aid course, so
I wanted to help.
Policeman: Was he injured?
John: No, fortunately he was wearing a seatbelt. Someone
called for an ambulance, just to be safe, but everyone was
OK.
Policeman: You’re right, that was fortunate. That’s all for
now, thank you for your time sir.
John: No problem, I am glad I could help.
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➢ Exercise 4 (p. 51)

Mark: Hi Kate. How was your holiday?
Kate: It was fantastic, thanks. Well worth the ten-hour
flight to get there. 
Mark: Wow! The longest flight I’ve ever had was seven or
eight hours. I was very uncomfortable and I couldn’t sleep.
I remember feeling so tired. What did you do for so many
hours?
Kate: Well, I was talking to my mum and dad before I left
and they told me to take some good books with me to
read on the plane. But, I actually slept for most of the trip.
Mark: You’re lucky. It must have gone by quickly then.
Kate: Yes, it did. Thank goodness, because as soon as I got
there my group started a trip into the jungle.
Mark: That sounds exciting. How long were you in the
jungle? 
Kate: Well, it was supposed to be for two days, but we all
decided to stay one more day, so that made it three. We
had enough supplies and we had gone all that way ... so
we thought, why not?
Mark: So you must have had to carry a lot of stuff with you.
Did you go by plane?
Kate: Oh, no! There wouldn’t have been anywhere for a
plane to land, it was very thick jungle. A helicopter went
ahead of us and dropped off our supplies and equipment.
We went in a jeep.
Mark: Were you worried about wild animals?
Kate: It was a little bit scary at night, but during the day it
was fine. In fact, the most exciting thing for me was when
we saw some snakes in a tree. They were very rare and we
were very fortunate to see them in their natural habitat.
Mark: Well it sounds like you had an amazing experience.
Next time I see you, I would like to see your photos.
Kate: Yes, of course. I would be happy to show them to
you ...

➢ Exercise 3 (p. 55)

Tom: Are you coming out tonight? We’re going to see a
new band playing.
Alex: I want to come but my parents said no. They say it’s
too late. I’m really fed up – what can I do?
Tom: My parents were like that too but we agreed on a few
ground rules and now they’re OK.
Alex: What do you mean by ground rules?
Tom: Well, first I have to tell them exactly where I’m going,
and who I’m going with.
Alex: That’s OK.
Tom: Also, if I say I will be back at a certain time, I must be
back at that time.
Alex: Fair enough, but what happens if the bus is late or
something?
Tom: Well, I must always have my mobile phone with me.
That way I can phone if I’m going to be later than I said or
if I have a problem.
Alex: Right.
Tom: The thing is, you have to show them you are
responsible. Then they will probably relax a bit.
Alex: I hope so!

Tom: Look, I think your parents only want to be sure you
are safe.
Alex: Yes, you’re probably right. Thanks for your advice.
I’m going to tell them what you said and maybe they can
talk to your parents, too.
Tom: Sure, my parents will be pleased to know we are
going together. Ring me later and let me know what
happens.
Alex: OK Tom, let’s hope they say I can come. I’ll speak to
you later. Bye ...

Module 5
➢ Exercise 6 (p. 59)

The University Environmental Society is proud to announce
a talk on Stonehenge and the protection of historic places.
The talk takes place in Albert Hall on Monday at 5pm. The
speaker will be Geoffrey Wright, the president of the
Stonehenge Environmental Organisation. He will be
speaking about the effects of pollution on Stonehenge.
There is a small entrance fee of three pounds that will go
towards helping Stonehenge in its fight against pollution.

➢ Exercise 7 (p. 63)

0    What will the weather be like tomorrow?
     Woman: Have you seen the weather forecast for

tomorrow?
     Man: Yes, it’s going to be very cold – minus ten –  and

it is going to be a bit snowy. 
     Woman: I prefer the cold to wet or windy weather,

though.
     Man: Yes, me too.

1    How many people are going on holiday?
     Man: When are you going on holiday?
     Woman: Next week, on the sixth.
     Man: You’re so lucky ... a holiday in the sun with your

family. Are all five of you going?
     Woman: Yes, plus my grandparents, so that makes

seven of us.

2    What are they going to do tomorrow?
     Eddie: I had so much fun skateboarding today.  What

are we doing tomorrow?
     Mary: How about a bike ride? That way we will see the

countryside, too.
     Eddie: Oh no, it’s too hot to cycle. I think swimming is a

better idea.
     Mary: Yes, I guess you’re right. Swimming it is then. 

3    How far is the recycling centre?
     Woman: Shall we take these bottles to the recycling

centre?
     Man: The recycling centre? That must be at least 4 km

away and you know my car is at the garage. 
     Woman: It’s not so far. It’s 2 km away at the most.

Come on ... we’ll take the dog with us. We’ll be back
by three.

     Man: Oh ... all right then. 
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4    What is Mark doing?
     Woman: Hi, Mark. I’m calling to see if you would like to

come skiing with us.
     Mark: Thanks, but I am on my way to go windsurfing.
     Woman: Oh, OK. Well maybe next weekend we can do

something together.
     Mark: Sure, let’s go rock climbing. I’ll call you.

5    What is the concert for?
     Girl: Remember the concert we went to last year to

raise money to stop deforestation?
     Boy: Of course. Is there another one this year?
     Girl: Yes, but this time they’re raising money to help

endangered animals. The money will be used to clean
up the rubbish that threatens their habitats.

     Boy: That sounds like a great cause. I will definitely go
and help.

➢ Exercise 3 (p. 67)

Woman: The amount of rubbish we create in our daily lives
is becoming a big problem. We have so much rubbish that
we are running out of places to put it. There is rubbish on
the streets of our towns and cities, in our parks and in our
rivers. This makes all of our lives more unpleasant. We must
start recycling programmes in our neighbourhoods. We can
organise clean-up days to clean up our parks and streets.
We must all get involved to reduce the rubbish we make.

Module 6
➢ Exercise 5 (p. 71)

Woman: Good afternoon, Intech Science Centre and
Planetarium.
Harry: Oh hello, my name is Harry Wright. I am a teacher
at Roedean School. I would like some information about
the activities going on at the planetarium at the moment. 
Woman: There are a number of live shows like
‘Neighbourhood Earth’ and ‘Alien Worlds’. The first is
about Earth and the stars. In ‘Alien Worlds’, you visit the
other planets. 
Harry: That sounds good. How long do the shows last?
Woman: They are about 25 minutes long and there is a 15
to 20 minute break between each show.
Harry: OK, and can you tell me the opening and closing
times of the planetarium, please? 
Woman: Of course. We are open every day from 6 am to 4
pm. However, we close for one hour at 10 am for cleaning.
Harry: What about the price of the tickets? Are there any
group discounts?
Woman: Tickets are £6.95 for adults and £4.65 for
children. If there are more than 10 children, then tickets
are only £3.50 for each child. 
Harry: Great. One last question – what’s the best way to
get to the planetarium from Winchester city centre?
Woman: Well, there is a bus that leaves from the train
station every ten minutes. Taxis are also available, of
course, but the bus would be cheaper for you.
Harry: OK, thank you very much. 

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 75)

Int: Good morning, I’m from the school newspaper. Does
your family have a computer at home?
Brendan: Yes.
Int: Great. Do you have a few minutes to answer a few
questions?
Brendan: Sure, go ahead.
Int: Thanks! Right, first of all, what’s your name?
Brendan: Brendan.
Int: ... Brendan ... OK, got it. Right, well I’m doing a survey
about what people use their computers for. What do you
use the computer for Brendan?
Brendan: Oh, that’s easy. I sometimes use it to burn CDs,
but I mainly use it to play computer games. I love them!
Int: OK. What about the other members of your family?
Brendan: My little sister Emily loves music, so she burns
CDs all the time.
Int: Does she download music, too?
Brendan: Actually, no. My brother Alan does, though. He
knows all the best sites.
Int: And your parents? What do they use the computer for? 
Brendan: Well, actually my mum doesn’t really like
computers. She says surfing the Internet is a waste of time!
She does sometimes send a few emails to her friends,
though.
Int: And what about your dad?
Brendan: Oh, he uses the computer all day at work, so he
doesn’t use it a lot at home. He sometimes uses it to surf
the Internet to find out information, but he never
downloads things or plays games or anything like that.
Int: OK, thanks very much for your time, Brendan. 
Brendan: You’re welcome.

➢ Exercise 3 (p. 79)

Host: For those who’ve just tuned in, our topic today is
teens and mobile phones. Now we’re going to take some
calls from our listeners and see what they think about the
subject. Hello – who’s on line 1?
Kim: Hi, my name’s Kim and I just want to say that I think
mobile phones are great. Ever since my teenage son Martin
got one, I can reach him anytime of the day and know that
he’s OK. Apart from that, he was very shy before. Now,
he’s always sending text messages and chatting with
friends.
Host: OK. How does the caller on line 2 feel?
Paul: Hi, I’m Paul and I completely disagree. I think mobile
phones just distract young people. My daughter Meg gets
so many messages, she hardly does any homework. As a
result, she is falling behind in her schoolwork. Also, I think
it’s too expensive – the bills keep going up. It would be a
lot cheaper if she went over to her friend’s house to chat.
Host: What do you have to say to that Kim?
Kim: I disagree. I’m willing to pay the price so that my child
can reach me in an emergency. A lot of lives are saved
during disasters because someone has a mobile phone. I
also love the pictures and videos my son sends me when
he’s on a school trip. It’s like I’m there with him.
Host: What do you think Paul?
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Paul: I think teens should stop using all these gadgets and
hang out with their friends again, like they did in the past.
Also, don’t forget how unhealthy it can be to use a mobile
phone too much. The radiation can seriously damage our
kids’ health.
Host: Well, you two have certainly made some good
points. Tune in tomorrow ...

Module 7
➢ Exercise 7a (p. 83)

1    Jane: I love most kinds of films, really, but I especially
enjoy comedies. I just find it really relaxing to sit down
and watch a film that makes me laugh when I’ve had a
busy day. I don’t really like fantasy films. I prefer films
with more realistic storylines.

2    Steve: I love going to the cinema – especially to see a
really good science-fiction film. I just love all the action
and brilliant special effects. I’ve watched all the Star
Wars films over and over again! I don’t really like
dramas, though. They’re too slow and there usually
aren’t any special effects.

3    Susan: My favourite kinds of films are computer animated
films. I know they’re mostly for children, but I really enjoy
them. I find them really funny and clever. The only films I
don’t really enjoy are science-fiction films and westerns. I
find them really boring.

➢ Exercise 5 (p. 87)

Girl: Did you all have a nice time at the art exhibition last
night, Tony?
Tony: Oh, actually I didn’t go in the end. 
Girl: Oh, really? What did you do, then? 
Tony: Well, my friend got tickets to a football match, so I
went to that instead. 
Girl: Oh. Did anyone go to the exhibition? 
Tony: Only Joyce. Everyone else did something different.  
Girl: Did Laura go with you to the match? I know she loves
football!
Tony: No. It was her friend’s birthday, so she went out for
dinner. 
Girl: What about Claire and Dennis? Did they go out for
dinner, too? 
Tony: No, they didn’t. I think Claire went to see a ballet.
Dennis wanted to go to an opera, but there weren’t any
tickets left so he just went to see a film at the cinema
instead. 
Girl: Well it sounds like you all had a really nice evening.
We should all go out together soon.
Tony: Yes, great idea!

Module 8
➢ Exercise 5 (p. 95)

Debbie: I have lived in a peaceful village on the coast in the
south of England my whole life. The countryside around
the village is beautiful. There are lovely green valleys and
fields that you can walk around. The bad thing about the
village is that it’s quite boring. There’s no nightlife for
young people.

➢ Exercise 5a (p. 99)

Karen: My name is Karen. I’m 14 years old and I live with
my parents and my sister in a lovely little house in the
countryside. Our stone cottage is very old but it is cosy,
with a big fireplace in the living room. The house only has
two bedrooms. I don’t mind sharing a room with my sister
because we get on very well. Our garden is very pretty too.
It has cherry trees and lots of lovely roses.

Simon: Hi, I’m Simon and I’m 15 years old. Last year me
and my parents moved out of our flat and now we live on
the River Thames in a houseboat. It’s a little cramped but I
still prefer it to our old flat. It’s got two small bedrooms
and a large living area with a kitchen. In the summer it’s
nice to sit on the deck and watch all the river traffic.

Peter: Hello. My name is Peter. I’m 15 years old and I live in
a large building in the city. I live there with my parents and
my sister. Our home is quite big so I’m lucky enough to
have my own room. We have got 3 bedrooms, a spacious
living room, a kitchen/dining room and a balcony full of
plants and flowers. I like living here because we are on the
top floor and we have a wonderful view of the city.
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School in Malaysia (p. AC1)

  1   I think the education system in Malaysia is formal
and they wear a school uniform.

  2   Suggested Answer
       1   F    (age 7)
       2    F    (They go to the same school unless it is Islamic.)
       3   T
       4   F    (They can leave at 17.)  
       5   T
       6   T

 

       Suggested Answer
        Children in Malaysia go to kindergartens between the

age of 4 and 6 for up to 2 years. Then they go to primary
schools at age 7 for 6 years. They study Malay language
and writing, English, Science, Maths and Tamil language
and writing. They wear uniforms of white shirts with blue
skirts or pinafores for girls and white shirts with long navy
blue trousers for boys. They go to secondary schools at
the age of 13 for 5 or 6 years. They study from 9-15
subjects including Science, Maths, Malay, English and
Tamil language. They wear uniforms of white shirts and
turquoise pinafores, skirts or tunics for girls and white
shirts with long olive green trousers for boys.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

The ‘Father of Traditional Vietnamese
Medicine’ – Hai Thuong Lan Ong Le Huu
Trac (p. AC2)
  1   The first two pictures show a practitioner of traditional

Vietnamese medicine measuring herbs. The third
picture shows Hai Thuong Lan Ong Le Huu Trac who
is the ‘Father of Traditional Vietnamese Medicine’.

  2   1    F    (Traditional Vietnamese Medicine is thousands
of years old)

       2   F    (Ginger protects against colds and flu.)
       3    F    (He left the army because he hated the violence

he encountered.)
       4   T
       5   F    (UNESCO recognised Le Huu Trac as an

important cultural figure who made a great
contribution to traditional medicine.)

  3   Suggested Answer
       I learnt that ginger can be used to protect against

colds and flu. The artemisia plant can be used to
protect against malaria and turmeric can be used to
help stomach problems.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Opportunities for Extreme Sports in
Viet Nam (p. AC3)
  1   a)  (Suggested Answer)
            mountaineering, rock climbing, ice climbing,

paragliding, snowboarding, scuba diving,
windsurfing, bungee jumping, caving, skydiving,
parkour, etc

       b)  windsurfing, scuba diving, rock climbing
            Yes, I think you can do these in Viet Nam.

  2   1   T
       2   NM
       3   F    (You can go scuba diving, snorkelling,

windsurfing, white-water rafting, catamaran
sailing, ocean kayaking, kite surfing, jet
skiing, body boarding, aqua cycling, water
skiing and wake boarding.)

       4   T
       5   NM

  3   scuba diving, snorkelling, windsurfing, white-water
rafting, catamaran sailing, ocean kayaking, kite
surfing, jet skiing, body boarding, aqua cycling,
water skiing and wake boarding, rock climbing and
mountain biking

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Strange Laws in Singapore (p. AC4)
  1   (Ss’ own answers)

  2   1   To prevent harm to another person or damage to
property.

       2   To try to solve the problem of gum being left
under seats on the metro.

       3   You will get a hefty fine and community service if
you do it more than once.

  3 TYPES OF
SCHOOLS KINDERGARTENS PRIMARY

SCHOOLS
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS

YEARS 2 6 5-6

AGE 4-6 7-13 13-18/19

SUBJECTS Malay,
English,
Science,
Maths,
Tamil

9-15 Science,
Maths,
Malay,
English,
Tamil

UNIFORM Girls:
white shirt
with blue
skirt or
pinafore,
Boys:
white shirt
with long
navy blue
trousers

Girls: white
shirt &
turquoise
pinafore skirt
or tunic,
Boys: white
shirt with
long olive
green
trousers
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       4   You should ask their permission first.
       5   You will have to pay a $600 fine.
       6   You have your picture and name published in the

paper to publicly shame you.

  3   I learnt that it is illegal to sell gum, spit and drop
litter in Singapore and that the fines are big.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

The Independence Monument (p. AC5)
  1   It’s the Independence Monument in Phnom Penh. It

marks Cambodia’s independence from France and is
an important memorial for people who died.

  2   1   In 1958.
       2   To celebrate Cambodia’s independence from

France.
       3   The lotus flower.
       4   The Temple at Angkor Wat.
       5   It was designed by the architect Vann Milyvann.
       6   A memorial for people who died in service of the

country.
       7   On national celebrations such as Independence

Day and Constitution Day.
       8   In the centre of Phnom Penh where Norodom

Boulevard meets Sihanoiuk Boulevard.

  3   (Suggested Answer)
       I was impressed that the Independence Monument

looks like the lotus flower and it looks like the Temple
at Angkor Wat. I was also I impressed that it is lit up
at night with red, white and blue lights and that
visitors can’t go inside.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Etiquette in Thailand (p. AC6)
  1   (Suggested Answer)
       I think etiquette in Thailand is having good manners

and following a code of behaviour in public and in
social situations.

  2   1   By putting your hands together in front of you
and bowing your head slightly.

       2   It is called the Wai.
       3   You should remove your shoes.
       4   Because it is disrespectful.
       5   Showing affection, anger or negative emotions in

public.
       6   You should wear smart and modest clothes.

  3   Suggested Answer
       A:  How should I behave when I visit Thailand?

       B:   Well, you should wear smart and modest clothes
and when you meet someone you should put
your hands together in front of you and bow
your head slightly to show respect.

       A:  OK. Thanks. What else?
       B:   If you visit someone’s home or a temple, you

should take your shoes off before you enter.
       A:  That’s good to know. Anything else?
       B:   Yes, never show the soles of your feet to anyone

and never touch anyone’s head or pass something
over someone’s head. It’s very rude.

       A:  I see, thanks.
       B:   Finally, don’t show affection, anger or negative

emotions in public. It will embarrass your Thai
friends.

       A:  OK. Thanks. I’ll try to remember all that.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Traditional Music in Malaysia (p. AC7)
  1   xylophones, cymbals, rebab, drum

       The xylophone, cymbals and drum are percussion
instruments. The rebab is a stringed instrument
played like a violin.

  2   1   T
       2   F    (It is a string instrument.)
       3   F    (It is a type of dance-drama with singing.)
       4   T
       5   T

  3   Suggested Answer
       I learnt that a dance drama in Malaysia is called the

Mak Yong. I learnt that the Wayang Kulit is another
type of traditional performance. I also learnt that the
royal orchestra is called the Nobat.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Kampong Ayer: The Water Village (p. AC8)
  1   (Suggested Answer)
       I think it is in Brunei. I think it is special because it is a

village surrounded by water.

  2   1   It is also called the Venice of the East.
       2   In an area of Bandar Seri Bagawan, in Brunei.
       3   Around 30,000 people.
       4    From far away, it looks like a poor area. From close

up, it looks like a beautiful village with beautiful
homes and buildings.

       5    They have good plumbing, electricity, telephones,
air conditioning, satellite TV, a school, a police
station, a fire station, shops and a hospital.

       6   Tourists can see the village from water taxis.
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  3   Suggested Answer
       I learnt that it is a group of 42 villages and that 10%

of the population of the country live there. I also
learnt that they have modern facilities and amenities.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Vietnamese Martial Arts Festival (p. AC9)
  1   (Suggested Answer)
       The Vietnamese Martial Arts Festival is a popular

festival that celebrates Vietnamese martial arts. There
is a procession, music performances and firework
displays.

       It takes place in central Binh Dinh Province.

  2    1   T            2   F           3   T           4   T         5   F

  3   a)  Suggested Answer

            

       b)  The Vietnamese Martial Arts Festival takes place
in central Binh Dinh Province. It lasts for 3 days.
There is a procession, a flower offering at the
King Quang Trung Museum, traditional music
performances, firework displays, Tay Son battle
drumming and a beauty pageant.

  4   Suggested Answer
       … it seems like lots of fun.

  5   (Ss’ own answers)

Brunei National Costume (p. AC10)
  1    1   T            2   T           3   F           4   F         5   T

  2    1   D           2   C           3   B           4   A         5   D

  3   Suggested Answer
       I was impressed that people still like to wear

traditional costume in Brunei. I was impressed that
children wear a type of national costume as school
uniforms and that people also wear it for work.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Phnom Chhnork Caves (p. AC11)
  1   There are impressive limestone formations and a

stunning pre-Angkorian temple inside.
       It is located in Kampot Province in Southern Cambodia.

  2   1   limestone
       2   elephants’ heads
       3   pre-Angkorian temple, the 7th century
       4   brick
       5   stalactites and stalagmites
       6   small shrine
       7   Wat Ang Sdok
       8   a monk to show them around

  3   (Suggested Answer)
       Phnom Chhnork caves are limestone.
       They have a pre-Angkorian temple inside. They are

close to Wat Ang Sdok.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

The Language of Literature (p. AC12)
  1   He is Nick Joaquín, a Filipino writer.

  2   1   Quijano de Manila
       2   in Paco, Manila in 1917
       3   he had his first essay published
       4   poems, stories, plays and newspaper articles
       5   National Artist of the Philippines
       6   to free the writer José Lacaba
       7   in San Juan, Manila in 2004
       8   his influence on society and his many great works

  3   (Suggested Answer)
       I learnt that Nick Joaquín wrote ‘The Woman Who

Had Two Navels’. I also learnt that he was the
National Artist of the Philippines and that he tried to
encourage intellectual freedom in his country.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Sports in Brunei (p. AC13)
  1   Suggested Answer
       football, running, hockey

       tennis, swimming, athletics (track & field), squash,
hockey, football, National Day celebrations, Brunei
International Tattoo, marching bands, cultural
performances, running, jogging, cycling, stroll

  2    1   T       2   F        3   T        4   F       5   T        6   F

  3   Suggested Answer
       1   C      2   D       3   A        4   B

FESTIVAL The Vietnamese Martial Arts Festival

PLACE central Binh Dinh Province

DURATION 3 days

ACTIVITIES procession, flower offering at the
King Quang Trung Museum,
traditional music performances,
fireworks displays, Tay Son battle
drumming, beauty pageant
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  4   (Suggested Answer)
       I learnt that the Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah National

Stadium covers 70 acres. I also learnt that there are
three new complexes next to it and they are building
more. I learnt that important events like the Southeast
Asian Games and the Brunei International Tattoo take
place there. I also learnt that it is a popular place to
exercise.

  5   (Ss’ own answers)

Animal Symbols of Myanmar (p. AC14)
  1   Suggested Answer
       The peacock is a symbol of happiness and unity.
       The Leogryph is a symbol of protection.
       The white elephant is a symbol of power, prosperity

and good fortune.

  2   1   It represents happiness and unity.
       2   To guard the temple honouring his father.
       3   It symbolises protection.
       4   They are light brownish-pink.
       5   Seeing one is a national blessing bringing good

fortune to Myanmar.

  3   Suggested Answer
       I was impressed that the peacock used to be on the

Myanmar flag. I was impressed that the legend of
the leogryph continues. I was also impressed that
white elephants exist.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

The Lao Kip (p. AC15)
  1   The text is about the currency of Laos, the kip.

  2   1   The Lao kip, Thai baht and US dollars.
       2   In 1945.
       3   The French authorities.
       4   Four.
       5   In 1980.
       6   Because inflation became so great that coins

were not needed.

  3   Suggested Answer
       I learnt that only a third of the money used in Laos is

the Lao kip. I leant that there have been four versions of
the Lao kip and that there are no Lao kip coins today. 

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Khao Sok (p. AC16)
  1   Suggested Answer
       I think visitors can trek though the forest and see

elephants in the wild.

  2    1   B             2   C           3   D              4   A

  3   Suggested Answer
       I learnt that Thailand has lost 65% of its forests. I

also learnt that a mahout is an elephant handler. I
also learnt that there are only 3,000 elephants left in
Thailand from 100,000 a hundred years ago.

  4   (Ss’ own answers)
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self-Assessment Forms

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 1

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about jobs & qualities
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about physical appearance & character 
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   describe people
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about clothes
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   compliment somebody
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about self-respect
       ..............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write four job descriptions
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write a description of a missing person
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write a short text about a teen tribe
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write an article describing my best friend
       ..............................................................................................................................
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 2

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about natural phenomena
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about accidents, injuries & first aid
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   describe an accident
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   ask & talk about health
       ..............................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write an email about an accident I had
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write an email about a jungle survival story
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write a summary of a myth
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   write a story
      ........................................................................................................................
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 3

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about extreme sports 
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   make suggestions
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about experiences
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   apologise & accept an apology
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about sports & diet
       ..............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a summary of a text
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write a short article about a holiday experience of mine
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write about a strange annual event in my country
       ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write an email from abroad
       ..............................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 4

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.
  •   talk about crime & safety
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   narrate an accident
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   talk about a safari trip
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   give an eye-witness statement
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   talk about bullying
      .........................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write an email about an accident I witnessed
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   write an email about a jungle safari trip
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   write a short text about a charity in my country
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   write an email giving advice
      .........................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 5

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about environmental problems
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   give a speech on Stonehenge
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   talk about my favourite weather
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   make suggestions – accepting & refusing
      ........................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write about a monument in danger
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   write a short diary entry about a weird phenomenon
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   write about an endangered animal
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   write an essay offering solutions to a problem
      ........................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 6

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.
  •   talk about means of communication
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   talk about what to put in a time capsule
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   talk about teenage computer usage
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   give instructions
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   talk about body language & gestures
      .........................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a short paragraph describing a first contact scene
       ...............................................................................................................................

  •   write a survey and present the results
       ...............................................................................................................................

  •   write about gestures tourists should avoid using in my country
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   write a for-and-against essay
      .........................................................................................................................
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 7

Go through Module 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about TV programmes
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   express opinions
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   recommend films 
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   describe an experience
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   choose a TV programme
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   talk about how we hear
      ........................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write an email about my favourite film
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   write an email describing an experience
       ..............................................................................................................................
  •   write a short text about a traditional musical instrument
      ........................................................................................................................
  •   write an email about my favourite TV series
      ........................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                        Module 8

Go through Module 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.
  •   talk about city life & country life
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   talk about places & compass points
       ...............................................................................................................................
  •   talk about my house & neighbourhood
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   talk about holidays
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   talk about free-time activities
      .........................................................................................................................

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write about the place where I live
       ...............................................................................................................................

  •   write about my house & neighbourhood
       ...............................................................................................................................

  •   write a questionnaire and report my findings
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   write about life in ancient Egypt 
      .........................................................................................................................
  •   write an article about the place where I live
      .........................................................................................................................
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Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 1

very well OK not very well

talk about jobs & qualities

talk about physical appearance & character 

describe people

talk about clothes

compliment somebody

talk about self-respect

write four job descriptions

write a description of a missing person

write a short text about a teen tribe

write an article describing your best friend

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 2

very well OK not very well

talk about natural phenomena

talk about accidents, injuries & first aid

describe an accident

ask & talk about health

write an email about an accident you had

write an email about a jungle survival story

write a summary of a myth

write a story
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 3

very well OK not very well

talk about extreme sports 

make suggestions

talk about experiences

apologise & accept an apology

talk about sports & diet

write a summary of a text

write a short article about a holiday experience

write about a strange annual event in your country

write an email from abroad

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 4

very well OK not very well

talk about crime & safety

narrate an accident

talk about a safari trip

give an eye-witness statement

talk about bullying

write an email about an accident you witnessed

write an email about a jungle safari trip

write a short text about a charity in your country

write an email giving advice

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 5

very well OK not very well

talk about environmental problems

give a speech on Stonehenge

talk about your favourite weather

make suggestions – accepting & refusing

write about a monument in danger

write a short diary entry about a weird phenomenon

write about an endangered animal

write an essay offering solutions to a problem
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 6

very well OK not very well

talk about means of communication

talk about what to put in a time capsule

talk about teenage computer usage

give instructions

talk about body language and gestures

write a short paragraph describing a first contact scene

write a survey and present the results
write about gestures tourists should avoid using in
your country
write a for-and-against essay

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 7

very well OK not very well

talk about TV programmes

express opinions

recommend films

describe an experience

choose a TV programme

talk about how we hear

write an email about your favourite film

write an email describing an experience

write a short text about a traditional musical instrument

write an email about your favourite TV series
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                   Module 8

very well OK not very well

talk about city life & country life

talk about places & compass points

talk about your house & neighbourhood

talk about holidays

talk about free-time activities

write about the place where you live

write about your house & neighbourhood

write a questionnaire and report your findings

write about life in ancient Egypt

write an article about the place where you live
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1a
  1    a)   1    fit            3    patient     5    artistic     7    flexible
              2    daring     4    skilful       6    brave       8    reliable

       b)  Suggested Answers
              1    brave                  3    artistic               5    reliable
              2    patient                4    fit, daring

  2    1    sideshow             3    pointed               5    body
        2    dressing              4    forked

  3    a)   1    g crocodile trainer
             2     f storm chaser
             3    e underwater photographer
             4    b stunt man
             5    a air traffic controller
             6    c bomb disposal expert
             7    d interior decorator

        b)   1    underwater photographer
              2    air traffic controller
              3    interior decorator
              4    crocodile trainer
              5    stunt man
              6    storm chaser
              7    bomb disposal expert

  4    1    pressure       3    extends      5    double      7    swing
        2    costumes      4    earn           6    busy         8    make

  5    1    well                     3    part                     5    high
        2    long                    4    shifts

  6    a)   1    e              3    a              5    h             7    c
              2    g             4    f              6    d             8    b

        b)   1    airline pilot             4    make-up artist
              2    shop assistant         5    computer programmer
              3    travel agent

  7    2    A bus driver drives people.
        3    An airline pilot flies planes.
        4    A shop assistant sells things.
        5    A travel agent organises holidays.
        6    A graphic designer draws pictures.
        7    A social worker helps people with problems.

  8    Suggested Answer
        An airline pilot flies planes from one place to another. He

is highly trained and needs to be very skilful. He also
needs to be reliable and brave. An airline pilot is well
paid.

1b
  1    1    is shopping        3    is wearing          5    am working
        2    are doing           4    is thinking

  2    2    Long isn’t playing football. He is reading.
        3    They aren’t watching a film. They are playing

basketball.
        4    Orla isn’t cooking dinner. She is shopping.
        5    They aren’t cycling in the park. They are

running/jogging.

  3    1    have got         5    finish                       9    enjoying
        2    am helping     6    go                          10    is doing
        3    get up            7    am also working     11    is cooking
        4    opens             8    are relaxing

  4    1    wants      3    works        5    knows        7    is moving
        2    start         4    believe      6    leaves         8    are going

  5   Suggested Answer
        I usually go shopping.
        I usually watch a DVD.
        I usually eat with my family.

        This weekend, I am playing football.
        I am going to the cinema.
        I am eating at a restaurant.

  6    2    Frank is taller than Rupert.
        3    Amy’s dress is nicer than Nora’s.
        4    This bicycle is more expensive than my bicycle.
        5    Noel is shorter than Ned.
        6    Maura is happier than Harriet.

  7    1    the best
        2    cleverer/more clever than
        3    the most intelligent
        4    the worst
        5    more beautiful than
        6    better than

  8    1    too                      3    enough               5    enough
        2    enough               4    too                      6    too

  9    1    are        3    are        5    isn’t        7    are        9    is
        2    is           4    is           6    is            8    are      10    Are

10    1    A              3    C             5    B                 7    A
        2    C              4    A             6    B                 8    B

11   Suggested Answer
        My dad is older than my uncle, but my uncle is taller.
        My sister is shorter than my brother, but my brother is

happier.
        My mum is more beautiful than my aunt, but my aunt is

more patient.
        I am younger than my brother.

WK1
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1c
  1    1    Ruth     2    Brian     3    Jane       4    Ryan      5    Kate

  2    1    b             2    c             3    d            4    a

  3    1    patient                4    reserved              7    outgoing
        2    easy-going          5    sensitive              8    rude
        3    honest                 6    careful

  4    1    patient                3    oval                     5    skinny
        2    rude                    4    height

  5    1    c              2    e             3    d            4    a          5    b

        1    rewarding job                    4    top model
        2    plastic surgery                    5    medical school
        3    feel embarrassed

  6    1    NM           3    T              5    F                 7    T
        2    F               4    NM         6    F

  7   Suggested Answer
        Jack goes to school, whereas Jamal works in a diamond

mine.
        Jack’s dad drives him to school, but Jamal walks to work.
        Jack’s parents give him money, whereas Jamal gives his

family money.
        Jack wants to be a lawyer when he grows up, but Jamal

wants to be a teacher or a doctor.

  8    1    h             2    b            3    c             4    g          5    a

  9    1    heart surgeon      4    5/five                  7    her job
        2    hospital               5    feels                    8    loves
        3    wakes up             6    dress

1d, e, f
  1    1    polka-dot            3    tartan                  5    flat
        2    tight-fitting         4    flared

  2   Suggested Answer
        Emma is wearing jeans and flat shoes. She is also wearing a

pink top and a white jacket.
        Jane is wearing red shoes with a red skirt and jacket.

  3    a)   1    i            3    c           5    d           7    e         9    h
              2    a           4    b           6    j            8    f        10    g

        b)   1    hang out                  4    hair extensions
              2    baggy jeans             5    positive attitude
              3    brand names

  4    1    You look great in that skirt
        2    It fits you perfectly
        3    it really suits you
        4    She has great taste in clothes

  5   Suggested Answer
        Vinh:    Hi Nam! Those jeans look nice. Are they new?
        Nam:   Yes, I bought them yesterday with these shoes.
        Vinh:    They fit you perfectly.
        Nam:   Thanks! You look good, too.
        Vinh:    Really? Do you like my polo-neck jumper?
        Nam:   Yes, it really suits you.
        Vinh:    Thanks! It's a gift from my mum.
        Nam:   She has great taste in clothes, then.

1g
  1    A    2               B    4             C    1                D    3

  2    1    Mark is a very active person. – Mark has got lots of
interests.

        2    Mark looks really good and has a great personality. –
Mark looks really cool and is quite popular.

        3    In conclusion, I think Mark is fantastic. – All in all, I
think that Mark is a great guy.

        4    Mark is one of the people I like best. – One of my
favourite people is Mark.

  3   Suggested Answer
        Tina has a wonderful personality.

  4    1    George has got short brown hair and blue eyes.
        2    Nora does water sports because she loves the outdoors.
        3    Oliver is very friendly, but he can be a bit insensitive.
        4    Mary is very slim with long black hair.
        5    Linda also speaks Italian and French.

  5   Suggested Answer
    Para 1:    The person is Quang. He is my brother.
    Para 2:    He is thirteen years old. He is tall with brown

hair and brown eyes. He wears trainers, jeans
and T-shirts. He is very friendly, but he can be a
little insensitive at times.

    Para 3:    He likes watching DVDs and playing
badminton.

    Para 4:    I love my brother very much.

  6    Suggested Answer
        Quang is one of the best people I know. He's my older

brother. We have a really good time when we hang out
together and he always helps me when I have a problem.

        Quang is good-looking and has a great personality. He is
thirteen years old and is tall for his age. He has short
brown hair and brown eyes. He likes to dress in casual
clothes and always wears trainers, jeans and T-shirts.
Quang is very friendly and has a lot of friends, but he can
be a little insensitive at times.

        Quang has a lot of interests. He has a collection of DVDs
and often goes to the cinema with his friends. He is very
good at badminton and usually goes to the park to play
with his friends. I often go to see him play.

        All in all, I believe that Quang is a great person. I'm glad
he is my brother and love him very much.

WK2
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2a
  1    1    hurricane            4    eruption              7    flood
        2    earthquake          5    tornado               8    lightning
    3    drought              6    avalanche            9    tsunami

  2    1    lightning                            4    drought
        2    flood                                  5    earthquake
        3    avalanche                           6    tsunami

  3    2    e              3    c             4    b            5    f           6    d

        2    ranger station                     5    forest ranger
        3    lightning bolt                     6    mountain road
        4    world record

  4    1    eyebrow              5    shoulder              9    leg
        2    finger                  6    chest                 10    ankle
        3    toe                      7    stomach
        4    head                   8    wrist

  5    1    cut                      4    bruised                7    twisted
        2    hit                       5    cut                      8    pulled
        3    burnt/burned      6    sprained

  6    1    bandage             3    dressing              5    cast
        2    pack                    4    X-ray                   6    cream

  7    1    cool off                               4    knocked 
        2    survived                             5    lost 
        3    burnt/burned off                6    occurred

  8   Suggested Answer
        Jenny was cycling in the park yesterday when she fell off

her bike and twisted her ankle. She also cut her leg on her
bicycle. Someone in the park called an ambulance and
they took her to hospital. A nurse cleaned the wound on
her leg and put a dressing on it. She had an X-ray to see if
her ankle was broken, but it wasn’t. The doctor told her
to go home and rest it. 

2b
  1    2    At 8:15, he was going to school. 
        3    At 9:25, he was having a Maths lesson.
        4    At 12:10, he was eating lunch with his friends.
        5    At 14:20, he was studying for a History test.
        6    At 16:45, he was playing tennis.

  2    2    Were Alan and Mark playing football?
             No, they weren’t. They were doing their homework.
        3    Was Rita tidying her room?
             No, she wasn’t. She was walking her dog.
        4    Was Jack playing in the park?
             No, he wasn’t. He was doing the shopping.
        5    Were Tammy and Frank cooking dinner?
             No, they weren’t. They were sleeping.

  3    Suggested Answers
        1    At 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon, I was doing my

homework.
        2    At 10 o’clock this morning, I was having an English

lesson.
        3    Three hours ago, I was having my breakfast.
        4    Last Saturday, I was staying at my friend’s house.
        5    At 8 o’clock last night, I was watching TV.
        6    Last summer, I was attending a summer school.
        7    At half past seven yesterday morning, I was getting

ready for school.
        8    This time last week, I was studying for an exam.

  4    1    were watching ... happened
        2    hit
        3    used ... cut
        4    screamed ... struck 
        5    burnt ... was cooking 
        6    was skiing ... occurred
        7    was frying ... burnt

  5    1    was                 6    saw                   11    crashed
        2    smashed         7    was running     12    was
        3    was                 8    tried                  13    went
        4    told                9    lost                    14    disappeared
        5    was driving    10    spun

  6    1    didn’t use to                    3  used to
        2    would                              4  working

  7    1    C             3    A            5    A            7    B          9    B
        2    B             4    C            6    C            8    C        10    C

  8    Suggested Answers
        •    While I was watching TV yesterday afternoon, my

cousin phoned me.
        •    Yesterday, I was doing my homework when there

was a power cut.
        •    As I was walking to school yesterday, I saw a nasty

road accident.
        •    I feel sad since my best friend moved away.
        •    I visited my grandparents last week.
        •    We were playing football yesterday afternoon.

2c
  1    1    F                         2    T                         3    T

  2    1    A             2    B            3    C            4    B

  3    1    experienced        5    path                    9    party
        2    hike                     6    cliff                    10    rescue
        3    severe                 7    suffering            11    airlift
        4    washed               8    critical               12    alive

WK3
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  4    1    furious            4    pain                    7    survival skills
        2    ran out           5    got stuck
        3    survive            6    drowned

  5    1    d         2    c         3    a         4    e         5    b         6    f

  6    1   lying                 3   spot                  5   rescue
       2   suffer                4   alive                  6   lost

  7    1    A             2    C            3    A            4    C          5    B

  8    1   forest                4   pain                  7   broken
       2   lightning           5   condition          8   survive
       3   lost                   6   plaster

2d, e, f
  1    1    a toothache                        4    a temperature
        2    a cough                             5    a sore throat
        3    a headache                        6    a stomach ache

  2    1    toothache           3    sore throat          5    cough
        2    headache            4    temperature

  3    1   melts                3   locked up          5   tie
       2   escaped            4   birth                 6   fell

  4    2    I feel terrible                 5    I can’t stand it any longer
        3    What’s wrong               6    I suppose you’re right
        4    Why don’t you

  5    Suggested Answer
        Liên:     Hi, Thu. Are you OK? You don’t look well.
        Thu:     Oh, I feel terrible, Liên.
        Liên:     Oh dear! What’s wrong?
        Thu:     I’ve got a terrible toothache.
        Liên:     Really! Why don’t you take a painkiller?
        Thu:     I took one a couple of hours ago.
        Liên:     And it still hurts?
        Thu:     Yes, and I can’t do my homework. I can’t stand it

any longer.
        Liên:     Maybe you should see your dentist.
        Thu:     I suppose you’re right.
        Liên:     Go on then. I can help you with your homework

when you get back.
        Thu:     Thanks. You’re a great friend!

2g
  1    1    d             2    e             3    b            4    a          5    c

  2    1    A             2    C            3    C            4    B          5    A

  3    Time: one morning last summer
        Place: the harbour
        Weather: beautiful morning – warm gentle breeze
        Characters: my parents and me

  4   Suggested Answer
        It was last winter during the school holidays that my

parents, my brother and I decided to go on a skiing trip
in the mountains. It was snowing gently when we set off
by car. As we were driving along, everything became
covered in soft white snow and it was like a winter
wonderland!

  5    1   b              3   h             5   f                 7   g
        2   d              4   a             6   c                8   e

  6    Suggested Answer
        It was last winter during the school holidays that my

parents, my brother and I decided to go on a skiing trip in
the mountains. It was snowing gently when we set off by
car. As we were driving along, the countryside looked like
a winter wonderland!

        We couldn’t wait to get to our chalet in the mountains.
When we arrived, it wasn’t snowing anymore. We put on
our ski gear and went skiing down the slopes. We were
going really fast when suddenly my brother hit a tree. I
was horrified to find him lying unconscious in the snow. I
had to think quickly. I used my mobile phone to call for
help. Fortunately, the phone was working and I was able
to speak to someone. A helicopter came about an hour
later and took us to hospital. 

        I waited patiently while the doctors examined my
brother. I felt sick with worry. Later, when they told me
he had a broken leg and arm, I was ready to jump for joy!
He was still alive and he left hospital after a few days. I
was so relieved that he was OK.

3a
  1         Across         5  snorkelling          6  snowboarding

             Down         1  hang-gliding       4  motocross
                                2  canoeing             5  skateboarding
                                3  skydiving

  2    a)   1    d        2    f        3    e        4    c        5    a       6    b

        b)   1    sharp pain                     4    enter a competition
              2    overcome obstacles       5    shark attack
              3    catch a wave

  3    1    bright       3    realise      5    let               7    later
        2    turned      4    lost          6    place           8    winning

  4    1    fitted                   4    promised             7    catch
        2    rushed                 5    pull                     8    carried
        3    ranked                6    struck

  5    1    gloves                 4    board                  7    bat
        2    paddle                5    goggles
        3    flippers                6    shuttlecock

       A   3             B    5            C    7            D    1          E    4
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  6   Suggested Answer
        Bethany Hamilton is a very good surfer who ranked 8th in

the world when she was 13. She was in Hawaii surfing
with her friends and waiting to catch a wave when she
was struck by terror. A shark attacked her.

        Her friends rushed to pull her out of the sea and carried
her onto the beach. She lost her arm but she still surfs on
a board fitted with a handle. Bethany promised never to
give up surfing.

3b
  1    1    seen                    8    rung                  15    taken
        2    done                   9    left                    16    given
        3    drunk                10    fed                    17    read
        4    brought            11    arrived              18    heard
        5    sung                 12    swum                19    found
        6    made                13    fallen                 20    come
        7    caught              14    flown

  2    1    has just come                 7    has won
        2    have not been                8    hasn’t called
        3    has been shopping         9    Have you found
        4    has been living             10    Has Peter booked
        5    has written                   11    Have you been waiting
        6    Has he bought              12    has John been working

  3    1    has gone to                    4    has gone to
        2    has been to                     5    has gone
        3    have gone to                  6    have ... been

  4    1    yet            4    ever         7    since         10    for
        2    just           5    for           8    since         11    never
        3    already     6    just          9    yet            12    ever

  5    1    has come            4    decided               7    saw
        2    walked                5    moved                8    has heard
        3    left                      6    hasn’t made

  6    1    went                                  6    has been moving
        2    put                                     7    got
        3    woke                                  8    started
        4    are you doing                     9    have been listening
        5    have been                        10    have ever had

  7    1    so             2    such        3    such            4    so

  8    1    B               3    A             5    B                 7    B
        2    B               4    C             6    B                 8    C

  9   Suggested Answers
        Two days ago I went shopping with my sister.
        I watched a really good film on television last night.
        I haven’t finished reading that book yet.
        We haven’t seen Quang since last summer.
        Long has been in Ha Noi for two years.
        We have missed the bus, it has just gone.

        Yesterday, I ate a sandwich with cheese and vegetables
for dinner.

        I have lived in Ho Chi Minh City for 13 years.
        I have already read that book.

3c
  1    1    C              3    C             5    A                 7    C
        2    B               4    C             6    B                 8    B

  2    1    In 2003
        2    Three 
        3    To raise money for charity
        4    Ireland
        5    Because Extreme Cello is a physical sport.
        6    Something even more extreme.

  3    1    c        2    d         3    f         4    a         5    b         6    e

        1    board a flight
        2    import endangered species 
        3    released the name
        4    lose ... passport
        5    check the luggage
        6    break the law 

  4    1    missed                5    import                 9    jams
        2    delays                  6    charged            10    preserve
        3    declare                7    lost                    11    released
        4    officer                 8    checked

  5    1   about                3   about                5   at
       2   with                  4   in

  6    1    B             2    A            3    A            4    B          5    C

  7    1    passenger                   4    broke the law
        2    declare anything        5    import endangered species
        3    a scorpion                  6    charged

3d, e, f
  1    1    looks                   3    entered               5    balanced
        2    played                 4    source

  2    1    keep         4    high        7    starchy      10    balanced
        2    dairy         5    simple     8    in good
        3    sugary      6    tasty        9    score

        1    balanced diet                     4    high in fat
        2    score a goal                        5    dairy products
        3    keep fit

  3    1   B:    Don’t worry about it
        2   A:    Where are you off to
        3   B:    Oh, did I
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  4    1    Have you been waiting long       3    That’s OK
        2    I’m really sorry                           4    I’d better go

  5   Suggested Answer
        Chinh:  Hi Dinh, sorry I’m late. Have you been waiting

long?
        Dinh:   Hi Chinh. No, not long. So, are you ready to go

surfing?
        Chinh:  Actually, I can’t go surfing today.
        Dinh:   Oh no! Why not?
        Chinh:  I didn’t finish my essay, so I have to stay home

and work on it. I’m really sorry.
        Dinh:   That’s OK.
        Chinh:  I’m free on Saturday. Why don’t we go surfing

then?
        Dinh:   Sure.
        Chinh:  Great. I better go. See you then.

3g
  1    1    It is from Jane to Rupert.
        2    It is an informal letter. It uses everyday vocabulary,

e.g. Hi, loads of, and short forms.

  2    1    B               2    C             3    A                 4    B

  3    Greetings from Ireland!
        We’ve been to
        Take care

  4    1    They        2    her         3    She         4    him      5    his

  5   Suggested Answer
        I’m in Scotland on holiday. 
        We’re staying in a hotel by the sea.
        The weather has been a bit cold.
        We have been going for long walks.
        We found an old castle.
        I haven’t been swimming yet.
        I have been canoeing.
        I have eaten some delicious food.
        I have bought a lot of souvenirs.
        The Scottish people are very friendly.
        I’ve had a great time.

  6    Suggested Answer
        Hi Steven,
             Hello from Scotland! I’m having a great time here.

We’re staying in a hotel by a lake.
             Scotland is a beautiful country. The weather has been

a bit cold but it hasn’t rained at all since we got here. We
have been going for long walks in the countryside and
yesterday we found an old castle. I haven’t been
swimming in the lake yet but I have been canoeing every
day. It’s fantastic fun! I have eaten some delicious food
and I have bought a lot of souvenirs for all my friends. 

             The Scottish people are very friendly and it has been
a great holiday.

        See you soon,
        Quân

4a
  1    1    robbery               3    arson                   5    burglary
        2    shoplifting           4    vandalism

  2    1    A              3    B             5    A                 7    A
        2    B               4    C             6    C

  3    1    stole                    5    violate                 9    commit
        2    broke                  6    captured           10    won
        3    limit                    7    keep
        4    started                8    took

  4    robber                  burglar              thief
        kidnapper             mugger             vandal

  5    1    burglar                3    mugger               5    robber
        2    vandal                 4    kidnapper            6    thief

  6    1    d               3    f              5    g                 7    b
        2    e               4    c              6    a

  7    Suggested Answer
        1    The boy had to do six weeks community service for

vandalising the statue.
        2    The firefighters had to work all day and night to put

the forest fire out.
        3    The vandal spray painted the walls of the school.
        4    You need a driving licence to drive a car.
        5    Old age pensioners often need help with everyday

chores.
        6    The man did a six month jail term for burglary.
        7    We had to fill in an entry form to enter the competition. 

  8    1    of        2    to        3    in        4    of       5    for       6  in

  9    1    vandalism           3    burglary              5    arson
        2    thief                    4    robber                 6    mug

10    Suggested Answer
        One night, a man came home and found a burglar in his

apartment. The burglar ran away and tried to escape across
the roof. Unfortunately for him, it was very dark on the roof
and he didn’t see the chimney. He ran into it and fell down.
When the police came, they found the man stuck in the
chimney and crying for help.

4b
  1    1    had run out of                    5    had finished
        2    had visited                         6    had already started
        3    Had ... ridden                     7    had tidied
        4    had caught                        8    had already done
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  2    1    ... had been watching the building for an hour
        2    ... he had been studying it since 2001
        3    ... had been working since 5 am 
        4    ... had been living here since 2007
        5    ... had been ringing for five minutes
        6    ... had been feeling unwell for two weeks
        7    ... had been playing the piano since she was a child

  3    1   valuable, 19th century, oil
       2   15-inch, brand new, white
       3   long, black, silk
       4   large, antique, diamond
       5   expensive, Swedish, digital

  4    1    bored                  4    excited          7    disappointing
        2    interesting           5    amazing
        3    surprised             6    shocking

  5   Suggested Answer
        2    I think extreme sports like bungee jumping are really

exciting.
        3    I never eat spinach because it tastes disgusting!
        4    I get tired if I spend too many hours on my PC.
        5    People who drop litter make me very annoyed.
        6    I feel worried about the lack of safety on the streets.

  6    1    fast   M                              6    always   F
        2    tomorrow   T                     7    indoors   P
        3    quickly   M                         8    very   D
        4    yesterday   T                       9    immediately   T
        5    quite   D                           10    locally   P

  7    1    well                     3    late                     5    hard
        2    angrily                 4    incredibly            6    peacefully

  8    1    A              3    A             5    C                7    A
        2    C              4    C             6    A                8    C

  9    Suggested Answer
        The old man walked slowly down the street.
        I am quite fond of doing crossword puzzles.
        A big computer store is opening in town next week.
        I never buy video games – I always borrow my friend’s!
        The bathroom is upstairs, the second door on the right.

4c
  1    rescue, campfire, survival, jungle, guide, stream

        1    guide                  3    campfire              5    survival
        2    stream                4    jungle                 6    rescue

  2    1    separate              3    rustle                   5    survived
        2    hiss                     4    built

  3    1    art                       3    clubs                   5    every day
        2    books                  4    playground

  4    a)   A    3                         B    1

        b)   1    T       2    T       3   F       4    T        5    NM     6    F

  5    1    burglar                3    police                 5  six months
        2    stole                    4    arrested

4d, e, f
  1    1    positive               4    second-hand       7    raise
        2    volunteers           5    leaflets                 8    donate
        3    needy                  6    sponsored

  2    1    c              2    d            3    a             4    e          5    b

        1    after-school club                   4    decent life
        2    anti-social behaviour             5    second-hand items
        3    charity shops

  3    1    stamped              3    stand up             5    beaten
        2    hit                       4    ignore

  4    1    Can you tell me what you saw
        2    What happened then
        3    I’m afraid not
        4    You’re welcome

  5    Suggested Answer
        A:   What’s your name, please?
        B:   Dinh Phan.
        A:   OK, Mr Phan. You were walking home when you saw

the man spray painting. Can you tell me what you
saw?

        B:   Yes. There was a man spray painting a wall.
        A:   What happened then?
        B:   He saw me and he ran away.
        A:   Did you see where he went?
        B:   I’m afraid not.
        A:   OK, thanks for your time.
        B:   You’re welcome.

4g
  1         A-3                           B-1                           C-2

  2    You should – The right thing would be to ...
        It would be a good idea to – I think the best idea would

be to ...
        Have you thought about doing – Why don’t you do ...

  3    Laurie has put on six kilos/weight.

  4    1    c               2    a              3    d                 4    b
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  5   Suggested Answer
        Dear Laurie,
        I was sorry to hear that you don’t feel comfortable about

your weight. Don’t worry though because I think that I
can help you.

        I think the best thing to do is to change your eating
habits. You should drink more water and fresh fruit juices
instead of fast food. In this way, you won’t put on any
more weight. Why don’t you join a gym or a sports club?
This will help you keep fit and lose weight and perhaps
make more friends. After you do these things, you will
feel better.

        I hope my advice helps you. Remember it is not such a
big deal and you can easily lose six kilos. 

        Yours,
        Lan

5a
  1    1    C             2    E             3    D            4    B          5    A

  2    1    threaten                             5    to save
        2    are going to clean up         6    will survive
        3    worshipped                        7    to preserve
        4    to protect                           8    face

  3    1    in        2    for       3    at        4    of       5    in       6    in

  4    1    Rising                  3    public                5    polluted
        2    Melting               4    cultural              6    responsible

  5    a)   1    g             3    c              5    a              7    f
              2    d             4    h             6    e              8    b

       b)   1    national symbol              4    public transport
              2    holiday destinations        5    Traffic pollution
              3    busy roads                      6    endangered species

  6    1    power                 4    hard                   7    historic
        2    damages             5    face
        3    site                      6    extinct

  7   Suggested Answer
        –   We all have the power to change things.
        –   If we don’t do something now a lot of important

species of plants and animals will be lost.
        –   Many rare animals face extinction because of

pollution.
        –   etc...

5b

  1    1    Jessica is going to go on holiday.
        2    Tim and Ken are going to play football.
        3    Lindsay is going to get on a bus.
        4    Julian is going to buy a new bicycle.

  2    1    will come                           5    is going to rain
        2    is going to have                 6    will do
        3    am going to cut                 7    will live
        4    are going to watch

  3    1    is getting                            5    won’t be sleeping
        2    is meeting                          6    Are you going
        3    will be lying                       7    will be taking
        4    will not have                      8    will ever live

  4    1    would buy – Type 2
        2    get – Type 0/will get – Type 1
        3    had joined – Type 3
        4    will watch – Type 1
        5    will die – Type 1
        6    had known – Type 3
        7    don’t water – Type 0
        8    would stop – Type 2

  5    Suggested Answers
        2    ... would swim every day.
        3    get 30.
        4    will stay in and watch some DVDs.
        5    wouldn’t have got such a good mark.

  6    1    turns         2    put        3    will Jessica          4    get

  7    2    If only our holiday wasn’t/weren’t over tomorrow.
             I wish our holiday wasn’t/weren’t over tomorrow.
        3    If only I had adopted the baby seal.
             I wish I had adopted the baby seal.
        4    If only our neighbours recycled their rubbish!
             I wish our neighbours recycled their rubbish!
        5    If only I had bought the red jacket.
             I wish I had bought the red jacket.  
        6    If only we hadn’t spent all our money.
             I wish we hadn’t spent all our money

  8    1    C       3    A        5    B        7    C        9    B        11    C
        2    C       4    C       6    C       8    A       10    B        12    B

5c

  1    1    T               3    NM         5    NM             7    F
        2    T               4    F              6    NM             8    NM

  2      Date:                                    Saturday 23rd 
          Time:                                   8 am
          Meeting place:                     town hall
          What they will give you:       rubbish bags and water
          What to bring:                     sunscreen and hat
          Means of transport:              bus

  3    1    ‘s pouring           3    drizzling              5    was 
        2    froze                   4    is blowing                 howling

 4    1    rain                     3    contact               5    freaks
        2    eruptions             4    forest                  6    lines
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  5    1    B             2    C            3    C            4    B          5    B

  6    1    species                3    pollution             5    extinct 
        2    threatens             4    survive

5d, e, f
  1    a)   1    d        2    f         3    e        4    a        5    c       6    b

       b)   1    harmful chemicals              4  native people
              2    air pollution                       5  fishing villages
              3    ozone layer                        6  Aerosol sprays

  2    1    surround             4    reflect                  7    rises
        2    to reach              5    allow                   8    to fix
        3    discovered          6    is growing
                                              
  3    1    to            2    in           3    to           4    in         5    off

  4    1    That sounds great              3    I’m afraid I can’t
        2    Why don’t we                    4    How about

  5   Suggested Answer
        Quang: Hi Hoa. Did you hear that the school is holding a

marathon basketball tournament to help save
the Pink Dolphin?

        Hoa:      Really? That sounds great. When is it?
        Quang: Saturday morning at 9 o’clock for 24 hrs. Why

don’t we go together?
        Hoa:      I’m afraid I can’t. I have to work at the shop.
        Quang: Oh, that’s too bad. Wait! I have an idea. Why

don’t we ask my sister to work instead? She
hates basketball.

        Hoa:      Brilliant idea! Let’s call her.

5g
    
  1    1    C              2    A             3    D                4    B

  2    to conclude = in conclusion
        first = to begin with
        fortunately = luckily

  3    2nd paragraph – B                           3rd paragraph – C

   

  5    Suggested Answer
        The litter in the school playground is becoming a real

problem. More and more students are throwing sweet
wrappers on the ground because there are not enough
bins. Unfortunately, there is no-one to pick up the litter. 

        This means that the playground is full of rubbish and it is
becoming too dirty. The litter is building up and there is
nowhere to put it.

        There are some simple solutions to this problem. We could
put signs up telling students to use the bins and put more
bins in and around the school. We should also ask students
to volunteer to pick up the litter every day.

        In conclusion, we can all help keep our playground clean
for everyone to enjoy.

6a
  1    a)   A   mobile phone                     E  pager
        B    Internet                              F  fax machine
        C   satellite                              G  letter
        D   telephone

       b)  Suggested Answers
               1    I call my friends on the telephone/mobile phone.
             2    I find information on the Internet.
             3    I send or receive messages on my mobile phone.
             4    I receive news on my mobile phone or sometimes

on the telephone.

  2    Suggested Answers
        1    I send text messages every day.
        2    The last time I wrote a letter was last month. I wrote

to my pen friend to invite her to come and stay with
me.

        3    I mostly use my mobile phone to send text messages.
        4    I use the Internet two or three times a week at home.

I like chatting with my friends online and I also use it
to help me do my homework. 

  3    a)   1    exploration         4    mission             7    satellites
              2    capsule                5    station              8    greeting
              3    system                6    scientist

       b)   1    launch                 3    land
              2    receives               4    explore

  4    1    transmit                             4    carried
        2    greet                                  5    communicate
        3    will represent

  5    Suggested Answers
        1    Our solar system is not the only one that exists.
        2    Weather forecasts are now more accurate with the

help of satellites.

4 Problems Effects Solutions

Students throw
sweet wrappers
in playground

Litter
everywhere

Put signs up
telling students

to use bins

There are not
enough bins

Students have
nowhere to

put their litter

Put more bins in
and around

school

There is no
one to pick up

litter

The litter
builds up

Four students
volunteer to pick
up litter every day
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        3    A huge amount of money is spent on space
exploration.

        4    Scientists are investigating the possibility of life on
other planets.

  6    1    greet, rocket                 3  human
        2    desert                           4  messenger, inhabitants

  7    1    scientist                  4    Earth                7    moon
        2    stars                        5    spacecraft        8    planet
        3    extraterrestrial        6    astronaut

  8   Suggested Answer
        At the moment I’m in the spacecraft writing my diary

entry for today. The pen I use has got a string attached
to it so it won’t float away! Outside, you can see the
Earth far away in the distance. It looks very strange and
very beautiful just now. I feel very lucky to have the
chance to be here.

6b
  1    1    he / that                             4    I / her
        2    isn’t                                    5    they / then
        3    she / the day before           6    he / his / the next day 

  2    2    He said (that) he hadn’t checked his emails yet. 
        3    She said (that) she had never been to France.
        4    They said (that) they couldn’t stay out late that night.
        5    He said (that) he had gone out for dinner the night

before. 
        6    She said (that) she would call Sam later. 
        7    Dan said (that) his sister liked Vietnamese food.
        8    He says (that) they don’t look well. 

  3    1    said        2    told        3    said       4    told      5    said

  4    1    told          2    said         3    told             4    said to

  5   Suggested Answer
        Nathan said he was watching the documentary about

space travel on TV that night. He said (that) it was on at
8 o’clock. 

        Charlotte said (that) she wanted to, but that she couldn’t.
She said (that) she was going to her grandparents’ house
for dinner that evening.

        Nathan said (that) he would record it for her. He said
(that) he would give her the DVD at school the next day. 

  6    2    She ordered me not to speak to her.
        3    He asked me whether/if I could post a letter for him.
        4   She ordered me to tidy my room.
        5   He asked me to help him with his homework. 

  7    1    am going to buy                      6    Don’t buy
        2    gave me                                  7    don’t need
        3    last week                                 8    Will
        4    do you want to buy                 9    I will 
        5    can find

  8    1    A      3    C       5    B        7    C        9    C        11    B
        2    C      4    B        6    A        8    B       10    A        12    A

  9   Suggested Answer
        Quang said he would meet his friend the week after. 
         “Are you going to the football match tomorrow?” Minh said.
        She told me she had been working the day before. 
        He said he had been listening to his MP3 player then.
        “I am reading a book now,” he said.
        She told me she wouldn’t go to work that day. 

6c

  1    1    T         3    NM         5    NM        7    T          9    T
        2    F         4    NM         6    T            8    F        10    NM

  2    1    it can fly
        2    ... they didn’t have the right materials and technology
        3    ... a sports pilot’s licence ... twenty hours’ training 
        4    ... park it in your garage
        5    ... it isn’t difficult to use ... anyone who can drive a

car can use its controls

  3    Suggested Answers
        1    I think it’s expensive because the materials and

technology that it uses are still quite new, which
makes production cost high.

        2    I would love to have one of these flying cars. It would
be very exciting to fly over the city and see everything
from above. Also, it would be the perfect solution to
traffic jams.

        3    I think it is very possible that most people will have
flying cars one day. As technology develops, they will
become more affordable.

  4    1    email                                  6    delete/download
        2    document                          7    password
        3    burn                                   8    webcam
        4    online                                9    speakers
        5    Internet                            10    nickname

  5    1    read          3    save         5    chat            7    prepare
        2    print         4    surf          6    design

  6    Suggested Answers
        1    I use my computer for sending emails, reading news

online, playing games and doing my homework.
        2    (Ss’ own answers)
        3    (Ss’ own answers)
        4    The best way to protect your computer from viruses

is to install anti-virus software.
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  7    1    B             2    C            3    A            4    G         5    F

  8    1    30 hours                               5    help
        2    majority                                6    homework
        3    communicate with               7    the news
        4    play games

6d, e, f

  1    1    b               3    d             5    c                 7    f
        2    h               4    a              6    e                 8    g

        1    industrial revolution
        2    working conditions
        3    steam engine ... power machines
        4    coal mining industry
        5    standard of living
        6    by hand
        7    overcrowded housing

  2    1    changed              3    bow                    5    hugged
        2    crossed                4    insult

  3    1    a              2    a             3    b            4    b          5    a

  4    1    what’s wrong?                   3    What do I do next?
        2    Done it!                              4    You’re welcome.

  5   Suggested Answer
        A:   I don’t know how to copy these photos to my memory

stick. Can you help me?
        B:   Of course. First you insert your memory stick into the

slot in the tower.
        A:   All right.
        B:   Now click on the photo folder you want to save.
        A:   Got it! What’s next?
        B:   Click on ‘Copy this folder’ and a window will open.
        A:   Then what?
        B:   Click on ‘Removable disk’ and then click ‘paste’.
        A:   Is that all?
        B:   Yes.

6g

   

  2    1    Firstly, Also                           3    On the other hand
        2    for example, for instance      4    All in all

  3    Jane’s opinion: All in all, there are both good and bad
things about playing computer games.

        The topic sentences in the main body paragraphs:
Computer games can be good for teenagers. 

        On the other hand, some people believe that playing
computer games is bad.

  4    a)   A    2           B    4           C    1           D    3         E    5

        The topic sentence is: It could be good for all teens to
have their own laptop at school.

       b)  Suggested Answer
             Making laptops available for all teens at school can

have a number of advantages.

  5    1    d               2    a              3    b                 4    c

  6   Suggested Answer
        Most teenagers today love chatting online. Is this a

harmless activity or could it lead to problems?
        Chat rooms offer a number of advantages. Firstly, you

can make good friends there, as it is easy to find people
online who share your interests. Also, there are endless
opportunities to meet interesting people. For example,
you can talk to teachers and experts on various subjects
from all around the world. 

        On the other hand, chat rooms may not always be a
good thing. Sometimes they can be dangerous. For
instance, strangers may try to harm you. Another point is
that chatting online often takes up too much time. This
means that you fall behind with school work or neglect
your friends. 

        All in all, chat rooms are a good thing provided we are
careful about how we use them.

7a
  1    1    B        2    C        3    C        4    B         5    C       6    A

  2    1    boring                 3    educational         5    silly
        2    fantastic              4    awful

  3    1    police drama                      5    music programme
        2    nature programme             6    fashion show
        3    film                                    7    play
        4    drama show                       8    sports programme

  4    1    soap opera          4    quiz                     7    chat
        2    sitcom                 5    fashion show
        3    news                   6    documentaries

1 advantages examples/details

Games are a safe way
to spend your time.

You are at home with
your friends.

disadvantages examples/details

Computer games can
be violent.

They distract you from
other things.

They could change your
personality or encourage
you to commit crimes.
You may fall behind with
your homework.
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  5   Suggested Answer
        1    I like nature programmes because I can learn about 

animals.
        2    I don’t like soap operas because the acting is usually

awful.
        3    I like sports programmes because I play a lot of sports

myself.
        4    I don’t like watching the news because it’s boring.

  6    1    e              2    a             3    d            4    c          5    b

        1    science-fiction                    4    computer-animated
        2    sound effects                      5    awards ceremony
        3    action-packed

  7    1    won                    4    directed              7    starred
        2    composed           5    built
        3    released              6    plays

  8    (Ss’ own answers)

7b
  1    1    was           3    can be     5    have been   7    has been
        2    is              4    were        6    will be         8    are
    
  2    2    The Acropolis can be seen from our hotel.
        3   The first digital cameras were produced by the

Japanese.
        4   A free DVD is given with this magazine.
        5   A sequel to Avatar will be released by James Cameron. 
        6   Alice in Wonderland has been printed in over 100

languages.

  3    a)   2    Who has been asked to play again? 
                   The Angels have been asked to play again.
             3    Who are invited to the party?
                   Students’ friends and parents are invited to the 

party.
             4   Where can tickets be bought?
                  Tickets can be bought from the school secretary.
             5    Where will profits be given?
                   Profits will be given to a local charity. 

        b) An end-of-year party will be held on Saturday, 30th

June at Nutwell School. The party will take place in
the School Hall. The Angels have been asked to play
at the party. Students’ friends and parents are invited
to the party. Tickets can be bought from the school
secretary, and profits will be given to a local charity.

  4    2    Kyle is going to have his hair cut.
        3   Mr Smith always has a gardener do his garden.
        4   Anne will have her photograph taken.
        5   Tony has just had his chest examined.

  5    1    yourselves                          3    yourself
        2    themselves                         4    myself

  6    1    an      4    The     7    the    10    –       13    –      16    a
        2    the     5    –         8    –       11    a       14    The      
        3    –        6    the      9    –       12    a       15    –
          
  7    1    B        3    C        5    A         7    C        9    A      11    B
        2    B        4    A         6    A         8    C      10    B      12    B

  8    I installed the family computer all by myself. 
        Yesterday, my father repaired our car by himself. 
        My sister enjoyed herself at an amusement park last
        weekend. 
        My sister and I behaved ourselves when we were
        younger. 
        My parents bought themselves a TV for their anniversary. 
    
7c
  1    1    from        3    are          5    it        7    was          9    by
        2    and          4    an          6    a        8    until       10    has

  2    1    Visitors from all over the world.
        2    Opera, ballet, theatre, live musical productions and

even special programmes for children.
        3    They can just walk around or they can take a guided

tour.
        4    It was designed by Jorn Utzon.
        5    Because he won the contest to design a concert hall

for Sydney.
        6    Because its unique design caused many difficulties.

  3   Suggested Answer
        I would love to visit the Sydney Opera House because it is

such an amazing building. I wouldn’t want to go during
the day because I think it would be too crowded. I
wouldn’t like to be there with all those people walking
around. I would like to go there at night and maybe see a
live musical performance. 

  4    Across     2    museum                   6    exhibition
                       4    theatre                      7    cinema

        Down      1    concert           3    stadium          5    circus

  5    1    ranges from        3    depends on         5    audience
        2    create                  4    high-quality

  6    1    C             2    A            3    A            4    C          5    B

  7    1    music concert     3    heavy metal        5    fantastic
        2    classical               4    the drums           6    dinner

7d, e, f
  1    a)   1    e        2    c        3    f         4    b        5    a       6    d

        b)   1    string instrument             4  metal strings
              2    ancient times                   5  royal courts
              3    made from                       6  traditional music
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  2    a)   cornea, sclera, lens, retina, nerve, pupil, iris

        b)   1    nerve       3    retina       5    pupil        7    lens
              2    iris           4    sclera       6    cornea

  3    1    Do you fancy watching it with me?
        2    Oh no, not that.
        3    Well, Bicentennial Man is on later.
        4    What time is it on?

  4   Suggested Answer
        A:   Easy Cooking is on Channel 4 tonight. Do you fancy

watching it?
        B:   No thanks! Cookery programmes are really boring.

What else is on?
        A:   Well, there’s a talent show on Channel 2.
        B:   Oh no. I just hate talent shows. Is there any sport on

tonight?
        A:   There’s a football match on Channel 3.
        B:   Let’s watch that. What time is it on?
        A:   10:00. 

7g
  1    1    action-packed     3    top-class              5    slow
        2    exciting               4    brilliant               6    gripping

  2    1    fantastic    2    poor    3    surprising      4    interesting

  3    I loved this film because I found it exciting and gripping.
        You must go and see it!

  4    2    –                         3    –                         4    +

  5    1    special effects                     3    plot
        2    directed by                         4    cast, acting

  6    Keywords to underline: email, English pen-friend, write
your reply

        1    Peter, my English pen-friend.
        2    An email.
        3    The last film I saw; what it was about; 

what I thought of it.
        4    60-80 words.

  7    (Ss’ own answers)

8a
  1         Across         4  square                 8  mountain
                                5  motorway           9  field
                                6  factory              10  harbour

             Down         1  river                    4  skyscraper
                                2  beach                  7  woods
                                3  path

  2    1    ancient                4    structure             7    coast
        2    flooded               5    notice                 8    population
        3    located                6    runway 

  3    1    e               3    d             5    g                 7    f
        2    a               4    b             6    h                 8    c

        1    peaceful life
        2    public transport
        3    ideal destination, clean sea
        4    industrial city

  4    (Ss’ own answers)

  5    1    basic                   3    down                  5    lively
        2    civilisation           4    conditions

  6    1    north                  4    south-east           7    west
        2    north-east           5    south                  8    north-west
        3    east                     6    south-west

  7    2    west                    4    north-east           6    south
        3    south-west          5    north                  7    north

  8    (Ss’ own answers)

  9    (Ss’ own answers)

8b
  1    1    f                3    e              5    b                 7    d
        2    g               4    h             6    a                 8    c

  2    1    D        3    ND     5    D        7    D        9    D
        2    D        4    ND     6    D        8    ND

        3    Tutankhamen, who was an Egyptian Pharaoh, died at
a young age.

        4    The Lost Symbol, which was written by Dan Brown, is
an exciting book.

        8    My cousin, who lives in the countryside, is very lucky.

  3    Suggested Answers
        1    that I do at the weekend
        2    where lots of people live and work
        3    who spends lots of time with me
        4    which sells travel books
        5    who like the same things I do

  4    1    might                  3    mustn’t            5    don’t have to
        2    have to                4    should

  5    1    could                  3    may                 5    might
        2    was able to          4    Can

  6   Suggested Answers
        1    They must be on holiday. They can’t be in their

hometown. They must be lost. They can’t know
where they’re going. etc.

        2    She must be working. She must be self-employed.
She can’t be at the office. She must enjoy the
outdoors. etc.
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  7    1    I had to get up early when I worked at the bakery.
        2    They might have been busy.
        3    He must have got lost.
        4    I should have brought an umbrella.
        5    She can’t have stolen the money.
        
  8    1    B             3    B            5    C            7    C          9    B
        2    A             4    A            6    A            8    C        10    A

  9   Suggested Answers
        1    You should take an aspirin.
        2    You can use some of mine.
        3    She must live quite far away.
        4    He might be out at the moment.

8c
  1    1    T               3    NM         5    F                 7    NM
        2    F               4    F              6    T                   

  2    1    The Middle Ages lasted for 1100 years.
        2    Life was difficult for people during that time because

they worked hard for many hours and had to give
away half of what they produced.

        3    The homes were dirty and had very little furniture.
There was also a fire burning.

        4    People didn’t travel far because they were afraid of
strangers.

        5    When they weren't working, people sometimes
gathered together and enjoyed themselves.

        6    People had 105 days off.

  3    1    cosy                4     fireplace               7    caves
        2    roof                5     night-time            8    fridge
        3    ugly                6     chimney               9    upside down

        Missing word: courtyard 

  4    1    sofa                3     thatched              5    cramped
        2    bedroom        4     stone                    6    mall

  5    1    b             2    d            3    g            4    c          5    a

  6    1    south-west                         5    nightlife
        2    380,000                             6    River
        3    harbour                              7    parks
        4    shopping malls                   8    countryside

8d, e
  1    places: amusement park, cinema, beach, rink, water park
        sports: ice hockey, fishing, snorkelling, bodysurfing,

boating
        other activities: playing board games, dancing, riding

scooters, shopping

  2    1    cold                    4    indoor                 7    warm
        2    long                    5    national               8    beautiful
        3    huge                   6    peaceful

  3    1    free                     3    mates                  5    hang out
        2    mind                   4    Life                      6    fresh

  4    1    What can I do for you?
        2    Is it far from here?
        3    Oh, and do you know where there’s a bank?
        4    That’s perfect.

  5    Suggested Answer
        Nam:   Hello! Could you help me please?
        Vinh:    Of course! What can I do for you?
        Nam:   I’m looking for the post office.
        Vinh:    Turn right here and go straight on.
        Nam:   Is it far from here?
        Vinh:    No. It’s about a kilometre away.
        Nam:   Great. Oh, and do you know where there’s a

cinema?
        Vinh:    There’s one across the street from the post office.
        Nam:   That’s perfect. Thank you very much.

8f

  1    1    being                  4    to write               7    waiting
        2    to take                5    come                  8    to tidy
        3    to pay                 6    to visit

  2    1    somewhere         4    nothing               7    no one
        2    everything           5    anywhere            8    someone
        3    everything           6    anyone

  3    1    had better (warning)
        2    would rather (specific preference)
        3    had better (obligation)
        4    had better (warning)

  4    1    Despite                              3    Despite
        2    In spite of                           4    Although

  5    1    aren’t you           5    won’t we             9    has she
        2    is she                   6    aren’t I              10    didn’t they
        3    hasn’t he             7    isn’t she
        4    don’t they           8    did he

8g
  1    1    craftsman            4    source                 7    flat
        2    tiled, ceilings       5    mates                  8    bricks
        3    carved                 6    peaceful

  2    1    rich                     3    small                   5    high
        2    long                    4    flat                      6    hard
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  3    1    looked after         3    makes                 5    hang out
        2    let in                   4    spends

  4    1    important, ancient             4    board
        2    lets, little                            5    popular
        3    spend                                 6    hard

8h
  1    : big fireplaces, beautiful views, peaceful, friendly

neighbours
        : sharing a room, feeling bored at weekends 

  2    1    O             2    C            3    O           4    O         5    C

  3    1    helpful,               2    safe                   4    cramped 
             isolated               3    fast                   5    comfortable

  4   Suggested Answers
        1    I live in a flat in the city.
        2    It’s big and close to a nice park.
        3    My favourite room is the living room because it’s

cosy and it has a fireplace.
        4    My neighbourhood has lots of shops and is close to

public transport.
        5    I like it because everyone is friendly. I don't like it

when it gets very noisy during the day.

  5    Suggested Answer
        Hi Jenny, 
        Thanks for your email. It was great to hear from you. I

really liked reading about your home and neighbourhood.
Let me tell you about my home.

        I live in a nice big flat in the city. It has three big
bedrooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. There’s also a
living room, which is my favourite part of the house. It
has a big fireplace, which makes it warm and cosy in
winter. The only thing I don't like about my flat is that
the kitchen is too small.

        My neighbourhood is great! It has many shops and a
beautiful park nearby. It’s also close to bus stations, so it’s
very easy for us to go anywhere we want. It gets a bit
noisy during the day when the shops are open, though.
And that can be very annoying!

        Anyway, that’s all about my home. You should visit me
and see what it’s like for yourself! Write back soon.

        Linh
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Module 1
➢ Exercise 8 (p. 9)
Steve:      Hi Mary.
Mary:      Hi Steve. How are you?
Steve:      Fine. So, what job are you interested in, Mary?

Social worker?
Mary:      Actually, I want to be a fashion designer ... . I’d

love to make my own clothes some day.
Steve:      Nice! And where are all the others? 
Mary:      Oh, here and there. Margaret is talking to the

doctors over there. She wants to be a heart
surgeon.

Steve:      I’m not surprised. She’s always wanted to take
care of people ... .

Mary:      I know. Shelly is the same ... . She is thinking
about becoming a teacher ... 

Steve:      Right ... and the boys?
Mary:      Well, Jason wanted to become a lawyer until he

spoke to the pilots over there ... now he wants to
be a pilot.

Steve:      That’s cool!
Mary:      ... yeah ... and well you know Carl. He is always

playing around like he’s on TV so he wants to be
an actor.

Steve:      Good choice! He is good at that ...

➢ Exercise 9 – Dictation (p. 9)

Alea is a heart surgeon. She works in a hospital in the town
centre. Every morning, she wakes up at 7:30 am and takes
the underground to work. She usually starts work at 9 am
and finishes at 5 pm. This morning, the sun is shining and
Alea feels good. She is wearing her favourite dress because
she has an interview with a medical magazine to talk about
her job. On days like today, Alea really loves her job.

Module 2
➢ Exercise 7 (p. 17)

Tim:       Hi Nick. How are you? I heard you sprained your
wrist last week. What happened?

Nick:      Hi Tim. No, actually I hurt my leg. At first I
thought it was broken but I only twisted my ankle! 

Tim:      Oh. I see. Did it happen during your football
game?

Nick:     No, I was on my way home from playing tennis
and I tripped over something on the pavement.
There wasn’t anything to grab hold of, so I
stumbled and fell into the street.

Tim:      Were you alone?
Nick:     Yes, but fortunately a friend of mine was walking

by, so he helped me. He called an ambulance as I
couldn’t walk home on it. 

Tim:      So you went to the hospital then?
Nick:     Yes, and they were very helpful. The doctor

offered to give me an injection for the pain, but I
didn’t need it, the pain wasn’t that bad. The nurse
brought me an ice pack instead and it helped right
away. Luckily I didn’t need a plaster cast. 

Tim:      How long will it take before you can do sports
again?

Nick:     They told me I should be very careful for the next
two weeks and that in about a month I can start
playing again. Unfortunately, I will miss the end of
the year football match.

Tim:      That’s too bad, they’ll miss you. OK, well take care
and I’ll talk to you again soon.

Nick:     Thanks Tim. Bye.

➢ Exercise 8 – Dictation (p. 17)

Matthew was driving along a forest road when suddenly it
started to rain heavily and lightning struck his car.
Matthew lost control of the car. It slid off the road and hit a
tree. Matthew felt a severe pain all over his body. He
thought that he was in critical condition and was very
afraid. Then he woke up in hospital in a plaster cast. He
escaped with a broken leg. The doctors say he was
fortunate to survive such a serious crash.

Module 3
➢ Exercise 6 (p. 25)

Stewart:   Hi, Fiona. Are you going to that new extreme
sports camp?

Fiona:     No, actually I have decided to go to an outdoor
activity camp. They have a programme that
teaches canoeing and I want to try it.

Stewart: Oh, that sounds interesting. I have never been
canoeing. Do you need any special equipment
for that?

Fiona:     The camp provides everything – life jackets,
paddles, helmets and so on. They told us if we
want, we can bring a pair of goggles, but we
don’t have to.

Stewart:  So, you really like sports. It seems you are always
doing something.

Fiona:     Yes, I suppose that’s true. I have tried a few
different things. I play football at the weekend
and on Wednesdays I go skateboarding at the
skate park. 

Stewart:  Have you ever tried anything really dangerous? I
would like to try an extreme sport one day.

Fiona:      Not me. I enjoy a lot of sports, but I don’t want to
try anything where I could get seriously injured.

Stewart:  Yeah, I understand. Last year I was in Australia
with my family and my mum thought I was
taking a chance when I went snorkelling. 

Fiona:     Snorkelling isn’t dangerous. 
Stewart:   Tell my mum that! She was scared when my

brother went fishing too. Actually, I think she
believes any activity near water is dangerous. She
was worried the whole time my dad was
swimming in a race.

Fiona:     Well you better not tell her I am going canoeing
then.

Stewart:  You’re right. I will tell her you are going to go
camping, but that there will not be any water
around at all. 
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Fiona:     Do you want to come with me?
Stewart:  I would, but I have a table tennis match.
Fiona:     OK then. Maybe another time ... 

➢ Exercise 7 – Dictation (p. 25)

A passenger boarded a flight from Singapore to London.
When he arrived he didn’t declare anything but customs
officers found a scorpion in his luggage. They said that he
broke the law because he lied to them and he tried to
import endangered species. They arrested him and
charged him.

Module 4
➢ Exercise 3 (p. 32)

Woman’s Voice: You have reached the Callingwood
Children’s Centre. We are a non-profit children’s charity
that helps children with physical and learning disabilities.
The centre gives a variety of lessons such as art and
reading. We accept donations of money and books for our
growing library. We also need volunteers to help in the kids
clubs that are held in the evenings and on Saturdays. There
is a large outdoor playground, open every afternoon. The
centre operates every day from 9 am-8 pm and is closed on
Sundays. If you like, please leave a message at the tone and
we will return your call as soon as possible.

➢ Exercise 5 – Dictation (p. 33)

Last weekend a burglar broke into my house when I was
away. He stole my laptop and some money. I called the
police and a few days later they phoned me to tell me they
arrested someone in the neighbourhood. The court
sentenced him to six months in prison and I got my laptop
back but not my money.

Module 5
➢ Exercise 5 (p. 41)

1    What will the weather be like tomorrow?
     Girl:     I’m fed up with this pouring rain. I want some

sun!
     Boy:     Me too! It’s too wet to go out.
     Girl:     They say it’ll be cold with some snow tomorrow

but at least we’ll be able to dress warm and go
to the park.

2    How many people are going to clean up?
     Boy:     Is Sam going to help us clean up the beach?
     Girl:     Yes, he is! So, that’s three of us.
     Boy:     Mmmm, we need five people really. Do you

know two more people that would come with
us?

     Girl:     Well, Gemma and Bob said they will come. So
that will be enough.

3    What will the girl do?
     Girl:     I don’t know what to do. I think I’ll phone

Francesca.
     Boy:     You can’t, she’s gone shopping with her mum.
     Girl:     OK then, I’ll cook some pasta for us.
     Boy:     That sounds great!

4    How far is the nearest beach?
     Girl:     Is there a beach near here?
     Boy:     Well, the closest is 7 km, but the best beach is

14 km.
     Girl:     Are they easy to find?
     Boy:     Yes, you can go to the next town, which is 4 km

up the road and turn left at the town square.
Both beaches are in the same direction.

5    What is Katie doing?
     Boy:     Hi Katie! Where are you? We’re playing tennis at

3 o’clock.
     Girl:     Sorry Mark, but my bicycle is broken so I’m

waiting for the bus.
     Boy:     Oh, OK. See you soon!

➢ Exercise 6 – Dictation (p. 41)

The Great Barrier Reef in Australia is the world’s largest
reef. It is over 2,300 km long and is home to over 1500
species of fish. Unfortunately, global warming now
threatens its existence because coral reefs are very sensitive
to temperature change and pollution. Experts say that up
to 95% of the reef may not survive if temperatures
continue to rise. It’s time to do something or the reef will
disappear and many of its fish will become extinct.

Module 6
➢ Exercise 7 (p. 49)

Steven:    Hi, mum.
Mum:      Hi, Steven. How was your day at school?
Steven:    It was all right. We had a talk about the best

means of communication.
Mum:      Really! That sounds interesting ...
Steven:    Well yeah ... except no one agreed on anything.

Mrs Jones uses all the old stuff, you know, fax
machines and letters but none of us use them. I
mean I use email and I chat on my mobile phone
and so on ... but I mostly send SMS. It’s the best
way to stay in touch ...

Mum:      Maybe for you but everyone has got their
favourite means of communication ... 

Steven:    Right, but it doesn’t mean that it’s the best.
Adrian says he always writes emails because he
doesn’t trust SMS ... but there are lots of people
that don’t have a computer so they can’t use
email.

Mum:      True ...
Steven:    ... and of course Helen doesn’t like anything new

or modern like mobile phones so the only thing
she ever uses is the telephone at home.
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Mum:      Gosh ... you mean she doesn’t even have a
mobile phone or the Internet ...

Steven:    No, but her sister Stacy is the opposite. She
spends all day on her mobile.

Mum:      Sounds a bit like your mum, doesn’t it? 
Steven:    Kind of yeah ... anyway, we started to argue and

Daniel suggested that we continue the
discussion tonight in a chat room, because he
spends all his time online chatting ... . He’s
funny! In the end we all had a good laugh.

Mum:      I see, well it sounds like you had an interesting
conversation. You’ll have to let me know if you
agree on anything in the end ...

➢ Exercise 8 – Dictation (p. 49)

Teenagers in the UK spend about thirty hours a week online.
The majority of them use the Internet to communicate with
friends and play games. Many also use it to help them with
their homework and a few use it to read the news. 

Module 7
➢ Exercise 6 (p. 57)

Jane: Hey, are you going to the school music concert on
Thursday?

Doug: Yes, I want to, but I haven’t got a ticket yet. Have
you?

Jane: Yes, I bought my ticket on Monday. Don’t worry,
you can buy a ticket in the gym until Wednesday. 

Doug: Oh, OK. Are the tickets €7 again like last year?
Jane: Actually, they’re €8 this year. 
Doug: Oh, that’s still less than €10. That’s not bad. The

concert will take place in the theatre, won’t it?
Jane: Actually, the theatre’s too small. The gym’s a bit

small, too, so it will be held in the auditorium. 
Doug: Right. I think there will be some really good bands!
Jane: Yes. I can’t wait to see The 2020s. That’s my friends’

band. They made their first album in 2001.
Doug: Cool! Hey, do you want to meet outside before the

concert? That way, we can sit together. 
Jane: Sure. I’ve got basketball practice until 6:30 and the

concert starts at seven o’clock, so how about
meeting at 6:45?

Doug: Perfect! See you there.
Jane: OK, bye. 

➢ Exercise 7 – Dictation (p. 57)

Hi Hayley!
I went to a great music concert last night with my friends!
There were lots of bands and they played all kinds of
different music – rock, jazz, pop and classical. My favourite
though was a heavy metal band called ‘Zig Zag’. They
were so loud, especially the drums, but they were
absolutely fantastic! Afterwards, we all went out for dinner.
It was an amazing evening. 
Write back soon
Love,
Christine

Module 8
➢ Exercise 5 (p. 65)

Amy: Hi Sam. Did you finish your project?
Sam: Oh, hello Amy. Yes, you’re my last person. I have to

find out everyone’s favourite place in town.
Amy: Oh, that must have been interesting. What did you

find out?
Sam: Well, Gary likes to go out to the cinema. He likes

going to the one next to the department store on
Main Street because it is big and has a good choice
of films.

Amy: What about Tracy?
Sam: She surprised me. Her favourite place is home.
Amy: Really? Why?
Sam: She lives on the top floor of that new skyscraper and

she says the view is amazing. She can see the entire
city.

Amy: That would be interesting. I would love to see that.
Who else did you talk to?

Sam: Well, James spends his time in the square across
from the school. He goes skateboarding there all
the time. So, that brings me back to you. Where do
you like to hang out?

Amy: I spend all of my free time shopping at the mall.
What about you?

Sam: I go to the park by the lake. It is my favourite place
to go jogging and play football.

Amy: Of course! I should have known that ...

➢ Exercise 6 – Dictation (p. 65)

Bristol is a cosmopolitan city in the south-west of England.
It is Britain’s tenth largest city with a population of
380,000. Bristol used to be an important port city with a
famous harbour. Now it’s a fantastic mixture of the old
and new! You will love the city’s great shopping malls, art
galleries and museums, as well as its lively nightlife. You
can also take a boat cruise along the River Avon. Last but
not least, Bristol has about 450 parks and green spaces
and it’s just a short distance from the countryside if you
want to escape the hustle and bustle of the city.
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Grammar Bank 1
  1    1   A:    My                    3    A:   your              5    A:   He
             B:    you                        B:   mine                   B:   him

        2   A:    you                   4    A:   our
             B:    We                         B:   You

  2    2    Can he play badminton?, he can
        3    Can he reach the biscuits?, he can't
        4    Can they dive?, they can

  3    2    Tom has got a car. He hasn't got a laptop or an MP3
player.

        3   Alex and Amy have got a laptop and a car. They
haven't got an MP3 player.

        4   Max and Katie have got a laptop. They haven't got
an MP3 player or a car.

  4    1    finishes, doesn't get back               6    don't get up
        2   do you want                                  7    lies, watches
        3   doesn't go, goes                            8    Does Lucy 
        4   Do your parents read, do                    have, does
        5   drives

  5    1    Max usually goes out on Saturday night.
        2   Fran is often on the phone to her friends.
        3   Harry never eats out at restaurants.
        4    I always have a large breakfast.

  6    1    B:   What                            5    A:  Why
        2    A:  When                           6   A:  What
        3   A:  Where                          7   A:  Which
        4   A:  How often                    8   A:  How

  7    1    on           3    at           5    on          7    at
        2    in             4    at           6    in           8    at

  8    1    in                        5    Above                 9    next to
        2    on                       6    on                     10    next to
        3    opposite              7    in front of
        4    between              8    in

  9    1    any                     5    a few               9    How many
        2    an,a                    6    A lot              10    a little
        3    some                   7    much
        4    How much          8    lots of

10    1    A:   Is Tom swimming
             B:   isn't, is/'s lying
        2    A:   is/'s cooking
        3    A:   isn't working
             B:   are/'re fixing
        4    A:   Are Mum and Dad going
             B:   are, are/'re meeting

11    1    Sam is painting his living room at the weekend.
        2   She is looking for a new job at the moment.
        3   They are closing the schools because of the snow.
        4   Rebecca is going to the hairdresser's tomorrow.
        5   My brother is washing the dishes now.
        6   We are not using the computer at the moment.

12    2    A:   Is John getting a haircut at 1pm?
             B:   No, he's having lunch with Bill at 1pm.
        3    A:   Is John having an Italian lesson at 4 pm?
             B:   No, he's having a French lesson at 4 pm.
        4    A:   Is John meeting Bill at the cinema at 7 pm?
             B:   No, he's meeting Sally at the cinema at 7 pm.

13    1    A:   Do you want
             B:   am/'m studying
        2    A:   is/'s visiting, is/'s walking
        3    A:   go
             B:   are/'re flying
        4    A:   does the bus arrive
             B:   gets
        5    A:   Is Fran tidying
             B:   is/'s lying, (is) watching

14    1    am/'m writing                      7    hang out
        2    am/'m doing                        8    am/'m having
        3    stay                                      9    are/'re eating
        4    surf                                     10    are/'re going
        5    watches                              11    is/'s calling
        6    meet

15    1    more                                    5    better
        2    braver                                   6    shortest
        3    the biggest                           7    more reserved
        4    skilful                                    8    thinner
    
16    1    than          3    as            5    very            7    most
        2    most         4    most        6    than            8    much

17    1    fitter                                     5    happier
        2    more expensive                    6    more daring
        3    The fastest                            7    worse
        4    the longest                           8    the biggest

18    2    Martin is the most highly trained of the three men.
              Steve is not as highly trained as Martin.
              Jeff is the least highly trained of the three. 

       3    Jeff is the most well-paid of the three men.
             Martin is not as well-paid as Jeff.
             Steve is the least well-paid of the three.

19    1    C        2    B         3    A         4    A        5    B        6    B

20    1    as expensive as                     4    more patient
        2    kindest person                      5    curlier
        3    taller than                             6    more outgoing 

21    1    suits                                      6    have
        2    is                                          7    do not/don’t fit
        3    do                                        8    is
        4    looks                                    9    costs
        5    is

22    2    Molly can run fast enough to win the race.
        3    The TV is too expensive for you to buy.
        4    Minh is strong enough to move the bookcase.
        5    The exercise is too difficult for me to do.
        6    David is too tired to go out tonight.
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23    2    too young              5     cheap enough
        3    tall enough             6     loud(ly) enough
        4    light enough

24    1    also                         4     as well
        2    too                         5     On the other hand
        3    and                         6     However

25    1    James wants to buy new jeans and a T-shirt.
             James wants to buy new jeans and he also wants a
             T-shirt.
             James wants to buy new jeans as well as a T-shirt.
             James wants to buy new jeans and a T-shirt too.

        2    Sophie is very outgoing, but she can be rude at
times.

             Sophie is very outgoing, however she can be rude at
times.

             Sophie is very outgoing, on the other hand she can
be rude at times.

        3    Graphic designers do very creative work, but they are
not always paid well, though.

             Graphic designers do very creative work, however 
they are not always paid well, though.

             Graphic designers do very creative work, on the
other hand, they are not always paid well though. 

        4    Adam has a moustache and a beard.
             Adam has a moustache and also a beard.
             Adam has a moustache as well as a beard.
             Adam has a moustache and a beard too.

Grammar Bank 2
  1    1    A:   was Sally doing
             B:   was working

        2    A:   was raining
             B:   was walking

        3    A:   were you going
             B:   was going

        4    A:   were they arguing
             B:   wasn't listening

        5    A:   Were you shopping
             B:   was sleeping

        6    A:   Was your aunt staying
             B:   was

  2    1    had                                    10    wasn't sleeping
        2    was camping                      11    were waiting
        3    was returning                     12    were looking
        4    jumped                              13    were looking
        5    fell                                      14    spent
        6    told                                    15    pulled
        7    took                                   16    had
        8    knew                                  17    didn't have
        9    climbed

  3    1    hit, destroyed                4    was writing, went out
        2    broke, was playing         5    twisted, was running
        3    saw, started

  4    2    She used to play computer games.
        3    She didn’t use to send text messages.
        4    She used to read a lot of books.
        5    She didn’t use to use a mobile phone.

  5    1    used to live       3    used to              5    didn’t use to
        2    didn’t use to     4    didn’t use to

  6    1    is used                                  5    isn’t used to
        2    used to                                 6    used to
        3    left                                        7    sprained
        4    used to watch

Grammar Bank 3
  1    1    The police have arrested the thieves.
        2    Have you ever eaten French food?
        3    Linh has sent five emails this morning.
        4    I have always liked playing basketball.
        5    How long have you known George?

  2    1    A:   yet                                4    A: yet
             B:   just                                    B: already

        2    A:   for                                5    A: for
             B:   since                                  B: just

        3    A:   yet
             B:   already

  3    1    has been                              3    has gone
        2   have gone to                        4    have been to

  4    1    spoke, have not/haven’t seen
        2    has lived, was
        3    have you been, have not/haven’t seen
        4    lost, has not/hasn’t found
        5    have been

  5    1    has already bought
        2    has been playing
        3    has been looking
        4    has been exercising
        5    Have you been waiting

  6    1    such         2    such        3    so                4    so

Grammar Bank 4
  1    1    had escaped                       4    had never given
        2    broke                                 5    had been
        3    realised

  2    1    had spent
        2    had just found out, had stolen
        3    had been trying
        4    had been walking   

  3    1    a pair of new brown winter boots
        2    a huge rectangular silver screen
        3    a brilliant American science-fiction film
        4    an expensive small new fax machine

  4    1    surprised             3    boring                 5    excited
        2    surprising            4    bored                  6    exciting
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  5    1    well           2    loudly      3    slowly         4    happily

  6   1    I’m very happy with my new printer.
        2    Hai is playing outside.
        3    John often plays computer games.
        4    Jo is going to London next week.

Grammar Bank 5
  1    1    will find                              5    is not going to
        2    will clean                            6    Will you see
        3    are going to take               7    ‘m going to have
        4    is going to start

  2    1    Are we going                        4    am meeting
        2    am helping                           5    are visiting
        3    are having                            6    aren’t doing

  3    1    C        3    A         5    C        7    A         9    A    11    A
        2    A         4    C        6    A         8    A       10    A

  4   2    If you eat a lot of junk food, you put on weight.
        3    If you mix red and white, you get pink.
        4    If you heat metal, it expands.
        5    If you go out in the rain, you get wet.

  5   2    If we play well, we will win the match.
        3    If she works late tonight, she will miss the party.
        4    If we travel to Brazil, we will go on a jungle safari.

  6    2    If he didn’t make fun of people, he would have
friends.

        3    If they had enough money, they could go on
holiday.

        4    If she worked many hours, she wouldn’t have time
to study.

  7    2    If it hadn’t rained all day, we would have gone out.
        3    If their car hadn’t broken down, they would have

visited Stonehenge.
        4    If he had had a map, he wouldn’t have got lost.

  8    1    would be                4     would have visited
        2    will join                   5     won’t burn
        3    will become            6     used

  9    1    finish                      4     get
        2    arrive                      5     will you leave
        3    finishes

10     I wish/If only I had been polite to my neighbour.
         I wish/If only it wasn’t/weren’t so cold today.
         I wish/If only my parents had let me get a cat.
         I wish/If only I wasn’t/weren’t afraid of lightning.
         I wish/If only I hadn’t lost my sister’s sunglasses.

Grammar Bank 6
  1    1    said                     3    told                     5    said
        2    said                     4    told                     6    told

  2    1    She told me (that) Carl was downloading some music.
        2    John told Tina (that) he would fix her computer the

next day.

        3    She said (that) Mark didn’t believe there is life in
outer space.

        4    She told me (that) she liked my new laptop.
        5    They said (that) they had been to the cinema the

week before.
        6    He told us (that) we might not be able to use that

printer.
        7    David said (that) Mary hadn’t left for Rome yet.
        8    He told Harry (that) he couldn’t save the file on his

computer.
        9    Nick said to Tom (that) he should get a new mouse

for his computer.

  3    1    Sarah asked Sam if/whether she/he liked the film E.T.
        2    She asked them what they did in their free time.
        3    He asked me if/whether I had downloaded any films

lately.
        4    Pat asked her friends how they would get to school

the next day.
        5    She asked him where she could buy a good screen

for her PC.

  4    1   John told Evelyn to turn her PC off.
        2   She told them not to be late the next day.
        3   Mum told me to do my homework.
        4   Helen asked Pete to take the rubbish out.

  5    Suggested Answer

        Helen:   I’m going shopping, would you like to come
with me?

        Simon:  No, thank you. I have a science test tomorrow so
I am studying.

        Helen:   I will help you study, if you want?
        Simon:  Thanks. That’s very nice of you.

Grammar Bank 7
  1    1    -, the                                    4    -,-
        2    A, an                                    5    The, the, -
        3    -, a, the                                6    -, the, -, a

  2    1    is said                                   6    was entitled
        2    was shown                           7    was named
        3    was filmed                            8    was nominated
        4    were attracted                      9    are shown
        5    were cast

  3    2   No. The new series will not be filmed in Los Angeles.
It will be filmed in New York. 

        3   No. The film hasn’t been nominated for an award for
its music. It has been nominated for an award for its
special effects. 

        4   No. The music for the film Mamma Mia wasn’t
written by U2. It was written by ABBA.

        5   No. The artist’s work isn’t displayed in a museum. It
is displayed in an art gallery.

  4    1   He was nominated for three awards last year.
        2   A director hasn’t been chosen yet.
        3   It will be presented by a popular actor.
        4   A new episode is shown every Friday. 
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  5    Suggested Answer

        2    I have had the opera tickets brought to my office by
Susan.

        3    The artist will have his paintings exhibited at the art
gallery.

        4    Mary is going to have her house decorated by a
professional. 

        5    Mrs Smith has her house cleaned twice a week.

  6    1    have my car serviced            4    he will have it taken
        2    had it delivered                    5    haven’t had it 
        3    had it done                                painted

  7    2    Chris will have his theatre tickets booked over the
Internet by his sister.

        3    The Porters may have their house redecorated.
        4    Dina had some songs burnt onto a CD by John.
        5    Joanna always has her cat fed by her neighbours

when she is away.
        6    Jane is having her bedroom painted by George. 

  8    1    E, yourself                             4    D, myself
        2    C, themselves                       5    F, ourselves
        3    A, herself                              6    B, himself

  9    1    himself                                 5    ourselves
        2    –                                           6    yourself/yourselves
        3    herself                                  7    myself
        4    –

Grammar Bank 8
  1    1    A             3    B            5    A            7    C          9    C
        2    A             4    C            6    B            8    B        10    A
    
  2    1    who                    3    where                 5    whose
        2    who                    4    who                    6    that

  3    1    Florence is a beautiful city where people can see
historic buildings.

        2    This is my friend, Dan, who is studying at university.
        3    This is my new bicycle which I bought last week.
        4    These are my old shoes that I’m going to throw away.
        5    My grandparents live in a small cottage whose roof is

made of straw.
        6    Torquay is a seaside resort where lots of people like to

spend their holidays.
        7    Mr and Mrs Stokes are my neighbours whose daughter

is my friend.

  4    2    which D
        3    whose D
        4    My aunt Sue, who lives in Panama, is an

archaeologist. ND
        5    whose D
        6    That elephant, which is two years old, was born in

the wild. ND
        7    New York, which is in the USA, is called ‘the city

which never sleeps’. DN
        8    Manchester, which was the world’s first industrial

city, is a city with many attractions. DN
        9    who D
     10    John, who I went on holiday with, works in the same

office as me. DN

  5    1    isn’t he                5    didn’t she            9    did he
        2    haven’t they        6    aren’t you         10    don’t they
        3    don’t you            7    does she
        4    won’t they          8    will he

  6    1    must                   3    must, can’t
        2    can’t, must          4    must, can’t

  7    1    must                   3    mustn’t               5    don’t 
        2    don’t have to      4    have to                     have to

  8    Suggested Answer

        1    You have to be a good swimmer to go bodysurfing.
        2    You mustn’t drop litter in the street.
        3    You don’t have to be old to enjoy gardening.
        4    You mustn’t walk alone in cities.
        5    You must be quiet in the countryside. 

  9    1    b               2    d             3    a                 4    c

10    1    should                 3    shouldn’t             5    might
        2    must                   4    can

11    1    mustn’t               6    could                11    might
        2    might                  7    were able to      12    can’t have
        3    shouldn’t             8    could                13    can
        4    can                      9    have to              14    might
        5    must                 10    don’t have to

12    1    go                       5    to go                   9    travelling
        2    park                    6    helping             10    to help
        3    working              7    windsurfing
        4    pass                    8    to talk

13    Suggested Answer

        1    I like meeting new people.
        2    I don’t mind living in a big city.
        3    I would love to play football.
        4    I might be late for school.
        5    I want to watch soap operas.
        6    I hate going to museums.

14    1    had better                            6    would rather
        2    would rather                         7    had better
        3    had better                            8    had better
        4    had better                            9    had better
        5    would rather                       10    would rather

15    1    nothing               4    something           7    Some
        2    anywhere            5    nowhere
        3    anything             6    Everyone

16    1   Although she left her home late, she got to the
airport on time.

        2    In spite of being very tired, Kate offered to show
them around the city.

        3    Despite the fact that he isn’t interested in history, he
went to the museum with them.

        4    Although it is warm and cosy, her room is quite small.
        5    Despite having its own garden, the house is very

small.
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Vocabulary Bank 1
Jobs & Occupations

  1   1    computer programmer  11   travel agent
       2    make-up artist                12   delivery boy
       3    interior decorator           13   personal trainer
       4    dry cleaner                     14   pilot fighter
       5    heart surgeon                15   bus driver
       6    truck driver                    16   bank clerk 
       7    photographer                17   accountant
       8    security guard                18   TV presenter 
       9    lifeguard                        19   tour guide
     10    shop assistant                20   graphic designer

Clothes & patterns

  1   1    polka-dot dress                5   loose-fitting top
       2    tartan skirt                       6   tight-fitting jeans
       3    short-sleeved top             7   polo-neck jumper
       4    flared skirt                        8   flat shoes

  2   1    flat                                   4   polo-neck
       2    short sleeved                    5   Tartan
       3    flared skirt                        6   tight-fitting

  3   1    polo-neck                        4   short-sleeved
       2    polka-dot                         5   loose-fitting
       3    tartan                               6   tight-fitting

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Vocabulary Bank 2
Natural phenomena

  1    1   drought     4   flood                        7   avalanche
       2   tsunami      5   lightning                  8   hurricane
       3   tornado     6   volcanic eruption     9   earthquake

  2         Across                                   Down

       3    drought                           1   tornado
       4    avalanche                        2   tsunami

  3    1   earthquake    3   flood           5   drought
       2   tsunami         4   tornado       6   volcanic eruption

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    earthquakes, they are dangerous.
       2    go on my roof.
       3    go under a big wooden table.

Injuries & accidents/first aid

  1   Suggested Answers
       1    He cut his leg while he was climbing.
       2    She burnt her hand on the saucepan.
       3    He bruised his eye when he walked into the door.
       4    She fell and twisted her ankle while skateboarding.
       5    He fell off his horse and broke his leg.
       6    She sprained her wrist while playing tennis.

       7    He pulled a muscle while lifting weights.
       8    She hit her head during a basketball game.

  2    1   muscle     3    tooth      5   nose           7   muscle
       2   head        4   hair         6    tongue

  3   1    broke his leg                    5   sprained her wrist
       2    burnt her hand                6   hit her head
       3    twisted her ankle              7   cut his leg
       4    bruised his eye                 8   pulled a muscle

Aches & pains

  1   1    sore throat                       7   stomach ache
       2    cough                              8   backache
       3    temperature                     9   feel sick
       4    toothache                      10   a pain in my leg
       5    cold/flu                          11   rash
       6    headache

  2    1   backache       3   cough           5   a cold/the flu 
       2   feel sick         4   rash               6   toothache
                                       
  3   a)   1   c           2   a           3   b          4   d        5   e

       b)  1   take an aspirin                         4   put some
             2   drink some cough syrup               cream on it
             3    have a rest

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    take an aspirin.
       2    I go to the dentist.
       3    I smell sour milk.

Vocabulary Bank 3
Extreme Sports

  1   a)  1    bungee jumping         7   hang-gliding
             2   snowboarding            8   motocross
             3    white-water rafting     9   skydiving
             4    rock climbing           10   mountain biking
             5    snorkelling                11   canoeing
             6    skateboarding          12   white-water kayaking

 

b) Water Air Land
white-water rafting
snorkelling
canoeing
white-water
kayaking

bungee
jumping
hang-gliding
sky-diving

snowboarding
rock climbing
skateboarding
motocross
mountain
biking
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Equipment

  1    1   racquet              5   shuttlecock        9   goggles
        2   gloves                6   snowboard       10   helmet
        3   bat                     7   paddle
        4   flippers               8   mask

  

  3   2    white-water rafting          5   skydiving
       3    rock climbing                   6   mountain biking
       4    snowboarding                  7   bungee jumping

Holiday problems

  1   1    steal a wallet                     5   get sunburnt
       2    miss a flight                     6   car break down
       3    get a flat tyre                   7   lose luggage
       4    get a puncture                 8   lose passport

  2   2    steal a wallet                     5   lose luggage
       3    miss a flight                     6   a flat tyre
       4    get sunburnt

  3    1   missed               3   got                     5   lost
        2   lost                     4   stole                   6   breaks

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    The airline lost my luggage and I had nothing to

wear.
       2    Yes, I have been sunburnt. I put cream on it.

Food for sport

  1   A   Starchy Foods                  E   Meat & Poultry
       B    Fruit & Vegetables            F   Dairy Products
       C   Seafood                           G   Fats & Sweets
       D   Fish

       1   bread                 11   bananas      21   chicken
       2   pasta                 12   apples         22   lamb
       3   rice                    13   squid           23   trout
       4   cereal                14   shrimps       24   sardines
       5   carrots               15   octopus      25   salmon
       6   corn                  16   mussels       26   cheese
       7   tomatoes           17   lobster         27   milk
       8   cucumber          18   crab            28   cake
       9   oranges             19   beef            29   ice cream
     10   strawberries       20   turkey

Vocabulary Bank 4
Verbs related to breaking the law

  1   1    hijack                                       8   shoplift
       2    burgle a house                         9   break into
       3    rob a bank                             10   set fire
       4    put somebody in prison         11   spray paint
       5    arrest                                     12   mug
       6    drive fast                               13   bribe
       7    murder                                 14   kidnap
    
  2         Across                                   Down
       1    hijacking                         2   kidnapping
       6    speeding                          3   bribery
                                                    4   mugging
                                                    5   arson

  3   2    murder, murderer
       3   burgle, burglary
       4   shoplifter, shoplifting
       5   hijack, hijacking
       6   vandalise, vandal
       7    pickpocket, pickpocketing
       8   spy, spy
       9   kidnap, kidnapping
     10   mugger, mugging

  4    1   vandalism        3   burglaries         5   kidnappers
       2   robbery           4   shoplifter          6   hijacking

Breaking the law

  1   1    speeding                          7   robbery
       2    arson                               8   car theft
       3    burglary                           9   kidnapping
       4    shoplifting                     10   mugging
       5    vandalism                      11   hijacking
       6    picking pockets/            12   bribery
             pickpocketing                13   murder

  2    1   car theft             5   speeding           9   arson
       2   vandalism          6   mugging         10   shoplifting
       3   robbery             7   bribery
       4   murder              8   pickpocketing

Vocabulary Bank 5
Environmental problems

  1   1    air pollution                5   deforestation
       2    endangered species    6   water pollution
       3    energy waste              7   global warming
       4    acid rain                     8   rubbish/household

waste

  2    1   e        2   d        3   a        4   b        5   c

       1    acid rain                           4   endangered species
       2    air pollution                     5   energy waste
       3    global warming

2
play

golf, badminton, tennis, cricket, football, 
hockey

go
bungee jumping, white-water rafting,
skydiving, canoeing, hang-gliding, rock
climbing, snowboarding, mountain biking
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  3   a)   1   b       2   e       3   a       4   f       5     c     6   d

       b)  Suggested Answer
             2    We should protect endangered species that are

facing extinction.         
             3    Planting trees will help solve the problem of

deforestation.
             4    To prevent energy waste we should turn off

the power when not using appliances.
             5    We should clean up the polluted beaches on a

regular basis.
             6    To reduce rubbish we should recycle more.

Weather
  1    1   sunshine          7   tornado        13   tropical storm
        2   snowfall           8   sleet              14   thunderstorm
        3   heatwave         9   hail               15   shower
       4   breeze           10   hurricane      16   storm
        5   lightning        11   gale              17   thunder
        6   ice                 12   drizzle

  2   1    d   2       a   3       e   4        f   5      b    6     c

  

  4    1   thunderstorms    5   lightning          9   weather
        2   ice                       6   storm             10   hail
        3   snowfall               7   heatwave
       4   breeze                 8   tornado

  5    1   earthquake        4   tornado             7   wet
       2   snowfall             5   thunder
       3   hurricane           6   flood

  6   (Ss’ own answers)

Vocabulary Bank 6
Means of communication

  1    1   Internet             5   letter                  9   SMS
       2   pager                 6   satellite            10   email
       3   mobile phone    7   fax machine
       4   telephone          8   MMS

  2    1   f               3   g            5   h                7   c
       2   d              4   a             6   e                8   b

  3    1   pager                 3   Internet             5   Satellites
       2   SMS                   4   telephone

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    My favourite means of communication is email. It

is fast and easy.
       2    I use the Internet every day.

Technology & computers

  1    1   laptop             4    speakers        7   printer
       2   webcam          5    keyboard       8   CD/DVD drive
       3   screen             6    mouse           9   scanner

  2    1   B              3   A            5   C               7   B  
       2   C             4   C            6   A

  3    1   CD/DVD drive   3   scanner           5   printer
       2   laptop              4   mouse             6   keyboard

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    I think webcams are useful to see people that are

far away.
       2    A laptop is easier to transport.
       3    No, I’ve never used a scanner.

Body language
  1   1    cross legs                         5   hug
       2    bow                                 6   shake hands
       3    make the OK gesture       7   look somebody
       4    kiss on the cheeks                 in the eyes

  2         Across                                   Down
       2    cheeks                             1   gesture
       4    bow                                 2   cross
       5    eyes                                 3   shake

  3   1    cross your legs
       2    look somebody in the eyes
       3    kissing on the cheek
       4    makes the OK gesture

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Vocabulary Bank 7
TV Programmes

  1   1    fashion show                   8    drama
       2    sports programme           9    police drama
       3    awards ceremony          10    cartoon
        4    the news                          11    children’s programme
       5    music programme         12    sitcom
       6    wildlife documentary     13    play
       7    comedy show

  2   a)   1   a           2   c           3   e           4   b        5   d

       b)  1    comedy shows           3   music programme
             2    awards ceremony

3 snow rain wind sun
snowfall

sleet
hail
ice

drizzle
sleet

showers
storm

gale
breeze
storm

tornado

sunshine
heatwave
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  3   Suggested Answers
       1    My favourite TV programme is a wildlife

documentary.
       2    I watch it once a week.
       3    I don’t like soap operas.
       4    At the weekend, I watch sports programmes.

Films
  1   1    comedy                           8   historical
       2    silent film                         9   documentary
       3    animated cartoon          10   detective
       4    western                          11   fantasy
       5    horror                            12   adventure
       6    science fiction                13   action
       7    musical                          14   romance

  2    1   comedy                 4   musical          7   fantasy
       2   science fiction        5   horror
       3   romance                6   silent

  3   1    action                              4   westerns
       2    documentary                   5   animated cartoons
       3    horror

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    My favourite type of film is a documentary.
       2    Yes, I watched a comedy film.

Vocabulary related to films

  1   a)  1   star            3   release              5   direct
             2   play           4   compose

       b)  1    computer animated    4   blockbuster
             2    excellent cast              5   special effects
             3    sound effects              6   gripping plot

  2   1    stars                                 4   composed
       2    directed                           5   released
       3    plays

  3   a)   1   b            2   a             3   d            4   c

       b)  1    computer animated    3   excellent cast
             2    gripping plot              4   sound effects

  4   (Ss’ own answers)

Musical instruments

  1   1    flute                                 9   synthesiser
       2    piano                             10   accordion
       3    acoustic guitar               11   harmonica
       4    violin                             12   electric guitar
       5    drum                             13   saxophone
       6    cello                               14   tin whistle
       7    sitar                               15   bass guitar
        8    harp

  

  3    1   b            2   d           3   e            4   c          5   a

  4   Suggested Answers
       1    Jazz is my favourite type of music.
       2    I want to learn to play the guitar.

Vocabulary Bank 8
Places to visit

  1    1   stadium         5   theatre                9   castle
       2   beach            6   square              10   cinema
       3   museum        7   circus                11   concert hall
       4   art gallery      8   opera house      12   temple

  2   1    museum                          5   art gallery
       2    square                              6   circus
       3    concert hall                      7   stadium
       4    cinema

  3   Suggested Answers
       1    My favourite place to visit is the theatre.
       2    There is a cinema to watch films.
       3    When I hang out with my friends, we usually go to

the park.

City life & Country life

  1    1   coast               8   harbour          15   park
       2   car park           9   woods            16   block of flats
       3   factory           10   cinema           17   square
       4   skyscraper      11   motorway       18   farm
       5   shopping      12   department    19   airport
             centre                   store               20   metro
       6   path              13   river                21   mountain
       7   field               14   shops              22   museum

The horizon – Reading maps

  1   1    north (N)                         5   east (E)
       2    north-west (NW)             6   south-west (SW)
       3    north-east (NE)                7   south-east (SE)
       4    west (W)                          8   south (S)

  2   2    south-west                       6   east
       3    west/south-west               7   north-east
       4    south-east                        8   south-west
       5    north-west

  3    1   F             2   T            3   T            4   F          5   F

2
String Percussion Keyboard Wind

acoustic
guitar,

violin, sitar,
cello, harp,

electric guitar,
bass guitar

drum piano,
synthesiser,
accordion

flute,
harmonica,
saxophone,
tin whistle
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  4    1   Guarda      3   Porto                      5   Setubal
       2   Lagos         4   Castelo Branco       6   Monchique

  5   (Ss’ own answers)

House & Home
  1    1   ceiling           10   door                 20   stairs
       2   wall               11   mirror               21   carpet
       3   wardrobe      12   bath                 22   armchair
       4   bookcase       13   washbasin         23   chair
       5   poster            14   toilet                 24   table
       6   pillows           15   fridge                25   cooker
       7   bed               16   painting            26   cupboards
       8   bedside         17   curtains             27   sink
             cabinet          18   sofa
       9   desk              19   cushion

  

  3    1   bed               3   table                       5   desk
       2   armchairs      4   bedside cabinet       6   wardrobe

  4   Suggested Answer
       ... there is a large bookcase against the back wall. In

front of the bookcase there is a table with chairs around
it where we eat our dinner. The room is very cosy
because there is a fireplace behind the sofa. The sofa is
very comfortable and there are two armchairs next to
the sofa. 

  5         Across                                   Down
       3    curtains                           1   fridge
       4    garage                             2   wardrobe
       5    bed                                  3   carpet

  6   Suggested Answer
       In my bedroom there is a bed. Next to the bed there

is a bedside cabinet with a lamp on it. Under the
window there is a desk and a chair. My computer is
on the desk. I also have a wardrobe in my bedroom. I
love my room!

2 Rooms Furniture Appliances

bathroom
utility room

kitchen
bedroom

hall
living room

bedside cabinet
sofa
desk

bookcase
armchair

cooker
fridge

Material Special Features Adjectives

wood
stone
metal

marble
brick

parking space
garden
stairs

garage
swimming pool

balcony

traditional
cramped

ugly
comfortable

cosy
lovely
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